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ABSTRACT

Man is unique in his capacity to create, sustain, and inhabit 
his own artificial world of 84cultural reality,${ a part of which is 
known as urban context and characterized by complex internal socio
economic organization and interaction. This thesis is a result of my 
two-year participation in the Royal Ontario Museum archaeological 
investigation of prehistoric urban context at the extensive and complex 
site of Pampa Grande. The site is strategically situated at the neck, of 
the Nortli Coastal Valley of Lamhayeque, Peru. In terms of ceramic 
styles, much of the site belongs to Moche V (ca. A.D. 600700), the 
last phase of the first multi-valley conquering state in coastal Peru.

I addressed myself to the task of identifying various population seg
ments engaged in diversified activities and defining the nature of 
articulation among them.

My research interests were operationalized in the. form of a 

multi-stage sampling framework that promoted feedback among the Various 

stages of fieldwork. Three-stage excavations followed regional and 

site-level survey and mapping. The models of socioeconomic organization 
presented here are the result of systematic inquiry that began with., 
identification of the minimum - behaviorally significant architectural 
unit.

Pampa Grande appears to have been the center of the Moche V 
polity following abandonment of the site of Moche by the end of Phase 

IV. This northward shift of power was; associated with a generalized
xxv



xxvi
\shift in settlement pattern to farther inland and nucleation of popula

tions into fewer but larger settlements. As an alternative to the 
conventional view that expansion of the Huari ”Empire18 was responsible 
for the decline and collapse of the "Regional Classic Cultures” of the 
coast, I suggest a generalized environmental deterioration triggered by 

a relatively minor fluctuation in precipitation. The deviation is 
thought to have been amplified due to heavy reliance upon irrigation, 
and the inland movement may have been an attempt to secure a water 
supply and access to fertile land* The nucleation may have been a 

social response to environmental stress. These changes may have been 

too major and rapid for the traditional socioeconomic system to handle.

The broader Moche V settlement pattern, site configuration, 
construction format, and ceramic composition signal a major break between 
Moche IV and V. I suggest that the compromising circumstances under 
which Moche V Pampa Grande was established led to adoption of various 
social and political institutions that differed markedly from those of 

the Moche tradition developed earlier in the core region of the 
Chicama and Moche Valleys. The traditional Moche ceramic style 
continues but is now accompanied by an appreciable number of black 

burnished wares. Moche ceramic continuity does not seem to be reflected 
in social continuity. I postulate the emergence of a socially mobile 

bureaucratic class in charge of interregional commerce and the manage^ 
ment of various population groups either represented or residing within 

the site proper. Excavations suggest a wide distribution of low-output 
manufacturing areas manned by a day*-time labor force that was fed by 
spatially distinct kitchen/storage facilities. A redistributive economy



xxvii
is inferred. Architecture and portable artifacts at the site point to 
emphasis upon quantity rather than quality, a condition that may have 
been brought about by population concentration.

The cessation of the Moche V occupation was pre-conditioned by 
internal stresses. Growth of the site created new social forms which, 
once established, constrained subsequent changes. Contradictory 

conservative and dynamic forces within the Pampa Grande power structure . 
may have weakened the social and political fabric of the system, which 
thus became susceptible to some unexpected forces.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The prevalent opinion among social scientists as to the poten
tial contributions of archaeology to the understanding of social 
phenomena has been pessimistic at best. In general, evaluations of the 
current state of the social and/or. behavioral sciences are not neces
sarily amicable. Despite the headstart provided by Max Uhle around the 

turn of the century and the bolstering stimulus injected by the Viru 
Valley Project in the 1940sf Andean archaeology has largely failed to 

develop formal approaches and to adequately explore'the feasibility and 

productiveness of bringing social phenomena under scrutiny, Exceptions 
to the preceding statement include "settlement pattern studies" 
originally suggested by Julian Steward and developed by Gordon Willey 
(e.g., 1953} and, more recently, "institutional analysis" combining 
ethnohistorical documentation and archaeological fieldwork (e.g.,
Morris 1974, Murra 1962a, Murra and Morris 1976).

Following Willey -s (1953) work, settlement pattern Studies in 

Peru have been carried out mostly within single-valley content. Easy 
geographical delimitation of the 11 study area," however, has the effect 

of restricting one*s perspective to the particular valley in which one 
works. Izumi (1971:29-30) justifiably criticizes the regionalization, 

isolation, and the inclination to generalize intra-valley patterns to 
the entire Andean region. Specific intra-valley patterns must be

1



2
abstracted at higher levels before they can be compared to patterns 

emerging elsewhere. A functional perspective, however, has no 
geographical constraints, only temporal limitation.

It has been argued that the integration of ethnohistory and 
archaeology must be carried out at the level of research design formula
tion; that they must be assigned active roles of discovery and testing 
■within the single unified research organization (Morris 1974, Hurra and 
Morris 1976). A multi-year project centered around the provincial Inca 
state settlement of Huanuco Viejo (e,g ,, Morris and Thompson 1970;

Morris 1972, 1974; Thompson 1968a, 1968b, 1971) has amply illustrated 
the productivity of this approach. Although there have been attempts to 
project patterns described in historical documents backward into pre- 

Inca times Ce*g», Kosok 1959, 1965; Murra 1968; Rostworowski 1961, 
1967-8, 1972, 1973), many of these efforts have failed to integrate 

archaeology within their’research designs. As Kroeber (1963:63-4). noted 
in 1942, the mutual aid between archaeology and ethnohi.story, however, 

is limited to ^proto^historical* cultures and societies. Although the 
Lambayeque Valley and the North Coast of Peru are known to be rich in 

etlinohistorical materials, there is nothing directly relevant to Mocha V 
period that dates to about A.D. 600-700."*"

Today Gordon Willey (1974:156) admits that by the 1940s, “In 
spite of its precocity of chronological development, Peruvian 
archaeology had lagged behind in many respects*^ The statement is not 

only a characterization of the current state of knowledge but the

1. Discussion of the ethnohistorica! materials is therefore 
limited in the thesis?



dominant theme and direction of Andean archaeology Temporal and 

stylistic aspects of ceramics have been the major preoccupation * This 
is particularly true on the North and South Coasts of Peru, the regions 

known for Moche or Mochica and Nazca pottery styles, respectively. 
Destructive grave looting for prized pottery and concurrent focus upon 
ceramic studies characterize the archaeology of the regions. Moche 
pottery executed in maroon and cream colors has been the focus of 

numerous ceramic studies largely due to its naturalistic modelling and 
painting, the wide range of subject matter represented, and the large 

arnoutn of pottery available. Kutscher (1950:195) observes that v No thing 

seems to have been too low, vulgar, or revolting, nothing too high or 
sublime, that it was not depicted,**' In terms of the quantity of 
vessels, the Rafael Larco Herrera Museum in Lima.alone contains at least 
40,000 whole"vessels (Evans 1968:234)# Rafael Larco Hoyle was one of 
several scholars who saw • sociological and ethnographic value in these 

vessels, Aside from writing ^Mochica ethnography* (Larco 1938, 1939, 
19461, Larco differentiated five ceramic phases on the ba,sls of changes 

observed in vessel form and representational styles (Larco 1948, 1963, 
1966) * Moche V, then, refers to the last phase of the Moche ceramic 

stylistic seriation.

I am obliged to add the systematic study of pottery representa
tions as yet another method of reconstructing social phenomena in 

Andean archaeology. Benson (1972:89) sees, only a limited potential in 

the approach for the reconstruction of Moche social structure, as 
» . the people on the pots generally have ritual or religious 

associations and therefore do not tell as much as they might about the

3



4
total social structure/* Kutscher (1950:196), on the other hand, 
contends that the different aspects of the culture are systemically 
related and that we must regard different representations as parts of 

a coherent whole and consider the emerging interrelations»
Various workers have advanced reconstructions of Moche society, 

Paul ICdsok (1965:110), for example, characterizes the Moche period as a 
time of the culmination of priestly power and rule* In addition, he 
notes that Moche society contained ^embryonic or formative elements of 

new social forms that break out as independent characteristics or forces 
in the succeeding period” (Kosok 1965:110), i.e,, secular military 

group * He states:
, • „ if we assume for the time being that secular forces 
were growing in power within the framework of a theocratic 
Mochica culture, we are supported by Seiior Rafael Larco 
Hoyle's theory that there actually existed a Mochica politic 
cal and military empire from the Chicama to the Mepeha Valleys 
inclusive. Priest^dominated social units are generally 
limited in size, consisting of single communities or groups 
of communities , , . % But the achievement of extensive 
military conquests and political organization requires 
military and political specialists, namely the secular 
chiefs,

When the secular chiefs are finally successful f they a,re 
able to establish a secular state based on a class' society, 
in contrast to the priests, who generally are at best able 
to produce a kind of protore lass society within a limited 
area* But there is often a long transition stage, during 
which the priests and the secular chiefs need each other 
for territorial expansion and to control and consolidate 
the conquered peoples, at the same time struggling with each 
other for internal control, perhaps such a condition, existed 
in the Mochica Period (Kosok 1965:112),

We are then faced with the question of ”How can we detect, or by

indirection determine, that such secular forces existed? Moreover, how
did these secular forces express themselves?” (Kosok 1965:112), It is



just as likely that the same small group of political leaders assumed 

the roles of religious and military leadership (of. Haas 1976). Over

all, the current state of our knowledge concerning the Moche society 
does indicate that by the Moche IV Phase, the period known as the 
expansive phase, society forcibly expanded out of the core region of 

the Moche and Chicama Valleys to much of the North Coast of Peru. The 
sudden interruption of the Gallinazo ceramic style coupled with the 
establishment of intrusive settlements with pure Moche pottery and 

murals, and the monumental architecture (e.g,f adobe pyramids1 modelled 
after the presumed Moche capital at the site of Moche in the Moche 
Valley are given as evidence for characterizing Moche society as a 
multi^valley conquering state (Moseley n.d.a). Steward and Faron 
(1959s 91*1 argue that the militaristic pattern became self-perpetuating 
as the culture became functionally dependent upon warfare» Other lines 
of evidence such as burials point to marked differential access to 

material goods of high intrinsic value and large labor investment» In 

general, I believe empirical evidence and logical inferences based upon 
that evidence justify my assumption that by Moche IV Phase, we are 

dealing with an expansive multi-valley polity with an associated 
stratified population* Admittedly, however, many of the propositions 

that form the basis of the above assumption await future empirical 

testing.
Aside from the recent work carried out by the Harvard University 

Chan Chan/Moche Valley Project (e,g., Moseley 1975a? Hastings, Mansfield, 
and Moseley 1975? Bankes 1972%, there have been very few in-depth 

Investigations of Moche sites and their internal organization an$

5
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workings.. Andean archaeology has seen few functional studies of large 

or small sites. They.functional characteristics of ceramics and 
architecture must not he relegated to secondary importance to their 
temporal aspects (cf. Morris 1971), Just as built-in multiplicity of ■ 
genetic variability has been the key to the successful organic evolu
tion, the future development of Andean archaeology must be founded upon 
diverse but complementary interests and methods. Ceramic distribu^ 
tional and stylistic studies must be complemented by concomitant 

research along the lines of synchronic/functional perspectives.

Functional analysis of architecture is the major theme of the 
thesis. It is squarely based upon the axiomatic assumption that 
architectural forms are the strnaturalizations of their functions. 
Ceramic variation and attributes are neither the sole nor the most 

reliable material reflection of past socioeconomic systems. It is my
V 'belief that architecture*and material remains within architecturally 

meaningful contexts form the major depot of socioeconomic information,
I am not arguing for the exclusion of the ceramic studies; I am simply 
making a plea that the systemic relations among temporal y • spatial, and 
formal dimensions of archaeological records be fully realized so that 
ceramic studies do not become the end goal of our research. Ceramic 

studies should serve as a means for other ends. Ceramic data and/or 

research must not be regarded as independent entities that can be 

separated from architectural and behavioral contexts.

What I have been questioning is the significance attached to 

the stylistic and distributional aspects of ceramics in Andean 
archaeology, I concur with Rowe (1948a$20} in accessing one of the
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major contributions of the Viru Valley Project as the' demonstration
that . . fundamental differences in decorative styles need not imply
equally important differences in the ways of everyday life.*8 - This is a
warning against the naive equation of ceramic changes with cultural

and/or social changes. Interestingly, as I shall argue in Chapters VI

and VII, a given ceramic style (Moche) may continue while the

associated population experiences a major socioeconomic transformation,
an argument against the assumption that temporal continuity in the
observable formal properties of pottery varies directly with social

continuity. It now appears that Moche V Pampa Grande (Fig, 1, in pocket)
was part of the widespread, major shift of settlement patterns and
inferred internal reorganization that occurred in a large region of

coastal Peru toward the end of the Early Intermediate (200 B*C. to
AeD. 6GG.1 and the beginning of the Middle Horizon Periods (A,D. 600 to 

2 '1000)." During this transitional period, a large segment of the 
coastal population was nucleated in large sites (cf, MacNeish?
^ttersoUfj a,nd Browri^n 1B75L th^t ma^y be described a,s %rba,n^ settle^ 
menta because of the density ̂ nd extent of structural rerriainSf and 2

2. The chronology used in the text as well as other notable 
chronologies are presented in Pig. 2 and Tables 1 and 2. Table 1, for 
example, illustrates the chronology used throughout the text of this 
thesis, while Table 2 shows the chronology of the North Coast propounded 
by Larco (1963). Figure 2, on the other hand, is a graphic illustration 
of the chronology of major sites on the North Coast as suggested by 
Schaedel (1976) * It should be noted that the application of the five- 
phase Moche cultural phase developed by Larco (1948, 1963) is limited to 
the North Coast and largely coincides with the so-called Intermediate 
Period of Table 1. However, Moche Phase V is coterminous with Middle 
Horizon Epoch 1 in Table 1* As noted earlier, 1 place Moche V occupa^ 
tion at Pampa Grande to Middle Horizon Epoch 1 ? that is approximately 
A»D* 600 to 700* The two radiocarbon dates on whichipy placement of 
Moche V Pampa Grande are based will be discussed in Chapter V»
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Table 1, The chronology employed in this thesis.

Time periods Absolute dates
Major cultures and 
cultural phases

A.D. 1534

Late Horizon Inca Empire

Late Intermediate

Epoch 4
Middle Horizon Epoch 3

Epoch 2 __
Epoch 1

Early intermediate

Early Horizon

Initial

A.D. 1476

A.D, 1000

A.D. 700 

A.D, 600

200 B,C,

1000 B.C.

Chimu Kingdom

Huari and Tiahuanaco 
Empires

Moche V

Moche IV 
Moche III 
Moche II

Moche I

Chavin and Cupisnique 
Cultures

2000 to 1500 B.C.--



Table 2. * Cultural chronology of the North Coast as propounded by Larco Hoyle
(after Larco 1963)•

10

Epochs Lanibayeque Jequetepeque Chicama Moche Viru Santa Nepefia-
Conquest Late jj ' ■Middle

Early 1521 Colonial Colonial Colonial Colonial Colonial !! - Colonial

Late Chimu-Inca Chimu-Inca Chimu-Inca Chimu-Inca Chimu-Inca | Chimu-Inca Chimu-Inca
Imperial Middle 1300 Inca Inca Inca Inca Inca } Inca Inca

Early Chimu Chimu Chimu Chimu Chimu j . Chimu Chimu

Late Huar i-Lambay eque Huari-Lambayeque Huari-Lambayeque Huari~Lambayeque Pfuar i-Lambayequ e Huari Norteno-C Huari Norteno-C
Cajamarca Cajamarca Cajamarca Cajamarca

Fusional Middle 1000 Huari Nortern-B Huari Norteno-B Huari Norteno-B Lambayeque II Lambayeque II < Huari Norteno-B Huari Norteno-B
Huari Norteno-B Huari Nort6no-B

Early Huari Norteno-A Huari Norteno-A Moche-Huari Moche-Huari Viru-Huari !
j Moche-Huari Huari Norteno-A

Huari Norteno-A Hua ri-No rteno-A Huari Norteno-A Huari Norteno-A
Late Lambayeque II Lambayeque II Moche V Moche V Moche V Viru^Moche Moche V Moche V

Moche IV-V Moche IV Moche V Moche i y Moche IV Callejon Moche IV Callejon Moche IV
Culminant Middle 500 Lambayeque I Lambayeque I Moche III Moche III Viru i

Early A.D.O Chongoyape Moche I Moche II Moche II Moche I ! Viru de Santa Cerro Blanco
Moche I Viru Moche I Viru r

Late . Salinar Viru Salinar Viru Salinar Viru 1! ' Salinar Viru
Menocucho 1Evolutionary Middle 1000 Air Base Tecapa Cupisnique Cupisnique Guanape i1 • Cerro Nuretia Punkuri

Early PrerCupisnique Pre-Cupisnique Pre-rCupisnique Pre-Guanape ?
Initial 2000 Queneto pueneto

Pre-ceramic 3000 Huaca Prieta Cerro prieto
P̂iripa, de los Pampa de los iFosties Eosiles L
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.inferred complexity of human interaction• This period was a time of 
flux in the Andes, Moche V seems to have been a period of rapid and 
major internal changes« The full significance and implications of the 

establishment and cessation of Moche occupation at Pampa Grande cannot 

be appreciated without reference to the broader context*

Since the time of the Viru Valley Project,, the appearance of 

^urban settlements11 and rectangular compoundsf concurrent with the 
decline in significance or abandonment of pyramidal structures has been 

attributed to the arrival of influence or invasion from the expanding 
Huari ^Empire1* seated in the Central Highlands (e,g ,, Bennett and Bird 

1960? Collier 1955a, 1955b, 1962a? Rowe 1963; Schaedel 1951a, 1966a, 
1966b; Willey 1953)„ The position is based upon a number of implicit 
assumptions on plausible human reactions to certain forces* The 
problem, however, is the determination of the exact cause and effect , 
relationship between the; expansion of the Huari "Empire" (Menzel 1964, 

1969) and the collapse of the so-called Regional Classic coastal 

cultures* Evidence cited for the support of the above position con

sists largely of post-collapse manifestations«, Furthermore, the 
temporal order of the expansion of the highland power and the collapse 
of the coastal cultures has not yet been reliably determined. Deter
mination of the sequential nature of the events, cited alone is inadequate 
to explain the collapse (cf, Binford -1968) „ I believe in-depth 

investigation at Pampa Grande permits us to consider internal factors 

and processes that may have set the stage for the ultimate collapse. 

Although the immediate cause for the collapse may prove to be external 

influence or invasion, many of the social and political transformations



observed during the Middle Horizon may have had their roots deep in 
internal factors and processes» Chapters VI and VII discuss these 
factors and processes, x

The intensive functional analysis of the urban context at 

Moche V Pampa Grande carried out in 1973 and 1975 now give us various 
models of socioeconomic organization at the site, however tentative 
they may be, that will serve as a reference point.for future elaboration 
and modification of our understanding of Moche society. It is now 
also clear that Pampa Grande is a key site in the elucidation of the 

factors and processes involved in the transformation that took place 
in much of the Andes during the Middle Horizon Period,

What follows is the description and discussion of the research 

goals for our work at Pampa Grande (Chapter III), the field strategy I 
devised to implement my goals (Chapter IVl, the results of the execution 

of this strategy (Chapter V), and their implications (Chapters Vi 
through VIII).,

12



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE LAMBAYEQUE REGION:
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE BROADER CONTEXT

Geography of Peru

Situated in the northwestern part of the South American 
continent and dominated by the Central Andean cordilleras and the 
Pacific cold, Humboldt Current, Peru is a country of geographical 

extremes and abundant natural resources that await further development 
(Fig, 3}. The country encompasses over 6000 meter Andean peaks with 
perennial snow, the hot humid Amazon Basin, and some of the world's 

driest deserts. It is also aptly characterized as a country of 
"recurrent" horizontal (for example, consider the homogeneous coastal 
valleys), and "linear" or vertically differentiated environments (cf. 
Patterson 1973).

Although we generally perceive the country in terms of three 
major geographic zones, coast, highlands and selva or montana (jungle) , 
various geographers have impressed upon us its geographic diversity and 
cultural significance. The German geographer, Carl Troll (1958), 

explored the relationship between the "high cultures" of the Andes and 

eight geographical regions, five situated on the western side of the 
continental divide and the remaining three on the eastern side. 
Similarly, Javier Pulgar Vidal (1973) distinguished eight regions 

according to elevation, climate, and vegetation, while J, A. Tosi

13
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(1960), an ecologist, described "natural life zones" in respect to a 
total of thrity-four vegetational formations.

In terms of our modern cultural ecological perspective, despite 
archaeological and ethnographic evidence of high complex societies 
(e.g., Carneiro 1970, Lathrap 1970, Tello 1942), the largest of the 

three major geographical zones, the selva, remains largely under
populated, underexploited, and under-studied. The zone occupies well 
over half the land area of Peru but is situated in a hot and humid part 

of the country east of the Andes,- Only recently has the zone received 
much publicity because of the discovery of oil. Much of the geographical 
diversity known in Peru exists in the highlands or sierra. The rugged 
and highly dissected country has been occupied since 15,000 B,C.

(Lynch 1974, MacNeish et al, 1975) and has given birth to such "high 

civilizations" as the Huari and Inca Empires. In general, the zone 
today may be characterized as rural and poverty stricken despite the 

fact it is probably the most densely populated of all three major 

zones. Due largely to the conquering Spaniards' predilection for 
coastal, urban living, the largest urban centers in modern Peru are 
situated on the coast (e.g., Lima, Trujillo, Chimbote, and Chiclayo).

The coastal population is concentrated in these cities which serve as 
the economic and political nerves of the given region. These cities 
receive constant infusions of highland and rural populations seeking 
economic opportunity (Jnstituto de pianificacion 1969)* The coastal 

region, because of its inherent aridity, requires irrigation for large-

scale agriculture. Kosok (1965:10) makes the point that:
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. . . in the coastal desert valleys of Peru, irrigation has 
always been the sine qua non of agricultural production.
Without it, life would be impossible. It is true at 
presentr-vit was' true in the past.

Thus the amount of water available and its reliability effectively 
limits the extent and nature of cultivation and occupation in the 
coastal" valleys * Although blessed with abundant rich marine resources f 
the coastal zone is at the same time greatly affected by the activities 
of the Peruvian Current and associated winds which-do not bring any 

relief to the arid coast and occasionally carry destructive torrential 
rains.

It should be emphasized that the circumscribed nature of the 
coastal and highland valleys and rugged terrain in between, however, did 
not deter interaction in space. The poor development of modern highways 
is not a reliable index of the extent and intensity of prehistoric 
interaction among different geographical zones (e <,g , Lynch 1971, 1973; 

MacNeish et al, 1975; Lathrap 1970; Murra 1968, 1972, 1975;
‘$ostworowski 1967^8, 19J72, 19731 . The diversified environments which 
may initially appear to have been a handicap were maximally utilized 

through patterns of - transhumance, colonization or ^archipelago model 
of vertical control^ (Hurra 1968, 1972} and trade* •

Worth Coast Culture Sub-Area
The Peruvian Culture Areas has been subdivided into a set of 

archaeological regions or sub-areas (Lanning 1967; Willey 1971},

Nearly 2400 kilometers bordered by Peruvian coast is subdivided by some 
fifty river valleys (Fig, 31, The coastal valleys, that are cirr- 
cumscribed by Andean mountains to the East, the Pacific Ocean on the
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West, arid by the neighboring valleys on both the Norrth a,nd South are in 

turn grouped into seven sub-areas or regions (Fig„ 3). The site of 

Pampa Grande lies in the Lambayeque Valley of the North Coast sub- 
area (Fig, 4, in pocket],

The North Coast has been well known among the set of sub-areas 
because of its economic and archaeological significance. In 1930,
A. L, Kroeber (1930:55-7) presented an excellent geographical and 
archaeological overview of the North Coast. Later, Paul Kosok (1965), 

an historian who was interested in the Chimu Kingdom as a New World 

example of an "irrigation society” devoted much of his book to 
photographic presentation of numerous archaeological and geographical 
features on the North Coast.

W, C„ Bennett (1939:11; cf. 1948:4-5] designated the North 

Coast as covering , . a stretch of over four hundred miles from 
Huarmey to the Piura Valley/' In his initial formulation of the 

"archaeological regionsv of Peru, howeyer, Banning' (1967) restricted its 

usage to the Pacasmayo or Jequetepeque, Chicama, Moche, and Viru 

Valleys, whereas Willey (1971) subsequently added the Lambayeque and 
Santa Valleys to the list of North Coastal valleys. In my usage of 
the phrase, I include (from north to south) the Motupe, Leehe, Lam

bayeque, Zana (or Sana), Jequetepeque (or Pacasmayo), Chicama, Moche, 
Viru, Chao, and Santa Valleys (Fig. 5) .

The delimitation of the North Coast, is not arbitrary but based 

upon certain cultural and geographical features. In terms of Willey’s 
Culture Area approach, the valleys enumerated aboye roughly correspond 

to the maximum extension of the Moche multi-valley polity as well as
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the core region of the Imperial Phase of the Chimu Kingdom. Further

more, the region involved represents the area where local varieties of 
"lengua Yunga" (sometimes known as the language of Moche or Chimu or 
Eten) were once spoken (Carrera 1939; Kroeber 1930155), The linguistic 
information pertaining to the Yunga language as recorded by Father 
Carrera comes from various locations within the bishopric of Trujillo, 

including the Corregimientos (districts governed by magistrates) of 
Trujillo, Zafia, Piura, and Cajamarca (Bachmann 1921:92-6).

Kroeber (1930:55-6) felt justified on cultural and geographical 

bases to bipartition the North Coast as I defined it here. The southern 

half consists of the Santa Oto Chicama Valleys, while the northern 
counterpart is comprised of the valleys from Jequetepeque to Motupe, 
Although Kroeber (1930:55-6) argued that the southern half yielded both 
Moche and Chimu cultural remains, while the northern valleys were 
limited to Chimu, current archaeological knowledge no longer supports 

his claim and Moche materials are now known to exist in the Lambayeque 
Valley* Howeyerf the broader distributions of various ceramic styles, 
including Moche, associated settlement patterns (both intra- and inter
val ley) , and architectural conventions do support the generalized 

bipartition of the North Coast. Kroeber (1930:55-6) seems correct that 
the Jequetepeque Valley was transitional (cf. Kosok 1965).

The valleys of the North Coast share a number of basic charac

teristics with the rest of the coastal valleys in Peru, such as the 

dependence of agriculture on irrigation and aridity conditioned by 
winds and ocean currents. Yet even in respect to these fundamental 
aspects, the North. Coast as a whole manifests a number of geographical
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features that justify the delimitation of the North Coast as a separate 
sub-area. In respect to the conditions of precipitation and valley 
separation, Kroeber’s (1930:56-7) observations still hold valid. The 

valleys between the Santa and Chicarna are clearly separated from each 

other by rugged mountain ranges that protrude close to the shoreline, 
forming the typical triangular valley bottom land shape. On the other 
hand, those of the northern half of the North Coast are less clearly 
demarcated as the mountains recede considerably farther inland.

Kroeber (1930:56) notes that the , , Jequetepeque is separated from 
the Satia and this from the Lambayeque by only low swells of desert, and 

the plain of the Lambayeque runs imperceptibly into that of the Leche. 
The intensive cultivation is farther and farther from the sea to the 
north , . ." (Fig. 5).

Although rainfall is rare on the Peruvian coast, there are more 
records of significant rainfall in the northern half tjjan in the 
southern half of the North Coast. As Kroeber (1930:56) points out, the 

di.ffetence is apparent in the zruins, '’which are more washed and torn 

into gaps the more northernly they lie.” Basically, the North Coast 

as a whole is susceptible to the adverse effects of the periodic so- 
called El Nino Countercurrent, an intrusive warm tropical current which 
is caused by large-scale wind and sea changes (Idyll 1973). The 
intrusion of warm and less saline water leads to the death and dis- 

appearance of rich marine life upon which Peruvian man has so heavily 
relied for over 5000 years (Banning 1967, Moseley 1975b, M. Parsons 
1970) and is often associated with torrential rains that cause wide
spread flooding and destruction. Although the approximate seven-year
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cycle of the El Niiio may be traced back to 1864, rainfalls prior to that

date do not exhibit any noticeable regularity (Posner 1954:71, Idyll
1973:25-6). In recent years the rains occurred in 1957, 1965, and 1972
(Idyll 1973).3 4 J„ Portugal V. (1966:22) lists ". . . fuertes lluvias
que han dado origen a las devastadoras inundaciones de los atios: 1578,

41624, 1678, 1720, 1791, 1828, 1884 y 1925." Senor Purizaca V.
(personal communication, 1976) who has been residing in Pampa Grande for
over fifty years considers the 1925 rainfall and consequent flooding as

the most destructive of all the rainfalls he has experienced.
Kroeber*s (1930:56) observation of the disaster supports the claim:

In the abnormal year of 1925, there was heavy damage on the 
central and south Peruvian coast, but it was done essen^ 
tially by flood caused by rains in the lower Sierra. In 
south Chimu (North Coast], it rained heavily on the coast 
itself. Yet the fact that one of the pre-Spanish adobe 
arabesques of Chan Chan (the capital of the Chimu Kingdom] 
was destroyed by this rain, after having stood with little 
impairment for four centuries . . .  indicates the extreme 
long periodicity and local character of the rains in this 
sector.

Portugal (1966:22) documents that during the two month period of March 
and April of 1925, the phenomenal amount of an estimated 2,250 million
3m of water was registered by the Chancay River in the Lambayeque

3. S. Ramlrez-Horton (personal communication, 1976), who lived 
through the "rains" of 1972 in Chiclayo, however, notes that "only once, 
did real rain drops actually fall," She reports that the spring and 
fall rains of the American Midwest are considerably heavier than rains 
in the Chiclayo region.

4, This is not a complete listing of all the historic El Niho 
occurrences but those instances that caused particularly severe 
destruction. For example, Bruning (1922:14, 28) says the 1578 rainfall 
was an exceptionally severe disaster. Similarly Ramirez (1974:32-4) 
notes that floodings in 1720 and 1728 were a major factor in the economic 
stagnation and decline of sugar cane estates in the Lambayeque Valley,
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Valley, Recently, on the basis of intensive surveys of the prehistoric 
irrigation system in the Moche Valley, Moseley (n,d,b) suggested massive 
destruction of the irrigation system during the domination of the Chimu 
Kingdom by the catastrophic flooding induced by the occurrence of the El 
Nino Countercurrent. The particularly, severe flooding may correspond to 
the legendary flood following 30 days of rain (Moseley n.d.b? Donnan 
personal communication, 19761. Rowe (1948b?3 8 ; also cf. Kosok 19651 

described the thirtyt-day rain and year of sterility and famine following 

misconduct by a ruler of the legendary Lambayeque Dynasty.

All of the North Coast valleys are intensively irrigation- 
cultivated. Among these valleysf aside from the Santa River that drains 
Callepon de Huaylas and consequently carries a disproportionately large 
amount of water, the Lambayeque, Jequetepeque and Chicama are the 
largest streams in terms of the water run-off in cubic meters (Kroeber

\1930:75^6, Kosok 1965).. The amount of available water largely deter
mines the extent and nature of cultivation but does not seem to

correlate with the archaeological significance of a given valley. The 
amount of water run-off depends upon the size and nature of the 
18catchment area." The coastal rivers are classified according to 
whether they originate in the continental watershed (Class 1), or from 

a zone of regular annual rains' (Class 2) or from a zone of variable 
rains (Class 3) (Bachmann 1921:211, Kroeber 1930:74) (Fig, 53.

According to this classification, the Leche, Lambayeque, Jequetepeque, 

Chicama, Moche, and Santa belong to the first class, while the Zaha, 
Viru, and Chao would be subsumed under Class 2 (Bachmann 1921?211, 
Kroeber 1930:74), Kroeber (1930:75^6) notes that the. rivers on the
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North Coast in general . . irrigate a larger area than those of 

similar size to the South, due evidently to the more open configuration 
of their lower valleys; and that important archaeological centers are 

often situated in valleys of relatively small run-off: Moche, Chincha, 
lea, for instance" (underline added). I would add the Leche and Casma 
Valleys to the list of small valleys with a disproportionate archaeo
logical significance, Kosok (1965) also considers the Zana Valley to 
have had a significance disproportionate to its physical dimensions * 
Moseley (n.d.b) postulates a significant relationship between (1) large 

ya,lleys thart are often associated with a multitude of independent 

irrigation canals and (2) the degree of political unity, A more 
integrated structuring of irrigation systems in the smaller valleys 
seems to be associated with more unified political units.,

,The Lambayeque Valley
In this and the following sections I will briefly characterize 

the physiographic and sociocultural environments as they pertain to the 

issues in the thesis. The approach is historical as there is a strong 
historical continuity in the region. The goal, however„ is not the 
identification of historically analogous situations but delineation of 

the forces that have shaped the present and past natural and social 
environments.

Physical Geography of the Valley

Along with the small Leche and Motupe Valleys to the North, the 

Lambayeque Valley occupies the northern end of the North Coast, Its 

spatial coordinates are 6*32* and 7°181 latitude south and 79°18 * and
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79*56* longitude west (Portugal 1 9 6 6 : 1 9 ) The Lainbayeque is one of the 
largest and economically and archaeologically most important of the 

coastal valleys«
Broadly speaking, it occupies a transitional zone between the 

narrow circumscribed coastal valleys to the South and the expansive 
coastal deserts on the Far North Coast, Driving north along the Pan 
American Highway from the Valley toward the Ecuadorian border, one 

notices a rather sudden change to lush green vegetational coverage»
North of the Valley the Andes recede considerably farther east opening 
up a wide coastal zone, On the other hand, one has to go only to the 
neighboring Zana Valley to find the route to highland Ca jama tea which 
Pizzaro followed in his march to the.conquest of Peru (Jerez 19461,

In addition to the transitional nature of the physiography, the 

Valley also stands to benefit as well as suffer from the different 
sociocultural traditions, of surrounding regions such as Caja^rca, 
Chota^Santa Cruz, and piura*

The Valley is an extensive, roughly triangular ̂shaped pediplain 

delimited by two branches of the Cordillera Occidental, One branch runs 
roughly northeast^southwest, passing north of the modern settlements of 

Chongoyape and Patapo, where it abruptly inflects to the North toward 

the Leche Valley, This serves to divide the drainages of the Lambayeque 
and Leche Valleys» The southern branch, on the other hand,, is nearly 
unbroken running mostly northeast^eouthwest from the highlands . to 

Cer.ro de R e q u e T h e  geological circumscription is • far from Being 
complete. Between the settlements of Sipan and g^ltur lies pampa de 
Cayalti through which ancient and modern roads and irrigation canals



run (Fig. 4) . The break is the connection between the mid-portions of
the Lambayeque and Zana Valleys.

It is drained by the Chancay River and its tributaries with a
2combined river basin area of over 3000 km (Portugal 1966:21), The 

river merges with the Cumbil or Mai chi 1 River at the point known as 
Carhuaquero situated 480 m above the sea level and about 75 km inland 
(air line distance) from the Pacific Coast.

With this geological definition of the Valley I will now turn to 
cultural and historical examination of the Valley.

Ecological Zones in the Valley and Their Economic 
Significance

The middle and lower portions of the Valley with which we are 
concerned may be subdivided into several major ecological zones, each 

with a distinct set of natural resources of some economic significance. 

The geographical subdivisions as propounded by Carl Troll (.1958) and 

Pulgar Vidal (1973) are too broad to be of use for our purposes. For 

example, according to the eight-region scheme of Pulgar Vidal (1973), 
the parts of the Valley in which we are interested would be subsumed 

under the two large regions of Costa or Chala and Yunga Maritima. 
Likewise, the tri^-partite ecological subdivision of coastal valleys into 
"subtropical desert," ^subtropical thicket," and "subtropical thorny 
forest" by Tosi (1960) has a limited utility for us. Economic micros 

environments perceived by Moseley (1972, 1975b) occur predominately in 
the shoreline region of coastal valleys. In this thesis I suggest the 
use of the following zonation; Littoral Zone, Coastal Desert, Riverine 
Zone, Valley Bottom A and B, Monte, and Valley Flank (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Schematized depiction of major ecological zones of the Lambayeque Valley.
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Littoral Zone. This Zone encompasses a narrow stretch of land

known as "shore" defined by the Pacific Ocean and maximum reaches of the
"storm beaches." The shoreline of the Valley is quite even and
straight, particularly the distance between the settlements of San Jose
and Santa Rosa. Near the Cerro Morro de Eten, which has a,n elevation of
about 200 meters above the sea level, the shore is very narrow and

rocky. The rocky ground provides fine footing for the long wharf of

Puerto Eten (cf. Bachmann 1921:49-53), The shore farther northwest of
Puerto Eten, however, .is considerably wider and sandier* The gradient
of the beach around the fishing villages of San Jose and Santa Rosa is
mild enough to permit shell and net fishing along the shore (cf,

Bachmann 1921:62), The fishermen of Santa Rosa# like the village of
Huanchaco in the Moche Valley utilize "caballito" fishing boats made

5out of bundles of reeds tied together that seat one person.
A special microenvironment is formed at the point where the 

Reque River discharges her waters into the Pacific Ocean near Puerto 

Eten. A lagoon-marsh environment exists there, supporting a wide range 
of littoral fauna and flora such as small mammals, moHusks, edible 

roots, and possibly migratory fowl, Similarly the area may have been ' 5

5. Painted Moche jars depict these same reed boats, documenting 
the long tradition of their usage (Benson 1972:73). In addition 
Bachmann (1921:60) describes the use of rather primitive rafts made out 
of balsa wood for cargo transportation along the coast* A large balsa 
raft made out of ten balsa logs might carry up to "150 quintales, 6 sean 
80 sacos de arroz" (Bachmann 1921:60), According to the late sixteenth 
century manuscript written by M. Cabello Valboa, (1951) the legendary 
figure of Naymlap who founded the Lambayeque Dynasty came to the Valley 

, . from the far south on a fleet of balsas"' (Rowe 1948b:37; also cf. 
Means 1931:5). The strong and active maritime tradition existed by the 
time of Late Moche culture.
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amenable to pukio cultivation, relatively small-scale cultivation near 

the coast utilizing the high water-table. The idea was to lower the 

planting surface to a depth at which the subsurface water provided 
sufficient moisture to grow a variety of plants (Moseley 1969, J ,
Parsons 1968, J, Parsons and Psuty 1975, M. Parsons 1970, Rowe 1969, 
Willey 1953).

The Peruvian Current provides abundant natural resources in this 
Zone. Aside from a great variety of fish and other products from the 

sea, various mollusks and crustaceans may be gathered on the beach.
Near Pimentel, we observed a group of people who had migrated to the 
coast from the highlands hunting for small crabs by digging holes in the 
wet beach. Apparently, in the Jequetepeque Valley the people from the 
highlands travel to the beach to collect sea shells which are then 

heated and pulverized to yield hot lime that is used in conjunction with 
coca leaves (Schaedel personal communication, 1976), In addition, sea 

mammals such as seals may be hunted. Salt must be included as a 

principal product of the Zone.

In general, most of the population inhabiting the Zone is 
engaged in some aspect of maritime fishing economy, Although blessed 

with an abundance of marine products, they are at the mercy of changes 

in the Peruvian Current. I have already discussed the economic effects 

of the El Niho Counter^current, During the winter months of June to 
September, the predominant southwest-rnortheast wind that sweeps across 

the cold Peruvian Current brings thick fogs that cover this zone as 

well as farther inland. In general, however, the zone is characterized
> by little vegetation.
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Coastal Desert. The term refers to an extensive area 

generally east of the Littoral Zone covered largely by active and semi- 
stabilized dunes (Fig. 7). In some places, such as the areas northwest 
and west of the town of Lambayeque toward the village of Morrope and,the 
extensive area between the settlements of Reque and Mocupe (in the Zana 
Valley), these sand formations extend inland ten to twenty kilometers * 
The zone manifests little vegetational coverage forming a desolate, 
undulating surface. Near the Village of Morrope, the past several 

years of irrigation-water shortage have triggered invasion of the 

cultivated fields by active dunes, I observed modern irrigation 
ditches already half filled with sand. Many of the sand dunes in the 
area have their summits covered with grasses, low shrubs, vine-like and 
some rhizomatous plants (cf. Weberbauer 1936). The zone does have some 
growth of Tillandsia, an epiphytic plant capable of acquiring the 

necessary moisture from the air (Larco 1938, M. Parsons 1970,
Weberbauer 1923)« Driving through the zone we noted the wide distribu
tion of dried up grasses and vine^like plants. If Weberbauer (1936:20) 
is correct in asserting that the iomas vegetation does not occur north

of Trujillo, these plant remains may be the evidence of a sudden growth
\

of plants after the 1972 rain.^

The natural resources of economic significance in the Zone are 

products of the geology of the Zone, Reimchen (1972) notes that the 

region west of Ferrebate toward Morrope is poorly drained due to the 6

6. The term lomas refers to a particular seasonal vegetation 
that grows during the winter months of June to September or October as 
a result of moisture condensation trapped in thick fogs as they make 
contact with the land surface about 200 to 600 meters above sea level.
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Fig. 7 Sand dune with zapote trees
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geological uplift and, as a result, is highly saline and silted-in. By
products of the geomorphology of the region include deposits of salt and 
gypsum:

... la topografia de su suelo, que se halla casi toda el en 
la costa, y por consiguiente sobre un piano ligeramente 
inclinado-, apenas le permite poseer yacimientos de cloruro 
sodio (sal comun) y sulfa to de cal (y eso) de buena calidad, 
en el distrito de Morrope, los que se explotan en grande 
escala, especialmente la sal que se lleva a diversos 
lugares del departamento y tambien a la sierra (Bachmann 1921:
239).

The gypsum (yeso) and salt are now under state control„ The gypsum is 

utilized for plaster. In addition, there is a long tradition of pottery 
making using ceramic molds, anvils and paddles in the village of 
Morrope and the outlying settlements (of. Collier 1959), Susan 

Ramirez-Horton (personal communication, 1976) notes that although there 
is no specific mention of pottery making in Morrope in ethnohistorical 
materials, it is clear that the region has been known for pottery 
making since the 15S0s. Apparently, aside from the salt and gypsum 

deposits the geomorphology of the region resulted in the sedimentation 
of clay as well. Although there are some small deposits of clay near 
Morrope, most of the potters I interviewed travel by burro toward the 
region known as Casa Grande, west of Morrope half way to the Pacific 
coast. The village of Morrope itself may be classified as belonging to 

the Monte Zone rather than the Coastal Desert Zone, but the deposits of 

clay, salt and gypsum are found in environments that are more appror 
prlately called Coastal Desert.

Because of the limited supply of water in this Zone, the extent 
of agriculture is limited and the population is small. The district of
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Morrope is the last region to receive water from the Leche River that 
drains the Leche Valley. However, water is always scarce. When 
sufficient water is available (perhaps every 6-7 years) corn and 
alfalfa are grown, while cotton is the major crop during the dry years 
(Bachmann 1921:141, 196).

In terms of elevation, much of the Zone lies between 5 to 100 

meters above sea level.

Monte. Unlike the former two Zonesf Monte is not necessarily

restricted in its spatial distribution. Yet through years of intensive
cultivation of the Valley Bottom Zone, the Monte Zone has become

marginal to cultivation. The term Monte is a local designation

referring to "scrub growth of low algarrobo trees" (Willey 1953:17},

the type of yegetational coverage that is usually thought to resemble
most closely the indigenous coverage (Fig. 8}. It also includes

zapote, hualtaco (Loxopteryglum huasango)f palo santo (Brusera
raveolens), guayacan (Tabebula sp.l, faigue (Acacia macra,cantha),

charan (Caesalpina corymbosa), and a number of shrubs that grow under
the shade of algarrobo trees. Algarrobos are xerophytic trees bearing
spines and large, sweet fruit which ripen in long lunate yellow pods
(Prosopis juliflora), Father Vazquez de Espinosa (1969:276-7) describes

abundant growth of algarrobos and their usage as forage for goats and
cattle during the Colonial period:

hay en este valle como en el de Saha mucho ganado y en 
particular de cabras que se sustentan con guaranga que 
es la hoja y fruta del arbol, asi llamado que los 
espanoles le Haitian algarrobos; la fruta es blanca y de 
hechura y casi el sabor de las algarrobas de Espaha.
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Fig. 8. Monte vegetation.
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Algarrobos are an important economic resource. Aside from providing 

fodder for goats, swine, and cattle, the sweet fruits may be eaten or 
sucked and used to produce a liquor. Furthermore, it has been the 
major local source of fuel, whether in the form of dried firewood or 

charcoal, and construction material (posts and beams), It seems the 
monte and algarrobo growth has undergone a number of cycles of shrinkage 
and expansion. Our archaeological survey of the Valley clearly indi

cates that the extent of land under cultivation was much greater during 

the Chimu occupation than Colonial or modern times. It is likely that 

the extent of monte and algarrobo growth fell to its minimum level 
during maximum utilization of the cultivable land in the Late Inter
mediate Period. Following the Inca conquest of the Chimu Kingdom ' 
sometime in the 1460s, some part of the Valley may have fallen into 
disuse, permitting resurgence of monte and algarrobo. Subsequently, 
with the introduction of goats and cattle the vegetation may have 
suffered another setback as it was consumed as animal feed. S. 

Ramirez^Horton (personal communication, 1975) notes that the available 
historical accounts indicate that the uncultivated parts of the Valley 

were dense algarrobo forest,vincluding the area around Colluz. However, 
as intensive sugar cane cultivation continued since around the mid
seventeenth century in the Valley, the monte and algarrobo growth must 
have been gradually reduced until reaching the extent observable today 

(cf. Ramirez 1974),

Today there is a governmental restriction against cutting 
algarrobo which, along with the accompanying undergrowth, exerts a 
stabilizing force on the sand dunes. In a country where there is
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constant wind and high aridity, vegetational coverage is crucial 
against sand-related damage to agricultural activities. Recently 
Moseley (n.d.fo) postulated that the expansion of sand dunes, perhaps 
triggered by El Ni'no Countercurrent, during Moche Phase IV may have 

forced abandonment of the site of Moche by the end of Phase IV. It 
seems just as likely that the expansion of sand dunes was initiated 
by general deterioration of the environment due to deforestation of 
monte growth in the Moche Valley. The site of Batan Grande, an 
extensive area near the center of the neighboring Leche Valley, with 
the exception of several adobe pyramids, is covered by monte growth and 
sand, just as the large site of Ca'nonci.llo, situated in the lower 

Jequetepeque Valley, is largely hidden by algarrobo and sand Ccf, Kosok 
1965}, Most of the algarrobo/monte growth in the Valley today is found 
at the edges of cultivated fields, often covered by sand. Whether the 
vegetational growth is a secondary phenomenon to the sand formations is 

not clear, but the former does constrain the activity of the latter.
There are a handful of small ''dune sites" in the Valley where 

evidence indicates that sand overlies prehistoric occupations. Today 
there are some modern habitational structures on the semirstabilized

V"dunes, but it is likely that the monte growth existed prior to 

construction of the structures. Apparently monte growth resurges very 
rapidly as indicated by modern, abandoned structures now covered by 
vegetation.

Aside from small rodents and a variety of lizards such as 

Lacesta vulgaris and iguana (Iguana uberculata), there is little fauna 
associated with the vegetation. Bachmann (1921:133) notes that in the
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extensive monte in the Department of Lambayeque there are a variety of 
deer, including Cervus vulgaris and CL gama. Today, however, the 
remaining deer population is restricted to the upper reaches of the 
Valley. In addition fox (Vulpes sp.) and possibly ferrets inhabit the 
Monte zone*

Riverine Zone. It refers to the narrow strips of land along 

the courses of rivers comprised of floodplains and terraces that are 

remnants of older floodplains now incised by the rivers that originally 

formed them (Fig. 9). In other words the Zone consists of rich alluvial 
deposits that are still in the process of formation or modification by 
the streams that created them. The name Chancay River refers to the 
natural river that merges with the Cumbil or Maichi1 (or Llonquinua) 

River at the point known as Carhuaquero about 15 kilometers east of the 
city of Chongoyape, and flows to La Puntilla, where it bifurcates into 
the Reque River and Taymi.Canal, Today the natural river course below 

La Puntilla is known as the Reque River which normally carries less than 
half of the water from the Chancay River; the majority of water is 
diverted to the Taymi Canal and Lambayeque River* The Lambayeque River, 
now serving as a major irrigation canal in the Valley, was once the 
natural drainage of the Valley. Strictly speaking, the Riverine Zone in 

the Valley is limited to the narrow strips of land along the Chancay and 

Reque Rivers,

The width of the Zone varies along the courses of the two rivers 
but, in general, the Chancay River meanders considerably more and has 
left many "chutes” and "oxbow lakes" and is associated with a
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Fig 9 Flood plain of the Reque River near Cerro Gato
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considerably wider Riverine Zone than the Reque River, This is expected 
as the Reque runs through the most intensively cultivated fertile 
alluvial lands. Apparently the distance between Chongoyape and La 
Puntilla has a very low gradient as reflected in the amount of silt 
deposition, meandering, and water levels in the Chancay River and 
adjacent sugar cane fields» On the other hand, downstream from La 
Puntilla the Reque River is actively downcutting, producing high and 
vertical banks until near Cerro de Reque, As it nears the Pacific 
Coast, the velocity of the water lessens and silt sedimentation 
increases„

Clearly the amount of water the rivers carry varies at different 
times of the year. As the Chancay River originates from the continental 
watershed (Class 1) and collects water from a zone of regular annual 
rainfall, the largest quantity of water fills the river channel during 
the months of February, March, and April. Each of the major North Coast 
rivers of the Chancay, dequetepeque, and Chicama discharge about 150 to

3250 million m during each of the three months (assuming normal rain

fall) (Kosok 1965:29? Portugal 1966:102? Ministerio de Agricultura 
1972, 1975). In other words, much of the Riverine Zone is innundated 
during these months, The annual inundation of the Zone enriches the 
soil.

The Valley width for the distance between the junction of the 
Chancay and Maichil Rivers and Chongoyape is only about 1 to 2 kilom

eters at most, and the Chancay River takes up much of the space between 
two mountain ranges„ The alluvial deposits next to the stream are 

plowed and enclosed to form rice fields. The same phenomenon may be
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seen in the upper halves of the Jequetepeque and Chicama Valleys, Wet 

rice cultivation requires a reliable water source as the technique 

depends upon a constant supply of dissolved nutrients (Geertz 1963:28- 
32), This utilization maximizes the value of the riverine alluvium and 

minimizes the problem of water supply although there is danger from 
occasional unexpected flooding.

In addition to the agricultural value of the Zone, the riverine 
environment supplies sand and gravel for various construction purposes. 
Without doubt, many of the round quartzite cobbles and pebbles found at 
archaeological sites were imported from this Zone, The associated fauna 

and flora are also utilized, I personally observed my field workers 
hunting for large crayfish locally known as langostin during the dry 
season when the water was clear and the level low. Some of them 
measured 40 cm from tail to craw. Some fresh water fish and mollusks 
from the rivers are sold in the local markets. Cana bravas (cane, 

Gynerium) widely used for fence and other domestic constructions grow 

wild along the river banks. One would also expect to find some edible 

root crops and rhizomes in the Zone.

Although, strictly speaking, irrigation canals do not fit the 
category of Riverine Zone, they constitute an economically important 
microenvironment (Fig. 10). Much of what I have described in regard to 
the rivers applies to the canals. Perhaps the most significant aspect 

x of the canals is their ability to sustain a wide range of flora, A „ 
variety of grasses inhabit the narrow strips of land along the canals 

which constitute a major source of forage for cows, goats, horses, 

burros, sheep, and domestic fowl. Although alfalfa is grown in the
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Fig. 10. An irrigation ditch with surrounding vegetation.
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Valley, it is nonetheless a commercial product unlike the free foliage 
along the canals. A variety of tropical fruit trees requiring plenty 
of water are grown along the irrigation ditches. The list includes the 
ubiquitous banana and various citrus trees, papaya, mango, plum 
(ciruela), chirimoyo.(Annona cherimola), guava (Inga feuillei), .and 

mamey (Mammea americana) (cf. 1 Gillin 1954). Although the land available 

for individual cultivation or simple wild growth is limited by the 
intensive sugar-cane cultivation of the Agrarian Cooperatives, many 
houses are built along the irrigation canals thereby fencing in the 
narrow but fertile land along the canals„ Inside these fenced-in house
hold gardens we find most of the fruit trees in the Valley. As the 
irrigation ditches are regularly cleansed, the soil along the banks is 
enriched.

Valley Bottom A and B , The A Zone refers to the prime, alluvial 

land known as "Valle Viejo," a roughly triangular-shaped zone east of 
Chiclayo, while the B Zone roughly corresponds to what Ramirez 

(1974:7) calls "Valle Bajo” or the lower Valley. The B Zone covers the 
alluvial land west of Chiclayo that is bounded by the Coastal Desert and 
Littoral Zones. Ramirez (1974:4) adds "1 Valle Nuevo,1 an extension 
of the broad coastal flood plain north of Chiclayo" toward the 

Leche Valley. Traditionally, since the Colonial period, a handful of 
large sugar-cane estates, haciendas (now transformed into Agrarian 
Cooperatives), have occupied the prime land of the Valle Viejo while the 
Indian communities have populated the other two sections (cf, Kosok
1965:151).



Ramirez (1974:7, 9) explains this settlement pattern:
The Valley Viejo had two distinct advantages over the other 
two zones which explains why all the large sugar estates were 
located there, First, the Valle Viejo? s soils were the most 
fertile; and, second, because of its position, it was the first 
to receive water in times of scarcity»
The Lambayeque River usually provided enough water to irrigate 
the Valle Viejo even during the dry season when water shortages 
typically forced the lands below and to the nort of Chiclayo 
out of production. Only the Valle Viejo, therefore could 
support sugar cane, which as a perennial crop requires a 
reliable water supply for its entire 18 to 24 month gestation 
period.

Sugar cane production began in earnest during the second half of- the 

seventeenth century (Ramirez 1974:9), but there .was probably 
differential access to water and soil prehistorically as well. Today 
sugar-cane cultivation and sugar production is largely mechanized but 
still provides a large number of manual jobs for the members and non
members of the Cooperatives„ Ramirez (1974:4) describes the

' 7economic significance of sugar cane and sugar production:
The Lambayeque Valley . . .  is the largest and most important 
river oasis (measured in terms of its agricu tural production) 
on the entire coast. Four large agro-industrial complexes 
(Pomalca, Tuman, Pucala, and Cayalti), now cooperatively held, 
control thousands of acres of land in the upper valley (Valle 
Viejo) and employ thousands of workers. All four produce 
sugar for internal consumption and export. The importance of 
these agricultural activities to the local and regional 
economies partly explains why Chiclayo, the Valley's major 
city, is a bustling administrative and commercial center and 
the primary node for officially projected growth in the 
northern half of the country. 7

7. I will not discuss present or past situations in regard to 
sugar-cane estates or Agrarian Cooperatives in the text. Readers are 
referred to Ramirez (1974) and Horton (1973) for detailed discussion.
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Contrary to large-scale monocultural sugar cane cultivation in 

the Valley Viejo, Zone B is characterized by small-scale but diversified 
cultivation of plants such as rice, cotton, garden vegetables* and 
flowers„ In Zone B we are basically dealing with small, individual land 
holding farmers with a distinct cash crop orientation (Table 3 ) Wet- 
rice cultivation is the major agricultural activity in this Zone 
outside of some sugar-cane cultivation by the Cooperatives and deserves 
further discussion. Among the crops raised in the Valley, rice ranks 

second to sugar cane in economic significance and its fields cover 
about 24% of the Valley Viejo, Bajo and Nuevo (about 17,OOO hectares, 
see Table 4) (Ministerio de Agricultura 1975)„ Today rice is a major 
source of starch on the coast where the potato cannot be grown e Its 
cultivation technique is basically the same as the wet-field technique 
found in the Orient (cf, Geertz 1963),

Besides the riverine fields described earlier, the distribution 

of rice fields is limited to the areas west of Ferrenafe and south of 
Chiclayo, a region known for high salinity and poor drainage * The 

needed water is derived from the Lambayeque and Reqxie Rivers. Whether 
the strains of rice being grown here are resistant to high salt content 
or the adequate supply of water offsets any problems caused by saline 
soil, as Grist (1959:29) suggests, is not clear. Rice cultivation 
does, however, help to reclaim the lands in this section of the Valley. 8

8. The pattern of land tenure through time in the Valley is the 
topic of a dissertation by S. Ramirez-Horton, Department of History, 
University of Wisconsin, The modern land tenure pattern is briefly 
described by Portugal (1966), I will not go into this subject in the 
thesis.
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Table 3. Monthly area under cultivation in the Lambayeque Valley Region (in
hectares), agricultural year 1973-1974 (from Ministerio de Agriculture
1975) .

Months -
Crops Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apu | May Jun Jul Aug Sep Total

Sugar Cane 4,00 4.00 0.33 28,-876.45 I 1.48 28,086.26
Almacigo Rice 39.68 623.80 459.03 6.81 1,129.32
Transplanted Rice 3,645.27 9,204.92 2,961.15 15,811.34
Pasture 87.20 60.82 32.42 5,042.89 29.84 31.16 15.99 19.00 18.30 28.50 I 14.20 6.75 0.50 5,387.57
Hybrid Corn 1.00 20.54 449,65 1,325.70 { 512.80 2,309.69
Cotton 4,163.47 345.18 ! 4,558.65
Indian Corn 53.05 33,01 11.60 252.75 61.53 29,44 34.72 114.96' 383.58 998.43 1,219.89 11.63 1.00 3,105.59
Moquegua Beans 368,26 4,145.87 74.37 1 4,588.50
White Beans 6.55 4.14 1.50 4.93 1 1 . 0 0 1.70 0.95 1: 1.50 82.39 77.73 j 59.95 1,00 253.34
Chileno Beans 6.10 3.63 13.57 2.25 1.27 2.26 :: 3.15 2.25 \j 34.48
Loctao 68.50 1,106.67 32.75 ! 1,207.92
Broom Sorghum 0.50 0.25 107.16 6.25 2.00 2.00 j s 118.16
Grain Sorghum 200.87 41.00 3.00 1 244.87
Peas 3.99 2.00 1.25 1.50 0.49 6,90 106.05 ' 3,25 125.43
Chickpeas 1.60 0.50 937,13 228.37 12,50 1.00 1,181.19
Sweet Potato 15.57 6.75 1,50 32.31 3.50 1.60 5.70 | 3,75 9.75 87.69 5.50 1.25 0.40 175.27
Yucca 33,50 10.58 4.25 69,45 7.00 3.00 3.50 1.50 0.50 384,75 j' 0.50 0.75 • 519.28
Toma to s 28.73 8.10 11.75 101.89 16,44 13.64 28.65 12,98 17.70 1 1 . 0 0 ; 4.13 3.50 258.51
Chilli 7.85 . 2.00 2.50 30.27 , 7.00 3.25 3.75 : 6,00 13,62 10,62 ! 1.75 » 88.61
Vegetables 19.85 • 6.50 6,00 197,67 18.32 7,25 14.05 3.25 11.60 30,75 ' 30,59 1;84 1,00 348.67
Fruits 0,25 305,42 ; I; 305.67
Tobacco 3.50 4,00 8,50 j

i 16,00
Flowers 33,66 !j 33.66
Mint 10,00 10.00
Fores tarls 99,00 99,00
Soy 8.00 8,00
Barley 1 25,00 .. 25.00
Total 271,64 139,78 111,53 40,636,86 9,959.00 9,417.66 3,081.71 66,09 994,49 4,000,60 ;j, 107,41 39,22 3,90 ' 70,829.89



Table 4. Area under cultivation in the Lambayeque Valley region (in
hectares) (from Ministerio de Agricultura 1975),

45

Crops Surface Percentage
Sugar Cane 28,886.26 40.78
Almacigo Rice 1,129.32 1.59
Transplanted Rice 15,811.34 22.32
Cotton 4,558.65 6.44
Pasture 5,387.57 7.61
Hybrid Corn 2,309.69 3.26
Indian Corn 3,105.59 4.38
Moquegua Beans 4,588.50 6.48
White Beans 253.34 0,36
Chileno Beans 34,48 0,05
Loctao 1,207.92 1.70
Broom Sorghum 118.16 0.17
Grain Sorghum 244.86 0.35 •
Peas 125.43 0.18
Chickpeas • 1,181.10 1.67
Sweet Potato 175.31 0.25
Yucca 519.28 0.73
Tomato 258.51 0.36
Chilli 50000 0.13
Vegetables 348.67 0.49
Fruits 305,77 0.43
Tobacco 16.00 0.02
Flowers 33,66 0.05
Mint 10.00 0.01
Forestal 99.00 0.14
Soy 8,00 0.01
Barley 25,00 0.04
Total 70,830,02 100,00
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As seen in Tables 3 and 4, a. wide variety of crops are being 

grown in Zone B, The Lambayeque Valley has a year-round moderate 
climate, The annual average temperature at Chiclayo is about 22 
degrees C and normally fluctuates between 26 to 19 degrees C during the 
year (Ministerio de Agricultura 1972)„ It may, however, reach as high 
as 35 degrees C during the "summer season" and as low as 10 degrees C 
in the "winter months" of June through September„ Humidity is rela
tively consistent throughout the year, the average being about 76%, 
fluctuating between 93 to 58% (Ministerio de Agricultura 1972), As 
stated before, annual precipitation is minimal but rains (normally) 
during the months of February to April, yielding an average of 25 mm 
per year (Institute de Planificacion 1969:131-5), It is important to 

remember, however, that the high temperature, combined with constant 

onshore winds, cause a very high rate of evaporation, an important con
sideration in irrigation agriculture.

It is difficult to determine from the set of tables whether the 
timing of cultivation of various crops is dictated by the inherent 
seasonality of those crops. Although we hardly recognize "seasonal" 

changes in the Lambayeque Valley, the plants may register changes. I 
am more inclined to believe that much of the planting schedule as 
reflected in Tables 3 and 5 is largely a response to the varying 
quantities of available water. As Table 6 and Portugal (1966) clearly 
indicate, the greatest source of water in the Valley is the Chancay 
River. It is supplemented during the dry season by active pumping of 
underground water. As I pointed out earlier, the months of February to 
April are the rainy season when the river is filled to capacity, In
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Table 5. Calendar of sowing, irrigation, and harvest for the Lambayeque 

Valley region (from Ministerio de Agricultura 1975).

Crop Months of Sowing
Months of 
Irrigation Months of Harvest

Co tton Oc t'-Nov Oct-March April-May
Soy Oc t-Dec Nov-March March-May

Peanut Sept-Nov Oct-Feb Feb-April

Alfalfa April-June all months all months

Yucca April-Sept May-Sept Jan-June

Winter Beans mid-March-May May-Sept mid-Aug-Sept

Summer Beans Nov-Jan Nov-March March-May

Chickpeas April-June May-July Sept-Nov
Hybrid Corn m id-Ma rc h-Ma y mid-May-Sept mid-Aug-Sept

White Corn m id-Ma rc h-Ma y mid-Feb-Aug July-mid-July 
Aug-Sept

Grain Sorghum Oct-Dec Sept-March March-May

Rice Nov-mid-Feb mid-Sept-May mid-May-mid-Aug
Almacigo Rice mid-Sept-Nov mid-Sept-May mid-May-mid-Aug
Sweet Potato April-Sept May-Sept Sept-Feb
Yucca April-Aug May-Sept Jan-May
Bulb Onion Oct-Sept Oct-Sept Oct-Sept

Green Onion Oct-Sept Oct-Sept Oct-Sept

Tomato Oct-Sept Oct-Sept Oct-Sept

Ca,rrot Oct-Sept Oct-Sept Oct-Sept

Fruit Oct-Dec Oct-Sept Oct-Sept

Sugar Cane Oct-Sept Oct-Sept Oct-Sept
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Table 6. Year-round availability of water in the Lambayeque Valley

region 1973-1974 (from Ministerio de Agriculture 1975).

Thousands of cubic meters

Months
Surface Water 
(Chancay River) Filtrated Water

Subterranean Water 
(Wells)

October 44,856 3,900 10,329
November 30,301 3,294 10,389
December 20,744 3,335 9,163

January 24,101 3,597 6,945

February 61,774 3,353 6,682

March 156,901 4,251 8,392
April 193,020 3,510 2,939

May 132,521 4,430 3,428

June 54,960 4,536 7,458
July 32,125. 4,808 10,798
August 23,468 4,703 11,706

September 16,208 3,831 11,730

Total 790,979 47,548 99,959
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prehistoric times when farmers did not have the benefit of the water 

pump, sowing may have been scheduled in such a way that most of the 
watering fell during February to April. However, Table 5 indicates 
watering and harvesting all occur throughout the year. I would also 
expect that whenever possible, so-called "companion plants" were 
cultivated in the same plots to reduce labor, water, and land require
ments. Not many plants have comparable soil and water requirements; 
yuca and sweet potatoes may be just such a pair.

The major coastal subsistence crop during prehistoric times, 
corn, today is acknowledged as being deficient in production (Ministerio 
de Agriculture 1975). Today corn fields occupy about 5,500 hectares as 
opposed to 29,000 hectares for economically important sugar'cane fields 
in the Valley (Ministerio de Agriculture 1975). Although its distribu
tion today is largely limited to Valle Bajo (such as areas around 
Reque) and Valle Nuevo (Tucume and Mochumi), corn must have been grown 
in a large portion of the Valley prehistorically. The past significance 
of maize may be gauged by the number of variants currently grown in the 
Valley. A report by the Ministerio 'de Agriculture (1975) lists "maiz 
hibrido," "maiz bianco," "maiz alazan," and "maiz chala." Most likely 

there are several more unlisted varieties. Undoubtedly there had been a 
larger gene pool that supplied various strains for diversified micro
environments and purposes in the Valley, Of the three crops believed to 

have been the staples for the prehistoric population at Pampa Granlde 
(M. Shimada personal communication, 1976), squash is conspicuously 
missing from the list of cultigens in Tables 3 to 5. Today there are 
at least five types of "beans" (Phaseolus) cultivated within the Valley
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(frijol moquegua, frijol bianco, frijol chileno, frijol bayo, frijol r ,), 

Bean cultivation occupies 7% of the total area of irrigation cultiva
tion accounted for in Table 4, Like corn, there must have been many 
more varieties and greater cultivation of beans in prehistoric periods. 
The fact that the genus Phaseolus is indigenous to tropical America and 
is found today in all parts of the Valley indicates that "beans” would 
grow well prehistorically in much of the Valley. Beans8 capacity to 

gather nitrogen from the air further simplifies"their cultivation and 

they may be sown all year-round in the frost-free coastal environments,
In other words, they call for relatively little labor and time invest
ment and argue for a considerably greater role in prehistoric agri
culture.

Another important crop that is grown in the Valley Bottom Zones 
is cotton. I have already pointed out the limited cultivation of cotton, 

in regions with water scarcity. However, prior to intensive sugar cane 

cultivation, cotton was a major product of the Valley along with soap 
and leather (Vazquez de Espinosa 1969:276; Ramirez 1974:7). In respect 
to other coastal valleys, Kosok (1965:55) notes that as late as the 
1940*s ", , , large parts of the valleys, from the Huaura on the North
Central Coast to the Nazca region, are devoted to the cultivation of 

cotton, amounting in some cases to as much as 80 to 90 per cent of the 

total area of each valley!" It was grown, however, as a cash crop for 

American dollars (Kosok 1965), Early ethnohistorical documents indi

cate that cotton and cotton cloth were paid to the Spaniards as tribute 
by the Indians (Ramirez personal communication, 1975). Vazquez, de 
Espinosa (1969:276) observed:
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Cogense en todos estos valles grande cantidad de algodon y 
en particular en este donde se beneficia mucho y se_hace 
cantidad de mantas y pabilo que vienen los espanoles 
tratantes a sacarlo para otras partes, , , ,

Likewise f the great sixteenth century chronicler, Pedro Cieza de Leon
(1946) whose keen observations during and soon after Spanish Conquest
are unsurpassed among many chroniclers, notes the fertility of the

North Coastal Valleys and the large quantity of cotton grown there, In
the Motupe Valley, he saw great cotton plantations, and the Pacasmayo
Valley (dequetepeque) is described as producing "gran cantidad de ropa
de algodon" (Cieza de Leon 1946:362, 364), The seventeenth century
chronicler. Father Bernabe Cobo (1964a, 1964b) whose Historia del
Nuevo Mundo is generally regarded as the best and most comprehensive
account of Inca culture and its environmental setting, considers
cotton, both wild and domesticated forms, "la planta deste genero mas
util y general que nace en, toda esta tierra" (Cobo 1964a:200) . He

writes that cotton from the province of Chachapoyas, within the diocese
of Trujillo was so smooth and delicate that it seemed like fine silk,

Modern sugar cane cultivation deserves more attention. It
occupies about 40% of land under irrigation in the Valley (about 30>000-

hectares) ,'giving a mono-cultural overtone to Valley agriculture.

Despite regular spraying against grass growth, sugar canes are
accompanied by thick undergrowth inhabited by fox, field mice, a variety
of birds, and possibly rabbits. Many of these animals fail to escape '
the burning of the sugar cane prior to harvesting, possibly acting as 
the incidental mechanism for population control, A variety of birds of
prey, falcons, hawks, and buzzards feast upon the "roasted" animals when
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the fires die out. Grasses along the edges of the fields also provide a 
good source of forage for domestic animals such as cows, sheepf and 
goats. On the way to the site of Pampa Grande r almost daily we saw 

animals eating the grasses and/or someone cutting the plants to take 

back as feed. Young soft sugar cane leaves leaves are also fed to 
domestic animals while the larger and more mature leaves are utilized as 
roof thatching.^ Even pulverized sugar cane from the mills is recycled 
as fuel and as a "bonding agent" for adobe bricks (just as husks from 
rice are used as "temper" for adobes). Coastal sugar cane cultivation 
represents an example of intensive artificial human "subsidy" (Odum 
1971:267) which counteracts erosion,- leaching, and salt accumulation 
and forms a distinct ecosystem.

Earlier I noted the major sugar-cane estates (now cooperatives) 
are found in the Valley Viejo, while the Indian communities occupy the 
Valle Nuevo and Bajo. Ramirez (1974:4; cf» Bachmann 1921:4-19) notes 
that at the time of the Spanish conquest in 1532 to 1533' ". , , there 

were six Indian communities in the Lambayeque Valley . . . Cinto, 
Collique, Callanca-Monsefu, Reque, Lambayeque, and Ferrenafe," These 
communities basically belong to what Gillin (1954:6-7) calls the 
"Mochita group," which roughly corresponds to the list of areas where 
"Yunga" language was spoken in 1644 as enumerated by Carrera (1939). 
Although Francisco de Jerez, who had participated in the 1532 march to 
Cajamarca from Tumbez and wrote a first-hand report on the conquest of 

Peru by Francisco Pizzaro, mentions only the settlement of Cinto, other 
chroniclers such as Cieza de Leon (1946:361-365) left us more specific 
information concerning the indigenous communities in the Valley.
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Gabello Valboa (1951:468) even describes the specific name of the local 
leader of the "pueblo y valle de Lambayeque," Xecfuin Pisan, one of the 

descendants of the legendary founder of the Lambayeque dynasty, Naymlap.
Except for Cinto and Collique that had been "reduced" and re

settled at Chiclayo in the sixteenth century, the indigenous com

munities can still be found in the modern maps of the Valley, Both 
Kosok (1959, 1965:53) and Schaedel (1951a:237) consider that the pre- 

Incaic ruins near the present-day settlement of Patapo to be the ancient 
Cinto, The extensive ruins are said to have been settled by one of the 
four sons of Naymlap, Nor. The exact location of Collique is ambiguous 
but Bachmann (1921:10) notes that "Begun t.radicion local, parece que la 
antigua poblacion de Collique 6 Coyique se hallaba a la izquierda de la 
antigua acequia de Lemepe, que se conoce actualmente con el nombre de 
r£o de Eten," The "rio de Eten" corresponds to the Reque River and, 
facing down-Valley, the "left side" indicates the southern side of the 

Valley. Kosok (1965:153) feels that Collique ", » * was possibly a 

collective name for a number of large sites which are situated close to 
one another"'centered around the large and complex site of Sipan, He 
further suggests Collique controlled the south side of the lower^middle 
Lambayeque Valley, while symmetrically situated Cinto controlled the 
north side of the Valley. The recent ethnohistorical study of the 
Valley by S, Ramirez-Horton (personal communication, 1976) indicates 
that the settlement of Collique was slightly east of the present-day 
village of Sipan and was removed to Eten after the "reduccion" of

Viceroy Toledo in 1572,
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On the basis of the ethnohistorical and archaeological data 

9discussed briefly above, Schaedel (personal communication, 1976) 
suggests the Valley was prehistorically occupied and divided by seven 
ethnic-political units composed of Reque, Eten-Monsefu, Patapo or 
Cinto, Collique, Ferrenafe, Lambayeque, and Chongoyape (Fig, 4), The 
neighboring Leche Valley was probably subdivided into ethnic-political 
units of Jayanca, Tucume, and possibly Mochumi,

Valley Flanks, The Zone constitutes the last major ecological 
zone to be discussed. The Valley Flank Zone is basically transitional 
in nature between the fertile Valley Bottom lands and the mountain 
ranges that constitute the foothills of the Andes and serve to 
separate coastal valleys. The Zone, while not suitable for cultivation, 
is the prime location of prehistoric occupation in the coastal valleys. 
These marginal lands, at the same time, are the active scene of animal 
herding today. The sloping landscape and associated runoff water 
transports the finer and lighter sediments to the Valley Bottom Zone, 
producing a barren surface overlain by gravel, boulders, and sand.

In some places, aeolian sand has formed active dunes on the lee side 
of the predominant northeasterly wind.

The setting for the Royal Ontario Museum archaeological project 

is the extensive site of Pampa Grande, situated about 50 kilometers 
inland from the Pacific Ocean (Fig, 1). It typifies the Valley Flank 9

9, P , Netherly (personal communication, 1976), another ethno- 
historian working on the North Coast, considers Collique to have in
cluded the settlement of Reque and that the Port of Eten was the 
fishing village tied to the Reque population.
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Zone and I shall continue the discussion in respect to the environmental 
setting of Pampa Grande. The site, sometimes referred to as Capilla 

(e.g,, Zevallos 1971) or misleadingly as Collique (Rondon S., personal 
communication 1973) is situated on the slopes of the uncultivated 
alluvial fans south and east of the modern village of Pampa Grande 
within the Pampa Grande Annexe of the Pomalca Agrarian Cooperative,
The coalescing fans are formed by outwash from the surrounding mountains 

of Cerro Campana, Pampa Grande, or de los Gentiles and Boca del Tigre„ 
Cerro de los Gentiles, which stands about 1050 meters above sea level, 
however, dominates the general scenery and geomorphology. The water 
run-off from the Cerro not only formed much of the pediment of Pampa 
Grande but also down cut into that pediment creating deep, dissecting 
ravines, especially near the base of the mountain. The water that 
cascades off the granodiorite face of the Cerro must have had enough 
momentum during rare but torrential rains to carry the large boulders 

that presently dot the dry ravine beds. The ravines, locally known as 

quebradas, were incorporated into our site-wide provenience system 

(Quebradas I through IX, Fig, 11, in pocket).

The pediment formed and defined by the three mountains covers a
2roughly triangular shaped area of about 4 to 4*5 km ? much of which is 

covered by prehistoric artifacts and architecture, Archaeological 
remains not only occupy the level surfaces but the more marginal 

quebrada banks and the base of the mountains„ The large level surface 

between Quebradas III and IV is densely covered by irregular ag?~ 
glutinated masonry structures and collectively known as the Southern
Pediment (Fig, 11) ,
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The location of the site may be considered strategic in respect 

to Valley-wide geography e The site occupies the southern flank of the 
Valley-wide geographyP The site occupies the southern flank of the 
Valley at the point where the width of the Valley Bottom is only two 
and a half kilometers. This Valley neck is formed partially by the 
rock outcrop that occupies the northern flank of the Valley, The out
crop known as La Puntilla also is the point where the water from the 
Chancay River is diverted into the Reque River and the Taymi Canal, 

which, in turn, bifurcates to form the Lambayeque River„ The diversion 
points are within easy reach of Pampa Grande (Fig, 12, in pocket).

Except for the vegetation that emerges following an appreciable 
quantity of rain, the Valley Flank Zone is characterized by sub-tropical 
semi-arid vegetation that includes a variety of cacti as well as some 
scrub bushes, palo verde, and zapotes» More specifically the cacti 
recognized at. the site of Pampa Grande are "pitajaya" (Cactus pita jay a) } 

"curis" (Cereus macrostibas), somewhat similar to the Sahuaro cactus of 
the Southwest in form but branching from the base; "chuna" (Cactus 
ovinus); and "pumaparurun” (Melocactus; Echino cactus) which yields 

small, red edible fruits (cf, Pulgar 1973? Larco 1938)„ These plants 
are well dispersed but zapote trees and "pitajayasare often found 
together.

The upper reaches of quebradas in the Zone form their own 

microenvironment because of the greater moisture in the ground. Even 

during the hottest part of the year (usually December to February), 
some quebradas support relatively lush vegetation, consisting of 
various trees and undergrowth, The distinct ecological character of
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the higher reaches of quebradas in the mid-Valley was apparent when we 
made a hike up the Quebrada IX in April. The head of the quebrada 
an estimated altitude of 500 meters is somewhat protected from the sun 
by the mass of the Cerro de los Gentiles and was covered with a lush 
growth of grasses and a wide range of scrub bushes, trees, and 
Tillandsia. The observation of the dense vegetational coverage is 
partly due to the fact that the hike was made at the end of the rainy 
season» Another expedition to the top of Cerro de los Gentiles in 
October clearly illustrated that the quebradas at this portion of the 

Valley support abundant trees and scrub bushes» Much of the grass had 
died out since the last rainy season. The local field workers who 

accompanied me for the day-trip to the summit of the Cerro identified 

numerous edible and medicinal plants such as "higarpn" which yields 
milky sap used for medicinal purposes, and "choloque" which produces 
fruits used as soap. We also noted several stumps of trees that were 
cut by ax„ Possibly some lumber for construction was obtained from 
here.

It was also during this trip to the summit that we encountered 
colonies of land snails adhering to the shaded sides of large rocks, 
Moche potters skillfully represented the snails known locally as 
"caracol de cerro" (Geo bulimus) in their pottery (Larco 1938)„ Along 
the way to the summit we encountered a number of caves in one of which 

we observed mountain viscachas (Lagidium peruanum) , large rodents 

valued for their meat and fur (Gilmore 1950:373). At the summit of 

Cerro de los Gentiles we were fortunate to observe for nearly one hour 

the majestic flight of what I believe to have been an Andean condor
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(Vultur.gryphus) with black body and conspicuous white wing patches and 

prominent bill (cf. Gilmore 1950:390)* Dr* C. Hurtado F „ (personal com
munication, 1975), a Peruvian geographer, notes that the condors do fly 
westward as far as the Pacific Coast, and that the bird is represented 
in Moche pottery (Larco 1938). Lastly, on our descent from the summit, 
we came across dried, large-dog size feces with numerous bone inclu
sions, suggesting the- existence of a predatory animal that consumes 

small- to medium-sized mammals.

On the pediment of Pampa Grande, in addition, live fox, snakes, 

lizzards, iguanas, and burrowing owls (Speotyto cunicularia) were ob
served. During the rainy season (February to April) or after a major 
rain, the entire Valley Flank Zone displays a sudden germination and 
subsequent flowering of a variety of ephemeral plants, These plants 
constitute a major source of forage for various domestic animals such as 
cows, goats, sheep, and burros. Children or old women herd the cows„ 

Concurrent with the sudden flourish of plants is the appearance of 
innumerable grasshoppers and caterpillars.

Despite the hispanic tendency to establish settlements in the 
Valley Bottom:-;lands, there remain numerous small communities in the 

Valley Flank Zone„ Although the communities of Cinto and Collique were 
forcibly brought together to form the core of the new settlement of 
Chiclayo under the Colonial Spanish institution of "reduccion"

(Bachmann 1921:2, 10), the population movement did not totally erase 
the communities of Collique and Cinto.Bachmann (1921:2) quotes 10

10, The reduccion is the Colonial governmental program of 
re-settlement in which scattered indigenous populations of farmers
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M, Aurelio C, who observed that:

Los habitantes de Collique fueron despues reducidos en Chiclayo, 
y por algun tiempo esta provincia era conocida con el nombre 
dual de "Chiclayo o Collique,f o "Collique y Chicalyo," hasta 
que prevalecio el que hoy tiene.

Major Quebradas of the Valley. The preceding discussion on the 
major ecological zones is not meant to be exhaustive.r There are areas 
that have not been touched in the discussion and I shall briefly 
examine them here. I shall focus my attention on two areas that I 
personally visited, The first is a large side canyon known as Quebrada 
Monteria which has a small but perennial stream. It is situated near 
Chongoyape but on the southern side of the Valley and extends eastward 
for nearly 20 kilometers. The quebrada is said to be the major avenue 
to the upper Zana Valley from the Lambayeque Valley, There is little 
difference in the elevation between Pampa Grande and the bottom lands of 
the quebrada, yet the presence of a reliable water supply and the en
croachment of mountains on both sides that acts to trap the warm air 

mass heated by the sun create a totally distinct environment in the 

quebrada. In the lower, canyonF the relatively large bottom land is 

covered with green and dried grasses, while the edges of the canyon 
display the type of gree growth observed in the upper reaches of the 
quebradas at Pampa Grande, The stream water is effectively utilized to 
irrigate the small but level bottom lands r where corn, yuca, sweet 
potato, sugar cane, and a number of garden vegetables, in addition to a 

variety of fruit trees, are grown„ Cana brava grows wild along "the

and others were concentrated into a limited number of new and relatively 
urban environments (of, Kubler 1946:359),
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stream edges * The few habitational structures observed are well dis
persed and situated on the hill sides away from the agricultural lands„ 
The composition of the cultigens suggests subsistence agriculture 
rather than the market-oriented cultivation that characterizes the 
main portions of the Valley„

Communication within the quebrada is still dependent upon 
burros and walking. Even with our four-wheel vehicle, our mobility was 
restricted. We passed a number of burro trains heading to the mouth of 
the canyon. A number of the field workers we hired in Pampa Grande own 
small agricultural plots (chacras) in the quebrada and frequently spent 
their weekends tending the land. One worker in particular provided us 
with some deer bone for our comparative bone collection. Apparently 
there is still a large deer population in the upper portions of the 
quebrada and the Valley„

The above pattern of land tenure is interesting, S. Ramirez 
(personal communication, 1975) talks about the "absentee landlords" 
who owned lands in the fertile Valle Viejo but resided in the urban 
settings of Chiclayo, Sana, Lambayeque, and Reque during the seventeenth 
to eighteenth century. Some landowners lived as far away as Trujillo 

and Lima. The presence of a stream and more precipitation (close to 

Yunga region) supports year-round vegetational growth in the quebrada. 
Although the size of the pasture in the quebrada is limited, it could 

serve for various domestic animals owned by the residents of the lower 
and mid-Valley during the dry months, Ramirez (personal communication, 
1975) notes that the estate of Tuman owned cattle pasture in further 
inland region of Chongoyape, and that a small herd of cattle was
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brought down to Tuman as need arose, Apparently these cattle were not 
directly transferred to the Valle Viejo but were temporarily kept in 

the upper portion of the Valley where there was better pasture. On the 
basis of the above observations, it may be argued that prehistorically 
there was intra-valley seasonal movement or seasonal transhumance of 
camelid populations to maximize the value of the diverse ecological 
zones represented within the Valley* I have considered the possibility 
of prehistoric utilization of the seasonal pasture for camelids at 
Pampa Grande during the "rainy season" in the Quebrada de Agua Salada 

situated south of the Cerro de los Gentiles.

The second area to be considered is a large pediplain known as 

Pampa de Chappari, formed by coalescing alluvial fans at the base of 
the mountain range that forms the northeastern side of the triangular 
shaped Lambayeque Valley and the opposing range centered around the 
impressive Cerro Chaparri, The extensive pampa today is largely un

inhabited, uncultivated, and utilized as pasture for cattle, although 
archaeological evidence indicates prehistoric intensive utilization of 
the alluvial lands. During the months of February to April the nearly 
1400-meter peak of Cerro Chaparri traps enough clouds to precipitate a 
relatively large quantity of rain, which supports the lush green

j

vegetation at the foot of the mountain. The region around this mountain 
is inhabited by spectacled bears (Tremarctos ornatus),

Aside from its ecological characteristics and agricultural 

potential, the Pampa is also the direct route to the middle Leche Valley 
from the middle Lambayeque Valley (near Chongoyape). The situation is 
similar to the Pampa de Collique and the Rinconada de Collique southeast
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of the modern settlement of Sipan, The Collique region is also a level 
land formed by coalescing alluvial fans and has been prehistorically 
intensively cultivated. It is now largely uninhabited and uncultivated 
just as in the case of Pampa de Chaparri,

As the schematized drawing of Fig, 6 illustrates, the six 
ecological zones may be ordered in succession. In general, one proceeds 
(roughly parallel to the Pacific Coast and perpendicular to'the axis of 

the Regue River) from the Littoral Zone along the Pacific Coast- 

Coastal Desert Zone— Monte— Valley Bottom A and B, This parallel 
zonation is pierced perpendicularly by the Riverine Zone. The Valley 

Flank Zone defines the limits of these Zones except for the Littoral 
Zone. The Monte Zone is not restricted to any one relative position. 
Small clusters are found over large parts of the lower and middle 
Valley. It should be remembered that the local vegetation is rarely 
permitted to reach natural ecological climax due to human intervention. 
For example, overgrazing by cattle and goats may produce a semi-desert 
or even desert community of creosote bushes, mesquite, and cactus, 
where the local climate actually would permit a grassland to maintain 
itself (Odum 1971:267). In this case, the semi-desert community con
stitutes a man-generated or anthropogenic subclimax. Although ethno- 
historical materials relevant to the region of Pampa Grande are few and 

late in time, what are available indicate that there was extensive 

monte growth during the eighteenth century that was utilized as the 

feed for cattle and goats (Ramirez personal communication, 1975).
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Irrigation

Dynamic Nature of Irrigation Systems, since the mici-1960•s, 
the coastal zone has contributed over 40% of the gross national 
revenue of Peru largely in the form of cash crops under intensive 
irrigation cultivation (sugar cane and cotton), About half a million 
hectares (5000 km2) of coastal land are irrigated by some fifty rivers 
(Portugal 1966:71)♦^  The rivers have different and irregular annual 
discharges„ Portugal (1966:16) estimates that approximately 8 billion 

m2 of water are lost annually to the Pacific Ocean, As the extent of 

irrigation cultivation depends largely upon the availability of water f 
there has always been effort to regulate the water flow and the 
Lambayeque Valley has not been an exception. The Tinajones Project 

regulates water flow in the Valley through a large reservoir. Con

currently, the systematization and modernization of the existing irriga
tion system are under way. A Chinese proverb states that the one who 
controls the water controls the land. Water control, if ever achieved, 

changes hands over time just as any given irrigation system does not 
remain the same. I emphasize the dynamic nature of the irrigation 
system (ef. Gibson 1974), It is a hierarchically organized dynamic 
entity subject to geological and hydrological regularities and ir
regularities, Factors such as sedimentation, salinization and inunda?- 

tion play critical roles in the life history of any irrigation system. 11

11, Portugal (1966) reports that the highlands has an esti
mated one million hectares under cultivation. Only about 1,5% of 
Peruvian land is currently under cultivation. The figure presumably 
does not substantially differ from the. maximum prehistoric figure.
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Any change in the major canals affects all. the subsidiary channels. As 
we shall see below, irrigation networks rarely remain isomorphic for 
over fifty years. It must also be remembered that any significant 
change in irrigation is likely to be accompanied by changes in cultiva
tion and settlement patterns. Irrigation canals as archaeological 
phenomena fossilize human behavior that may not be appropriate for a 
given syncrhonic dimension. Simple identification and tracing of 
ancient irrigation channels do not not automatically lead to recon

struction of past functional systems„ Although we tend to assume that 

present irrigation systems are close analogues to earlier systems, 

detailed historical and functional examination often reveals that con
siderable changes have taken place. In the following section, I will 
take a historical perspective and discuss the five major irrigation 

networks that have existed at one time or another in the Lambayeque 
Valley (Fig. 4).12

Three of the five major canals are inter-valley irrigation net

works that still transport water from the Chancay River at various 
points to the neighboring Leche and Zaha Valleys. We owe a great deal 
of our understanding of these networks to the pioneering work of Paul 
Kosok, an economic historian, who with the assistance of R. Schaedel and 
others conducted systematic surveys of ancient irrigation systems on the 
North Coast. Kosok (1965:1-5), like Wittfogel (1957) recognized the

12„ Much has been written on irrigation in the Valleys, 
particularly by P„ Kosok. The bulk of published work, however, consists 
of reports and evaluations written by various engineers who were com
missioned by the Peruvian government to conduct research to determine 
measures that may be taken to improve irrigation in the Valley.
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critical relationship between socioeconomic development and large-scale 

irrigation, The multi-valley coastal Kingdom of Chimu with its well- 

preserved irrigation systems constituted his New World example of an 
"irrigation society" (Kosok 1965:1-5). Kosok felt that investigation 
on the North Coast would reveal aspects of the transformation of 
primitive, theocratic societies into early civilizations with emerging 
class structures and secular rulers. Kosok and his collaborators 
located and recorded all major categories of prehistoric remains such 
as canals, field systems, pyramids, and extensive habitational sites. 
Within the hydrologically interlinked valleys of Motupe, Leche, and 
Lambayeque, they located and mapped over 250 sites, while nearly thirty 
sites were identified and recorded in the Zana Valley (Kokok 1965:
143, 151; Fig. 4). His fieldwork spanned four years during the 1940s 
and provides us with a picture of the economic basis for numerous sites 
in the region.

The Racarumi Inter-Valley Canals. One of the largest irrigation 

canals in the prehistoric Americas is the Racarumi Canal that carried 
water from the upper Lambayeque Valley into the upper and middle Leche 
Valley to the North covering a distance of nearly fifty kilometers. At 
places where the Canal passes from the Lambayeque Valley through the 
valley divide into Pampa de Chaparri, it has a depth of 12 to 15 meters 
(Kosok 1940, 1959:54). Despite the erosion of its banks, the Canal is 

still wide enough to be utilized as a road for vehicular traffic.
Kosok (1959:53, 1965:159) recognized that the ancient Racarumi 

Canal is composed of two distinct (but partly superimposed) networks 
representing two distinct periods of construction. Bachmann (1921:87)
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refers to the Canal as "Acequia de los Gentiles" and does not distinguish 
two systems - Portugal (1966:26-7), on the other hand, refers to the 

later network (Kosok's Racarumi II) as the Inalche or Taymi de Tucume 
Canal. It is also known as the Incahuasi Canal. Racarumi I began from 
the intake point at Carniche Alto on the North bank of the Chancay River 
and irrigated the areas around the present settlements of Tinajones, 
Amendral, Cuculi, and Chongoyape (Bachmann 1921:87; Kosok 1959:53; 
Portugal 1966:27). Bachmann (1921:187) estimates that prehistorically. 
about 6000 hectares of the alluvial pediplain along the seasonal 
CamelIon River north of Chongoyape were cultivated, probably with water 
from Racarumi I.

The later Racarumi II apparently served a totally distinct 

purpose. Although its intake point cannot be traced, it irrigated the 
extensive Pampa de Chapparri and southern bank of the Leche River. It 
did not serve the Chongoyape Basin. Although Racarumi I and II are 

complementary in terms of the areas they irrigated, the political powers 
that directed the construction of the two networks may have differed. 
Racarumi II, as it enters the presently largely uncultivated Pampa de 

Chaparri, divides into two major branches, each of which further sub
divides to cover the Pampa. The western branch of the Canal consists 
of a series of derivative canals that thoroughly irrigated the pre
historic settlement of Ferrenafe Viejo, situated in the center of the 

Pampa. The site consists of adobe structures and walls surrounded by 

an extensive field system and associated with Chimu-style pottery 

sherds. The well-preserved field system is clearly visible from the

top of a nearby hill. Direct association with the Chimu site suggests a
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13Chimu date for Racarumi II. A. Regal (1970:45; also Portugal 

1966:22) quotes the civil engineer J. Zegarra who notes that Racarumi II 
irrigated the present Districts of Tucume and Mochumi in the Leche 
Valley until the strong floods of 1647 destroyed the Canal. In other

words, the Racarumi II Canal was in use until the mid-seventeenth
, 14century.

The eastern branch of the Racarumi II flows northeastward and 
apparently irrigated the southern bank of the upper Leche * It can be

itraced to the foot of Cerro de la Traposa. Kosok (1959:54) notes that 
the bigger and higher eastern branch is known as "acequia madre." It . 
is clear that the two branches of Racarumi II irrigated much of the 
southern half of the Leche Valley as well as Pampa de Chaparri. If J. 

Zegarra is correct in assigning a Colonial date for the destruction of 
Racarumi II, future archival work should.elucidate various aspects of 
the abandonment, such as economic impact and remedies taken to rectify 

the drastic change in water regimentation.

Hydrological Situation of the Valley. At this point the 
hydrological situation of the'Lambayeque and neighboring valleys should 
be considered. The Chancay River (known earlier as the Lambayeque 

River) is one of the major rivers on the coast. Between 1937 and 1965 13 14

13. Kosok (1965:160) wonders if Ferrehafe Viejo has any 
affiliation with the historic and modem town of Ferrehafe e He sug
gests that " . . .  it might mean that in Colonial times, after the 
Racarumi Canal stopped bringing water to the region, the inhabitants 
were moved to the present Ferrehafe."

14. Today there is a canal- known as Sanjon flowing through 
the Pampa (Kosok 1959:54).
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the annual discharge of the river fluctuated between a low near 500 
3 3million m and a high of over 1 billion m as measured at Charhuaquero

15(Portugal 1966:36; Fig, 13). Kosok (1959:50) notes that the Chicama 
River to the South has a greater average annual discharge as well as a 
wider range of fluctuation between minimal and maximal figures. The 
Chancay River, on the other hand, has a higher minimum discharge volume 
and smaller margin of fluctuation between two extreme figures. This may 
be-translated to a more stable water source for a stabler economy over 
a long period. As seen in Fig. 13, about 88% of the available water is 
utilized for agricultural purposes in the Valley where 85% of the 
population today is engaged in some form of agricultural activity 
(Portugal 1966:13, 39).

Another factor that is critical in understanding the irrigation 
systems of the region is the fact that the Chancay River runs higher 
than the adjacent rivers permitting intervalley irrigation to the north 
(Leche) and south (Zaha) (Kosok 1959:49). We have already seen that 

Racarumi II connected the Lambayeque with the Leche Valley through 

Pampa de Chaparri. Water from the Chancay River irrigated much of the 
southern bank of the Leche Valley, freeing water from the Leche River 

to irrigate the northern bank. In fact, the Leche River supplied water 
for a large canal that irrigated the extensive (perhaps the largest in 
South America) site of Apurle in the Motupe Valley to the north.

15. Carhuaquer is where the Chancay River merges with the 
Cumbil or Maichli River. It is the last major mergence before the first 
major water intake point for irrigation. The water volume measured at 
this point thus reflects the maximum quantity of water available for 
irrigation in the Valley. It is situated about 80 kilometers air 
distance from the Pacific Coast.
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The natural gradient of the Valley, however, is quite slight, 
declining toward the Pacific Ocean at a rate of about five units per 
thousand (Portugal 1966:20) • For example, the town of Chongoyape 
situated over 60 kilometers air distance inland from the coast has an 
elevation of only 250 meters above sea level* The low gradient and low 
elevation of the Valley is one of the major factors underlying the 
frequent inundation as noted earlier. The rivers and canals, in 
general, are not actively down-cutting but tend to deposit the water

borne sediments. The horizontal expansion of the irrigation network is 
partly a response to these topographical factors. These factors also 
prompt lateral movement of the channels. In addition, the lower Valley 
frequently suffers from a lack of water during the years of low dis
charge volume and from flooding during years of excessive water 

(Bachmann 1921:214). The irrigation networks in the valley are not as 
efficient as suggested by Fig. 1^ (in pocket) which shows the maximum 
extent of the networks that are functional when there is abundant water.

The Colligue-Inter-Valley Canals. Another major canal network 
in the Valley, known as the Collique Canal, irrigates the area of 
Collique on the southern flank of the Valley. The functioning 
historical Collique Canal begins from the intake point near the settle
ment of Huaca Blanca on the southern bank across the town of 
Chongoyape. It would seem at least one ancient intake was situated also 

near Huaca Blanca and closely paralleled the course of its modern 
counterpart. The ancient canal irrigated Pampa del Tablazo, followed 
the base of Cerro Boca del Tigre, cut through the lower portion of the
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site of Pampa Grande, and reached Cerro Pacherrez. At Pacherrez the 
canal subdivided into several branches and irrigated the extensive 
Pampa de Collique which today is largely uncultivated just ,as the case 
of Pampa del Tablazo farther inland. A major branch proceeded to the 
old settlement of Sip an and on to Saltur and Cerro de Reque. "The 
branches effectively irrigated the areas surrounding the Sipan-Collique 
archaeological complex that Kosok (1965:153) feels is one of the largest 
in Peru and controlled the south side of the lower-middle Valley and 
access to and from the Zaha Valley. As is clearly seen in Fig. 4, 

these branches merge again to form two major arms extending southward 
to the northern bank of the Zaha Valley. One arm originating from the 

confluences of the branches that irrigated the Sipan-Collique area 
follows the western side of Cerro Collique and heads upstream to * 
irrigate Pampa de Cojal and Pampa de Motete in the Zaha Valley. The 
second arm traces the western flank of Pampa de Cayalti and descends 

toward Cerro Guitarras and Pampa de Delicias. Like many other areas of 
prehistoric cultivation, much of the aforementioned area is not 
cultivated today.

The water from the Lambayeque Valley that irrigated the large 
portion of the northern bank of the Zaha Valley permitted the con^ 
centrated irrigation of the southern half of the Zaha Valley with the 
water from the Zaha River (Kosok 1959:55-6, 1965:144-5). In fact, as 

shown in Fig. 4, the water from the Zaha River irrigated the northern 
end of the Jequetepeque Valley to the South. In other words, the 
Chan cay River supplied water to three valleys', two of which, in turn, 
irrigated two adjacent valleys. This massive five-valley hydrological
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complex is estimated to have accounted for one-third of the total 
cultivated area and almost one-third of the population of the entire . 
coast during the period of its maximum extent and functional unity 
(Kosok 1965:147).

The settlement pattern associated with the Lambayeque-Zana- 
Jequetepeque irrigation network suggests a Chimu date for the network. 
What we know of the Chimu Kingdom (e.g., Keatinge and Day 1973, Moseley 
1975c, n.d.b, Rowe 1948b) indicates that the Kingdom had political and 
military power to organize and maintain such an elaborate system.
Kosok (1965:139) argues, on the other hand, that the extensive settle
ment at Cerro Guitarras in the lower Zana Valley " .' .  ̂probably 
represented an outpost of the expanding Lambayeque (Collique) culture 
some time before the Chimu occupation” as the area depends upon the 
water from the Collique region. Unfortunately, we know little of the 
postulated ”Lambayeque Culture.” It is quite possible that the Chimu 
systematized and expanded the existing inter-valley irrigation network.

These irrigation canals may be traced on the ground and air 
photos. The stretch of ancient canal between the intake point at Huaca 
Blanca and Pampa Grande, although much destroyed, can still be traced 

intermittently. In Pampa del Tablazos, the canal is associated with a 

cemetery. A number of looted burials occur right in the northern bank 
of the canal suggesting that the canal intruded into an earlier 
cemetery. The associated black-mold made pottery suggests a Chimu or 

post-Chimu date for the canal that we traced. Kosok (1959:52) notes 
(that there may have been another intake point near the settlement of 

Tablazos for the same or similar canal. My survey along the southern
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flank of the Valley indicates that an ancient channel runs farther 
inland than Huaca Blanca. In fact, near the settlement of La Ramada 
there is a masonry structure bridging a small quebrada that may have 
formed the base for the ancient canal. Near the structure is a large 
rectangular masonry enclosure with few artifacts. Farther inland, the 
channel can be traced to Quebrada Cana Brava which faces Cerro Blanco 
across the Chancay River. Interestingly, J. Zegarra (Regal 1970:45) 

notes that ". . . otro importante canal de circundacion que, partiendo 

de la margen izquierda [southern side] del rio Lambayeque [today called 
Chancay River] que, frente al Cerro Blanco, permitia regar tierras de 
los actuales fundos de Pampa Grande, Sipan, San Juan de Saltur y , 
Cayalti . . (underline added). It is quite possible that these 
intake points served different canals that followed the same route at 
different times.

The Taymi Inter-Valley Canals. ,Perhaps the best known irriga

tion network in the Valley is the Taymi Canal, which originates at the 

Valley neck known as La Puntilla and flows northwestward along the 
Valley flank to the Leche Valley. During the over 400 years of its 
documented existence, the Canal has undergone various morphological 
changes. The Irrigation Ordinance of Cuenca issued in 1567 notes that
the Canal corresponds to the fourth and last major water intake from

16 •the Chancay River (then known as the Collique River) and had ten

16. According to M. Aurelio Cavero (Bachmann 1921:2), the name 
of a given river for a given time period was usually determined by the 
ancient or important community through which the river flowed, and 
rarely would a settlement receive its name from the nearby river. The 
Collique River thus implies the importance and/or antiquity of the
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primary water intakes to the South and two branches to the North off the 
Canal (Portugal 1966:27-8). According to this Ordinance, the first 

major canal that originated at Carniche Alto from the Chancay River was 
Racarumi I or its later counterpart, while the second major intake was 
from the southern bank, corresponding to the Collique Canal. The 

third intake belonged to the Seur or Lemep Canal, which will be dis
cussed later. The present Lambayeque River was the natural river course 
that drained to the Pacific Ocean and irrigated the central portion of 
the Valley.

The present Taymi Canal apparently approximates the organization 
and course of the earlier historical Taymi. Nonetheless, various 
modifications and restorations following occasional floods associated 
with the El Nino Countercurrent have been documented. For example, the 
inundation of 1578 led to various changes in the twelve intakes and the 
eventual formulation of the Irrigation Ordinance of 1610 (Portugal 
1966:27; cf. Bruning 1922). Portugal (1966:27) notes that between 1630 
and 1790, the parish priests of Ferrenafe were instrumental in several 

modifications and restorations of the Taymi. The settlers of Ferrenafe 

had a strong vested interest in modification of the existing water 
regimentation and in extension of the Canal, as only the surplus water 
was being passed on to the Ferrenafe region. Communities situated at 
the peripheries of any irrigation network must contend for impartial 
water' regimentation. As noted earlier, the large sugar-cane estates

community of Collique. In terms of archaeological evidence, the broad 
region known as Collique today does manifest dense and complex pre
historic settlements.
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controlled the fertile lands and water in the Valle Viejo - Bachmann 

(1921:216) notes that after the flood of 1871, some marginal settlements 
that depended on- water from the Taymi Canal did not receive water for 
over a year. The last major modifications of the canal followed the 
destructive floods of 1925 and 1972,

Presumably prehistoric canals that roughly parallel the present 
Taymi Canal at higher elevations are known as Taymi Antigua. Because 
of their higher location that closely follows the mountains defining 
the northeastern limit of the Valley, the double-channeled Taymi Antigua 
theoretically would have irrigated considerably more land than the 
present Canal. Survey along the Taymi Antigua indicates clearly that 
the presently uncultivated alluvial pediments along the Valley flank 
such as extensive Pampa de Burros and Pampa de Nuestro Amo were occupied 

and largely under cultivation. The two channels of the Taymi Antigua 

pass partly below and partly through the large complex site of Patapo 
that is thought to be the ancient settlement of Cinto. In the center of 

Pampa de Nuestro Amo, northwest of Patapo, is an extensive abandoned 
field system associated with a large adobe settlement and Chimu pottery. 
T. Reimchen (.1972:3, 21), a geologist, while conducting his geological 
survey of the Valley, identified six artificial channels, including the 

functioning Taymi Canal and the New Taymi that awaits completion (Fig. 

15), at about five kilometers from La Puntilla. The numbers next to the 
cross-sectional profile of the six channels indicate the inferred order 

of their construction. Number 4 channel appears to be a secondary 
branch, while the two highest channels most likely correspond to the
double channels of the Taymi Antigua. Reimchen*s observation that the
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Fig. 15. Cross-section of prehistoric and historic canals near La Puntilla (redrawn from Reimchen 
1972:19. Scale exaggerated).
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present Taymi Canal dissects a platform with Chimu sherd inclusions

17suggests a post-Chimu date.
Whatever the construction dates of various Taymi canals, the 

highest and abandoned Taymi Antigua extended farthest north to the 
southern bank of the neighboring Leche Valley• The double channels of 
the Taymi Antigua paralleled each other until near the point where the 
so-called Inca Trunk Road passes west of Patapo (Kosok 1959;52), At 
this point, according to Kosok (.1959:52), they separate into two 
branches, one arm extending northeast, while the other heading toward 
northwest of Cerro Mirador. The eastern branch continued to the Leche 
Valley, while the western arm subdivided into smaller canals, some of 
which apparently continued on to the Leche Valley. Other small branches 
irrigated Pampa de Nuestro Amo. The fact that both the Racarumi and 
Antigua Taymi Canals once brought vital water all the way from the 
Chancay River to the large site of El Purgatorio points to the former- 
existence of a strong political group based at El Purgatorio (cf. Kosok 
1959, 1965) . The Taymi Antigua not only supplied water to El 
Purgatorio, but served other major sites along the way such as Patapo, 
Cerro Mirador, and Lusfaque.

17. Bachmann (.1921:83) writes that "En el sitio llamado la 
Puntilia, sale por la derecha el Taimi [Taymi Canal], acequia madre 
sacada por el cura de ese nombre, en reemplazo de la antigua que salla 
de Carniche y pasaba por Batan Grande a Ferrenafe" (underline added).
Who the priest named "Taymi" is and when the Canal in question was 
constructed to replace the ancient canal is unfortunately not specified.
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The Lambayeque River. The fourth major canal known today as the 

Lambayeque River refers to the segment that begins about two kilometers 
downstream from La Puntilla as the river draws the water from the Taymi 
Canal, and runs roughly due west toward the town-of Lambayeque. Only a 
small quantity of water from the River reaches the Pacific Ocean today. 
Because of its central location, the River has been the most important 
source of water for the Valley. Prehistorically the river is said to 
have been known as the Faquisllanga River (Cabello 1951:327; Portugal 

1966:21). Naymlap, the legendary founder of the Lambayeque Dynasty (cf. 
Kosok 1965; Means 1931; Rowe 1948b), is said to have landed near the 
mouth of this river and constructed the temple of Chot (Chotuna). Kosok 
(1965:73, 80) deduces from various ethnohistorical accounts that the 
arrival of the legendary Naymlap took place about 1025 A.D. The geo- 
morphology and hydraulic properties of the river, however, have not been 

stable and the general landscape, as well as various features of the 
river, must have undergone considerable changes since the postulated 
date of Naymlap.

Today the River provides water for irrigation channels in the 
Valle Viejo, the area around the hispanic city of Chiclayo, and the 
indigenous settlement of Lambayeque. Prior to the 1925 flood, when the 
River was the natural drainage of the Valley and carried about 2/3 of 
the water reaching La Puntilla, Bachmann (1921:83) noted that after 
irrigating the Valle Viejo, two-thirds of the remaining water irrigated 

the areas abound Chiclayo and only one-third was passed on to the town 
of Lambayeque. It is near Lambayeque, however, that we see large pre
historic settlements including Mocce and Chotuna. Considering the
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bispanic origin and rapid growth of Chiclayo, it is likely that the 
water distribution described by Bachmann is historical and does not 
reflect prehistoric utilization patterns. I would expect that pre- 
historically a greater share of water reached the Lambayeque region.

This expectation is reasonable in light of references to the Lambayeque 
River reaching the Pacific Ocean and the existence of abandoned canals 
near Morrope. In addition, the heavy water usage by large sugar 
haciendas such as PucalS, Calupe, Tuman, and Pomalca situated in the 
Valle Viejo cannot be ignored.

Although the > 1925 flood destroyed the former La Puntilla water- 
diversion system and concomitantly cut new natural drainage to the South 

following the earlier Eten River (old Lemep or Seur Canal),'the 

Lambayeque River continues to be the central irrigation system of the 
Valley. Undoubtedly, however, the post-1925 Lambayeque River carries 
less water than the earlier times. Bachmann (1921:214-5) discusses a 
series of historic inundations that beset the town of Lambayeque because 

of the low gradient of the River and the attendant tendency to silt-up 
and cut new channels at times of high water. Likewise, Kosok (1959: 

50-1) observes that most of the adobe pyramids found in the lower Valley 
show evidence of inundations, and that an earlier course of the River. 
was slightly farther north than the current course. The geologist, T » 
Reimchen (1972) notes that the Lambayeque River mainly follows an old 
fluvial channel and that early settlers of the Valley re-excavated most 

of this ancient natural channel. Furthermore,’it is his opinion that 

the large and thick "well sorted alluvial sediments" exposed in some 

portions of the banks indicate the present Reque River (previously known
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as the Eten or Tambillo River) is a naturally occurring channel. In 
other words, on the basis of the long period of deposition suggested by 
thick sorted alluvium, he questions the validity of the argument that 
the Reque River has only reached the Pacific Ocean since 1925.

Various scholars, however, do agree that the natural drainage 
of the Valley is toward the southwest (toward the towns of Reque and 
Monsefu). Portugal (1966:38) notes that the Monsefu-Reque region 
receives the filtration and drainage of the entire Valley and that 
despite the small quantity of water carried by the earlier Eten or 

Tambillo River, agricultural activities were feasible there„ Bachmann 

(1921:83) reports that before 1920, the Eten River carried only about 
13 per cent of the water reaching La Puntilla.

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that the 
present Reque River existed prior to the 1925 flood. In fact, con
sidering the direction of the natural drainage of the Valley, it would 

not be unreasonable to suggest that at one time the Lambayeque River 
flowed in a southwesterly direction.

The Lemep Canal. Related to the above "discussion is the 
question surrounding the Eten or Tambillo River and the location of La 
Puntilla or the water diversion point for the Valley. The course of the 
Eten or Tambillo River is said to follow the ancient Lemep or Seur Canal 

to which Regal (1970:47) assigns a precolumbian date. According to the 
Ordinance of Cuenca, issued in 1567, the intake for the Lemep Canal, 2 

kilometers upstream from the Taymi Canal, corresponds to the third 
major ”tomaM following the Racarumi and Collique Canals, all branching
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off the Chancay River. The Lemep irrigated the lands of Callanca, 
Monsefu, Roque, and Eten (Portugal 1966:27-8). However, Bachmann 
(1921:85) informs us that the later Eten River bifurcated from the 
Lambayeque River at Tambillo, southwest of the present La Puntilla.
These statements thus imply that the present intake points for the 
Taymi, Lambayeque, and Reque Rivers differed from those in earlier 
times. It is likely, in fact, that every major flood in the past 

changed the exact location of the intake points of the major "rivers" 

in the Valley. Although these points clustered near the present water 
diversion system at La Puntilla, we cannot consider the modern arrange
ment as a reliable indicator of the prehistoric pattern. It seems 
reasonable to suggest that the two major alignments of the major 
pyramids at the site of Pampa Grande may reflect two, major intake points 
during the occupation of the site (Fig. 12).

Since the time of original construction, every irrigation 
system on the Peruvian coast remains as a dynamic entity that.manifests 
expansion, shrinkage, internal re-arrangement, or even temporary 

abandonment. The extent of prehistoric canals observable today cannot 

simply be equated with the extent of the functional irrigation system at 

a given time period. However, in the case of the Lambayeque Valley, as 
three major canals carried the water from the Chancay River to the 
neighboring valleys, reducing the amount of water available for in- 
Valley irrigation, one would expect that there was pressure to maximize 
the efficiency of the irrigation network. Today increased water demand 
in the Valley, mainly for sugar-cane cultivation and the growing 

population, particularly in the city of Chicalyo, is partly offset by
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the utilization of underground water. About 600 wells annually supply 

an estimated 60 million cubic meters of underground water to sugar cane 
fields (Portugal 1966:38). The construction of the Tinajones Reservoir 
and the New Taymi is designed to regulate water availability and in
crease the efficiency of water transportation and irrigation in the 
Valley. Furthermore, the extent and efficiency of irrigation systems 
condition the amount of cultivation. In the Lambayeque Valley, Portugal, 

(1966:51) notes a considerable increase in the total area of cultivated 
fields from the 1916-17 season (29,710 hectares) to the 1964-65 campaign 
(58,726 hectares). During the 1973-74 season the corresponding figure 
rose to over 63,000 hectares (Ministerio de Agriculture. 1975) . Kosok 
(1959:51, 56) estimates that prehistoricaliy there was a maximum 
potentially cultivable land surface of about 75,000 hectares in the

iValley. It seems, however, the figure is based'upon the assumption that 
the (presumably) prehistoric canals observable today were all in use 
during the same time period. Yet we are far from determining the 
contemporaneity of the canals. Just as in the case of other pre
historic structural remains, ancient canals fossilize human behavior 

that may not be appropriate for interpretations at a given synchronic 

dimension.
Although the exact nature of the relationship between control 

of water or irrigation systems and the deve1opment--as well as survival 

— of a complex political system remains to be determined, we do agree 
that there is a significant relationship between them (cf. Wittfogel 
1957; Hunt and Hunt 1974; Price 1971; Moseley n.d.b). The five-valley 

hydraulic system that linked the Motupe, Leche, Lambayeque, Zaha, and



Jequetepeque Valleys was, without doubt, one of the most significant 
economic and technological developments on the Peruvian Coast. The 
irrigation system in the Lambayeque Valley that served as the core of 
inter-valley hydraulic linkage certainly deserves a revival of the 

archaeological investigation initiated by Paul Kosok a few decades ago



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH ORIENTATION AND ORGANIZATION

Research Objectives

Research Objectives of the 
Royal Ontario Museum Project

The Royal Ontario Museum Lambayeque Valley Archaeological 
Project is a multi-year endeavor under the direction of Kent C. Day and 
funded by the Museum and the Canada Council. Research was initiated in 
1971 with a preliminary archaeological survey of the lower and mid- 
Valley and concurrent geological survey of the entire Valley by K. Day 
and T. Reimchen, respectively. As a result, the extensive site of 
Pampa Grande was selected, as the locus of an extensive functional study 
of prehistoric urban context. After a season of intensive survey and 

mapping of selected areas in 1973, excavations by various members of 
the Project were carried out in 1975. More specifically, the Immediate 
objectives of 1975 were (1) functional identification of various 
architectural contexts and structural types, followed by (2) formulation 
of a plausible site-specific functional model to be compared to (.3) the 
model of subsequent Chimu urbanism.

On the basis of stylistic attributes of surface sherds and their 

spatial distribution, we determined that much of the site was last 

occupied by a Moche V population. The Moche occupation at Pampa Grande 
is largely, if not exclusively, Moche V and appears to cover a period
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of about A.D. 600 to 7 0 0 The models derived from our work at Pampa 
Grande, then, can be compared to similarly constructed models of the 
capital city of the later Chimu Kingdom, Chan Chan, which seems to have 
been occupied for a period of about A.D. 1000 ^ 1200 to 1500 (cf. Day 
1974, Kosok 1965, Moseley 1975c). The comparison, in turn, will con

stitute the basis for eventual explication of the process of urbanism on 
the North Coast of Peru, Other complementary projects are currently 

being conducted in other valleys on the North Coast (cf. Keatinge 1975; 
Schaedel personal communication, 1975; West 1971, personal communica
tion, 1975) .

The integration of models from Pampa Grande and other major 
coastal sites is thought to be a viable alternative to the widely held 
view of urban development on the North Coast due to Huari expansion 
from the central highland region of Ayacucho (Collier 1955a, 1955b,
1961, 1962a; Menzel 1964, 1969; Rowe 1963; Schaedel 1951a, 1966a,
1966b; Thompson 1964; Willey 195,3) . In other words, at a higher level 
of abstraction, the ultimate goal of the project may be conceived as an 

attempt to replace the "invasion/external introduction" model of urban 
development with an "indigenous/autogenous" developmental scheme.

My Research Objectives

The research topics assigned to individual members of the 
project were selected and organized to complement each other toward the 
achievement of the specified research goals. My interests are two
fold: (1) formulation of viable conceptual models of socioeconomic •

18. The possible existence of a Moche IV occupation is 
discussed at length in Chapter VI.
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organization at Pampa Grande, and (2) concomitant development of a 

multi-stage field strategy for empirical determination of internal 
segments and their articulation within the urban context of Pampa Grande. 
The first goal is dependent upon the success of the latter* My approach 
is synchronic in accordance with the functional orientation of the 
project. It is also multi-stage in framework to maximize the value of 
data acquired at each stage as may be seen below:

Pampa Grande within the broader Mocha cultural 
tradition and Andean civilizations

\Inter-site comparison for the delineation of 
general Moche V patterns z
General socioeconomic order at Pampa Grande
Intra-sector level of socioeconomic organization

Definition of occupation and usage patterns of 
structures through contiguous-room excavation and 
analyses of, artifact content, access patterns, 
broader architectural organization (as defined by 

» wall abutment analysis) , and distribution of other- 
analytic units in space

IFunctional identification of individual behaviorally 
meaningful architectural divisions
Identification of physical divisions of space (con
struction sequence and organization) through 
excavation of wall corners and analyses of wall 
relations.

Each stage of the multi-phase operation will be discussed in its 
respective section. In the thesis I am emphasizing reconstruction of 
the "cultural reality" using empirical data collected from our own 
fieldwork. Despite the impressive number of art-oriented historical 

studies of Moche pottery and macro-scale analyses of major Moche sites
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and monumental architecture, detailed investigation of internal organ

ization has been acutely missing. I believe the presentation of 
empirical "facts" acquired through excavation and "propositions" tested * 
by excavations are badly needed.

Related Research Interests
Five other members of the project and four outside participants 

each undertook different but complementary research at the site.

K. Day, the director of the project, focused upon rectangular 
enclosures manifesting diversified internal composition, size, relative 
location, and construction materials. After comparing rectangular 
enclosures at Pampa Grande and Chan Chan, the locus of his earlier 

fieldwork, Day (personal communication, 1973) considers the enclosures 
at Pampa Grande to have been the predecessors to the later "Ciudadelas," 
gigantic rectangular enclpsures with basic tripartite internal divisionsV
found at Chan Chan. These Ciudadelas are interpreted to have housed 

different royal families of the Chimu Dynasty who controlled a large 

urban labor force and large quantities of goods stored within the en
closures (Day 1973, 1974; Keatinge and Day 1973; Moseley 1975c). The 
question is whether the apparent physical resemblance between the 

rectangular enclosures at Pampa Grande and Chan Chan reflects functional 
similarities. In addition, the processes responsible for the highly 
diversified rectangular enclosures at Pampa Grande versus the relatively 
homogeneous Ciudadelas at Chan Chan must be elucidated. If the develop
mental connection between them can be demonstrated, we may argue that 

the similarities between the Moche and later Chimu sociocultural systems



go beyond material aspects and into the domain of social and political 
institutions. These points still must be archaeologically tested.

Martha Anders made a systematic examination of what were 
tentatively identified as "formal storage facilities" on the basis of 

the intensive 1973 surface survey (cf. Anders 1975). Exept for two 
instances, the storerooms were empty and called for expanded contextual 
analysis. Interests in formal storage facilities stem from earlier 
analyses of storage facilities at Chan Chan by Kent Day (1973) and at 
Huanuco Viejo, an Inca provincial center in the central highlands 

(Morris 1967, Morris and Thompson 1970) as well as from the implication 
that production, storage, and consumption of certain material goods were 
planned and controlled directly by established governing groups. The 
content, size, location, access, and construction of formal storage 
complexes are crucial for an understanding of the economic and political 
systems of a given site and society.

Andrew Ignatieff, after a brief study of ceramic "materials from 
the site, excavated selected areas of Sector D in order to determine the 
nature of occupation. The significance of the Sector lies in its 
physical linkage by corridor to Sector A, the presumed center of inter- 
and intra-site interaction. Because of its agglutinized masonry con
structions and physical proximity to Sector A, Sector D forms the prin
cipal source of comparative material for my work in Sector H.

Melody Shimada analyzed organic remains recovered from excava

tion's. In order to minimize the biases introduced by the various 

excavation strategies of individual members, she sampled various 
archaeological contexts determined by a set of specified criteria.
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Although the state of preservation was far from optimal/ the combined 
excavations by members and participants yielded a large quantity of 

organic material representing diversified species. As we shall see 
later, the identified materials form a basis for reconstructing inter
regional interaction as well as management of domesticates.

Hans Knapp made a preliminary investigation into construction 
techniques and materials. The socioeconomic significance of the 
findings is yet to be determined. The inquiries by Kroeber (1930) and 
Moseley (1975a) on the socioeconomic significance of adobe bricks and 

their usages could provide guidelines for future analysis of adobes from 
Pampa Grande. The major emphasis of my fieldwork was definitedly upon 
architecture which is regarded as a major reservoir of information 
pertaining to the prehistoric behavior of the occupants’.

In addition, three outside participants made valuable contribu
tions. John Haas conducted excavations of structures at the summit and 
the lower-terraces of the Huaca de la Fortaleza (Huaca 1), the largest 
truncated adobe pyramid centrally located in Sector A (Haas 1976). His 

objective was elucidation of the presumed ruling elite class who col
lectively headed the Moche V "state” inferred to have been centered at 
Pampa Grande. Evidence that argues for "capital" status of Pampa Grande 

will be discussed in Chapters VI and VII. Manuel Arboleda utilized his 

brief stay by carrying out intensive survey and subsequent mapping of 

Sector K in the Southern Pediment. As no detailed plane-table map of 

the Southern Pediment (except a part of Sectors J and all of Sector I)
rwas available, his work provided comparative data for agglutinated 

masonry structures in Sectors D and H. Luis Watanabe M. joined the
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project as the official representative of the Institute Nacional de la 

Culture and subsequently excavated a masonry rectangular enclosure 
(Unit 4), providing comparative data for Unit 14, an adobe rectangular 
enclosure excavated by K* Day„

Although none of our individual investigations fulfilled 
original expectations, each has its own merits and contributed some un
expected results. Chapters Viand VI discuss excavation results and 

attempt to relate the individual projects within a synthetic framework.

Methodological and Theoretical 
Preliminaries

Before proceeding with discussion of the specific field 
methodology, a number of issues with broad implications require our 
attention.

Any scientific research represents interaction between concep
tual schemes and empirical phenomena and is characterized by feedback 

loops which assure continuous operation of the self-corrective process 
including constant re-evaluation of the relationship between two 
variables in the light of new data. Self-correction cannot be complete 
unless the explanation for a given phenomenon adequately accounts for 
the data pertaining to that phenomenon. My "self-correction" took the 
form of detailed fieldnotes which described each major decision and 

action taken as well as relevant information related to the act. Tested 
hypotheses formed the basis for broader conceptual models, which were 

subsequently described and discussed in "Supplements" to my fieldnotes. 
Much of the interpretive portion of the thesis is based upon the ideas 
and observations expressed in these Supplements.
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My field methodology was largely predicated upon specified 

research interests in accordance with F. S. C. Northrop®s (1947) 
exhortation for the primacy of problems and attendant relativity of,the 
methodology. His position argues for specification of research 
interests and problems prior to the adoption and/or development of a 
methodology, although it does not argue for uncompromising rigidity of 
research design. The specification serves as a beacon that helps to 

retain a clear perspective as to where we are heading in the face of 

often ambiguous data and frustrating field situations.
Constant interplay of deduction and induction is essential, 

especially in the light of the fact that more than one hypothesis or 
model fits a given archaeological situation (Clarke 1972:4), just as 
more than one alternative "can fill the same function or have the same 
consequence" (Caneian 1968:33). Related issues of "functional equiva

lence," "multiple solutions," or "multiple working hypotheses" have been 
extensively discussed (Binford 1964, Caneian 1968, Chamberlin 1965, 
Clarke 1972, Hempel 1965, Merton 1957, T. Parsons 1949, Shimada 1974a); 
however, in reality the implications of the discussion appear to be 
largely ignored. Do alternative hypotheses as a part of the self- 
corrective process adequately deal"with problems of "multiple solu

tions"? I would argue that many of us are either satisfied with enter

taining a single hypothesis for the phenomenon under consideration, or 

are getting lax about informing readers of the criteria for selecting 
one particular hypothesis over other plausible ones (Shimada 1974a).
If only a single hypothesis is to be presented and discussed, we are 
obliged to present the relevant data that justify or support the
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argument that that particular hypothesis is, indeed, the most plausible 
of all alternatives that are considered to fit a given archaeological 
situation. Selection of the most plausible hypothesis poses considerable 
methodological difficulties but forms the core of the self-corrective 
property of science and forces us to carefully evaluate a given body of 
data. Clarke (1972:40) argues that "goodness of fit is not sufficient 
justification for selecting one particular (model)— detailed if limited 
comparability must be established in terms of explicit criteria."

The Role of Ethnohistory in Andean Archaeology 

In many publications on Andean cultural history there appears to 

be an unwritten but pervasive feeling that there is a set of patterns 
and/or principles transcending time and space that are unique or 

universal to the Central Andean region. In the early stages of 
scientific archaeology in, the Andes, W. C . Bennett (1948) expressed what 
he termed "The Peruvian Co-Tradition," a concept rather akin to the 
implicit feeling described above. The concept is a macro-scale charac

terization of the prehistoric cultural history of the Central Andean 
region:

An area co-tradition should have certain overall character
istics which distinguish it as a whole. Regional subdivisions 
reflect the component cultures, . . . but links between 
regions and evidence of their being subjected to the same 
general influences should be found. The unit should have 
definable limits in both space and time. . . . Although 
in part an abstraction, the area co-tradition actually 
purports to represent a substantial unit of cultural history.

. . . the Peruvian co-tradition includes the coast and high
lands of Peru and the Titicaca basin of Bolivia , , . and
. . .it covers a time span from the formulation of the Chavin 
horizon to the Spanish Conquest (Bennett 1948:1-2).
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He identified various material and immaterial traits of the Co-Tradition. 
Many of the social and political institutions implicitly assumed to form 
the core of what may be called "Pan-Andean patterns" such as mit'a or 
corvee labor, ayllu or ayllu-like social units with curaca or curaca- 
like leader, and reciprocity are derived from analyses of ethnoi 
historical documents left by numerous sixteenth and seventeenth century 
chroniclers. Many of the documents pertain to the Inca Empire and 
relate in great detail the workings of the social and political insti
tutions during the Inca domination of the Andes. At the same time, the 

same documents point to the pre-Incaic origin of these institutions, I 

have already discussed the question in respect to yana retainers, ayllu, 
mit-mag, and mit'a labor elsewhere (Shimada 1974b),

The overall impression is that much of the Inca statecraft 
consisted of manipulation and elaboration of the extant institutions 
rather than new forms of their own (cf. Rowe 1946). Thus the stage was 
"set" for projection of the Inca patterns that are documented in 

chronicles backward in time into archaeological domains, It is a 

historical fortune as well as a burden that so many archaeological 
phenomena may be explained by invoking Inca patterns. The idea is that 
perhaps by "de-systematizing" the Inca patterns that are thought to be 
systematized versions of extant indigenous patterns one may arrive at 
the appropriate "prototypes." Does that mean that since the time of 
Early Horizon there have been few changes in social and political insti

tutions (cf. Means 1925)? Direct projection of Inca patterns backward ■ 

in time biases effective assessment of viable alternatives. Analogies 
based upon Inca patterns do not constitute explanations; they only form
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a basis for hypothesis testing using independent data (of. Binford 1967, 
1968; Freeman'1968; Popper 1959). ' A recent work by Moseley (1975a), 
however, indicates a mit'a-like labor tax may have existed on the North 
Coast during Moche periods as Kroeber (1930) and Bennett (1945) had 
suspected. While pursuing collaborative ethnqhistorical materials, 

archaeologists have the task of defining "cultural reality" from 
archaeological data. Archaeological reconstruction, then, generates the 
necessary "independent data" to verify the picture presented by the 

ethnohistorical approach (Murra 1962a, Murra and Morris 1976, Morris 
1974)» Archaeology and ethnohistory should never be placed in dominant- 
subordinate alignment.

Related to the preceding issue is the question of correspondence 
between conceptual models and empirical reality (cf. Nutini 1968, 1970; 
Buchler and Nutini 1969). It is a question many of us choose to ignore; 
that is, to operationally, define our conceptual notions such as "clan," 

"moiety," or even "state." How do we identify these formal constructs 

within archaeological contexts? What are the material correlates of 
these social and political institutions? Without doubt, linkages 
between them, variously known as "correspondence rules," "operational 

definitions," or "coordinating definitions" are difficult to define and 
quite complex (cf. Chaney 1972, Nagel 1961). Explicit delineation of 

these rules and definitions facilitate empirical testing, replication, 
and communication among archaeologists. It has been said that 

archaeology lacks interpretive concepts and models (Holder 1972). I 
argue, to the contrary, that we have been at times too loosely employing 
abstract or interpretive concepts without outlining and relating them to
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archaeological phenomena. In this thesis an attempt is made to 

eliminate ambiguous interpretive notions and to define major formal 
constructs as they arise in the text„

Perception of Archaeological Context
One of my major concerns was to define the degree and nature of 

correspondence between surface and subsurface archaeological features.
In other words, before surface features can be reliably utilized as an 
indicator of prehistoric behavior, their correspondence with inter
mediary features must be established (cf. Reid, Schiffer, and Neff 
1975; Schiffer 1972, 1976).

Actual field strategies adopted for most archaeological projects 

are compromises between ideal strategies and various logistical dif

ficulties. Redman (1973:66) argues that "At all stages of research the 
archaeologist must seek a,productive balance between speed and effi

ciency of work on the one hand, and precision and recovery of informa
tion on the other." Such a balance is difficult and partly a function 
of the experience and perceptiveness of the archaeologist,^ Rigid un
compromising standards or criteria do not apply for all stages of 
excavations. There is a time to excavate extensively, for example, to 

elucidate the "macro-patterns" of archaeological contexts, just as 
intensive, micro-scale detailed work is necessary for determination of 

intra-room variation of artifacts at other times. These types of

19. I concur with Dr. E . Haury (personal communication, 1976) 
that archaeology, despite the recent methodological and theoretical 
advances is still partly an art. The point is well taken in considera
tion of decision-making in the field.
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excavations are not mutually exclusive in time or space but in many 

cases, as with my work at Pampa Grande, the achievement of a broad 

perspective of the variability of archaeological contexts receives top 

priority. I shall discuss various issues involved in achieving a 
satisfactory "balance.”

At the extensive and highly differentiated site of Pampa Grande 
2(about 4 to 5 3cm ) , randomly dispersed small-scale excavations in the 

form of test pits would have been unwise in view of the given research 

interests and logistical constraints. On the contrary, we opted to 

maximize the value of differentiated surface features by "stratifying” 
and mapping them. That is to say, we had to devise a means to replace 
extensive site-wide excavation which was deemed unfeasible. It is in 
this respect my concern for the correspondence between surface and 
subsurface features becomes significant.

Correspondence Between Surface and Subsurface 
Features

Given continuous occupation of the Valley subsequent to 
abandonment of the site, we cannot assume a high degree of matching 
between the two domains, We are looking for a positive or negative 

correspondence of significant regularity (subjectively speaking) and 
the factors that are responsible for skewing an ideal one^to^one 

correspondence. Observable surface features are products of complex 

interaction between natural and human agents since cessation of a 

activities that produced or used them in the original contexts (Ascher 
1968; Schiffer 1972, 1976).8 Ascher (1968) clearly showed that when man, 
who perpetually struggles to maintain l,orderv in the world at a great



expenditure of time and energy, discards material objects or stops
exerting his energy for organization, the universal tendency for
increasing entropy gradually effects the changes in the material. His

study of an automobile junkyard further illustrates disturbances created
by razing of salvageable materials by man. Modern residents near the
site of Pampa Grande have been removing "salvageable" items such as

20batans and chungas for their household use. Similarly, several large 

ceramic vessels exposed during our excavations were removed, presumably 
for household use.

Razing of salvageable materials takes other forms. The 

systematic removal of large stones as well as adobe bricks from pre
historic buildings greatly accelerates deterioration of the site. The 
stones are put to use as foundations of modern buildings and as 

fortification for the nearby water diversion point known as La 
Puntilla, It is likely that such recycling was a part of broader 

construction activities during the occupation of the site. Crudely 
built corrals for various animals as.well as temporary housing for the 

expanding population of modern Pampa Grande are continuously encroaching 
on the western edge of the site. Interviews with long-time residents of 
the area indicate that only fifty years ago the site differed signifi^ 
cantly in respect to the state of preservation and physical extent. A 
large percentage of masonry walls are said to have stood about one and a

20. Batans and chungas are large stone artifacts used to 
pulverize grains and other materials. Batan is the stationary "anvil" 
against which the round chunga is used in a "rocking" motion. They are 
similar to the Southwestern metate and mano but utilize rocking as 
opposed to grinding motions.

97
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half meters high and entries were clearly recognizable as such 
(Purizaca V. personal communication, 1975). Apparently, prior to the 
recent expansion of modern Pampa Grande, masonry and adobe structural 
remains extended out beyond the present irrigation canal that borders 

the sugar cane fields (Fig. 1), The canal, prior to 1928, paralleled 
half the length of modern Pampa Grande and made an L-shaped turn toward 

the center of the Valley. Builders of modern houses often encounter 
buried pots and walls. The remains of Huacas 21 and 22 situated on the 
north side of the modern canal also support the above contention. A 
remnant of Huaca 21 still exists today while Huaca 22 was totally 
destroyed by bulldozers about ten years ago. If the western and north
western peripheries of the site, indeed, had many standing structures 
and were conterminous with the central portion of the site, our notion 

of site extent as well as structural composition must be re-evaluated. 
In terms of the physical* size, the enlarged site would be about 30% 

greater than present. Unfortunately, much of the northwestern and 

western margins of the site today are largely covered by huaquero 

(grave looters *) pits, animal corrals and a large modern dike built 
after the flood of 1972.

Natural Disturbances and Distortions
According to Senor Purizaca V. (personal communication, 1975), 

the 1925 rain and 1931 earthquake did much damage to the site. Con
sidering the elevation (approximately 1050 meters above sea level) and 
nearly vertical face of Cerro de los Gentiles, and size of boulders 

found in the middle of quebradas, the run-off water from the mountain
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must have had tremendous momentum. As I shall elaborate later, one of 
the rare but torrential rains may have been the immediate reason for 
abandonment of the site as suggested by a thick uniform deposit of 
water-borne sand and silt over one and a half meters thick revealed by 
excavations in Sector D. Rains left unmistakable evidence on large 
adobe pyramids at the site, notably Huacas 1 and 2. The original 
facades of the pyramids are totally masked by the melted adobe bricks 

and Huaca 1 is badly eaten away by gullies formed by water run-off from 
the summit. Interestingly, according to Senor Purizaca (personal 

communication, 1975), prior to the 1925 and 1931 disasters, there were 
adobe wall remnants that stood, in his estimate, nearly two meters at 
the summit of Huaca 1, The existence of adobe structures at the summit 
was verified by J, Haas' excavations. Furthermore, Senor Purizaca 
claims there were remnants of painted adobe walls (using several colors 

including Mlight blue and white”} on the southern corner of the summit. 

No recognizable designs remained, according to him. Similarly, he notes 

that on the eastern side of the Huaca summit, there were remains of 
ardobe structures with roofing materials (cana brava) still preserved.

In general he found very few sherds or other artifacts, although he 
recalls seeing a number of Spondyllus shells. In fiis excavations, J. 

Haas did recover a group of worked Spondyllus shells. Immediately after 

the strong earthquake in 1931, which apparently caused the fall of a 

portion of the Huaca, Senor Purizaca and his friends excavated from the 

summit of Huaca 1 four groups of presumed camelid or human bones, each 
of which was self-contained in some unspecified woven material. Whether 
or not we believe in these personal accounts, the subsequent excavation
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does corroborate some of his claims. His accounts also attest to the 
destructive effects of rains and earthquakes.

Looting and Other Artificial Disturbances and 
Distortions

Another major disturbing force is post-abandonment human 
activity at the site. Huaqueros concentrate their efforts on locating 
and looting burials. Their activities are so pervasive that 
archaeologists can rely upon their information to locate prehistoric 
cemeteries (cf. Donnan 1973). Most adobe mounds at the site show 

huaquero pits, I have incorporated interviews with local huaqueros in 
the text. They have provided valuable information on the distribution 

of certain artifacts. In 1973 when no excavations were conducted, 
examination of both sherds found scattered around huaquero pits and 
profiles cut by the pits proved to be valuable in ascertaining the 

deposition^! history and■nature of occupation of given areas. For 
example, it was in this manner that we found a thick deposit of llama 

dung in Sector G and burnt stoneKLined pits that may have been used for 
slow underground cooking or as furnaces.

The pediments of Pampa Grande have served as grazing grounds for 
goats, sheep, swine, and cows since the seventeenth century (S, 
Ramirez^Horton personal communication, 1975). * Ephemeral pasture that 
results from rare rains attracts many animals which undoubtedly con

tributed to the disturbance of the surface features.
The preceding discussions are by no means exhaustive of the many 

agents responsible for formation of archaeological contexts, both
surface and subsurface. But careful consideration of these factors and
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processes lends a greater confidence to our evaluation of surface 
manifestations and may enable us to account for observed discrepancies 
between surface and subsurface features♦

Functional Inferences
A major objective of the first stage of excavation in Sector H

was to determine its archaeological variability and to provide a test
case for the validity of certain functional inferences based upon
surface features. For example, do clusters of plain coarseware sherds

and/or batan-chunga sets represent a reliable indicator of domestic 
21activities? There are several factors that complicated the testing. 

One is the ubiquitous occurrence of Hface-neck jars" and "storage 
urns." Because of their wide distribution, their occurrence alone in a 

given context should not be accepted as a reliable indication as to the 
nature of the given context. The distribution^ howeverr does point to 
pervasive, small-incremental storage and extensive intra^site movement 

of goods using these small "face-neck jars." Another factor is the 
generalized absence of the primary refuse materials one would expect to 
find in a kitchen. In fact, a kitchen is often identified on the basis 

of the presence of organic refuse. Small-scale excavations were con
ducted in Sector D to test the validity of the functional inference 
related to ^garbage towers," Based upon organic materials exposed by 

huaguero activities, Day (personal communication, 1973) postulated the 

existence of specialized garbage disposal facilities called "garbage

21. I am using the phrase "domestic activities" mainly to refer 
to daily food preparation and processing within individual households 
for their own consumption.
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towers" within Sector D. Subsequent work by M, Shimada in 1975 showed 
that the high organic content of the structures in question was due to 
the recycling of organic refuse as construction fill* The interpreta
tion is supported by other excavations in different Sectors * The 
aforementionedf generalized absence of primary refuse is a reflection 
of recycling and posed a major problem for field identification of 

"kitchen" areas. Fortunately, the removal of refuse materials was not 

complete and we have found primary organic refuse in direct association 

with firepits, cooking vessels, and charcoal remains* In fact, it seems 
that the evidence of fire use in direct association with discolored 
vessels and/or charcoal-ash concentration is sufficient evidence to 

define a given locus as a domestic area even in the face of the absence 
of organic refuse*. Despite the implicit assumption that the batan- 
chunga set was used for grinding corn and other grains, they are fre
quently not associated with the aforementioned artifacts and remains. 
Thus, actual cooking of foods with fire and preparation of foods for 

cooking may have been spatially distinct activities*
The problematic relationship between surface and/or subsurface 

features and prehistoric activities is not restricted to portable 

artifacts * Figures 16 and 17 show the architectural pattern of Unit 38 
in Sector H as perceived originally on the surface and as subsequently 

revealed by extensive excavation, respectively. Note the significant 

discrepancy between them. Internal access patterns are.puzzling in the 

pre-rexcavatipnal plan of Unit 38 (Fig. 16) * A major factor that 

explains the problem of defining access patterns was my implicitt 

assumption that a wall without a door impeded interaction in space.
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Fig. 16. Unit 38, Sector H, pre-excavation map.
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It does to some extent but not all walls are built to impede interac

tion in space• Walls that act as a retaining device for a terrace or 
mound are a good example. Prior to exposition through excavation? the 
low walls separating Structure 11 from Structure 18? and Structure 18 
from Structure 13 were thought to be physical barriers negating any 
interaction between the structures. Because of my implicit assumption? 

I did not consider the significance of the low elevation of the walls. 
Some walls such as the one-meter thick masonry wall that,defines the 
perimeter of Unit 38 are? indeed? "physical barriers" that restrict 
physical movement? while the aforementioned walls serve more as a 

device for vertical differentiation of artificial levels, The latter 
group of walls are more symbolic or cognitive spatial markers. It was 
my failure to recognize,the difference between spatial markers and 
physical barriers that led to the observed discrepancy between Figs.
16 and 17. When recording architectural patterns in the form of 

detailed plane-table maps is emphasized? various architectural contexts 
must be systematically tested.

Synchronic Versus Diachronic Reconstruction
The generalized nature of portable artifacts at the site 

complicated the situation. That is to say? morphological features of 
the artifacts were not readily recognizable clues as to the function or 

significance of the artifacts. This is one of the major reasons for 

emphasis upon elucidation of architectural contexts and access patterns 

when associated artifacts have proven ambiguous. Logical reasoning as 
well as ethnographic examples indicate that all structural remains
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observable on the surface cannot be assumed to have participated in one 
single period of occupation. Even with a synchronic approach# 

archaeologists dealing with large complex sites such as Pampa Grande 
must deal with the consequences of long-term growth. A certain degree 
of fitness or correspondence between households and the structures they 
occupy is often assumed in reconstructing extinct socioeconomic 
organization (cf. David 1971). A considerable portion of the site is 

covered by so-called agglutinated irregular masonry structures that are 

assumed to have been the "domestic1* or "habitational" architecture of 
the populace on the basis of artifact composition and architectural 
organization. Yet there are appreciable differences among them. We 
know little of the significant or non-significant variations among 
them. Although there may be an ideal pattern# in reality there seems 

to be a range of structural patterns that are appropriate for given 
social and functional needs. Perhaps there are housing" or "building" 
codes that explicate the observed variations.

Meyer Fortes11 notion of "developmental cycles of domestic 
groups" (Fortes 1949# 1958; Goody 1958) is perfectly applicable to the 
arghaeological situation (e*g.#, Reid and Shimada n,d,)_. Domestic 
groups undergo changes in their configurations and composition in the 

form of "establishment#" "expansion#" and "fission," The changes are 

continuous as babies are born# elders die# and couples move away or 
into established households. The notion implies that at any given 

time# a given domestic group may manifest any of the three phases of 
the cyclical changes. Correspondingly# we may expect to find similar 

architectural changes and/or forms within any given synchronic dimension
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in archaeological context. On the basis of the quantity of cultural 
refuse, architectural modifications, and superposition, I would suggest 
that the Moche occupation of Pampa Grande was relatively brief, lasting 
at most 100 years. The site of Pampa Grande itself underwent establish
ment, expansion, and fission phases. Population composition at the site 
must have undergone similar changes. The observed variation in 
architectural form and spatial distribution of "agglutinated masonry 
structures" are not surprise considering the aforementioned factors.

Structural variation is further complicated by the impermanence 
of the structures. Impermanence may be due to natural or cultural 

factors such as termites and rains. It may be, however, intentional and 
functional. Structures are often required to readily adapt to changes 

in the social configuration of a given household (cf. David 1971), 

Relations between a given group and their building(s) may depend upon 
the availability of land/ labor, time, and raw materials, as in the case 

of many Navajo hogans in the Southwestern United States which exhibit 

varying degrees of completion according to what resources are available. 
An important archaeological implication of impermanence is the rapid 
accumulation of ruins and extensive recycling. Former sleeping quarters 
may be utilized as a storage room or even an animal pen,

I characterize the site of Pampa Grande as extensively rather 
than intensively occupied. The overall impression of the site, aside 
from the suggestion of planned and structured interaction, is that of 

vurban sprawl." The predominant tendency, it seems, was horizontal 

growth rather than vertical superposition. Although the latter form of 
growth does occur, it is difficult to ascertain other than through
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excavation. Horizontal expansion, on the contrary, is visible. We see 

extensive terracing along the banks of quebradas and slopes of hills. 
Given the extensive pediments, horizontal expansion must have been a 
more economical solution to growth. Considering the occurrence of 
Chirau sherds along the southern edge of the site, the expansion during 
Moche V occupation may have stopped short of satiating the Southern 

Pediment.
The continuous horizontal expansion of the site and the 

impermanence and changing form of "domestic groups" may help to explain 
many walled-in areas without surface artifacts or accumulation of 
cultural refuse. Some walled-in spaces may not have been occupied at 
all. "Land as commodity" or land attached to a given office or group 
may have been demarcated for identification of their dimensions and/or 
proprietorship. It must be remembered that architectural demarcation or

division of space does not necessarily imply occupation of the space.
I

Structural remains fossilize behaviors that may not be appropriate for 
a, given synchronic dimension. These factors must be considered in 

estimating the population size of the site at any given point in time.

Ha,bitational and Occupational Units

Along similar lines, I must consider problems stemming from 
possible multir'functions served by a given structure. As I have noted 

earlier, the so-called ^face^neck jars" and storage jars*' are found in 
diversified contexts. Storage jars may occur, for example, in sleeping 

quarters. The problem here is that in an archaeological context, most 

likely the only readily identifiable clues to function of structure
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would be storage vessels. Before we suggest storage as the primary
function, variation in respect to architectural contexts in which
"storage vessels" occur as well as quantity of the vessels must be
understood. Although there was pervasive, small-incremental storage
at Pampa Grande, the number of structures serving primarily as storage

22facilities is limited.

An example of the troublesome relationship between subsurface 
features (whether or not they are on occupational surfaces) and 

functional inferences is the so-called "firepits,” These are usually 
small patches of discolored soil (usually orange or grey in color) 

frequently associated with loose grey or black ash-like substance. The 
question is the identification of activity or activities that left 

these features. The evidence of fire use is normally linked to cooking. 
Yet the wide distribution of these patches in the middle of structuresf 
against walls, or near entries, does not suggest cooking. It is 

possible that some of them are due to frequent burning of ^garbage" to 
control odors and pests. Some may be the result of heating limestone 

to produce ’-hot lime" used with coca leaves, or simply the location 
where hot cooking vessels were placed. My ethnographic study of

22, One of the peculiar discoveries at Pampa Grande was an 
intentionally placed cluster of "storage vessels" inside an angular 
U-shaped superstructure with elaborately constructed wall niches atop 
Huaca 17, a small mound situated southeast of Huaca 1 in Sector A. 
Large coarse plainwares were placed on the floor and more or less 
uniformly spaced. Post^Moche V re-occupation of the. structure similar 
to that of the small mound behind the Moche pyramid at Panamarca must 
by considered (cf, Schaedel 1951b),
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chicha making in Morrope indicates that corn juice is placed in a 
large plainware vessel and cooked overnight over a cache of charcoal 
buried under sand (Fig. 18). The charcoal is removed after the cooking 
to be re-used, leaving a patch of discolored soil. Considering these 
alternative explanations, the mere existence of a discolored spot and 
grey ash does not warrant conclusive identification as a cooking area. 
Here in the text the identification of a kitchen or cooking activity 
area is based upon the association of discolored soil, ash, or charcoal 

remains, and cooking vessels such as coarse plainware bowls and ollas, 
many of which manifest exterior sooting and/or blackening within a small 

area inside the same bounded space. Primary refuse may or may not be 

present. The term "habitational structure*’ is used to denote a set of 
interlinked structures that includes a space with cooking facilities, 
evidence of small incremental storage and relatively clean (in terms of 
refuse and artifacts) space presumably used for sleeping (often 
terraced). The term "occupational unit" is used to refer to a group of 
related (not necessarily by blood), people occupying a given set of 
inter xiinked Structures * in other words, the term vhabitationa1 
structure** is defined in terms of architectural units, whereas "occupa
tional unit" refers to a group of people. The latter term, however, 
encompasses both kinship based social groups and artificially imposed 
social groupings. For example, the planned placement of the four 

architectural units and the well-structured manner of interaction in 
space among the units within.Unit 38 compound may be interpreted to

23. Chicha is a fermented corn drink that has been popular 
throughout Peru,

23
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reflect its occupation by artificially imposed social groups. One could 

think of households composed of all females or individuals of a certain 
age group, productivity, sex, or specialization.

My approach to delineation of meaningful occupational patterns 
is based upon delineation of architectural organization (interlinked 

structures), and distribution and composition of artifacts within 
coherent spatial divisions, Examination of individual structures—  

whether or not they may be a part of the agglutinated irregular masonry 
structures in the Southern Pediment-^may reveal the nature of their 

occupation, but only through systematic study of interlinked structures 
can we truly understand the significance of a given structure.

Physical proximity or the number of entries does not accurately 
reflect the degree and nature of interaction. Today in Cuzco, for 

example, large compounds within which there are a number of spatially 
distinct houses usually have only one entry. As I wi.ll expound later, 

relational data such as wall relations, construction sequences and 

access patterns form the primary data in delineation of meaningful 
occupational patterns. Here I am discussing only the patterns of 
occupation Ci,e., how spatial units were utilized and organized) and 
hot the identity of occupants. The nature of occupation such as 

habitational or nonhabitational, diurnal or seasonal may be identified 
through various material evidence. My interest is the identification 

of activities and how they may have been organized and not the 

labelling of occupants with an ethnographic term or the equating of 

archaeological reality to social or cultural anthropo1igica1 
terminology. Behavioral inferences based upon archaeological data
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must not be confused with ethnographic or ethnological descriptions and 
terms (cf. Harris 1968:359-361).

The above issue is related to an important distinction between 
descriptive and analytical terminologies. The two sets must be 
developed and applied separately. The empirical phenomena we observe 

and the products of conceptual processes which seek order and simplica
tion cannot be interchanged. Analytical terms are based upon descrip
tion. Implicit or unconscious interchanges or transformation of 

descriptive terms into analytical notions (such as a scatter of plain 
coarseware sherds and patches of heat^discolored soil equated to 
domestic or kitchen areas) presents a false impression of order and 
clarification which may lead us to reconstructions at high levels of 

abstraction without sound, low-level reconstruction.

Basic Assumptions Underlying Research

There are two basic assumptions that underly this study: (1)
rthat human behavior is patterned, and (2) that the patterns or 

structures resulting from human behavior exist among the distribution 
of analytic units in space and in observable distributions. The latter 
position is clearly empirical and implies that ”structures■* are to be 

found in the ground and not in the human mind. Patterns exist both in 

the actual distribution of material artifacts, including architecture 
and floor features in archaeological contexts and in the statistical 
dimensions of the observed phenomena, A corollary,assumption is that 
the observable architecture and artifact forms are structuralist ions 
of their functions. Thus, observable artifact and architecture -
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differences reflect behavioral differences of the extinct population 
who produced and/or used the material remains.

Any functional analysis requires synchroneity of the phenomena 
being studied. Only through the control of temporal variation can we 

focus upon the functional significance of formal variation distributed 
in space. Many analytical techniques and interpretive models that 
assume tight temporal control of data have been recently borrowed from 

other disciplines by archaeologists who often subsume phenomena that 

may span a time period of 100 years under the ruble of contemporaneity. 
Much of the temporal control in archaeology depends upon detailed 
ceramic chronology via seriation and stratigraphic sampling. Technical 
improvements of radiometric dating would be of little value if the 
samples to be dated come from ambiguous contexts. Despite the subse
quent independent verification of the original Moche ceramic seriation 
by Larco Hoyle (19481, there have been few stratigraphic and radiometric 

evaluations of the temporal duration of each phase, There are 

disturbingly few radiocarbon dates available for Moche cultural phases.

Although enough diagnostic Moche V painted sherds have been 
found over a large part of the site (notably the central portion) to 

justify our relative ceramic dating to Moche Phase V, we have little 
information to ascertain the duration of Phase V. My personal assess
ment is tha,t it lasted at most 100 years and probably less, perhaps as 

short as fifty years, Yet there are reasons to suspect that our 

temporal control .for the functional analysis of the Moche V occupation 
at Pampa Grande is tenuouse Our basic ignorance as to what constitutes 

Moche V ceramics, aside from the diagnostic bichrome painted stirrup
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spout jars, further complicates the situation. I shall elaborate upon 

the problems and implications of the tenuous assumption of contem
poraneity of various parts of the site in a later section.

Extensive horizontal tracing of a given floor level with 
diagnostic Moche V ceramics is logistically feasible on a limited 
scale. My extensive excavations followed this principle. It coincided 

with the latest occupational surface in selected areas within Sector H. 
Other areas were dated by formal and stylistic resemblance of the more 

common pottery found in certain contexts in direct association with 

diagnostic Moche V pottery. In other words, my temporal control in 
some areas depends upon the " g o o d n e s s ^  of the association.

Aside from the first stage excavation of wall corners that were 

randomly sampled, the remaining excavations were dictated by research 
interests, data fed back from preceding excavations and analyses, and 
logistical considerations. My excayational sampling was "purposive" and 
designed to elucidate associational or configurational patterns of 

architecture (cf. Morris 1975, Redman 1975). Because of possible biased 
data from the sampling technique I employed, representativeness of the 
data is not claimed.

As I shall discuss in the next chapter, the ^Sector1* notion 

constitutes another major assumption to be tested. Other assumptions 
are far more specific and expounded in appropriate contexts.



CHAPTER IV

MULTISTAGE FIELD STRATEGY IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Multistage Field Strategy in Theory 

The decade of 1960-70 was an active period of philosophical 
proselytizing, rebuttal, and modifications as to the goals of ^
archaeology and how they should and could be achieved (cf * Binford 1962, 
1964, 1965, 1967, 1968; Chang 1967; Flannery 1967; Freeman 1968;
Fritz and Plog 1970; Sabloff and Willey 1967; Spaulding 1968; Struever 

1968). One product of what Willey and Sabloff (1974) call "the 
Explanatory Period" is the explicit consideration of archaeological 
research design (e.g., Binford 1964, Struever 1968). My research goals 
have already been specified in the preceding chapter. In this chapter I 

focus upon implementation.and achievement of my research and goals.
Archaeological fieldwork for the most part lasts months or even 

years. Our perception of empirical phenomena, recording of data, and 
subsequent analysis which form the basis for the formulation and testing 

of explanatory models are, to some extent, functions of time; that is, 
the perception of and recording of empirical phenomena precede analysis. 

Any field operation is hierarchically structured to a certain degree. 

Theoretically, information gathered at each successive phase of field
work accumulates, gradually consolidating the foundation of knowledge 

rather than eroding it. Realistically speaking, however, many research
designs fail to effectively incorporate the results of previous works or

116
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to correct the direction of ongoing research. Often this failure rests 
upon the closed minds of researchers themselves who fail to realize that 

the success of "scientific" research rests upon its self-corrective 
nature. For these reasons we must maintain vital feedback loops between 
the stages of fieldwork. Because field work involves many uncon
trollable or unexpected variables, it rarely produces the expected 
results. Field work always contains elements of surprise and the field 

strategy must be flexible enough to maximize the value (or conversely 
lessen the adverse effects) of the unexpected.

Below I briefly summarize RedmanSs (1973) guidelines for multi

stage field strategy and discuss my successive field operations at 
Pampa Grande. ,

The Four Principles of the Multistage Archaeological 
Research Design

Redman (1973:62)- argues that four major principles must be 
incorporated into the research design of any archaeological project, 
first, any empirical research must utilize both inductive a,nd deductive 

reasoning win the conceptualization and conduct of research," A 

comprehensive grasp of the complementary roles of deductive and induc
tive reasoning leads to effective integration of previous work and 
ongoing operations and permits vital self-correction. What separates 

^science” from vdogmav is that the former attempts to correct itself.
The second principle is the need for "programme tic and 

analytical feedback between different stages of research” to maximize 

the value of the data being gathered in correcting the direction or 
focus of ongoing research. The above recommendation implies that "basic
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analysis and interpretation must be carried out simultaneously with the 
fieldwork” (Redman 1973:62). A truly integrated research design is 
capable of maintaining systemic interaction among the different 
operations required for achievement of the research goals.

Third, following a pronouncement by Binford (1964), Redman 
(1973:62, 1975) argues for the explicit use of probability sampling. 

Archaeologists have always sampled the complex universe of archaeological 
reality. Sampling has always meant taking a portion of the total popula

tion of a given phenomena in order to determine the character of the 
population. Redman (1975:147) describes it as v» . . a means of getting 

an adequate representation of the total range of information without 
having to deal with all of the data in that universe." In the face of 
increasing numbers of logistical constraints and data requirements, 
there are more reasons to explicitly utilize probability sampling.
Nearly a decade ago D, Clarke (1968:549) noted that "The problems of 
most archaeological samples are certainly a good deal more complex than 
the literature currently admits."' That suspicion is clearly supported 

by a recent publication on a wide range of sampling problems and their 

solutions (Mueller 1975). The nature of the archaeological phenomena 
sampled, the methods used to sample as well as the purposes for which 
samples are obtained differ greatly from one project to another.
Although explicit utilization of probability sampling is urged to 
ensure that the selected portions accurately reflect the parameters of 

the total population, it is not the only method of sampling. My use of 
•nonprobabilistic sampling was specifically dictated by my research
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interests and the inadequacy of the probability technique to deal with 
those objectives.

Redman’s (1973:63) last recommendation is that ”. . .  methods 
of archaeological analysis must be coordinated with both the researcher’s 
concept of his subject matter and the hypotheses being tested.v I 
focused upon perception of significant patterns within archaeological 
phenomena at Pampa Grande* With so little comparable previous work on 

complex archaeological sites on the Peruvian North Coast, my emphasis 
at Pampa Grande was upon "discovery,” and "description" of significant 

patterns and subsequent formulation of models with empirically testable 
implications. The attendant analytical techniques involved the use of 

detailed maps and in-the-field testing of tentatively identified 
patterns derived from the maps.

It should be noted here that my primary interest is to present a 

broad inter^Sector level picture of socioeconomic organization at Pampa 
Grande rather than micro-scale analyses or minute descriptions of 

archaeological phenomena. Because the thesis emphasizes macro-scale 
patterns, the interpretive sections that follow this chapter are based 

largely upon the architectural data. Detailed artifact descriptions and 

the results of analyses.will be presented elsewhere.

Operationalization of the Four Principles

Redman (1973:63-4) suggests a multi-stage sampling design to 

operationalize the four principles enumerated above. Although his focus 

is upon regional as opposed to site-specific archaeological investiga

tion, his proposal warrants our attention. Basically his four successive
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stages focus upon increasingly smaller spatial units starting with 

general reconnaissance of the entire region combined with paleoeco

logical investigations of the area. The reconnaissance " . . .  provides 
data, on the location of many of the sites in the region and enables 
some general inferences as to the prehistoric settlement patterns" 
(Redman 1973:64). This is followed by . . a more intensive surface 
survey of a sample of the total region" (Redman 1973:64), which may be 
"stratified" according to major ecological zones. Whatever the 
sampling criteria used, the intensive surveys in the second stage

, provide detailed information on number, type, and location of 
sites within the sampled areas, and— 'by extrapolation— in the total 
region" (Redman 1973:65). However, areas selected by a probability 
sampling technique are rarely contiguous and are not amenable to 
detailed spatial examination of settlements with respect to each other. 

Redman (1973:65), thus, recommends intensive survey of several large 

blocks of land to augment such survey techniques as "transects." As I 

will elaborate upon later, probability sampling is inadequate for 
associational or configurational studies.

General regional reconnaissance and intensive surveys of sampled 

areas within the region are followed by "intensive systematic surface 
collection of a sample of the different kinds of sites located by the 

earlier work" (Redman 1973:65; cf. Redman and Watson 1970), This 
systematic collection of surface artifacts ". , , provide (s). information 

on chronology, location and extent of each occupation, and functional 
utilization of sections of sites" (Redman 1973:65), The controlled 
procedure may be complemented by conventional . , selective, but
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still geographically differentiated collections of diagnostic 
artifacts . . ." (Redman 1973:65). Surface collection, however, is not 
limited to the sites subjected to intensive surveys, but should be 
carried out at all sites found in the first two stages of the fieldwork.

The last stage considered by Redman (1973:65). is excavation. He
notes

. . , the methods of excavation can be structured to provide 
different kinds of data and to direct future work. These 
should include deep squares or trenches to learn the strati
graphy of the site, broad horizontal or block exposures for 
features and architecture, and a probability sample of the 
site in order to have an unbiased quantitative picture of the 
inventory of features.

It should be clear that there is no single excavational procedure that 
satisfies our varied research goals. Excavation is largely dictated by 
research interests. Different excavation techniques, however, may be 
in orporated in a multi-stage framework. Binford (1964:438^411 recom
mends the implementation•of probability sampling in the framework of 

Wphase excavation'1:
The term implies that the excavation of a site may involve 
several different excavational steps, each largely dependent 
upon the results of the earlier "phase'' for the details 
necessary to the proper planning and execution of the 
succeeding phase. Each phase is designed to answer certain 
specific questions with the most economical and expedient 
means ( B i n f o r d  1964:438) .

In terms of specific field techniques, a two-phase excavation program is 
suggested for a "relatively small, single-component site that lacks 
primary archaeological context below the plow zone „ . (Binford 1964:

438)* This program consists of a series of vtest pits" designed to 

yield information about the population of cultural items present, 
followed by an unspecified excavation technique to yield the "desired
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information concerning the population of cultural features" (Binford
1964:438). In the case of a more complex multi-component site, a
three-phase excavation strategy is suggested consisting of initial test
pitting, "block excavation,11 and, lastly, "stripping" (Binford 1964:

24438-9? cf. Brown 1975). In all cases the size and density of varying 
excavational units should be determined by factors such as the estimated 
density of cultural items present and potential for recovery of the 

pertinent information as well as various logistical constraints. The 
distribution of excavational units, on the other hand, is suggested to 
follow ''some technique of probability sampling,"

What follows below is a discussion of the multi-stage fieldwork 
conducted at Pampa Grande. As my participation in the Royal Ontario 
Museum Project came after the selection of Pampa Grande as the focus of 
the project, my field strategy emphasizes intra-site operations, 
particularly the three^stage excavation strategy.

Multistage Fieldwork at Pampa Grande

General Reconnaissance of the Region
Since Binford (1964). first argued for a regional research 

framework based upon the principles of probability sampling^ we have 

witnessed numerous "regional studies" in the New World emphasizing 
interrelationships among archaeological sites within geographically 

coherent or justifiable boundaries such as drainages and valleys. The

24. Binford*s suggested excavation strategy is basically 
designed for Midwestern sites that had been disturbed by recent 
agricultural activities. This point was clarified by Dr. J, S. Dean 
(personal communication, 197-6) ,
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notion of regions as integrated systems and viable units of archaeo

logical investigation may derive from regional methods of geography 
(e.g•, Ackerman 1953, Gilbert 1960, Hall 1935, Isard 1956). In the 
case of Peruvian archaeology, the unit of regional analysis is the 
"valley." Following Gordon Willey’s (1946, 1953) pioneering "settle
ment pattern" study of the Viru Valley, archaeologists working on 

coastal Peru took up individual valleys for valley-wide surveys (e,g., 

Collier 1962b; Donnan 1973; Moseley n.d.b; Proulx 1968, 1973; Thompson 

1964; West 1971). Peruvian coastal valleys are geographically bounded, 
forming what Carneiro (.1970) calls "circumscribed" regions. Advantages 
offered by the geographical delimitation of these vstudy areas,v 
however, are accompanied by the concomitant development of an implicit 
coast-centric archaeological perspective as noted in Chapter I (of. 

Lathrap 1969).

Earlier Studies. A sound synchronic-functional study such as the 

Royal Ontario Museum project at Pampa Grande requires concurrent 
investigation into the broader cultural and geographical contexts. For 
its size and number of archaeological sites, the Lambayeque Valley 

Complex has not received its due share of attention from Peruvian and 

foreign archaeologists. Despite his extensive coverage of Peruvian 
archaeology, Max Uhle failed to set foot in the region. Perhaps the 
neglect may have been a function of distance from the capital city of 

Lima.
Kosok (1965:1471 suggests that the superabundance of archaeo

logical remains as well as the complex geographical setting of the
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Lambayeque, Leehe, and Motupe Valleys, which form a hydrological unit,
11. . . has deterred archaeologists from making a systematic study of 
the region." Kosok (1965:151) claims to have located and mapped over 
two hundred and fifty sites in the three valleys (cf. Fig. 4). Since 
the turn of the century, however, a handful of Peruvian and North 
American archaeologists, as well as some German scholars, have made 
brief visits to the region with gradual recognition of the potential 
significance of the area for our understanding of North Peruvian 
archaeology and its articulation with the far North Coast and southern 

Ecuador.

Heinrich Brlining Ce.g., 1917, 1922) resided in the region long 
enough to produce several monographs and articles on the prehistoric and 

historic cultural traditions of the region. Brtlning*s (19171 archaeo
logical observations were based largely upon his impressions of major 
sites he visited and the large pottery collection he amassed. It is 

reported that he conducted some excavations in the region but no details 

are known (Bennett 1939:94). A. L. Kroeber (1930) seems to be the first 
North American archaeologist to visit and record the archaeological 
phenomena of the area. Because of his brief stay, his work was limited 

to visits to major sites such as El Purgatorio in the Leche Valley and 
Huacas Chotuna, Mocce and Eten in the Lambayeque Valley proper.

Detailed descriptions and illustrations of the above sites and the 

three pottery collections that he purchased constitute a major 

contribution to the archaeology of the region. During his subsequent 

visit to the area Kroeber (1944) elaborated upon his earlier observa

tions.
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Like Max Uhle, J. C. Tello covered a large portion of Peru in 

his archaeological inquiries. Tello (1937a) made several trips to the 
Lambayeque region and, following the discovery of gold artifacts from 

the extensive area collectively known as Batan Grande in the Leche 
Valley, he excavated a large trench in the pyramid of La Ventana in 
order to shed more light on the contexts of gold objects found in the 
vicinity (Tello 1937b), His several visits resulted in the enumeration 
of fifty*-six archaeological sites distributed in the extensive area 
between the Zana River to the South and the Motupe River to the North.

In 1936, during the months of April and May, W. C, Bennett 
(1937, 1939) excavated a series of test pits at sites around the modern 
settlements of Lambayeque, Tucume, and Chongoyape. His description of 
the results indicates that his primary emphasis was upon the recovery of 
grave goods with little concern for stratigraphic information. Of the 
twenty?-three sites he yisited, only one is described as a udwelling 
site.v Largely on the basis of stylistic analogies to the pottery 

sequences known in valleys to the South, he established a relative 

chronology that has been little used since the time of its formulation. 
Hans Horkheimer (1944, 1950, 1965) compiled valuable lists of major 

sites in Peru along with pertinent publications, including twenty-eight 

entries from the Department of Lambayeque.

Kosok^Schaedel Surveys. Compared to the earlier emphasis on 

major sites, a combined effort by Paul Kosok arid Richard Schaedel in the 
late,1940s covered much of the North Coast and recorded all major cate
gories of prehistoric structural remains as mentioned in Chapter II*
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Figure 4 is a graphic illustration of their combined survey work

in the Lambayeque region showing canals, walls, pyramidal, and dwelling
structures. The map also shows the hypothetical reconstruction of
indigenous ethnic and political groups by R. Schaedel (1972; personal

communication, 1976). The ethnic-political groupings are a projection
of Colonial Period patterns of conservative indigenous groupings

25descriged in various ethnohistorical documents. Clearly Chimu 

occupation of the region is the most extensive while intrusive Moche 

occupation is limited in space and time and will be discussed in 

Chapter VI. The problem is identification of local cultural traditions.

Royal Ontario Museum Project. The project commenced in 1971 

with a preliminary survey of the lower and mid^portions of the Lambayeque 
Valley (Fig. 19) and concomitant geomorphological investigation of the 
region (Day 1971, Reimchen 1972}. Location, mapping and examination of 
the sites and their artifact content were designed to elucidate the 

chronologicalf environmental, and sociocultural contexts. Visits to 
easily accessible major sites such as Saltur, Tucume, and Batan Grande 
provided an opportunity to become acquainted with their present condi
tion, artifact content, architectural layout and their broader geo

graphical setting (Day 1971), Concurrently, rough maps of the sites of 

Parapa Grande, Saltur, and Apurle were prepared from mosaics of

25. Certain additions and modifications resulting from my 
weekend surveys in 1973 and 1975 have been incorporated into the 
original map of settlement patterns in the Lambayeque Valley by P . Kosok 
that is in the possession of R« Schaedel. See Fig, 4.
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Tactics for an intensive archaeological and geological 
survey were devised and refined as a result of the experience 
gained from visiting the larger sites in the Valley, In 
order to conserve driving time— and, since the project head
quarters are situated in Chiclayo— intensive survey was begun 
on the outskirts of Chiclayo and aimed eastward, up-Valley,

No excavations nor collections have been made during the 
survey,. Surfacial sherds at the sites have been observed and 
noted according to paste color and texture, vessel form and 
decoration. The resultant descriptions of ceramics are not 
intended to be definitive but rather to serve as temporary 
guidelines in the preliminary chronological and functional 
identification of the sites. Although few fine ware decorated 
sherds have been found, their chronological position is deter
mined by comparison of their attributes to other ceramics on 
the North Coast. . . .  On the basis of this comparison the 
terms nMoche,*f "Chimu," ’’Chinm^Inca,n and ^Incav are applied 
provisionally to the ceramics in the survey area *

Architecture and surfacial deposits . . , have been noted,
. • . Sketch maps made by pacing dimensions of architectural 
remains have been prepared for some of the sites. As they were 
surveyed, individual sites were given numerical designations or 
their local names, if known, . . .

The 29 sites found within the survey area are descriptively 
classified in three categories on the basis of their location, 
architectural content and— in special cases such as cemeteries—  
function. Secondly, these sites are ordered in a rough 
chronological sequence on the basis of their ceramic or 
architectural attributes * ' The descriptive categories are Dune 
Sites*; Architectural Sites and Cemeteries (pay 1971:7^8I.?

As seen in Fig. 19, Dune Sites are concentrated in an area along the
Reque River between Chiclayo and Saltur and limited in their physical

dimensions. The KosokrSchaedel map (Jig, 41 lacks,/these smaller sites,
According to Day (19711, the major ceramic component in these sites is

Chimu although Dune 2 is said to have some Moche y sherds, It should be
noted that these sherds were accompanied by a wide variety of

air-photos (Day 1971), Guidelines for the preliminary Valley survey are
described as follows:
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undesignated sherds some of which are likely to have been local styles
predating Chimu and Moche styles.

Architectural sites have standing architecture on more than a
third of the site area. They are, in general situated along the margins
of the Valley bottom lands or on rocky hills, although some sites are
directly associated with field and irrigation systems, occupying flat
portions of the Valley. Extensive sites with Chimu sherds found in
Pampa de Collique and in the Pampa north of Cerro Patapo are good
examples. These areas are not currently irrigated. Other sites are

completely or partially surrounded by the modern sugar-cane fields and

doomed for complete obliteration in the near future as intensive sugar
cane cultivation continues. The category subsumes sites of varying
complexity and size. The sites of Patapo, Saltur, Sipan, and Pampa

Grande are the largest in that category within the area surveyed by 
z

K, Day in 1971.
Cemeteries are usually indicated by debris from looting, the 

b^ck dirt piles containing broken pottery and/or human bones.

Clearly the 1971 survey of the Lambayeque Valley was not meant 
to be exhaustive* The weekend surveys I conducted in 1975 focused upon 

the southern side of the Valley above Sipan. In addition, selected 

areas on the northern side of the Lambayeque Valley were surveyed and 
brief visits to the Zana Valley were made.

There are a number of significant differences between the 

suggested multi-stage survey techniques and actual operation of the 
project. Since the days of the Viru Valley Project, there has been a 
trend to carry out intensive surveys of entire regions or valleys.
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Recent survey works on the Peruvian coast are accompanied by "paleo- 
environmental studies," which could later form the basis for stratifica

tion of the region into smaller sampling universes (cf. Moseley n.d.b. 
West 1971). However, "intensive systematic surface collection" or 
simply the controlled collection of sherds is a rare phenomenon on the 
coast. It seems to me the explicit use of probability sampling is, in 
general, a rare phenomenon in Peruvian coastal archaeology.

The differences, however, are often inevitable given the unique 
field situation in Peru. Compared to the "featureless mounds** Redman 

(1973) describes in the Near East or the Pueblo sites of the American 
Southwest, Peruvian sites are relatively speaking large and complex. 
Attempts to implement such sampling techniques as "intensive systematic 

surface collection" become a time consuming and challenging task. Due 
to poor roads and the limited number of available vehicles, access to 
sites is neither simple nor rapid. However, there is no overriding 

reason why some form of sampling technique cannot be adopted at the 

survey ^nd surfa.ce collection stages of fieldwork. The la,rge 
Lamhayeque Valley might be stratified into various ecological zones 

according to some specific criteria followed by the sampling of a 

fraction of each zone (cf. Judge, Ebert, and Hitchcock 1975? Matson and 
Lipe 1975; Read 1975), Clarification of the broader cultural and 

geographical contexts of the Valley is required to complement the 

intensive functional analysis of the urban context at Pampa Grande.

One factor that must be mentioned in regard to coastal valley 
survey is the extensive use of high altitude air photos. Much of the 

value of the publication of Life, land and water in ancient Peru by
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Kosok (1965) lies in its numerous air photos of archaeological remains,
A set of air photos creates a mosaic of a given region and the enlarge
ments may be scrutinized for archaeological remains. The remains thus 
tentatively identified should be field checked. Sparse vegetation, 

sunny climate and clustered modern settlements in flat portions of 
valleys create an ideal condition for use of air-^photographs. Figures 

20 and 21 illustrate the schematized multi-stage fieldwork in theory and 
actuality, respectively.

The Selection of Pampa Grande
Based upon the preceding regional survey and concomitant surface 

sherd collection and analysis, the extensive site of Pampa Grande was 
selected for concentrated functional analysis u, » .to discover the 
characteristics, architectural variations, associations and socioeconomic 

implications-* (Day 1975:1), of the prehistoric urban context. The 
analysis was deemed feasible because of the brief and largely synchronic 

occupation of the site as attested by the distribution of Moche y sherds 

in the central portions of the site. Compared to many other complex 
sites in the Valley that post-date the Moche period, Pampa Grande is 
quite well-preserved and easily accessible. Earlier works at Chan 

Chan, the capital city of the Chimu Kingdom, by K. Day and others 

(e,g., Andrew 1974; Day 1972, 1973; Keatinge and Day 1973, 1974;

Moseley 1975c) and at Galindo situated at the neck of the Moche Valley 
and containing a Moche y component provide the necessary comparative 
material for long-term .study of North Coast urbanism, .
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General Reconnaissance

Intensive Survey

Controlled Surface 
Collections

Excavations

Universe: Region
Sample: Entire area
Method: Paleoenviron- 
mental studies and 
general site survey

Stage 2
Universe: Region 
Stratified by zones)

\ Sample: Proportion of 
area of each zone

Method: Complete survey

Stage 3
Universe: Sites located
Sample: Some of each type 

' Method: Intensive, 
systematic surface 
collection

Stage 4
Universe: All sites from 
which intensive surface 
collections have been 
made
Sample: Block exposures 

' and test squares within 
newly defined areas of 
each of the selected 
sites

Method: Deep, broad, and 
test excavations

Stage 1

Fig. 20. Multi-stage field work as suggested by Redman (1973:64)
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General Reconnaissance

Intensive Survey
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Surface Features
Recording of

Surface Features

Observation and
Recording of

Stage 1
Universe: The Lambayeque 
Valley Complex
Sample: Entire area
Method: Geomorphological 
study, general site 
survey aided by air- 
photographs
Stage 2
Universe: The Lambayeque 
Valley
Sample: Lower and mid- 
Valley

Method: Complete Survey, 
initial maps of major 
sites traced from 
mosaics of air-photos
Stage 3
Universe: Sites located
Sample: The total set of 
each type

Method: Observation and 
recording of surface 
feature, rough sketch 
maps, descriptive cate
gorization
Stage 4
Universe: Site of Pampa 
Grande
Sample: Entire site
Method: Complete Survey, 
base map of the site 
traced from air-photos

Stage 5
Universe: Pampa Grande 
(Stratified by "Sectors")

Sample: Proportion of 
areas of selected 
Sectors

Method: Plain table maps, 
unsystematic collection 
of surface sherds

Stage 6

Fig. 21. Multi-stage field work in practice at Pampa Grande.
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Intensive Surface Survey of Pampa Grande, The six-month 1973 

field season concentrated upon intensive surface survey and mapping of 

selected areas at Pampa Grande and the participants were limited to K. 
Day and myself. Aside from my concern, with surface-^subsurface relation
ships (cf. Redman and Watson 1970) , we were interested in identification 
of variability in archaeological contexts at the site. On the basis of 
their work at a Near Eastern mound, Redman and Watson (1970) urge the 
adoption of "systematic, intensive surface collection1’ for determina
tion of temporal placement and functional nature of various sites or 

areas within sites, which, in turn, serves as a guideline in deter
mining where to excavate. They claim that hypotheses based upon 

data gathered through their proposed method can be much more precise 

than those derived from the usual intuitive method based upon simple 
surface inspection of the site (Redman and Watson 1970). Their proposed 
technique was not adopted but instead a compromising method was 

developed for our work at Pampa Grande. Most field methods actually 

adopted by archaeologists are compromises to varying degrees.
Theoretical productivity, accuracy and efficiency are rarely achieved 
in the field.

Contrary to the featureless Near Eastern mounds of about 250
meters in maximum extent (Redman and Watson 1970), the site of Pampa

2Grande today covers an area of at least 4 km and may have originally 2
2occupied 5.5 km . The site is complex and well-preserved. Rather than 

laying a regular grid and making sample surface collection, we elected 
to conduct intensive surface surveys without attendant systematic 

collection.. Our field method was to intensively survey the entire site
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noting perceivable artifactr-architectural variations in our fieldnotes 
and on the base map that was being traced from a mosaic of airphotos. 
Several months of intensive surface survey was carried out during the 
1973 and the first part of the 1975 field seasons.

After approximately two months of surface survey during the 
1973 season, a number of areas with significantly different archi
tectural patterns were selected for detailed mapping. During 1974, the 
base and detailed plane table maps were carefully examined along with 

the fieldnotes leading to the formulation of generalized hypotheses and 
the preliminary decisions as to the location and method of excavation.

Our surface surveys were more than simple inspections of the 
surface. As new members of the project arrived at Pampa Grande, they 
conducted their own surveys but with the knowledge acquired previously 
by other members of the project. In other words, attempts were made to 
test as well as elaborate upon our previous perception of the 
archaeological variability at the site. As members completed their 
site-wide surveys, they began intensive survey and mapping of areas 

selected for future excavation. Various observations and surface 
features such as sherd scatters, evidence of fire use and batans were 
recorded directly on the maps. As stated earlier, our field methods 
were hierarchically structured with each successive phase benefitting 

from the accumulating information from previous phases. Self-correction 
operated continuously along the way.

Site^wide artifact-architectural variation is not an unbroken 

continuum but has perceivable breaks in respect to formal and spatial 

dimensions. Prior to consideration of sampling and excavation



techniques, we attempted to define the archaeological universe by 

seeking order or patterns within the observable surface features«, As 
stated earlier, we assumed that the surface distribution of artifacts 
and architecture at Pampa Grande ". * . is significantly related to
their distribution of the subsurface matrix . . ."of the site (Redman
and Watson 1970:289). Field testing of that assumption was one of my

}
major goals.

The Sector Provenience System
It is an inherent part of our thinking process and language to 

classify and organize our world. Archaeological phenomena are no 

exception to this rule. Our archaeological provenience system is a 
type of classification based upon the spatial (horizontal and vertical) 

distributions of the material remains. The use of any classificatory 
strategy should organize the data which, in turn, facilitate subsequent 
description, analysis, discovery and eventual explanation of structures 
underlying the complex mass of data. A common practice is to impose an 

arbitrary system of spatial divisions for the purpose of effectively 
locating a given archaeological phenomenon. Rather than impose an 

arbitrary grid system, we adopted a provenience system based upon 

^perceivable breaks'- in composition and other variations of artifact 
and architecture observable on the surface. Such "breaks" were called 

"Sectors" and delineated during the preceding survey and mapping. The 

Sector system represents our effort to reduce arbitrary elements and 

maximize the value of the data collected from the initial surface
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survey and mapping.
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Our approach to the provenience system is based upon the 

assumption that archaeological phenomena are inherently products of 

patterned human behavior and that we must achieve maximum utilization 
of information derived from our earlier regional and site level surveys * 
The Sector system is our personal solution for the delineation of 
behaviorally meaningful spatial divisions. I am not arguing for the 
inadequacy of the conventional arbitrary grid system; however, no one 

single provenience system is appropriate for all archaeological 
tions. Given the size and nature of Pampa Grande as well as our 
research interests and logistical constraints, the Sector system 
appeared best.

Defining the "Sector" Notion. The "Sector" provenience term 
designates a spatial unit which manifests homogeneity and coherency in 
respect to the composition and organization of artifacts and archi

tecture. The spatial boundary of a Sector is thus delineated along 
perceivable breaks with the surrounding areas. In a number of cases 

the spatial boundaries of given Sectors coincide with topographical 
breaks such as Quebrada IV.

Each Sector is characterized by distinct artifact/architecture 
variation and patterns inferred to reflect significant behavioral 

differences*. More specifically, each Sector is hypothesized to have 
been associated with distinct social and economic activities and/or 

social or ethnic population. Although more future verification is 

called for, the results of extensive excavations in five Sectors (A,
B, D, H, and J) in 1975 support this inference. Each of the fourteen
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Sectors designated so far were given a different letter (Fig„ 11)„ We 
cannot deny, however, the possibility that two or more spatially 
separated Sectors may carry the same behavioral significance. In other 
words, some Sectors exhibit similar artifact and architecture composi
tion and organization but were designated with different letters 
because of the spatial separation. It remains to be shown that the 
intra-Sector variance is consistently less than the inter-Sector 

variance. It must be realized that the Sector system is a working 

hypothesis that each division corresponds to a similar grouping in the 
extinct socioeconomic system at Pampa Grande. Future investigation 
may reveal that what are described as distinct Sectors today must be 
further subdivided or conversely united into a smaller number of 
Sectors. Thus, Sector delimitation must be continuously tested.

Obviously the Sector notion by itself does not constitute an 
adequate analysis of the observed archaeological variation and organiza

tion. The earlier discussion on the correspondence between surface and 
subsurface phenomena as well as the validity of functional inferences 
based upon surface features is clearly relevant here as the Sector 

notion attempts to maximize the value of pre-excavation knowledge.
The socioeconomic significance of each Sector is based squarely on the 

assumption that there is a significant and reliable relationship 

between the surface and subsurface features. The preceding chapter . 

explored various aspects of the relationship and concluded that surface 

artifacts may be used to predict only the generalized nature of 
activities in primary contexts. For example, they may be used to infer 
whether or not a given locus was a scene of domestic activities. In
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general, detailed study of architectural organization, including access 
patterns and composition seem to be a more reliable indicator of the 
function of a given locus.

Empirical verification of the Sector notion as well as 
determination of the nature of inter-Sector articulation requires 

sampling of more than one Sector. The nature of the relationships that 
bind the Sectors into a functional whole cannot be predicted from 
knowledge of one or two Sectors. In this respect the vsmall-site 
methodology" advocated by Moseley and MacKey (1972; cf. Kroeber 1963) is 

inadequate to deal with the complex functional problems pertaining to 

large urban sites. Although my efforts were largely focused upon 

excavation of selected areas in Sector H, the models of socioeconomic 

organization at Pampa Grande presented in this thesis are synthesis of 
data from various Sectors. Our individual research interests 
encompassed half a dozen•Sectorsr some of which are contiguous (e.g., 
Sectors A and H, and A and D), giving us the opportunity to. explore the 

significance of the physical proximity and connection of Sectors D and 
H to Sector A, the presumed focus of site-wide interaction. Sectors D 
and H are comparable not only in regard to their symmetrical location 

in reference to Sector A but in architectural composition that includes 
formal enclosures and agglutinated masonry structures. The excavation 
of Sector J was predicated upon the testing of patterns identified 

among "multilateral depressions" (MLDs) in Sector H.
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Descriptive Characterization of Sectors

Ideally we should be able to clearly identify the physical 
boundaries of all Sectors; however, this has not been the case due to 
post-abandonment disturbance, the multiple occupations with concomitant 
structural build-up and modifications, and our tenuous objective 
criteria. Sectors A through D, I and K are clearly defined as they are 
either physically enclosed by major walls or "corridors." As a 

generalization (with the exception of Sectors J and I), the Southern 
Pediment manifests rather homogeneous artifact and architectural 
composition and organization.

Sector A . It is a self-contained adobe enclosure occupying the 
central portion of the site and houses the monumental adobe pyramid 
referred to as Huaca 1 or Huaca de la Iglesia or Fortaleza. Initial 

encounter with the pyramid is a visual experience one is unlikely to 
forget. The pyramid is one of the largest man-made monuments on the 

South American continent, having approximate basal dimensions of 270 

by 185 meters and standing about 55 meters above basal floor level. The 

pyramid is thought to represent the last of the Moche tradition of 
monumental architecture and is a major line of evidence in support of 
the interpretation that the site of Pampa Grande was the capital of 
the Moche V policy. The enclosure^ in additionf houses a numbet of so- 

called formal storage facilities. These are adobe structures consisting 
of standardized "cells" built contiguously in two rows. They are 

dispersed in the western portion of the Enclosure. Southeast of Huaca 1 
stands another adobe pyramid designated as Huaca 17. It is dwarfed by
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Huaca 1. Although there are a number of free standing platforms and 
interlinked platforms as well as spaciously arranged terraces, the 
overall impression of the enclosure is that of a vacuous compound„ The 
compound is subdivided into half a. dozen rectangular enclosures and is 
defined by impressive adobe walls (with masonry foundations), that must 

have originally stood at least 6 meters. Access to the Enclosure was 
limited to three or four entries, one near the northern corner of the 
enclosure to the subdivision known as Unit 5 for the traffic from 
Sector D. These two areas are connected by a corridor. Another entry 

seems to have existed along the northwestern side of the enclosure 

opening into Unit 5 as well. The third entry corresponds to a large 
gap in the enclosing wall where Quebrada V passes through toward 
Sector H (Fig. 22) and would have permitted interaction between Sectors 
A and H. There may well have been more entries but the destructive 
force of erosion has taken a heavy toll and it is difficult to ascertain 
whether the gaps where the present quebradas and ria chuelos pass the 
Sector A boundary were once entries into Sector A« There does not 
appear to have been any opening along the southern ^nd eastern sides of 
the enclosure. That is to say, aside from the gap between Sectors A 
and H, the identified and possible entries are all found along the rear 

of the northern corner of the compounde Not only was access to Sector A 

as a whole restricted, but communication within the Sector was limited 

as well. One major barrier to intra-Sector movement is the 300 meter 

long ramp to Huaca 1. A pair of adobe structures sandwich the ramp and 

may have served as a control station for traffic to the Huaca (J. Haas
personal communication, 1975)e
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Sector A was the scene of mapping and excavation by various 

participants in the project. Unit 5 was mapped in 1973 and, in 1975,
M. Anders and J. Haas mapped storage facilities and structures atop 
Huacas 1 and 17, respectively. Although the compound as a whole is 
quite clean of surface artifacts and organic refuse materials, the area 
between the eastern boundary of the Sector and Quebrada VI shows an 
accumulation of organic refuse within a dark ashy matrix associated with 
diversified ceramics, including rare burnished black bowl fragments. The 

area is today free of standing architecture but extensively terraced. 
There are also some buried masonry wall remnants that may have once 

served as sustaining walls for the terraces along the sloping Quebrada 
bank. Significantly, the overwhelming portion of the standing archi

tecture within the Sector is of adobe construction. Masonry structures 
are basically restricted to secondary roles such as terrace walls. Some 

of the platforms are filled with rocks but have the external appearance 

of adobe construction. Aside from the fire that burnt the adobe 
structures on the summit and lower terrace of Huaca 1, there is 
another area of fire discolored soil. An area west of the pyramid was 
cut through by bulldozer apparently building a road, exposing orange to 
dark brown discolored soil and an appreciable amount of ash. Because of 

the disturbance, artifact or architectural association is now difficult 

to determine.

The Sector occupies a "mesa" like flat but sloping area between 
Quebradas V and yi. Because of the natural slope, the western and 
southern corners of the enclosure have suffered badly from years of 

erosion. The boundary wall near the western corner has,been effectively
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obliterated by the water from Quebrada V and bulldozing. The water 
from Quebrada V apparently eroded the base of the southern corner of the 
Huaca leading to a collapse of a portion of the pyramid. Quebrada VI, 
on the other hand, cut a deep channel and did not cause any extensive 
damage in Sector A.

Because of the presumed central significance of Sector A in the 
functioning of the site and Moche V polity, various aspects of the 

Sector will be treated in greater detail in Chapter VI.

Sector B. It is a tripartite adobe compound that roughly 
approximates a rectangle and contains Huacas 2 and 10 as well as the 
largest formal storage facility, Unit 25. The northwestern end is 

occupied by Huaca 10 and an associated court. The huaca is complex in 

outline but badly eroded and looted. The court appears to be sunken 

but the appearance may well be due to the build up of the surrounding 
areas. These two features are contained within a rectangular adobe 
enclosure. The central division appears vacuous with the exception of 
solid adobe Huaca 2 and some formal structures to the Southwest. 
Excavation of Huaca 2 by K. Day revealed an appreciable number of adobe 
structures that were intensively burnt, similar to the adobe structures 
at the summit of Huaca 1. Although one would expect to find polychrome 

murals on Huaca 2, none were found there. On the other hand, the 
excavation of adobe structures south of Huaca 2 revealed a polychrome 

mural (cf. Anders 1975}, The western portion of the central division 

suffered heavily from water running through Quebradas VI and VII and the 

boundary wall was obliterated. The storage facilities are located in
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the eastern end, occupying a small part of the elongated rectangular 

space. As in the case of Sector A, access within the Sector among the 
three divisions as well as from outside the Sector appears to have been 
limited. Sector B is similarly free of surface artifacts and refuse 
accumulation. Interestingly, Huaca 2 is relatively free of huaquero 
activity, while Huaca 10 has suffered considerably more damage. The 

southeastern end of Huaca 2 is the scene of modern adobe robbing and the 
construction technique has subsequently been clearly revealed, Huaca 2 
is considerably smaller in size and simpler in configuration than 

Huaca 1.

Sector C. It is situated close to the eastern boundary of 
Sector A. It covers a small area characterized by a cluster of angular, 
U-shaped terrace complexes. These are multi-tiered terraces that 
usually face a small court free of artifacts and structures. Apparently 

these terraces had little or no roofing as we find no rubble or post 
holes. In many cases the spaces between the two successive tiers of 

terraces are so small that the terracing may have had only a symbolic 

function. The U-shaped terraces are not unique to the Sector but their 
concentration and association with small courts are unique, K, Day 
(personal communication, 1973} feels that these terrace complexes may 
have been the ancestral prototype for the later "audienciasM that are 
presumably situated at administratively strategic locations within the 

large rectangular compounds known as uCiudadelastl at the capital of
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Chimu Kingdom, Chan Chan. Whether the terraces in Sector C are 

situated at similar strategic locations remains to be shown. The 
terraces and associated courts are basically clear of artifacts and 
refuse materials. Batans and plainware sherds do occur near the 
terrace complexes. The corridor that connects the neighboring Sector D 
with Unit 5 in Sector A forms the,western and northern boundaries of 
Sector C and may also have channeled traffic to and from the Sector to 
the adjoining areas. Sector C is defined on the southern side by a 

ria chuelo that may also have served as a corridor. A series of major 

masonry walls of neighboring rectangular enclosures form the eastern 
boundary. The area thus delimited is the smallest Sector at the site, 
covering perhaps 50 by 100 meters. Because of the small size of the 
terraces and courts, the Sector appears as a highly agglutinated 
structural build-up on the base map.

Future work must.clearly define the objective criteria and 

functional significance of the diagnostic vterrace complexes.v

Sector D . It is perhaps one of the most intriguing Sectors at
i

the site. It is superficially characterized by artifact and

26

26. These Ciudadelas contain a large number of store-rooms and 
"walkT-in-wells" (pay 1973, 1974? Moseley 1975c), The audiencias, U-
shaped buildings with wall niches, are said to have been placed so as to 
control traffic to and from the store-rooms (pay 1973, 1974; Andrew
1974), However, ,a wide range of adobe and masonry structures approxi
mating three-walled U-shapes and occurring in varied contexts have been 
subsumed under the category of "audiencias" (cf. Andrew 1974). As I 
pointed out elsewhere . (Shimada. 1974b), so much of the reconstruction of 
internal structure and working at Chan Chan depends upon the functional 
identification of "audiencias?u Modeled Chimu pottery has been intro
duced as support of the key role of "audienclas" in Chimu socioeconomic 
organization. I believe morphological and contextual differences of the 
structures subsumed as "audiencias" have not been adequately accounted 
for.
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architectural diversity« Yet the heterogeneous components of the 
Sector are coherently integrated by a network of interlinked corridors. 

In fact, much of the boundary is defined by corridors following the ria 
chuelos. The Sector is a geographically bounded area of about 100 by 
250 meters occupied by a functionally coherent architectural complex. 

Architecturally speaking, the Sector has a long list of 

structural forms and features including formal rectangular adobe 
enclosures with limited access via corridors, multi-tiered mounds filled 
with organic refuse, a burnt adobe storage complex, and a low-lying 
flat area (LLFA) with associated corridor. The rectangular enclosures 
are built with adobes and contain a multi-tiered and spacious terrace 
complex that faces an open court. Access to the enclosure is through 
a corridor that parallels the enclosure. Like all other formal 
architecture, the enclosures are largely free of surface artifacts and 
refuse materials* There are a number of highly differentiated mounds 

along the vertical dimensions. Like the terraces in Sector C, many of 

the resultant subdivisions are too small to have been functional. It is 
not clear whether these mounds were used by human occupantse Many of 

the mounds are filled with highly organic soil, containing camelid 

and other bones and vegetal remains. The high organic content of the 
fill was the basis for an earlier suggestion that the mounds were - 

garbage heaps. The Sector includes a three-cell adobe storage complex 
that contained a large quantity of the burnt corn and beans. The LLFA 
seems to be a natural depression that was cleverly modified. The 
eastern and southern sides of the LLFA are built up in the form of 
terraces. In general the natural topography of the Sector does not
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appear to have been even but probably more of a rolling-hill type of 
landscape. Spacious rectangular enclosures are built in flat areas 
found at different levels. The corridors in the Sector thus link 
structures distributed horizontally as well as in vertical levels. 

Sectors H and D are two notable areas where the natural topography was 
effectively utilized in planning out the placement of various struc
tures .

Storage facilities and LLFAs are discussed in detail in later 
sections. The last notable architectural feature is a cluster of small 
agglutinated masonry structures. In terms of average floor area 
occupied by a given masonry structure, those structures in this cluster, 
in general, represent the smallest at the site.

Among these small masonry structures a unique cluster of grey 

burnished plates with ring bases and rimless bowls of various sizes were 
found. As I shall expound upon later, these poorly burnished but 

reduced fired vessels are relatively rare at the site. The Sector also 

yielded a number of molds for figurines and faces of animals and humans. 

Outside of formal rectangular enclosures and spacious terrace complexes, 

there were quite a few scatters of piainware vessels as well as traces 
of organic refuse.

The architectural and artifact diversity and pecularities 
coupled with direct connection with Sector A via corridors make Sector D 
particularly interesting in terms of its socioeconomic significance.
For this reason the Sector was completely mapped and scrutinized to 

record surface,features. Figures 23 (in pocket) and 24 din pocket) 
represent about two-thirds of the Sector,
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Sector E. It is somewhat ambiguous» Although the term has been 

used to refer to the large area north and northeast of Sectors A and D, 
my usage is restricted specifically to an elongated area near Quebrada 
IX. The area is yet to be mapped carefully but I am including a hand- 
sketched field map (Fig. 25, in pocket) .

A succinct characterization of the Sector would be a largely 
self-contained, internally homogeneous architectural unit consisting of 

many small platforms occupying the eastern margin of the site. There 

is no overwhelming or principal architecture within the Sector but 
rather a series of small platforms and associated open courts. Unlike 

other parts of the site, the platforms and courts are not compart
mentalized in the form of rectangular enclosures. The impression is 
that the Sector is the result of continuous but small incremental 
construction of platforms and courts.

There are occasional plain red coarseware sherd scatters inside 

and immediately outside of the Sectors. Contrary to Sector D, the area 
is characterized by a limited range of artifact and architectural 
variation. There are no recognizable ucorridorsu but access to 

different sections within the Sector seems to have been relatively easy 
because of open-ended courts and terraces. Physically the Sector is 
delimited on the eastern side by Quebrada IX while the northern and 

southern boundaries remain rather problematical. The western and 

southwestern sides are occupied by scattered small hiiacas and poorly 

preserved but spacious masonry structures. Much of the area west of 

the Sector, however, seems to be vacuous, showing 1title or no
accumulation of cultural refuse.
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Sector F o Its physical boundaries have not been established 

other than the implicit understanding that the designation refers to the 
upper reaches of Quebrada V, where Huaca 3 and an impressive masonry 
platform forming the basis for a large adobe storage complex (Unit 30) 
are found. There are other masonry structures of respectable scale and 
size in the upper reaches of Quebradas VI, VII, and VIII. What dis
tinguishes Sector F is a clustering of large masonry platforms and the 
Huaca with a rectangular adobe enclosure known as Unit 20. Huaca 3 is 
built upon a natural rock outcrop that heightens the elevated effect of 

the pyramid. Structures atop the pyramid and the enclosing adobe walls 
that still measure about one to one and a half meters high are badly 
eroded. Southeast of the pyramid but still inside the enclosure is a 
flat area or a court where, today, there are a number of artificially 

excavated holes. The holes are dug into weathered rocky ground and are 
covered with tree branches. They are connected by a narrow trench that 

passes the eastern side of the pyramid toward the northeastern corner of 

the enclosure. About two-thirds of the trench is covered with tabular 
rocks as if to protect it from the falling rock and dirt. These 
curious features may well be related some way to the modern herding of 
goats and sheep near the foot of the Cerro de los Gentiles, Although 

the topographical features are more rugged, there is far more vegetation 
to be exploited by the animals. The existence of wooden covers for the 
holes a,nd decayed dung of goats support the view.

The pyramid is associated with an impressive masonry platform 
built on a narrow ridge and standing at least three meters, The plat^ 
form not only provided a level surface for construction of the storage
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complex but protected the superstructure from Quebrada V waters. There 
are at least three other masonry platforms that are precariously 
constructed on the steep slope of Cerro de los Gentiles. None of these 
large scale constructions are associated with occupational refuse and 
surface artifacts of any significance. There are some smaller masonry 
structures built on small patches of flat area. These constructions 
represent the upper limits of Pampa Grande. As seen on the base map, 

there is a masonry wall that appears to have served as the boundary of 
the site.

The possible significance of the location of Sector F and the 

alignment formed by Huacas 1 and 3 will be discussed later.

Sector G . It designates an extensive area at the lower end of 
the pediments (the western margin of the present extent of the site) 
that has been thoroughly looted by huagueros and plowed by bulldozers 
while constructing a dike against run-off from the pediments. The 

extensive huaguero looting coupled with scatters of human bone clearly 

indicate that the western margin of the site was once a cemetery. The 
area also manifests some architectural remains and cultural deposits 
that jna,y be as deep as two peters or more. The structures shown in 

Sector G on the base map were traced from air photos taken during the 

1950s prior to dike construction. A thick deposit of llama dung was 
found in the profile of one pit. Although some Chimu sherds and 

fragments of painted Moche V vessels were noted on the surface, we have 

not yet determined the temporal placement of the cemetery. It is 

reported that a bulldozer operator found the head of a Cupisnigue style
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figurine in this part of the site (Fernandez de Cordova personal 

communication, 1973). Today this area is being invaded by the expanding’ 
population of modern,Pampa Grande who are constructing animal corrals.

Sector H . It is roughly triangular in shape, covering an
■ 2estimated 25,000 m and bounded by Quebradas IV and V on the Southwest 

and Southeast, respectively (Fig. 26, in pocket). The high adobe wall 
that defines Sector A constitutes the northeastern boundary. The north
western boundary remains problematical largely because of poor preserva

tion due to water erosion and bulldozing. The northern branch of 
Quebrada V that partially parallels the southwestern boundary of Sector 
A enclosure cuts toward the West and joins Quebrada IV. The water from 
this branching is largely responsible for the destruction of prehistoric 
structures built in areas next to the Sector A enclosure. The western 

corner of the triangular area is mainly occupied by adobe enclosures 
that represent a noticeable break from the masonry structures occupying 

the central portion of the triangular area. Prior to the excavations 
in the central portion, this architectural break was tentatively 

employed as the western boundary of the Sector. Extensive excavations, 
however, now suggest that the adobe enclosures, which contain an adobe 
storage complex (Unit 321, may have been closely linked with, m^nu^ 
facturing activities in tbe central portion of the Sector, For this 
reason, I will include the adobe structures as part of Sector H* Thus, 

with the exception of the western boundary, Sector E is clearly 
demarcated by quebradas and the Sector A enclosure.
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The Sector basically slopes from a high point near the Sector A 

wall toward the bottom of Quebrada IV and certain architecture was laid 
out to take advantage of the natural topography. A roughly circular 
shaped LLFA toward the center of the Sector apparently served as the 
nodal point of intra-Sector interaction. Four corridors converge at 
the LLFA. An adobe pyramid (Huaca 18} of a respectable size within a 

rectangular enclosure situated on the highest level area commands a 

total view of the Sector. Architecturally the Sector manifests a wide 
range of construction styles and forms, including adobe and masonry 

enclosures, adobe pyramid and platforms, multi-tiered terrace complexes 
with associated courts, and the multi-lateral depressions (hereafter 
referred to as MLDs). Determination of functional significance of such 
architectural variation was one of my major research interests.

The Sector yielded a wide range of ceramics including bichrome 
painted stirrup spout jars but no concentrations of the grey or black 
burnished wares found in Sector D, Lithic implements from the Sector 

include a, number of' well-polished faceted "metal working stones.u 

Huaquero activities in the Sector also revealed relatively thick 

accumulations of refuse materials in much of the Sector. One hole in 
particular revealed a buried vessel surrounded by charcoal bits and 

grey ashy soil with a high organic content.

Sector I, It is unique in that it consists of six contiguously 
built enclosures each with intricate internal subdivisions. The 
southeasternv-most enclosure (Unit 221 is built exclusively with adobe 
bricks,, whereas the remaining enclosures are mostly masonry, The
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Sector is situated on the northeastern edge of the Southern Pediment 
across Quebrada IV from Sector H« The Sector manifests the only case of 
contiguous construction of large quadrilateral enclosures. Access was 
limited although evidence suggests that the enclosures were linked by a 
single integrated corridor system. Architectural features are discussed 
in Chapter VI,

Sector J . It occupies a large area of the Southern Pediment and 
has the largest concentration of multi-lateral depressions CMLDs) at the 

site. Dispersed among the MLDs are a small number of adobe mounds and 
masonry walls* The extensive distribution of depressions with badly 
eroded edges presents the appearance of a bombed area with contiguous 
craters of various sizes and shapes. As I will elaborate upon later, 
the depressed appearance is mainly due to build up of the surrounding 

terraces. The bottoms of .the depressions probably correspond to the 
natural surface of the Pediment* There is evidence to suggest that 
jpoyement within and from outside the Sector was facilitated by a network 

of corridors that may have run along the edge of the Sector* The 

physical boundaries of the Sector correspond to the margins of the MLD 
cluster.

There are few artifacts on the surface other than small sherds 
washed out of the refuse fill used for construction of the terraces 
surrounding the central "depressions,"

Sector K * It was completely mapped and its physical extent is 
clearly delineated by corridors on all four sides of the roughly square

shaped area (Pig. 27, in pocket). An overwhelming portion, if not all,
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of the structures in Sector K are of masonry architecture. There are no 
MLDs. Relatively speaking, the masonry structures are spaciously • 
arranged with the intermittent occurrence of courts. As seen in Fig.
27, the Sector may be subdivided into a handful of structural units on 
the basis of access patterns.

There are many plain red courseware sherd scatters in the 

Sector. Some Chimu sherds also occur on the surface. Various north- 
southsrunning ria chuelos cut through fill used to level the natural 

slope of the Pediment surface. Much of the refuse material on the 
surface appears to have been washed out of construction fill.

Sectors L and M . They are discussed together as they were both 
subjected only to surface survey and I can only make preliminary and 
generalized observations. Although they are distinguished as two 

Sectors, in respect to artifact and architectural variation, they 
resemble each other. Here, the different Sector designation may 
amount to nothing more than an artifact of spatial separation by 

Quebrada II. Sector L occupies the western edge of the Southern 

Pediment while across Quebrada II Sector M occupies a umesa'J like 
region between Quebradas I and II in the southwestern corner of the 

site. Both Sectors are characterized by extensive distribution of 

agglutinated masonry structures. Although basically rectilinear in 

floor plan, the boundaries of each structural unit are difficult to 

ascertain. There seems to have been a network of corridors but its 

extent has not yet been delimited. Tentatively, I designate as Sector L 
an area of agglutinated masonry structures between Quebrada II and
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Unit 12 on one dimension and between Unit 11 and the major transverse 
wall running from near Unit 21 toward Quebrada II on the other.

In respect to artifact variation, these two Sectors have a 
limited range of pottery types, the most common being plain red 
coarsewares. The rectangular enclosures at the western edge of the 
site manifest Chimu sherds and serve as the boundary of Sector M.

Sector N . It refers to an open field south of the southern 
margin of concentrated structural remains across Quebrada I. The open 
field extends southeasterly toward Cerro Campana and is strewn with 
large boulders. One boulder near the cliff edge shows a petroglyph 
representing a figure with- headdress. The boulder is encircled 

partially by a roughly made masonry wall of the same type found in much 

of the field. Although the associated ceramics seem Chimu in stylef the 

form and crudeness of wall construction is reminiscent of the circular 

structures of Puerto Moorin Phase in the Viru Valley (cf. Willey 1953).
As work at Pampa Grande continues in the futuref these 

objective.characterizations of Sectors and of their physical boundaries 
should be refined or corrected. In addition, areas not covered by the 
fourteen Sectors may be elucidated to form new Sectors. It must be 
reiterated that the definition of the Sector depends upon recognition 
of patterns among artifacts and architecture observable on the surface.

Unit Designation and Other Descriptive Terms

Unit. Theoretically, below the Sector comes the Unit designa
tion in our hierarchical provenience system. The term Unit has been
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employed to designate rectangular enclosures found throughout the site, 
many of which do not occur within the limits of the fourteen Sectors. 
Whether it is a rectangular enclosure or not, each Unit consists of a 
finite number of Structures. Conversely, each Sector is an integrated 
set of Units. At another level of description, a Sector may be charac
terized as consisting of a finite number of Structures, Strictly 
speaking, however, Units do not belong to a specific level in the 

provenience hierarchy. A Unit may exist without being subsumed under 
the rubric of Sector or being a functional part of it. This situation 
arises because a large part of the area outside of Sector limits is 
occupied by isolated rectangular enclosures such as Units 1, 19, and 21, 
each of which was undoubtedly architecturally self-contained and 
presumably associated with a limited range of functionally related 
activities. The application of the Unit term was extended to cover 
this situation. It is the result of our attempt to bring all archi
tectural remains at the site under a simple but behaviorally meaningful 
set of provenience terms,

It should be reiterated that the primary criterion of a Unit is 

architectural coherency. In terms of operational definition, it is a 
set of interlinked structures whereby any given Structure of the set is 

internally accessible from all Structures of the set. The Unit design- 

nation, whether applied to an enclosure or not, thus implies a functional 

relationship among the constituent Structures.

Structure. The Structure is the minimum unit of architectural 
division inferred to have a distinct behavioral significance. The term,
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however, is used to subsume secondary structural features such as 

terraces. Similarly ramps and staircases do not have distinct Structure 
designations. Terrace complexes that are standing by themselves 
receive a Structure designation.

A Structure is basically a quadrilateral space bounded on at 
least three sides by masonry walls (or comparable physical barrier) and 
with an occupational floor. It may or may not have had a roof. Spaces 

similarly bounded at least on three sides coincidentally formed by 
surrounding walls cannot be considered a viable Structure unless active 
occupation of the space can be documented. Quadrilateral spaces bounded 
on all sides by walls (whether with or without recognizable entry), were 
designated as Structures. Whether a given bounded space has occupational 
surfaces corresponding to the useful life span of the bounding walls 

often cannot be determined without excavation. For this reason many 

Structure designations may subsequently prove to be inappropriate as, 
for example, in the case of Structures 20 and 29 in Unit 38, Structure 
29 is in actuality only a terrace of Structure 20.

Mapping and the subsequent first stage excavation of wall 
corners indicated that Structures are the minimum behaviorally' signjfl^ 

cant spatial divisions and that they constitute our basic unit of 
excavation in the second and third phases of excavations. Determina

tion of the excavational unit is an important task in any excavation. 
Featureless mounds may require the use of regular grids as the basic 

unit (cf. Redman 1973, 1975), while rectangular urooms-” bounded on all 
sides by walls, occupational floor and roof represent the basic excava
tional unit in southwestern archaeology (e.g., Kill 1970), At Huanuco
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Pampa, Peru, individual 11 structures” that are the basic construction 
unit at the site were employed as the basic unit of excavation and 

other work (Morris 1975:197),

As we shall see, my third phase, ^contiguous room” excavation, 
was organized at the level of the Unit. But it is the identification 
•of relationships among the constituent ”Structures” that leads to the 
adequate characterization of the Unit. Only with such explicit con
sideration of the basic unit of excavation and its behavioral implicac
tions can we adequately carry out functional analyses of complex sites 
such as Pampa Grande and Huanuco Pampa (cr. Morris 1975).

Other Designations. Certain architectural forms are known by 
specific terms. The term "huaca” is a Quechua word meaning vholy 
place." Locally, the term is used to refer to a wide range of struc
tural remains that are said to have been constructed by the "gentiles„" 
More specifically, the term is used in the text to indicate monumental 

architecture. Thus, the large pyramid in Sector A is known as Huaca de 

la Iglesia or Huaca de la Fortaleza. Strictly speaking a huaca is a 
truncated adobe pyramid that stands over three meters above the basal 
level. The term "platform11 subsumes free-standing raised structures 
of less than three meters in height.

Before proceeding with discussion of the multi-stage excava
tions, a brief discussion of the role of maps is appropriate. It is 

becoming increasingly difficult to carry out long-term archaeological 
projects in Peru. One factor is the rapid deterioration of archaeo
logical sites near modern settlements. For example, the site of Pampa
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Grande, I predict, will not be amenable to archaeological study in ten 

to fifteen years. For this reason detailed recording of the observable 
material remains is badly needed.

Maps and Mapping
Maps are an immensely valuable tool for planning out research 

and presenting as well as storing basic information prior to and follow
ing excavation. My extensive use of maps in this thesis reflects this 
belief. There is asymmetrical emphasis upon retrieval of data from maps 

compared to resolution of many methodological difficulties encountered 

in the field while making maps. The distinction between "spatial 
markers" and "physical barriers" is a point in case. The basic problem 
with maps is their tendency to fossilize information that may be 
incorrect, Figure 1 is the base map of Pampa Grande „that was initially 
produced from a mosaic of 'airr-photos. Despite the good resolution of 
the photos, many structural remains present distorted images or do not 
show up, interpretation of air ̂photos is an art that requires some 

experience, German Ocas H, and I made systematic field checks to, 

correct and elaborate upon the original base map. Hand-sketched maps 

of given areas were made in the field and later transferred on to the 

base map. The base map is' the result of two years of tracing, 

correcting and elaborating. Unfortunately, the map is too small to 
incorporate all the details recorded in the field. For example, the 

size restriction forced us to simplify the configuration of most of the 

smaller adobe pyramids at the site and Figs, 28 to 30 are presented to -

i
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illustrate their varied outlines and orientations (the drawings are only 
approximations) .

Mapping was mostly carried out in the morning when the wind is 

negligible and visibility better. Afternoon winds not only blow sand 
but cause sufficient movement of the stadial rod, plane table and 
measuring tapes to create visible differences in readings. Transit, 
alidade and Brunton compass with alidade attachment were all used for 

mapping. Using the Brunton compass and either a 30 or 50 meter tape 
proved to be rapid and accurate. The use of the alidade attachment and 
plane table improved the accuracy to the point that it was comparable 

to the results obtained with alidade. The elevation of Huaca 1 was 

taken from the estimated base level near the northern corner of the 
pyramid using alidade-transit and trigonometric formulae. In order to 
facilitate taking readings on points, the area to be mapped on a given 

day was first surveyed with the assistant who would hold the stadial 

rod, A rough field map or physical markers were used to indicate the 

exact location of the points to be taken. Points were taken from the 

middle of walls and at the same time wall width was measured. Masonry 

walls may be as wide as over one meter or as narrow as 25 centimeters. 
The variation of wall thickness surely reflects the structural load it 
carried and/or the symbolic significance of the context.

Maps thus produced were carefully field-checked for any omis

sions or inaccuracies. At the same time, any significant surface 

artifact and structural feature was marked on the maps. The resulting 

maps were subjected to detailed examination for tentative understanding 
of broad-scale architecture and artifact variation patterns and
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subsequent formulation of a specific excavational plan. The results 

obtained from excavations in Sector Hf dictated by specific criteria 
and interests, may be projected to and tested in comparable contexts in 
other Sectors. Detailed maps of Sectors D, I, and K permit rapid and 
effective inter-Sector comparisons. All areas of my intensive and 

extensive excavations are discussed in the following chapter and 
illustrated by a number of detailed maps, each of which contains 
distinct information, including wall relations and overall architectural 
organization, extent and location of excavations, and access and arti

fact patterns. The maps were revised according to the excavation 

results to include any significant artifact and structural features in 

primary context.

The above discussion illustrates the role of maps within my 
field strategy. Perhaps uexcavation11 remains our ultimate means for 
achieving our research goals? however, in the face of the rapidly 
changing field and funding situation, overreliance on excavation for 
collection of empirical data would be unwise. Judicious incorporation 
of a mapping project is strongly urged. Yet, any map without con
comitant excavation remains a ^hypothetical reconstruction^ of 
archaeological reality.

The Selection of Sector H as the Locus of My 
Field Research

As the preceding discussion indicates, the site of Pampa Grande 

is large and complex. Even a random sampling of 3 small percentage of 

the total universe appeared to be a multi-year project. Simple random 

sampling treats the entire universe as an undifferentiated mass.
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Although the selection of areas to be excavated by a random sampling 

procedure requires a minimum number of assumptions to be made about the 
phenomena under study, the technique largely ignores valuable informa
tion collected in earlier stages of the field operation (Hill 1967; 

Ragir 1967; Redman 1973, 1975). We stratified the site of Pampa Grande 
into Sectors on the basis of surface surveys and mapping. In other
words, we made the assumption that each Sector was internally more 
homogeneous than the entire population and that each stratum could be 
sampled separately and differentially.

Locational Aspects of the Sector, But why select this particu
lar Sector as the locus of my research? The selection of Sector H was 
dictated by my research interests and artifact and architecture varia

tion observed during the 1973 intensive survey of the site. The 
locational aspect of the Sector is crucial. The Sector is situated 

immediately adjacent to Sector A which is assumed to have served 

physically and symbolically as the center of intra-^site interaction and 
the power structure. In addition, Sector H is directly accessible from 

outside the site proper through Quebrada IV, which I consider the major 
avenue of traffic to and from the central zone of the site, Quebrada 
iy is wide enough to handle large traffic and llama trains which may 

have transported various raw materials to Sector H for manufacture. 
Surface survey also indicated the existence of a formal entry complex 

into Sector H. from the Quebrada (Fig, 31) and a complex network of 
internal ^corridors,15 Although obscured by water erosion, a large gap 
(where Quebrada V passes through) in the Sector A adobe enclosure may
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Fig. 31. The reconstructed formal entry into Sector H from Quebrada IV. 
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well have corresponded to an entry connecting Sectors A and H (Fig, 22) . 
Although excavation proved inconclusive, I have postulated existence of 
a direct means of communication between Sectors A and H , In other 
words. Sector H may be regarded as a filter between Sector A, on the 
one hand, and the outside of the site proper and the population 
occupying the Southern Pediment, The assumption of, linkage between the 

twp Sectors is also the key to my postulated functional characteriza

tion of Sector H. The occurrence of a large number of "multi-lateral 
depressions" (MLDs), well-developed "corridor" system and physical 

proximity to Sector A were all seen to relate to some form of sustain
ing activities for functionaries in Sector H, Compared to symmetrically 
situated Sector D, architecture in Sector H is believed to contain only 
a limited number of residential structures. Based on these observations, 
I hypothesize that Sectors D and H served complementary functions in 

respect to Sector A , Sector D is inferred to have served as the 
residence and/or workshop of a service population, while Sector H, with 
its great potential for interaction, is hypothesized to have been a 

major locus of manufacturing activities to satisfy the material demands 
of the functionaries in Sector A ,

Architectural Diversity within the Sector, The Sector, further
more, consists of the three major construction modes recognized at the 

site. Masonry and adobe structures coexist with MLDs and correspond to 
etra,ta in the subsequent sampling. The Sector offers an excellent 

setting for examination of the behavioral significance of each
construction mode as well as the nature of articulation among the
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diverse architectural contexts created by varied combination of the 
three modes. Masonry structures are by far most common at the site and 
form the construction mode for small irregular agglutinated construc
tions inferred to have been largely habitational in nature. The 
construction mode is also utilized for the larger and more formal
"rectangular enclosures11 as well as for the foundation for a number of 

27large platforms. The exclusive use of adobe brick appears limited to 
formal architecture. In Sector H, adobe bricks were exclusively used 
for Huaca 18 and the spacious compound that may have controlled formal 

entry into the Sector from Quebrada IV. Behavioral significance of the 
exclusive use of adobe bricks will be discussed later. The enigmatic 

MLDs that superficially resemble bomb craters seem to be erodedf 
interlinked terraces along horizontal and vertical dimensions that 
surround a central low but flat surface. I shall elaborate on MLDs in 
the following section. Figure 11 shows the site-wide distribution of 
the MLDs.

The three construction modes are arranged and utilized in a way 

to create a wide range of architectural contexts, including a rectangu
lar enclosure (e,g,, Unit 38), pyramid (Huaca 18)_, and a cluster of 
MLDs within a masonry enclosure (Unit 70), 27

27. The Sector A enclosure wall, for example, has a masonry 
foundation. However, it is not clear whether the masonry foundation 
occurs locally or throughout the length of the enclosure.
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First Stage Excavation: Implementation of the Stratified 
Random Sampling with Wall Corner Excavation

Alms of the First Stage Excavation. In the first stage 
excavation I faced a number of major tasks. A major aim was to obtain 

a representative sample of the total variability of archaeological 
contexts within Sector H. Reliability and meaning of surface features 

in respect to subsurface phenomena had to be established which 
constituted the first test of the surface-subsurface correspondence.

The first stage excavation, however, was not the end of the enquiry into 
this crucial relationship. The second and third stage excavations 
provided opportunities to refine and test information acquired in 
previous stages.

At the same time, my emphasis upon architectural data for the 
elucidation of associational or configurational patterns required 

refinement of the plane-table maps produced on the basis of the 
observable structural remains. Undoubtedly, there were more walls and 
terraces that have been obscured by post-abandonment disturbance and 

deposition. In other words, the second major concern was definition 

of the. architectural organization of space (without attaching any 

behavioral significance! which necessitated clearing of rubble to 

determine wall corners and entries * What I sought in the first stage 

was a tentative model of archaeological context in Sector H in respect

to horizontal (architectural organization) and vertical (stratigraphic 
patterns and surface-subsurface relations) dimensions.
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Cornering Technique and Stratified Random Sampling. The field 

technique of "cornering" was adopted for the above task. This technique 
was developed in the American Southwest where it has been extensively 
employed for delineation of architectural organization of masonry 
pueblos (cf. Reid and Shimada n.d,f Wilcox n.d,). The technique simply 
involves systematic excavation of wall corners to determine whether the 

walls are abutted or bonded. The distinction must have correspondence 
in empirical reality as these two are the only possible ways that two 
walls can be put together. The significance of the technique lies in 

its potential to elucidate the manner and sequence of wall construction. 
The method has undergone continuous refinement but has not been free 
of controversey (Shimada 1973, Wilcox n.d,). Although we are dealing 
with the empirical phenomena of walls, there is ample room for 
subjectivity to enter into our description of each corner. I argue 
that "although definitions of a bond and an abutment make things very 

clear-cut, interpretive exercise is not quite as simple" and that 
^despite an attempt to formalize, ♦ • , the basic question of how to 
interpret each corner is still with us , * [Shimada 1973:3),

A number of axioms have been formulated in order to guide the 
interpretation of the results of wall bond-abutment analyses. One 

axiom is that continuously bonded walls are the result of a single 
building episode, while the second axiom states that only fully 

enclosed spaces O'rooms'* in Southwestern archaeology) were being built 

(Wilcox and Collins 1971), The occurrence of three walled structures 
nullifies the second axiom but they, in general, are valid. The 
corrollary to the second axiom is that "in any abutment situation, the
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abutting wall is either later than or contemporaneous with the abutted 

wall" (Wilcox n.d.:n.p.). Conversely, we may deduce that the abutting 
wall is not earlier than the abutted wall (Wilcox n.d,). The accept
ance of these axioms and corollaries attaches behavioral implications 
to wall relations that otherwise have relevance only to physical 
reality.

The cornering technique was originally conceived and implemented 
as a field method for delineating room corners for mapping and 
accurately determining room size variation and larger architectural 

units for stratified random sampling. The room size variation thus 
determined forms a basis for stratification of the sampling universe.
On previous occasions I have argued for the utilization of Cornering as 
a sampling technique (_Reid and Shimada n.d., Shimada 1973) . Although, 

admittedly, corner excavations fail to sample the central portion of 

behaviorally significant•Structures, the technique may be productive in 
some field situations. The technique not only clarifies wall relations, 
construction techniques and styles, but depositional histories and 

artifact content of given spatial units. In Pampa Grande where the 
centers of Structures are often disturbed by huaguero activity or 

exposed to various natural agents, corner excavations are productive.
The determination of wall corners facilitates accurate mapping and 

reconstruction of architectural organization.
Following the above considerations, the cornering technique was 

adopted for the implementaiton of stratified random sampling. Sector H 

Structures were stratified into three groups according to their 

construction mode. Since MLDs are, in general, in a poor state of
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preservation and appear to lack physical boundaries among them, the 
initial sampling of the MLDs took the form of test trenches. Each 
corner received a numerical number and an attempt was made to randomly 
sample 15 per cent of the numbered corners. As Binford (1964:429). 

notes, the precision of a sample depends upon the size of the sample 
and the degree of homogeneity of the population being sampled. Clearly
the size of adequate sample depends upon various factors such as the

\

site size, density of surface material, questions being investigated 
and the degree of statistical reliability being sought ( R a g i r  1967:

190). There is no single optimal size. The 15 percentage sample from
/two strata, masonry and adobe structures, is a realistic and feasible 

value given various logistical constraints. Corners thus excavated are 
shown in Fig. 32 (in pocket).

Purposive Sampling in the First Stage. The stratified random 
sampling was augmented by.a purposive sampling of entries into 

Structures and Corridors, The results of the excavation further 
refined the architectural configuration and association in Sector H. 

During this stage I conducted excavation of the formal entry complex 

into Sector H from Quebrada IV as well as test pitting around the gap 
in Sector A enclosure wall through which Quebrada V passes today. 
Excavation in the entry complex revealed a well-preserved plastered 

floor with, a distinct slope along a wall of the entry, A sloping floor 
would be expected from a ramp entry connecting the bottom of Quebrada IV 

with the raised portion of Sector H. Figure 31 shows the reconstructed
entry complex.
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In respect to the postulated linkage between Sectors A and H, 

the test excavation proved to be inconclusive as Quebrada V had eroded 
away even the large masonry foundation of the adobe capped Sector A 
enclosure wall. The scene of the excavation is diagrammatically 
illustrated in Fig. 22.

The occurrence of a terrace structure on both sides of the 
enclosure wall of Sector A immediately west of the gap as well as the 
slight difference in alignment of the wall segments to the East and West 

of the gap both point to the possible former existence of an opening 
that would have linked Sectors A and H. As seen in Fig. 26, Internal 
Corridors 3 and 7 approach the postulated opening, Two mounds 

symmetrically placed on both sides of the east end of Internal 
Corridor 3 may have monitored inter-Sector traffic *

In addition, test pitting at three points along Internal 
Corridor 1 revealed that■entry to Unit 38, a roughly rectangular 
masonry enclosure, is restricted to traffic from the Corridor. Clearing 
in conjunction with test pitting around the LLFA southeast of Unit 38 
revealed that four Internal Corridors converge at the LLFA. The 
functional significance of the corridors and LLFA will be discussed at 
length in Chapter V.

The preceding surface survey and mapping indicated the unique 
architectural feature of Unit 38. This well preserved, self-contained 

masonry enclosure manifested various signs of well defined pattern 

of interaction in space and a high status occupation. Complex spatial 
organization within a self-contained enclosure was deemed to be an 

excellent setting to test the. utility of the cornering technique and
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wall abutment analysis in elucidating architectural associations and 

their behavioral significance. Of particular interest was the degree 
and nature of correspondence between architectural units delineated 

by systematic corner excavation and attendant wall abutment analysis, 
on one hand, and the actual pattern of occupation, on the other. As I 
shall elaborate in the following chapter, the results of the work in 
Unit 38 clearly demonstrate the utility of the cornering technique and 
wall abutment analysis for investigation of architectural configuration 
and its behavioral significance in Peru, Adobe and tapia walls may 
similarly be subjected to the same technique and analysis.

The problems of communication with local workers and estimation 
of time and manpower needed are commonly encountered in archaeological 

fieldwork. In general, the average size of my work force gradually 
increased from six or seven workers to as many as twelve as excavation 

became more extensive in the third stage. The size and relative 
competence of the work force employed will vary in accordance with the 

precision, kind and amount of information to be recovered and the speed 
and efficiency of the workers, A work force of about six men seems" to 
be the ideal size for a "productive balance"' between information 
requirements and logistical considerations.

Second Stage Excavation

Goals of the Second Stage Excavations. The principal accomplish

ment for the first stage of excavation was the elucidation of subsurface 

archaeological variability and delineation of architecture. The latter
may be described as the production of an archaeological context map of
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wall relations and configuration that are significant to physical 
reality. My objective is to make a behavioral analysis of that 

physical reality. The second stage excavation was the first step in 
the transition from the observational/descriptive to the analytical/ 
interpretive domains.

The cornering and concurrent analysis of the access patterns 
indicated that uStructures” are the minimum behaviorally significant 
spatial unit. The major goal of this stage was tentative functional 

identification of Structures with different architectural configurations 

and associations. The co-existence of the three construction modes as 
well as the extensive occurrence of corridors in the Sector created a 
wide range of architectural contexts to sample.

”Room-Size” Variation of Masonry Structures. On the basis of 
the plane-table maps and corner excavations, a rough computation of the 
floor-space of each masonry Structure was carried out. Two sets of 
five nonrcontiguous Structures were selected from the lower and upper 

ends of floor space variation. Although it would have been possible 
to randomly select the two sets of five Structures from the sampling 

population stratified in respect to construction mode and floor 

space, I elected to select each set on a subjective basis in order to 
sample diversified architectural contexts. Thus the two sets of 
Structures selected differed from each other in respect to floor plan, 

access pattern, broader architectural configuration and association. 
Surface artifacts did not play a significant role in the selection as
few were manifested. Those sets with significant surface features were
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included in the blocks of Structures tentatively selected for extensive 
"contiguous-room excavation" in the third stage of excavation.

As shown in Fig. 32, the five Structures from the low end of 
floor-space variation were excavated in their entiretye Each Structure 
was first excavated down to the latest floor which was completely 
exposed to determine the variability and distribution of floor features 
and artifacts. Following note-taking, mapping and photographing, a 
meter-wide longitudinal trench was dug to examine the sub-floor situa
tion. As with the first stage excavations, we encountered a number of 

occupational surfaces inter-digitated by refuse fill. Sub-floor 
excavation usually revealed two to three earlier floor surfaces. The 

yellowish sandy gravel sterile zone was encountered as shallow as 30 cm 
or as deep as a meter and a half below the latest floor*

The excavation of Structure 3 in Unit 53 revealed basically 
a clean floor. The nearly square shaped Structre 110 in Unit 41, 
despite its diminutive size (about two and a half meters on a side}., 

has well-made wall and floor plaster, and solid masonry walls, and no 
artifacts on the floor. The first stage excavation of the northern 
corner of Unit 41 revealed a cluster of two large "storage vessels."' 

Structure 110 was thus thought to be part of a storage complex. 
Architectural configuration of Unit 41 is roughly replicated in Unit 54. 
Both are basically multi-tiered terrace complexes associated with a 

batan on the lowest floor level and limited access. Access to Unit 54 

is through Unit 53 just as the only route into Unit 41 is either through 

Units 62 or 63. Unit 62 is a formal terrace complex that can be reached

only through a ramp. Both Units 53 and 63 open on to Internal
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Corridors 3 and 6 respectively, and consist of sets of masonry 
Structures. Whatever the functions they served, Units 53 and 54 on 

the one hand and Units 41, 62, and 63 on the other formed a functional 
unit.

Structure 125 is situated at the northwestern end of Internal 

Corridor 8 and manifests evidence of domestic activities in the form of 
a firepit, ash and organic refuse overlying the pit, large sherds of 
plain coarseware Mstorage urns," neck jars, and a sooted olla. The 

Isolated occurrence of a kitchen or kitchen/storage complex linked to 

other non^domestic structures by a corridor network is a recurring 
pattern that suggests not only spatial differentiation of activities 
but a supra^household level of activity organization.

Another small masonry Structure sampled was 61 in Unit 52 
which yielded a set of metal working stones and which will be discussed 
in Chapter V . The last small masonry Structure sampled was Structure 
120 situated along Internal Corridor 9 and one of three contiguously 

built, nearly identical Structures. Because of their small size, 
uniformity of shape and contiguous construction and location next to a 
corridor, they were thought to have been a storage complex. Excavation 
of Structure 120 revealed a thin deposit of a dark ashy soil and an 

entry to an adjacent MLD which was subsequently excavated. Overall, 

the excavation of these Structures yielded little information that was 

not known from the first stage excavation.

The low productivity of the excavations in the first set of five 
Structures coupled with time restrictions led to drastic reduction of 
the original sample. Similarly, five MLDs of various size, shape,
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architectural configuration and association originally selected for the 

second stage excavation were reduced to one MLD. Structure 4 in Unit 
60 represented the sole sample of a large masonry Structure excavated in 
this stage-

Approximately one month was expended for cornering and sampling 
of the first set of masonry Structures, followed by excavation of a set 
of MLDs• The latter task proved to be unexpectedly time-consuming

• (

because of complex stratigraphy. In order, to carry out what I con

sidered to be a far more productive third stage excavation than 
tentatively scheduled, the second stage sampling of MLDs and large 
masonry Structures was curtailed. The effects of this curtailment, 
however, are not as drastic as one would first imagine since the 
extensive "contiguous^room" block excavations in the third stage 
involved complete excavation of clusters of MLDs and masonry Structures.

As seen in Fig. 33, Structure 4 yielded a number of large 

plainware wstorage urns,11 large fragments of neck jars, a number of 

quartzite cobbles with polished faces, a batan^chunga combination set 
in place on a narrow bench, and a stone-lined hearth and associated 

ash lens. Adjacent Structure 26 with at least five large plain 
"storage urns" had a small floor space (about a meter and a half by 

four and a half), and a door opening on to Structure 4, These two 
Structures undoubtedly were a single functional unit each serving 
complementary functions of food processing and storage. The pervasive 

occurrence of small-scale storage and frequent association of kitchen 
facilities and storage units is slowly becoming evident.
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Fig. 33. Artifact and floor plan of Structures 4 and 26, Unit 60, 
Sector H.
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Physical Characterization and Excavation of MLDs« Excavation of 

Structure 40, a large MLD in Unit 45, provides us with the opportunity 

to describe the MLD construction mode in detail. The first stage test 
trenching of the Structure gave us the first glimpse of what to expect 
in future excavations of MLDs. The designation "multi-lateral depres
sion" is my attempt to accurately but succinctly describe the present 
external morphology of this unique architectural phenomenon. As far 
as I am aware, MLDs are not found in any other site in the Lambayeque 

Valley. I do not recall observing this phenomenon at the site of 
Galindo which has a Moche V component. R. Schaedel (personal communica

tion, 1976} and M. Moseley (personal communication, 1976} are not aware 
of any other occurrence on the North Coast. However, because of their 

superficial resemblance to large huaquero holes, the phenomenon may have 
been ignored or not recognized as a prehistoric construction. At Pampa 
Grande they occur in diversified contexts (Fig. Ill. Clearly the 

largest concentrations occur in Sectors J and H. As described earlier, 
the. defining criterion of Sector J is its unmatched concentration of 
MLDs. MLDs vary in respect to form, size, depth of central depression, 

architectural association and state of preservation. They may occur as 
concentrations without blending with the other two construction modes 
or singly in direct association with terrace complexes (as in the case 
of Unit 61) or with a small mound (Unit 55). Furthermore, a cluster 

may be found in or defined by a masonry rectangular enclosure (Unit 70} 

or by an adobe enclosure (Unit 66) ,

Aside from Sectors H and J, a large number of contiguously 

built MLDs occur along the northern end of Sector I. They are found
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immediately south of the rectangular enclosures of Sector I as well. A 
number of depressions found toward the western corner of the Sector A 
enclosure are poorly preserved but may also prove to be MLDs. They are 
also dispersed among numerous rectangular enclosures in the northern 
portion of the site. They are, however, poorly preserved and some may 
well be large huaquero holes. Undoubtedly, functional characterization 
of the site requires careful consideration of the role of MLDs. In 

general, the clusters of MLDs within formal and clearly defined 
architectural contexts (e.g., Units 66 and 70 in Sector H) are rare. 

During intensive survey of the site, I noticed occasional association of 
MLD clusters with small adobe mounds. This observation, combined with 

the functional hypothesis that the exclusive use of adobe brick is 
associated with the governing body of the site, led to the "purposive 
sampling" of Unit 70 in Sector H and Unit 86 in Sector J, Unit 70 also 
has limited access defined by Internal Corridor 5t The sampling 
procedure for the third stage will be discussed in the following 
section.

Despite major contextual differences among MLDs as enumerated 
aboye„ field identification of MLDs is relatively simple,. On the 

surface they axe characterized by a lack of artifact. That is to say, 

only small fragmentary sherds that have eroded from refuse fill occur 

on the surface. Often large boulder facings buttress the refuse fill 

of the raised areas that surround the central depression. The depres

sion in most cases does not seem to have been artificially excavated 

but rather approximates the original natural surface. The depressed 

appearance, in other words, is an artifact of the built up surroundings.
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The depth of the central "depression" varies from 70 to 80 cm up to a 

meter and a half to two meters below the present high point of the 
surrounding, raised areas. The raised areas that surround the depres
sion were referred to as "ridges" for lack of a better term until 
excavations revealed that they were weathered terraces.

Perhaps most striking is that the MLDs are products of complex 
architectural modifications and superpositions. Deep trenches dug into 
the "ridges" of several MLDs revealed reoccurring patterns of super
imposed plastered floors interdigitated most often by refuse materials. 
As seen in profiles of trenches in Structure 40, Unit 45 (Figs, 34 to 
36, in pocket),, one profile may contain as many as 8-10 but thin 
plastered floors. The thinness and the multiplicity of the plastered 
floors, coupled with the extensive use of loose refuse materials 

including ash, charcoal bits, sherds and bones indicate that the laying 

of a new floor was relatively rapid and frequent. Trie refuse used as 

fill appears to be domestic accumulation that may have been gathered 

from kitchens. Apparently, whatever activities took place on these 
surfaces did not require firm ground but needed frequent renewal,

A trench dug into the ridge of Structure 40 (Fig. 341, however, 
revealed a thick deposit of crushed pinkish stone used as the sole 

construction fill between plastered floors, The friable stone was 
apparently quarried and transported from a nearby hill situated at 

the junction of guebradas IV and y. The plastered floors associated 

with the pulverized rock fill are thicker and better laid than those 
associated with loose organic refuse fill. The difference, however, may 

be associated with the presence or absence of wooden posts. The profile
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from Structure 40 (Fig. 34) shows a preserved wooden post. Yet another 

posthole was found along the same "ridge," while no indication of post- 

holes were identified on the opposing "ridge" built up largely with 
organic refuse fill. The thick pulverized rock fill may have 

supported wooden posts. The thicker and better made plaster floors 

suggest that we may be dealing with two distinct functions for the 
terraces with two types of fill. I suggest that the solid floored areas 
were roofed in a veranda-like manner and supported active human 
activities, whereas the soft floored areas were unroofed and reserved 
for some light and stationary activities that would not require a solid 
foundation or damage the thin floors. As I shall elaborate upon later, 
one such stationary activity may have been drying of cotton and other 
organic substances. Furthermore, we can conclude that MLDs were the 
loci of day-time activities.

Another recurring phenomenon observed in profiles cut into the 
"ridges" is the well-preserved buried walls, both masonry and adobe, 

some of which manifest evidence of intense burning (Fig. 351. The fact 
the buried masonry wall in Structure 40, Unit 45, still preserves 
burnt and discolored wall plaster indicates that the wall was not left 
standing to deteriorate or intentionally be destroyed to level the 

ground. On the contrary, inspection of the associated stratigraphy 

(Fig. 35) suggests continuous occupation. Apparently new plastered 

floors were laid over the earlier ones and a number of intrusive pits 
(some of which are firepits) were dug* One of the pits was dug next 

to a buried masonry wall and may have been used as a firepit as 
suggested by ash, charcoal bits and a handful of llama bones„ Careful
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recording of the complex stratigraphy proved to be time consuming and 
I did not fully excavate the trench to determine whether the burning 
was due to fire from the firepit or from a generalized fire of the 
Structure. The buried masonry wall in Unit 70 also shows burnt wall 
plaster and wall stones (where the plaster fell off)„ The recurring 
buried burnt walls may reflect an earlier widespread fire. In the case 
of Fig. 34r eventually an adobe wall was built atop the buried masonry 

wall. The adobe wall, however, was subsequently buried by accumulating 
refuse fill and floors. It should be emphasized that the time span 

covered by the superposed floor surfaces and interdigjtating loose 

organic refuse fill may be considerably shorter than superficially 
suggested by the thickness of the accumulation. At the same time the 

above discussion clarifies that there was no appreciable temporal 
break between the termination of the use of the original masonry walls 
and the subsequent pattern of frequent floor renewal.

The first and second stage excavations of MLDs showed that the 

peculiar bomb-crater-like morphology of MLDs is derived from a series 
of interlinked multi-tiered terraces surrounding a low spot in the 
center. Figure 37 is presented in order to show the tentative construc

tion history and the changing architectural configuration over a span 
of occupation for Structure 7, The preceding illustrations clearly show 

how earlier terrace formations were continuously built up to the present 

levels. The present surface of ^ridges" thus corresponds to the 

weathered surface of the highest (latest) terrace. In the case of 

Structure 7, the earliest occupational surface (well preserved plastered 
floor) we were able to determine lies nearly two meters below the
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present highest terrace- The floor was intentionally buried with about 
a one meter thick deposit of boulders and small stones topped with 
about a foot of earth. Just as the well-preserved solid masonry wall 
in Structure 40 was superimposed by an adobe wall,, the masonry walls 
defining Structure 7 today appear to be standing on a set of earlier 
walls.

Why was the earliest floor of Structure 7 intentionally 
^buried** under rocks? The well-preserved plastered floor does not 
indicate heavy usage of the surface. Because of the rock fill, the 

extent of the excavation along the earliest floor level was limited to 
a meter wide trench, but the indications are that the earliest level 

does not form terraces but is a single horizontal floor throughout the 
space of the Structure. Unlike in the case of Structure 40, Structure 7 
may have undergone a drastic change in function— or at least in 
architectural configuration— to a terrace complex. Whether the inten

tional burial of the earlier walls has any relationship to the practice 
of ^temple entombment" observed at the Formative period site of Kotosh 

(Izumi and Terada 1972). is uncertain, but, at least two distinct 

periods of occupation are represented here. Unfortunately, the earliest 
floor level did not yield any artifacts; as if the surface was swept 
clean. Unfortunately, the bichrome Moche sherds recovered from various 
stratigraphic levels of the trenches dug into the "ridges"' of HLDs are 

too fragmentary to ascertain whether there is a preceding Moche IV 

occupation at the site. Some of the painted sherds encountered in the 

excavations are shown in Fig, 38, It would not be a surprise, however,
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Fig. 38. A sample of painted sherds recovered from test trenches 
excavated in MLDs, Sector H.
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if future excavations revealed the existence of a Moche IV occupation 
at Pampa Grande-

The frequent clustering of MLDs without any apparent physical 
barriers among them indicates that interaction among them was basically 

uniimited^an obvious exception to the rule of architectural configura
tion and association at the site. The excavation of long trenches that 
linked more than two MLDs during the second and third excavation stages 
uncovered uninterrupted extension of plastered floor among them. I 
would argue that this particular construction mode was employed to 
facilitate frequent communication or interaction among those who 
occupied MLDs during the day. For the cases of MLD clusters I would 
suggest, then, a type of activity that required frequent interaction 
among MLDs, something that may have involved multi-stage operation 

with distinct MLDs serving different stages of the activity. The 

cluster of MLDs at the north end of Sector I is unique in that it is 
associated with an unusually large number of faceted and bifacially 

flaked stone instruments, suggesting a particular class of craft or 
even butchering activity, My excavation dealt with clusters rather than 
isolated MLDs. Individual occurrences may well be related to a distinct 

set of activities such as ceremonial altars. Functional interpretation 
of MLJDs at the site will be discussed in Chapter V.

Adobe Structures, The last construction mode sampled in the 2nd 

excavation stage was adobe construction. Here again, the sample was, 

reducedito two instances, Huaca 18 and Platform 1. Huaca 18 is a small 
adobe pyramid that showed evidence of burning at the southeastern end.
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It is situated in the center of a roughly rectangular enclosure. As 
shown in Fig. 39, Huaca 18 consists of two square-shaped rooms on the 
southeastern end and a number of terrace and adobe walls subdividing 
a small area atop the pyramid. The ramp to the summit is at the north
western end. Two small Structures Cl and 2) at the southeastern end are 
nearly identical in respect to floor plan (2.5 m by 2m), niched walls, 

post-hole pattern, occurrence of face neck jars on the floor and burnt 
roof. As shown in Fig. 39, there were definitely pairs of wooden posts 

supporting solid roofs over Structures 1 and 2. The wooden posts had 
diameters pf 15 to 22 cm. The fire resulted in preservation of the 

posts in the form of large chunks of charcoal, some of which were 
recovered for subsequent radiocarbon dating. Each Structure had five 
niches which were well-preserved because of the burning and collapse 

of the roofs. The roofs were made out of thick (as much as 15 cm) mud 

mortar, cana braya, and wooden beams. Nothing was found inside the 

wall niches,
A cluster of three plain coarse neck jars with "pinched faces" 

were found in the eastern corner of Structure 1, One of the jars con
tained a handful of burnt beans while another partially broken jar 
contained some charred cotton seeds. A cluster of plain coarse sherds 
belonging to two neck jars were found in the western edge of Structure 
2, No organic remains were found with them. Outside of these vessels, 
the Structures yielded no other floor context artifacts,

Because of the erosion and huaguero activity, it is difficult 
to determine access to these two Structures. There may well have been
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a ramp where the huaquero pit was dug. The pit showsr however, that the 
pyramid was of solid adobe construction.

The terrace situated on the northwestern side of the Structures 
yielded a large plain red coarse ware sherd belonging to a "grater 

bowl," a large portion of a black burnished neck jar with mold- 

impressed monkey face (Fig. 40) as well as nearly half of a bichrome 
flaring-rim bowl (Fig. 41). Near the center of the pyramid, a 
huaquero pit was enlarged, yielding a face neck jar. The noticeable 
difference in the ease with which we excavated Structures 1 and 2, and 
the trenches toward the mid-section of the pyramid reflect the differ
ence between fire-hardened but unconsolidated roof materials and melted 
adobe, respectively. Subjectively speaking, the floor of Structure 2 
sounded "hollow" when walked upon but careful inspection showed no 

evidence of subfloor features. Furthermore, the wooden posts extended 
down 30 to 40 cm below the floor level. The impression may be due to 

the proximity of the huaquero hole and the fire^hardened brittle floor 
a,nd wc*ll plaster.

Platform 1 is situated near the formal entry into the Sector 

from puebra^a iy8 Like many other adobe structures in the site, the 
platform is also burnt, Aside from the evidence of burnt roofing that 

covers the plastered floor, no other significant architectural or 
artifact feature was observed. The platform is multi-tiered and has a 

central raj# but further reconstruction requires more thorough excava
tion as its outline is badly eroded.

Adobe constructions in Sector H are limited in number and 
distribution. The time constraint curtailed the scheduled excavation
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Fig. 40. A burnished monkey-face face-neck jar, Huaca 18, Sector H.



Fig. 41. A bichrome flaring-rim bowl, Huaca 18, Sector H.
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in adobe enclosures at the western end of the Sector and in the Unit 66 
next to the formal entry. Clearly the adobe constructions in the 
Sector (as well as at the site level) are associated with luxurious use 
of space, general absence of refuse materials and domestic vessels.
They are, relatively speaking, labor-intensive constructions.
Occurrence of wall, niches, for example, is restricted to adobe construc
tions (e.g., Unit 14 and Huacas 17 and 18) and painted flaring rim 
bowls and burnished jars are rare artifacts outside of them. Implica

tions of these findings will be considered in Chapter VI.

Third Stage MContiguous-Room" Block Excavation

Objectives of the Third Stage Excavation. The first stage 
cornering and test trenches determined the physical organization of 
space (_i. e,, architectural configuration), and suggested that Structures 
are the minimum behaviorally significant spatial units, an inference 
verified by subsequent second stage excavations of individual Structures 
in various contexts. The second stage operation aimed at tentative 

functional characterization of Structures. On the basis of physical 
delineation of the basic architectural unit and tentative notions of 
its properties, the third and the last stage excavation aimed at 
elucidation of the behavioral significance of various architectural 
associations and configurations through extensive excavation of sets of 

^contiguous11 Structures, Contiguous Structures to be excavated were 

defined on the basis of access patterns. Physical proximity does not 

imply functional unity. The sets of Structures excavated in this stage 

were internally linked. In other words the excavational unit in this
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stage was the Unit and not the individual Structure. The excavational 
technique involved was horizontal tracing of the latest occupational 
floor in contiguous and interlinked Structures. When time permittedf 
entire Units were excavated. Conversely, the sampling fraction was 
reduced when time available for the fieldwork dwindled. In the latter 
instance, interlinked networks of one-meter trenches were excavated.
When significant artifact or architectural features were encountered, 

the trench was expanded into block excavation.

Units as Systems and Corridors as the Structuralization of 

Interaction in Space, But how did I select the Units to be excavated? 
The Unit may be considered a system consisting of interrelated 

Structures (components!, whereby activities in one component affect the 
remaining components, Furthermore each Unit as a functional whole is 

more than the simple summation of the components. That is to say, the 

relational information conveyed by study of the Unit as a functional 

whole will exceed that which is deducible from,empirical data pertaining 

to individual components. Similarly we may conceive of systems at other 
levels of analysis. My disproportionate attention to corridors derives 

from my underlying conviction that they are the structuralization of 

interaction among different Units in space. The investigation of 
corridors must be expanded to encompass the entire site. In fact the 
physical extent of the functional whole comprised by Moche V or any 
other occupation may be defined through systematic investigation of

corridor systems. If our research goal is a functional analysis of
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urban context, we must accordingly adopt a functional perspective and 
focus upon delineation of the "functional whole."

I am arguing that we must supplement the conventional method of 

tracing vertical and horizontal distributions of diagnostic sherds as 
indicators of contemporaneous occupation by systematically tracing 
corridors and scrutinizing the loci they link. Contemporaneity does 
not necessarily imply functional relations. Corridors represent 
material evidence more directly related to human behavior than ceramic 
distributions.

Purposive Sampling: Problems and Advantages. The above discus
sion clearly illustrates my concern for the relational aspects of a 

given functional whole. Thus selection of the Units was largely 
dictated by these considerations. The sampling technique may be 

described as ^purposive** or ^purposefulv which implies , , the

conscious selection of units to investigate based on what the researcher
(considers to be the most productive or most representative examples" 

(Redman 1975:149), The knowledge and experience that the researcher 

commands affects his selection. Purposive or judgment sampling is a 

form of nonprobabilistic sampling, which in current archaeological 

thinking should be avoided in favor of probability sampling (cf.

Rinford 1964; Redman 1973, 1975). Units to be sampled are selected 
according to the researcher's preconceived notions about the nature of 
the population to be studied, thus permitting indeterminate bias to 
creep in -0\sch 1975:1811. The results of the investigation cannot
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properly be evaluated as to their reliability, . . creating a self- 
fulfilling investigation" (Redman 1975:149).

However, purposive sampling is often unavoidable and necessary. 
In sampling the large Inca site of Huanuco Pampa, Morris (1975:205) 

notes that "While we have tried to avoid overuse of purposive sampling 
because of the built-in problems regarding the quantitative treatment 
of data, we have not hesitated to use it when a special question 
required some particular piece of information." Morris (1975:205) lists 
the need to locate stratified refuse for chronological control and to 
test particular hypotheses regarding unique structures or areas of 

known importance as examples of common usage of this sampling tech

nique. My extensive excavation of Unit 38, the rectangular enclosure 
with limited access and complex internal organization, would fall into 

the category of this second example. The enclosure was hypothesized to 
have been the setting for various economic transactions and social 
entertainments.

Despite such a long list of advantages offered by probability

sampling (cf, Asch 1975:181), there are a number of problems with

which it cannot adequately deal, Asch (1975:191) enumerates reasons
for employing nonprobabilistic techniques;

(11 to investigate spatial structure; (21 to select more• 
representative, if biased, samples when only a few 
sampling units can be excavated; (3) to investigate sites 
in which preservation of contexts varies widely; (4) to 
establish feedback between field data and the design 
employed in collecting them; and (5) to increase the 
collecting efficiency for rare items.

For the selection of Units and sets of Units linked by Internal 

Corridors for the third stage of excavation, the first three reasons
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enumerated above played the key role. Of particular importance was my 
interest in the relational aspects of Structures and Units in addition 
to their artifact content. Asch (1975:191) describes it as the concern 

for "spatial structure" while Redman (1975:151) refers to "configura
tional and associational patterns." Unless excavation units are very 
large compared to the size of spatial relationships in question (for 

example, the spatial pattern of a flint core and its flakes), crucial 
relational information would not be recovered. Asch (1975:183-4) 
argues that "A basic difficulty of using probabilistic techniques to 
sample spatial structure is that the structure must be specified in 
element^population terms." The elements of a statistical population 
are said to have only two properties; their number and their individual 
characteristics (Asch 1975:183-4), The relations of elements are 
ignored.

I concur with Asch (1975:191) in arguing for further discus
sion and exploration of the role of nonprobabilistic sampling in 

archaeology. The preceding lengthy discussion of the probabilistic 

sampling involved in the third stage excavation explicitly notes the 

problems involved in evaluating the results so that appropriate 
cautions may be taken. The discussion of the systemic nature of Units 
linked by corridors and their relational aspects offers the rationale 

behind1 jny use of purposive sampling.
The following chapter considers the results of the third stage 

excavation and presents a number of specific models based upon the data

from excavations



CHAPTER V

THIRD PHASE nCONTIGUOUS-ROOM" EXCAVATION AND INTRA-SECTOR 
ACTIVITY DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION

Underlying Logic of Contiguous-Room Excavation 
The final and most extensive as well as intensive excavations 

were based upon accumulated data from the preceding phases and 
specifically aimed at delineation of intra-sector patterns of activity 

organization. Various structural relations pertaining to interlinked 

architectural contexts as well as their behavioral significance had 

to be determined. The behavioral significance of the physical divisions 
of space and attendant artifact patterns were scrutinized.

The physical organization of space was first tentatively 
defined by corner excavations, while tentative functional identifica^ 
tion of individual contexts was carried out on a limited scale during 
the second phase excavation. The underlying philosophy of the third 
phase ^contiguousruroom" excavation is that the working of a system and 
the nature of articulation among constituent components of the system 
cannot be adequately understood through their individual identification 
and characterization. I am assuming for heuristic purposes that a_ 

physically coherent architectural unit (a Unit in our provenience 

system) forms a system. A system may be defined at different levels. 

Thus a finite set of architectural units linked by an Internal Corridor 

constitutes a system. The third stage excavation then attempts to 

define the internal workings of such systems.
200
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In archaeological reality the task involves extensive excavation 

that horizontally connects by tracing the latest occupational surfaces 
various Structures and/or Units that shared the same temporal dimension. 

The reasons for emphasis' upon the excavation of Units linked by 

corridors were discussed in the preceding chapter. Although this 

strategy could potentially be very costly in terms of time and manpower, 

it was deemed necessary for the achievement of my research goals. The 
technique was feasible as the depth of deposits overlying the latest 
floor were generally shallow, the modal depth being about 30 to 40 cm. 
Theoretically, the information contained in the overlying fill may have 

been valuable for some purposes but the first stage excavations indi
cated that for my research interests it was of small value. Every 

archaeological excavation requires similar decisions. Differential 
treatment of different archaeological contexts is a fact, if not a 
necessity. The decision•was made to clear the fill relatively quickly | 
and maximize our time and energy expenditure for the definition and 
examination of the occupational surfaces.

Unit 38, Sector H

Architectural Organization of the Unit
Unit 38 is a quadrilateral masonry enclosure with intricate 

internal subdivisions and limited access. Access to the single entry 
was limited to traffic coming through. Internal Corridor 1, It is 
strategically situated near the center of the Sector where Internal 
Corridors 1, 2, 6, and 7 converge at the LLFA. In addition, as I will 

elaborate upon later, access to the only adobe pyramid in the Sector,
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Huaca 18 within Unit 61, may have been limited to those passing through 
Unit 38. Its architectural features and locational aspect distinguish 
the enclosure from other quadrilateral compounds. The location of 
adjoining Unit 61 situated nearly three meters above Unit 38 further 
dramatizes its setting. The downward movement of soil from Unit 61 

as well as from the one meter-thick masonry wall defining the enclosure 
suggested good preservation prior to the excavation.

The Unit was the only area where truly extensive "contiguous- 
room" excavation was carried out. I estimate nearly 85% of the enclo

sure was excavated down to the latest floor level, an area of about 
2450 m (30 m x 15 m). Figures 16 and 17 represent the pre-excavation 

and post-excavation maps of Unit 38, respectively.

On the basis of surface survey and pre-excavation mapping of 
Sector H, I hypothesized that the enclosure was the residence as well 
as locus of official economic transactions and social entertainments' 
for relatively high status functionaries who were in charge of 
administering the traffic to adjacent LLFA- Because of its central 

location within Sector H and large level surface (except for boulder 
stones) I suggest that the LLFA served as a locus where some objects 

were pooled for subsequent distribution and/or exchange. Considering 28

28. These boulders are recurring features of LLFAs„ Here 
there seems to be no apparent pattern to them. Various interpretations 
are possible; they may have fallen off the sustaining wall of Units 43 
and 44 or have been removed from nearby structures by modern local 
residents for some modern construction and the LLFA served as the place 
to load their trucks. Modern destruction of the site is pervasive as 
noted in Chapter III. We may also consider the stones as unused 
construction material by the prehistoric inhabitants, Alternatively, 
however, they may have served unidentified functions.
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the existence of a large formal entry into Sector H from Quebrada IV 

and the corridor network that regulated intra- and inter-Sector 
traffic, the LLFA may have served as the locus of loading and unloading 
of raw materials and finished goods. I may further suggest that the 
LLFA may be a part of an administrative-accounting set-up related to 
goods in Sector A formal storage complexes. There is no a priori reason 
to assume that only finished products were brought in as tribute. Some 
groups may have been responsible for certain quantities of raw 
materials while others provided the labor force to process the 
materials.

Figure 42 (in pocket) clearly illustrates that the architectural 
organization of the Unit was planned. The internal corridor running 
along the longitudinal axis not only biparti.tioned and regulated 

internal movementf but served as the reference point in construction 

of the Structures within*the enclosure. Systematic investigation of 

wall relations (Fig* 43) revealed that the two parallel walls forming 

the corridor actually consist of a number of wall segments. The 

analysis of wall abutments indicates that the architecture within the 
Unit was built in at least five phases. The first phase construction 

involved the erection of a one-meter thick masonry wall that defined 
the enclosure. The adobe wall that forms the northern side of the 
enclosure is also a product of this phase. The eastern side of the 
Unit consists of double single^faced masonry walls that appear to have 
served as the retaining wall for the terrace complex in Unit 61. Once 
the outline of the enclosure was demarcated, several L-shaped wall 
segments were built, forming structures and corridors. The U-shaped
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Fig. 43. Wall relations within Unit 38, Sector H.
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wall segment that forms the base for the four interlinked terraces 
(Structures 20 and 29) also belongs to the second construction phase 
(Fig. 44). The third phase involved further subdivision of spaces by 
the construction of wall segments perpendicular to the second-phase 
walls. The following phase resulted in even further subdivisions by 

adding another set of perpendicular wall segments to create terraces, 
which vertically differentiated the spaces that were already highly 
subdivided along their horizontal dimension (Fig. 45).

The walls exposed through excavation show little evidence of 
modification and repair which may simply be a reflection of my focus 

upon the latest occupational floor. For example, subflooring of a 

small terrace at the west corner of Structure 19 showed the existence 
of two earlier plastered floors, the lowest being discolored due to 
burning. The earliest floor,.however, appears to correspond to the 

floor level of Structure-12, while the upper floor may correspond to 
a terrace at the western side of Structure 12. In other words, the 
prehistoric builders laid the plastered floors to the boundary wall of 

the enclosure, A change in masonry style was observed in the north 

wall of Structure 32, while three adobe wall remnants were discovered 
in Structures 14, 17, and 31. In general, however, evidence for a 
series of successive occupations over a long time span is lacking for 

Unit 38. A few small test pits excavated along the boundary wall of 

the enclosure indicate that the bottom of the wall is only about 5 cm 
or so below the latest floor inside the enclosure, which matches the 
latest floor inside Internal Corridor 1. It appears, then, construe^ 

tion of the boundary wall (and as a result, construction of Internal
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Corridor 1) was roughly contemporaneous with the building of Structures 
inside the enclosure. A test pit placed at the northern end of Internal 
Corridor 1 revealed two earlier floors below the latest floor with which 
we are concerned. The adobe wall that defines the northern side of the 
Unit, according to the test pit stratigraphy, is directly associated 
with the latest floor and appears to be of the same construction period 
as the masonry boundary wall, Thus all the observable structural 
remains composing Unit 38 were roughly coterminous .in respect to 
construction time. We may conclude that the occupation of Unit 38 was 

relatively short in duration.

A complete analysis of wall relations within the enclosure led 
to identification of four sets of architectural units* uContiguous- 
room u excavation of the Unit, in addition, clarified the access pattern 
among the Structures. Even a superficial inspection of Fig. 42 reveals 

that in terms of internal access patterns, the four architectural units 

defined only on the basis of wall relations are, indeed, behaviorally 
significant groupings. Each of the four "occupational units'* occupied 
a set of interlinked Structures, access to which is limited to a single 

entry situated along the corridor that runs along the longitudinal axis 
of the enclosure. Wide black lines in pig. 42 indicate compound masonry 
walls that probably supported some superstructures and served as 

physical barriers against interaction in space, whereas narrow black 
lines denote terraces and slightly raised thresholds.

Structures 8, 20, 21, and 29 do not form a part of the four 
architectural units. Structures 20, 21, and 29 are terrace complexes, 

while Structure 8 is a peculiar three-walled Structure accessible to
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anyone coining or going through the corridor. The significance of these 
Structures will be examined later.

Behavioral Significance of Architectural Units

My identification of the four "occupational unitsv is further 
supported by the composition and distribution of artifacts and floor- 

features. Figure 42 illustrates qualitative and quantitative informa
tion concerning the artifacts and floor features. There are a number 
of significant patterns to be considered.

First, the distribution of different pottery types must be noted. 
Unit 38 as a whole yielded almost the total range bf pottery types known 
from our excavations at Pampa Grande and manifested significant dis

tributional differences. The ceramic assemblage of the Unit may be
analyzed in terms of "species'* or type diversity and the degree of

29dependence upon any one type. Atv a general level the resultant 

indices may be taken as a characterization of the activities for which 
pottery was utilized. For example, the Structures situated along the 

margin of the enclosure, such as- Structures 10, 13, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 
31, 34, 36, 38, and 39, contained a limited range of pottery types, 
large plainware vessels known as "storage" urns and neck jars being 

overwhelmingly the dominant types in terms of number. In other words, 

these relatively inaccessible and small Structures, aside from unique 

Structure 8, contained over 90% of the so-called "storage urns" in the 29

29, To express the diversity of ceramic types that were used 
and the degree of dependence upon any- one type, we may borrow the 
ecological notions of "species diversity" and "equitability" respec
tively (cf* MacArthur and MacArthur 1961, Sheldon 1969)*
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Unit. These urns have pointed or rounded bottoms (Fig. 46) . and many 
must have been immobile. For greater stability, these vessels were 
often placed in shallow depressions dug into the floor surface (e.g ,, 
Structures 26 and 28). The low index of type diversity, the high 
"equitability" value, inaccessible location, small average floor space, 
and the functional inference of the vessels represented all argue that 
all four occupational units had at least one storage area. The 
inaccessible nature of storage is clear from Fig. 42 which shows that 
for most cases one. had to pass through two Structures before reaching 
the respective storage space.

Structures with in situ batans with or without chungas, for 

most cases are close and easily accessible to the storage areas. The 

only exception is the two batans found in Structure 12. However, they 

had been overturned and the plastered floor of Structure 12 showed no 
evidence of the original placement. I would suggest that they were 
removed from Structure 13 after abandonment of the Unit. All the in 
situ batans were found in or near wall corners associated with heat 
discolored soil, some ash and charcoal, and a few quartzite cobbles.
The batan^chunga set found in the western corner of Structure 36 is a 

prime example. Well sooted and blackened ollas and/or bowls were 

found in direct association with the remains of fire use in Structures 
13, 14, and 36. Although only a small amount of organic remains was 

found in association with vhearth'1 anti batan-chunga sets, I interpret 

these loci as domestic kitchens. Overall, the enclosure was kept clean
and fire usage restricted to several areas
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Fig. 46. Rounded and pointed bottom urns.
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So far, aside from the access pattern and wall relations, the 

distribution of portable artifacts and architectural features supports 
the identification of the four occupational units. Each unit had at 
least one storage space, a number of terraces that were basically kept 

free of artifacts and refuse materials, and a hearth or firepit associ

ated with a batan-chunga set. Despite observed differences in the 
internal arrangement and floor space encompassed by the four archi
tectural units, the repetitious artifact and architecture patterns 
suggest that we are dealing with social groups engaged in substantially 
similar sets of activities. Yet there is ample reason to believe that 
we are dealing with specialized groups.

One such line of evidence comes from the observations made on 

Structure 8f the only three-walled structure in the Unit, Access to 

the Structure is open to anyone entering or occupying the enclosure, 

suggesting a public nature,. The peculiar nature of the Structure goes 
beyond the building form and location to include artifact content. An 
amazing number of broken sherds derived from large, whole, plain coarse 
redware vessels were recovered from the surface and sub-surface. The 

total count of surface sherds recovered from the area (about 4.5 in by 
5,5 m), exceeded 5000. Careful inspection of the sherds revealed that 

most of them belong to large vessels with rim diameters ranging from 
about 70 cm to over 100 cm. As illustrated in Fig, 47, these vessels 

were solidly built with relatively straight or slightly incurving body 

profile. The overwhelming percentage of the sherds belong to plain 
coarse redware. The only small vessels that may have been whole are a 
few neck ;jars. There are no burnished or painted vessels. Aside from
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Fig. 47. A selection of rim sherd profiles from Structure 8, Unit 38, 
Sector H.
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the stupendous quantity of plain sherds, there were over 20 round 
quartzite cobbles, most of which display battered ends. They approxi
mate chicken eggs in shape, having a highly uniform latitudinal 
circumference of about 21-24 cm. Some of the cobbles have flattened 
ends due to repeated battering. The rough texture of the worn ends 
suggests vertical percussion movement rather than rotating, grinding 
movement. In fact, the absence of a polished or smooth, flattened 

surface supports the inference. Extensive wear of hard quartzite 
stones also implies long usage or usage against hard and abrasive 
surfaces. As there was no batan or other object that could have 

served as an anvil, we might consider the usage of quartzite cobbles 

in conjunction with the pottery vessels,
Excavation in the Structure revealed no finished floor. The 

plastered floor of the internal corridor tapers off at the southwestern 
edge of Structure 8. We did encounter a hardened but uneven surface 
with heat-discolored patches of soil, The discolored patches occur 
toward the center of the Structure and appear to have been intentionally 
spaced, attesting to frequent fire usage in the Structure, They are. 

often partially covered by dark brown to jet black colored substance 
which microscopic inspection indicates is a conglomerate of ash, 
charcoal bits and soil apparently bound together by some liquid that 
rapidly dissolved them and then evaporated due to the heat of the fire 

or burning charcoal. The suggestion is that some liquid spilled over 
or out of ceramic vessels and came into contact with the source of 

heat. Sherds with blackening and smudging marks were also identified

from the Structure
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What do all these material remains tell us about the function of 
the Structure? Functional identification in archaeology mostly relies 

upon analogous ethnographic situations and historical documentation. 
Morris (1971:136-7) argues that "... lacking any widely applicable 
understanding of the functions of culturally produced material forms, 
we frequently rely on common sense and rather post-hoc interpretations 
for material so* far removed from the present that there is no source of 
direct evidence of its useT v

The material remains suggest some form of food preparation. Yet 

the Structure does not seem to be an ordinary communal cooking area 
since each of the four postulated occupational units possessed a hearth 
and associated batan^chunga set, „

An "ethnoarchaeological11 study of the modern-day pottery making 
in the nearby village of Morrope that I carried out concurrently with 
the work in Pampa Grande proved to be useful here. The indigenous 

11 yunga  ̂village of Morrope is known not only for pottery making using 
molds, anvil and paddle but also for chic ha making, which I have 

briefly discussed in Chapter II. As chicha making entails slow cooking 
of chewed or crushed young corn kernels, gradual cooling of the cooked 
corn juice, and eventual storage for fermentation, many ceramic vessels 
are used. Figure 48 shows a Morrope woman preparing chicha„ Note the 
number of pots being used. Chicha may be consumed at various degrees of 
fermentation depending upon the alcoholic content one desires. The 

technique involved in chicha making has undergone little change since 
the time of Incas in the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries, father 

Bernabe Cobo (1964b: 242)., who excelled in his ethnographic observations,
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Fig* 48. Chicha preparation in the modern village of Morrope, 
Department of Lambayeque.
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noted that "Para hacer este brebaje, guardarle y beberle, tienen mas 
instrumentos y vasos que para sus comidad. Usan de tinajas de cuatro a 
seis arrobas las mayores, y otras menores; de gran cantidad de cantaros 
grandes y peque'nos, y de tree o cuatro suertes de tazas y vasos,"

Gillin (1954:46) remarked that „ the material preserved in the
Museo Arqueologico -Rafael Larco Herrera * in Chiclin seems to show 
clearly that chicha, or a similar beveragef was in common use during 
Mochica times." In Inca times it was an important ritual beverage and 
essential part of guest entertainment (cf. Molina 1943} Murra 1956, 
1960; Rowe 1946). In his excavation of Huanuco Viejo, an Inca state 
provincial center, Morris (1974:57) infers that architectural contexts 

with enormous amounts of pottery were the loci of large-scale chicha 

making by aqllakuna, the so-called "nuns" or "chosen women" of the Inca 

state religion (cf, Rowe 1946), Even today chicha is made and consumed 
in large quantities in Peru, In the case of a particular Morrope 
family, I estimate the wife of the household head prepared 15 to 20 
gallons of chicha per week to 10 days« All of this amount, however, is 
not consumed by the three drinking members of; the household, Chicha 

is transferred to empty beer bottles and may be sold, given away, or 
bartered for other goods. The bottled chicha can be easily transported 

and male members of the household often take a bottle or two for their 
outings. Prehistorically, prepared chicha may have been transported 
from the storage areas in small jars with constricted necks that 

deterred spillage and facilitated sealing. The prehistoric counterpart
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of the modern glass beer bottle may have been the ubiquitous neck jars 
with or without modeled face representation on the neck.30

Overall, a plausible interpretation of Structure 8 would be that 
it was the locus of large-scale chlcha making and. water storage.
Another view is that it served as an open-air oven for firing pottery. 
Once again my ethnoarchaeological study in Morrope becomes relevant.
In Morrope and the surrounding villages, all the earthenwares are fired 
in circular, open-air ovens whose boundaries are defined by small mounds 
of large sherds (Fig. 49), The sherds are used to cover the edge of 

the oven to reduce wind and fluctuation of internal temperature. From 
the observer-s point ̂ of view, the most critical stage of pottery making 
is the firing since poor time and temperature control may crack or 

break over 50% of the pots being fired. The large sherds used in the 
oven, in fact, have been saved from unsuccessful firings. Thus the 
large quantity of plainware sherds recovered from Structure 8 may be 

explained as sherds used in firing. The view, however, seems untenable 

in a number of respects. The open-air oven in Morrope manifests a large 

area of discolored soil that is partially mixed with grey ash rather 
than the spotty discoloration observed in Structure 8. The existence 

of numerous quartzite cobbles cannot be adequately accounted for. 
Furthermore, unless we postulate that the vessels to be fired were

30, Considering the polluted irrigation water (or water derived 
Iby percolation] from wells placed next to irrigation canals), which 
must have been a major, if not the major, water source in prehistoric 
times, cooking of water in the form of chlcha would have constituted 
a good disease prevention, Guaman Poma (1936:336) even attributes good 
health and bravery of the coastal inhabitants (Chinehasuyus) to their 
diet of maize and chicha.
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Fig. 49. Preparation for open-air firing of earthenware pottery in 
the village of Morrope.
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brought in to the enclosure from elsewhere, the artifacts found within 

the Unit do not suggest pottery making. The large quantity of sherds 
and their depositional circumstance in Structure 8 suggest that 
numerous large, whole vessels stood there for a respectable span of 
time without being broken.

Appropriate characterization of Structure 8 along with that of
Structure 21 is essential in our interpretation of the function of Unit

38, Structure 21 constitutes an antithesis to Structure 8 in respect

to architectural features and artifact content. The Structure followed
construction of the b-shaped wall segment that defined the boundaries

of Structures 10 and 13 * However, Structure 21 was not a byproduct of
the construction activities in adjacent areas„ The two L-shaped wall
segments were built for the purpose of demarcating what is now Structure
21. Internally, the Structure is Intricately subdivided into a number

of small terraces with over two-thirds of the enclosed space lying

above basal floor level* Five out of 6 terraces built above the basal
2floor level are no bigger than 2 m .  In other words, the terraces are 

barely large enough to seat one to two individuals. It seems the 
-horizontal dimensions of the terrace were secondary to the vertical 
differentiation.

We also identified two postholes within the Structure, the only 

ones known from Unit 38. Apparently some of the terraces were partially 
roofed in a ramada^-like fashion. ■ Earlier I alluded to an inference that 

the exclusive use of adobe bricks for construction was a privilege 
reserved for the individuals of high status and/or offices representing 
the governing body at Pampa Grande. Much of Structure 21 is constructed
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of adobe bricks. Even the L~shaped wall segment that outlined 
neighboring Structures 10 and 13 was capped with adobes„ The best 

preserved portion of the adobe capped wall as well as a narrow adobe 
wall that abuts at a right angle to the former wall reveals that the 
wall plaster was painted a bright burgandy red. It may well be that 

many of the walls in Unit 38 were painted the same reddish paint as 
suggested by the discovery of fallen red plaster on the floor of 
Structure 39.

Structure 21, like most of the adobe buildings in Pampa Grande 
that have been excavated, was free of domestic refuse and artifacts.
On the first (lowest) terrace, we found a broken modeled, painted 
stirrup spout jar and a large portion of an effigy vessel with mold- 
impressed representations of corn cobs and aji peppers. The jar shows 
a kneeling man with an elaborate head-dress and ear and nose rings 
holding a staff in his hands (Fig. 50), It is executed in pure Moche 
style.

Planned, construction, elaborate terracing, extensive use of 

adobe bricks, conspicuous absence of domestic artifacts and refuse, in 
addition to the high quality pottery all point to a specialized activity 

area associated with a high status office or individual. Labor 
intensive architectural features and artifacts infuse a sense of 
importance to the Structure. Considering the strategic location.of the 
Unit in respect to Internal Corridors and the LLFA, the limited access 
to the enclosure and regulated movement within the enclosure along with 

the existence of a specialized structure (Structure 8), it would not be 
unreasonable to suggest that the enclosure housed one or more
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Fig. 50. A Moche V stirrup spout fragment from Structure 21, Unit 38, Sector H.
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administrative offices'and/or was the residence of families of high 
status, individuals. Structure 21 may have served as a formal setting 
for various social and economic transactions as well as the locus of 
institutionalized social entertainment associated with the closing of 

certain official transactions.
Interestingly the compound as a whole was kept quite free of 

refuse materials although there were at least four hearths and a locus 
of large-scale food processing (chicha-making?). Likewise the 

coexistence of formal structures such as Structures 16 and 21 on one 
handr and the scene of domestic activity (Structure 8) on the other 

suggests the possible existence of a service population associated with 

high status functionaries,̂  The formal layout of Structure 21 along 
with high quality pottery resembles some scenes depicted on Moche IV 

pottery.
Structure 16 is situated on the opposing side from Structure 21 

across the corridor. Like Structure 21,, it is free of domestic refuse 
a,nd a,rtif^cts and consists of 5 terraces„ The only artifacts recovered 

from this context were two face-neck jars. The three successive 

terraces built against the eastern boundary wall of the compound are 
built of adobe bricks. The highest terrace is barely 40 cm wide. Each 
of the three terraces differs by slightly oyer 30 cm in height. Unless 
we imagine use as seats or stepsf the terraces are not particularly 

functional. They may alternatively have been "altars." 31

31. Rather than a service population, in reference to the later 
Inca Empire, we might posit the existence of aqllakuna-like personnel in 
charge of chicha production. If this were the case, however, I would 
expect a greater degree of architectural homogeneity within the compound.
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There are more parallels with Structure 21. Although one must 

pass through Structure 9 to reach Structure 16, it has a distinct and 
constricted entry. The Structure was built after the erection of a 
straight wall that served to differentiate Structures 9 and 26 on the 

one hand and Structure 16 on the other. The existence of a distinct 
entry to Structure 16 indicates that at the time of construction of an 
L~shaped wall at the southwestern corner of Structure 9, there was a 
definite plan as to the function of Structure 16. Thus, although no 
high quality artifacts were recovered, on the basis of architectural 

properties and features, we may attribute to Structure 16 a function 
similar to that served by Structure 21.

Returning to the distribution of protable artifacts, it,must be 
noted that high quality pottery is not restricted to Structure 21. 
Mold-impressed and/or bichrome painted stirrup spout jars and effigy 
vessels are known from Structures 11, 17, 25, and 37. A bichrome 

painted flaring^rim bowl was also recovered from Structure 18. These 
vessels clearly belong to Moche V Phase according to the criteria 

enumerated by Larco (1948:35-6). The bichrome stirrup spout jar 

recovered from Structure 25 is decorated with a stylized up-side down 
"tumi, " mushroom shaped copper alloid implement (Fig. 51).. Another 

stirrup spout jar from Structure 17 resembles a conical pyramid with a 
spiral ramp (Fig, 52). It is simplistically decorated with a spiraling 

reddish-brown colored band. Yet another stirrup spout jar from 
Structure 11 is decorated with mold-impressed representations of 

anthropomorphic figures that are sloppily covered by a cream color 

paint (Fig. 53)« The vessel is nearly identical with another jar found



Fig. 51. A Moche V stirrup spout jar with "tumi" motif from Structure 25, Unit 38, Sector H.
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Fig. 52. A Moche V stirrup spout jar from Structure 17, Unit 38, 
Sector H.
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Fig. 53. A Moche V stirrup spout jar with anthropomorphic figures from Structure 11, Unit 38, 
Sector H. 227
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in Unit 14 (Fig. 54), an adobe compound over 500 m away from Unit 38.
It appears ceramically we are dealing with the products of a long and 
strong Moche aesthetic tradition. As far as these jars are concerned 
there still seems to be a good deal of quality control * I believe 

there are two modes of pottery production, one involving fabrication of 

relatively small quantities of labor-intensive vessels, and the other 
being consumption and quantity oriented production involving relatively 
low-skilled potters. Various observations and implications pertaining 

to ceramic materials will be discussed at length in the next chapter.
It should be noted, however, that, despite a possible sampling bias due 
to the small area of excavation and the focus upon the central portion 
of the site and formal architecture, the diversity of ceramic types and 
the concentration of high quality, labor intensive vessels in Unit 38 

are exceptional and attest to a multipurpose use, including activities 
associated with high status individuals in the compound.

Structure 25 stands out in having a wide range of pottery types. 
Contrary to the low diversity and high equi.tabili.ty indices of 
Structures 8 and 21, Structure 25 has a high diversity index and medium 

value for equitability, Structure 25 was poorly preserved because of 

the collapse of the one-meter thick boundary wall. Apparently there 
were at least two floor levels, the upper corresponding to an extension 

of the terrace in Structure 34, while the lower surface matches the 

basal floor level of adjoining Structure 15. Although large plain 
”storage” urns and neck jars constitute the majority of the ceramic 
materials (in terms of volume and the minimum number of whole vessels) 

found in the Structure, we also recovered'two bird-shaped whistles, one



Fig. 54. A Moche V stirrup spout jar from Unit 14. 229
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stirrup-spout jar, effigy vessels, one tiny jar (that may have been 
used to keep hot lime used in conjunction with coca leaves), at least 
four ollas of various sizes, one grey burnished flaring bowl and two 
grey burnished ollas. Three ollas showed exterior sooting„ The 
overall impression is of a multipurpose room.

The L-shaped terrace that occupies both Structures 25 and 34 
deserves some attention. It is situated at the eastern corner of the 
Unit. Excavation was confined to the segment along the double sustain
ing wall (the eastern boundary of the Unit).. Near the northern corner 
of Structure 34 were the remains of two effigy vessels whereas the 

southern portion was free of artifacts. Interestingly the floor surface 
of the terrace gradually ascends toward the eastern corner of the 

the compound, where Melody Shimada and her crew excavated a test pit.

Her crew dug down about one meter and 30 cm along the sustaining wall 
from the modern surface. From excavation it is clear that the L-shaped 
one meter masonry boundary wall of the Unit only has a height of one 
jpeter at the most at the eastern corner of the Unit, It seems the 
bottom of the masonry wall gradually rises toward the high point at 

the eastern corner. The wall follows the slope of Internal Corridor 2, 
Whether the slope is artificial or natural, the builders of the masonry 

boundary wall did not bother to dig into the slope to establish a more 
solid foundation for the wall. On the other hand, the sustaining wall 

has a deeper foundation.

At the time when extensive excavation of the compound was 
initiated, I had not located a definite entry into Unit 61 where Huaca 
18 is situated. In light of our present state of knowledge, it is
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reasonable to consider that the thick, hard-packed soil encountered by 
M. Shimada’s crew below the loose rubble may have been the foundation 
for a ramp that linked the terrace in Structure 34 with the terrace 
complex in Unit 61. The view is further supported by the conspicuous 

absence of any residential structures within Unit 61. Should the 

suggestion prove to be correct, Unit 38 may be seen as the residence 

for the individuals who occupied the Huaca. However, I believe many of 
the observations made so far on the compound would still be valid.

The earlier reference to storage within the enclosure requires
further consideration. With the exception of the occupational unit

occupying Structures 10-13 and 18<-'19, all other occupational units have
an unusually small Structure,as a part of their set. They are

Structures 27, 23, a roughly square shaped space delimited by a U-
shaped wall within Structure 37, and the quadrilateral attachment to
Structure 39* The last three spaces of the list all have a narrow,

2raised entry. All four spaces, however, have only about 1 m or even 

less floor area. The square-shaped unit in Structure 37, in particular, 

has a very well preserved thick plastered floor and internal wall 

faces. The narrow wall that separates Structure 27 from Structure 36 
is a single row thick adobe wall, a deviation from the architectural 
features of these four spaces.

In terms of artifact content, Structure 27 is the only one which 
yielded a reconstructable vessel (medium-sized storage urn standing 
about 60-70 cm), while Structure 23 yielded a curious instrument. It is 
a highly polished tine off a deer antler. The entire surface has been 
smoothed and polished and shows two lightly burned spots. Both the
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pointed end and the basal portion had been broken off. Considering the 
large quantity of burnt corn kernels found in two "formal storage 
areas" (Unit 32 in Sector H and Unit 51 in Sector D)_, it seems
plausible to suggest its function as the tool used for shelling kernels

/
from corn cobs. Even today the local people utilize the tip of cow 
horn or carved algarrobo for the same purpose. In fact, I believe it 
is reasonable to suggest that the four unusually small structures 
described so far may have served as storage facilities for solid 
substances such as various agricultural produce and cloth as opposed 

to liquid storage as suggested by the large number of "storage" urns 
found in the peripheral structures. Separation of liquids and solids or 

even comestibles from noncomestibles for differential storage is a 
distinct possibility.

Large plainware "storage" urns, however, cannot be assumed to 
have stored only liquids. In fact, one of the "storage" urns discovered 
sitting on the floor of Structure 26 contained at its bottom a thin 

layer of light grey colored clay-like substance. Chemical and micro
scopic analysis of the substance by R. T. 0 1Haire (personal communica
tion, 1976), the state mineralogist at the Arizona State Bureau of Mines 
in Tucson, indicates that it is basically a clacarious clay which 

contains too much calcium carbonate (CaCO^) to have been used for 
pottery making„ In addition to calcium carbonate, the substance also 
contains microscopic bits of carbon (charcoal bits). Since abandonment 
if had been exposed to air and water which may have affected the 
original chemical properties of the substance. On the basis of these 

observations, we feel that the substance may well have been "hot lime"
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(CaO) that reverted back to a stable or inert state by slow absorption - 
of carbon dioxide (CĈ ) from the atmosphere. The charcoal bits may be 
inclusions from the time of heating the limestone. It must be noted 
that the substance is identical with the small egg-shaped light chalk
like substance found on the floor of the same Structure. It shows 

definite sign of use as if it was rubbed on something else. In fact 
the same light grey egg-shaped pieces are known from numerous Structures 
in Sectors H and D. In other words, the substance was a common 

artifact that may well have been used daily by much of the population 
at the site. It is tempting to suggest the use of the substance as a 
part of coca-leaf chewing habit of the population (or, at least, a 

segment of the population). Lime powder is used to effectively extract 
alkaloid (cocaine) from the coca leaves. Schaedel (personal communica
tion, 1976) , however, feels that the Moche population were in general 
not coca-leaf chewers and that the carbonaceous substance may have been 
a part of a folk medicine kit that was applied directly to troubled 
P̂ tts. of the body (cf. Gillin 1954:124-5}. Benson (1972:59-61), on the 
other handr feels strongly that coca leaves, along with chicha^were 

major stimulants consumed widely by the Moche population.

Whatever the usage of the carbonaceous substance, its existence 
in a large urn indicates that it was either consumed in relatively large 
quantities or frequently. Considering the small sizes of the substance 

found in various Structures, perhaps the occupants of the compound 

(Unit 38) may have controlled its supply for a portion of the population

at the site.
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Aside from storage of the carbonaceous substance, in general I 

feel most of the "storage" urns kept chicha and water for the internal 
consumption. I am suggesting that much of the chicha inferred to have 
been prepared in Structure 8 was distributed within Unit 38 for their 
individual consumption and entertainment.

Despite the existence of labor intensive quality artifacts, 
architecture of the compound in general is far from being labor 
intensive. Even the one-meter thick masonry boundary wall is no 
exception as we have seen earlier. Not all terraces in Structure 21 
are made out of adobe bricks. The terrace at the western corner of the 

Structure may have been the last terrace to be built within the 
Structure and, unlike other terraces, in the Structure, has soft ashy 

refuse fill for its foundation. Once a part of the sustaining wall was 
broken, it became clear that the loose fill could not sustain much 
weight.

Overall, however, the placement and construction of structures 
within Units 38, 43, and 61 effectively incorporated the natural 

topography of the area. The general region slopes down from the high 

ground in Sector A southwest toward Unit 38. Huaca 18 in Unit 61 is 

constructed at the high point of Sector H, providing an excellent view 
of the entire Sector, The natural topography was effectively used in 
the cases of Units 43 and 61 to amplify the visual effect necessary for 

the formal structures they contain* The terrace and platform complex 

in Unit 43 permits visual surveillance of activities within the LLFA 
and physical control of traffic along Internal Corridor 2, Unit 38

must be seen within the context of these observations.
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My discussion of the occupational units and functional differ

entiation of space within Unit 38 forms a trial model of the archaeo
logical definition of occupational units at the site. The delineation 
of the four occupational units in Unit 38 was based upon architectural 
organization and reoccurring architectural and artifact features neces
sary for life sustenance, i.e., storage, processing and consumption of 
goods, formalized and informal interaction, and individual acts of 

resting and sleeping.
Now I shall turn to a discussion of Units 45 and 70 which form 

a functional entity that differs from Unit 38.

Excavations and Behavioral Significance of 
MLD Clusters in Sector H

Sampling Strategy
As discussed in the preceding chapter, during the first stage 

excavations, a cross-shaped trench was dug into a large MLD which was 
later designated Structure 40, It was the first excavation of an MLD 
and provided helpful indications as to the information potential and 
degree of difficulty of excavating a cluster of MLDs. Broader 

architectural context of the Structure showed that the area is rela

tively well-preserved and, more importantly, that the Structure is part 

of a well-defined architectural unit comprised of several contiguous 
but vertically differentiated MLDs and masonry structures. The 
organization and composition of the unit was deemed to be an excellent 
setting for the establishment of behavioral significance of MLDs and
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the nature of articulation among the component structures♦ The archi
tectural unit was thus designated Unit 45*

MLDs are known to occur in varied architectural contexts. Their 

configuration and associations differ in many ways. Unit 70 is a 

masonry rectangular enclosure largely occupied by interlinked MLDs which' 
have limited access provided only by Internal Corridor 5. The MLDs are 
associated with a contrasting "raised area" with a number of adobe 
buildings, including a small platform. Comparatively speaking, the 
Unit promised to shed a different light upon the function of MLDs and, 
more generally, upon the significance of diverse architectural contexts 

at Pampa Grande.

Unit 45, Sector H

The Unit has been tentatively defined as consisting of four MLDs

and four other Structures,. It is approximately square in shape,
2encompassing an estimated area'of 14 meters by 17 meters (240 m ) and is 

clearly bounded on three sides by masonry walls (Pig. 55). The fourth 
side remains problematical in that although it coincides with archi

tectural breaks between two sets of Structures, there is no strong 

reason to believe that the demarcation distinguishes two distinct 
functionally interlinked sets of Structures. It must be remembered that 
the fourth side is partly an expedient measure to obtain a manageable 

architectural unit for contiguous^room excavation. This is an important 
point to remember in evaluating the significance and validity of various 

interpretations presented in the following section.
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Fig. 55. Map of Unit 45, Sector H, showing excavated areas.
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With no comparative data from other sites or parts of Pampa 
Grande, formulation of excavation strategy and expectations was solely 
based upon data gathered from the limited excavations of the preceding 
stages. Emphasis was placed upon the discovery of architectural 

features and artifact remains, that might serve as clues to the original 
functions and configurations of the MLDs, In order to maximize 

retrieval of pertinent information, the crew of six workers was divided - 

into two groups? one group carefully traced a given level or feature 
along the horizontal dimension while the second unit expanded and 
cleared the earlier cross-shaped trench.

It soon became clear that the study of stratigraphic patterns 
exposed in the profiles cut by the trench was a more productive avenue 

of pursuit. The number of workers engaged in the excavation of the MLDs 

was reduced to one individual per MLD and the remaining crew was 
assigned to the excavation of the masonry Structures (Structures 41, 42, 
46, and 471,

£ had anticipated, identification of the latest occupational 
surfaces in both MLDs and the masonry Structures proved to be difficult 

with the exception of Structure 47 which had a well-preserved and clean 
plastered floor« Masonry Structures 41 and 42 produced a large 

quantity'of domestic refuse and ceramic materials,> Interpretation of 
the materials, however, was complicated by the uncertainty surrounding 
the identification of occupational surfaces, .In both Structures a 15 to 
25 cm thick deposit of clean silt and sand overlay approximately 5 to 
IQ cm of loose grey ashy soil with inclusions of charcoal bits and 

camel id bones, 1 believe the grey zone does not represent a distinct
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.period of sedimentation but is simply a product of the mixing of ash 
deposited on .the latest occupational surface by domestic activities 

and the post-abandonment deposition of silt and sand by wind and rain.- 
The grey zone, in turn, overlies an uneven but relatively hard-packed 
surface. Horizontal tracing of the surface showed that there is no 

physical barrier or marker to differentiate what I have designated as 
Structures 41 and 42, As far as the extension of this surface is 
concerned, the Structural demarcation is artificial. However, a 
subsequent subflooring did show the existence of an earlier adobe wall 

along the line X drew to differentiate the two Structures t
On and partially buried in the very hard^packed but uneven 

surface was a large quantity of organic remains. Horizontal tracing of 
the surface was complicated by scattered shallow pits dug into the 
ground and the uneven hardness of the surface. At least in two 
instances, pits contained caches of large charcoal bits, some of which 
well exceeded a golf ball in size. The large size of charcoal bits and 

the undisturbed appearance of the charcoal bits point to intentional 
placement within the shallow pits. Some of the local workers identified 

the charcoal as from alcjarrobo and falgue trees, both of which are 

indigenous and still grow in the area*
Associated with the charcoal concentrations were bottom portions 

of four large plain red coarseware urns. As shown in Fig* 56, the, 
vessel fragments and charcoal caches as well as three discolored adobe 
bricks all cluster along the western margin of Structures 41 and 42, The 
vessel- bottoms all show extensive blackening and smudging from fire. 
Significantly all four vessel bottoms show a narrow circular zone of
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intense blackening. This halo-like effect seems to be derived from 
placement of the large urns in shallow pits for greater stability and 
subsequent packing of charcoal or burned material against the body of 
the vessels. The two vessel bottoms found in Structure 42, in fact, 
were surrounded by small charcoal bits and dark grey ash. The associ
ated fire-reddened adobe bricks may have served as additional 

stabilizers for the large urns.
The charcoal caches may be similarly interpreted as a material 

correlate of cooking activities. Earlier I discussed the manner in 
which chicha is cooked in Morrope. Figure 18 illustrates two ways of 
cooking chicha overnight. Obviously, if the charcoal was not recycled 

for other purposes after cooking chicha, we would expect to find a 
cache of charcoal in a small shallow, circular pit in the ground.
Making a logical extension from the above ethnographic observation and 
deduction, I would suggest that the caches of charcoal found buried in 
Structure 41 are the remnants of slow cooking.

In addition to the materials described so far, the excavation 
in Structure 41 also yielded a well-smudged olla next to one of the two 

vessel bottoms and a fire pit dug next to the western masonry wall that 

defines the western boundary of Structure 41 as well as generalized 
distribution of small patches of dark grey or whitish ash and discolored 
soil in the western halves of the Structure, The findings cited so far 

clearly point to the inference that the Structure, along with Structure 

42, was a food preparation area, particularly one that engaged in 
chicha cooking,
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Toward the center of Structure 41, we uncovered a simple stone- 

lined hearth from which we removed loose grey ashy soil with a handful 
of large unburned camelid bones, some of which showed distinctive 
butchering marks. It is questionable, however, whether the bones 
represent primary refuse. If the hearth was in use until the time of 
the abandonment of the site, I would not expect to find large unburned 
bones inside and around the hearth. Furthermore, it is difficult to 
ascertain whether the bones are associated with the hearth placed on 

the hard packed surface or represent a later period garbage disposal.
I have already noted the existence of at least a half dozen pits in 

Structures 41 and 42 and their disruptive effects on determination of 

the occupational floors. I believe there are a number of other lines 
of evidence that cast serious doubt on the simplistic interpretation 
that Structures 41 and 42 represent a large kitchen for the entire 
Unit, I will briefly consider other lines of evidence below.

As noted earlier, primary refuse is a rare phenomenon at the
site as most refuse seems to have been removed from loci, of origin to
be used as construction fill. Aside from the stoned-lined hearth, there

were at least two firepits on the hard-packed surface% They were
associated with primary refuse materials that adhered to the walls and

the margins around the tops of the pits, The refuse was composed of

small amounts of charcoal bits, carbonized corn kernels, fish vertebrae
32and congealed ash. Camelid bones were scattered around the pits but 32

32. Structures 41 and 42 produced an unusually large quantity 
and wide range of faunal remains, including foetal camelids^ 'Results 
of the analysis of the remains from these Structures and their behavioral 
significance will be discussed in a forthcoming paper that Melody
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not in the grey ash matrix that defined the -firepits„ My impression is 
that the camelid bones were deposited after cessation of firepit usage.

A large quantity of camelid bones was recovered from the grey 

ash-sandy soil overlying the hard-packed surface, lying immediately on 
the hard surface and buried under the surface. Preliminary analysis of 
the bones from Structures 41 and 42 by M, Shimada (personal communica-- 
tion, 1976) revealed butcher marks on adult camelid long bones. In 
addition, camelid bones recovered from the Structures include neonatal, 
fetal and adult (J? Fires^-Ferreira personal communication, 1975}. M. 
Shimada (personal communication, 1976) feels that the fetal and infant 

were interred whole, while the adult bones represent several indivi

duals. A large pit next to the earlier adobe wall contained a large 
quantity of adult camelid bones in addition to what appears to be a 
whole infant camelid. Similarly, another whole neonatal camelid was 
discovered from a pit in Structure 41. M. Shimada (personal communica

tion, 1976) reports that the fetal and infant bones showed no butchering 
or burning marksf however, they were poorly preserved. It would seem 

that these camelids were intentionally placed in the pits.

The temporal significance of these pits and their contents, 
however, remains uncertain. Because of the unevenness and hardness of 
what appears to be the latest occupational surface, we found it

Shimada and I are coauthoring. At the site level we are suggesting that 
the unusual circumstances that surround establishment of the Moche V 
occupation at Pampa Grande not only affected the traditional Moche social 
and economic institutions and customs but their pattern of resource 
exploitation and management. We feel that the Moche V occupants adopted 
a more diversified strategy for exploitation of natural resources than 
the earlier Moche populations.
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difficult to determine the exact shape of the pits and their relation
ship to the surface, I do not feel I ca.n confidently assert whether the 
pits were dug during the occupation of the floor surface or after 
abandonment of the Structure.

Subflooring of Structures 41 and 42, however, showed there were 
at least two earlier occupational floors separated by depositions of 
grey ashy soil with inclusions of camelid bones. Floor 2 retained some 
of its plaster, while Floor 3 appears to have been a clay-rich hardened 
surface. The organic refuse and grey ash occurred on the floor surfaces 
which were also dotted with a number of pits at least two of which were 

firepits. Another large firepit with varicolored ash was encountered 

buried deep in the "ridge” separating Structure 43, an MLD, from 

Structure 41. The existence of a thin layer of charcoal bits and dark 

grey ash at the bottom of the L-shaped masonry wall that defines the 

western corner of Structure 41 constitutes another line of evidence that 
the space presently by Structures 41 and 42, generally speaking, served 
as a domestic area for much of the occupational history of the area,

I; believe we can similarly argue for usage of the latest 
occupational floor as a kitchen. However, the preceding discussion 
points out that the camelid bones in the pits and on and above the 

latest occupational floor may not*be primary refuse but the result of 
garbage disposal immediately following the abandonment of the area as a 
kitchen.

The constructional history of the area is similarly complex.
The east wall of Structure 41 is an unusually thick (75 to 80 cm), masonry 

wall that abuts a narrower wall that forms the east and north wall of
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Structure 42. Similarly, the short L-shaped wall segment that forms the 
west corner of Structure 41 abuts another L-shaped wall segment that 
defines the east and south boundaries of Structures 40 and 46. As I 
expound later, a deep trench dug near the southern corner of Structure 
40 revealed that the southern wall consists of two distinct wall seg

ments, just as the western wall has a history of at least two wall 

constructions.
Excavation of neighboring Structure 43 revealed an interesting 

architecture feature. The U-shaped terrace that circumscribes the 
oblong central depression had been subdivided into at least four small . 
areas by four distinct wall segments that abut the east wall of the 
Structure. One of the subdivisions had a large burnt plain coarseware 
urn and charred corn kernels in the middle of the space. Although the 
burnt corn kernels were scattered around the urn, the urn itself did not 
manifest evidence of usage over fire. Lack of associated charcoal and 
ash, and the generalized discoloration of the plastered floor suggests 
that the urn served as a storage vessel for corn and that the contents 

somehow caught fire. The fact the kernels were thoroughly carbonized 
throughout the vessel further implies that the fire was intense and 
prolonged or alternatively that the kernels were thoroughly dried prior 

to burning. The conspicuous absence of generalized fire traces from 

the neighboring subdivisions points to a localized fire.

Partially buried in the silt-sand deposit in the central 
depression, however, was what may be described as a burnished grey jar 
with composite silhouette neck or simply a multi-tiered grey burnished 

jar (Fig. 57) . It was nearly complete and identical to the burnished
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Fig. 57. A multi-tiered grey burnished jar from Structure 43, Unit 45, 
Sector H.
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jars found in Unit 14 and Sectors D and J. Although the jar from
Structure 43 comes from a secondary context, those found in Unit 14 and
Sector D were from secure floor context in association with diagnostic
Moche V painted or modeled vessels. The depositional context for the
jar in Structure 43 suggests that it may have fallen off one of the
subdivisions of the circumscribing terrace.

\

Aside from the above finds, the Structure yielded a large 
cluster of plain coarseware sherds on the latest floor on the terrace 
across the central depression from the subdivision with the burnt urn. 
It should be noted that the tentatively identified latest floors in the 
various subdivisions all differ in their vertical location. The sub
divisions of the terrace thus may well have served to create both 

horizontal and vertical differentiation. Considering the small number 
of MLDs excavated so far at Pampa Grande it is difficult to ascertain 
whether the subdivisions of the terrace seen in Structure 43 is a 
common architectural convention. Limited data from Pampa Grander how

ever f argue otherwise. Observations and discoveries from the Structure 

have little to elucidate the nature of occupation.

Excavation of Structures 44 and 45 took the form of interlinked 
trenches. No notable architectural or artifactual discovery was 
observed reiterating known aspects of MLDst "Stripping-1 and tracing 

of each layer in Structure 44 did, however, illuminate the construction 
techniques and history of the Structure. Removal of fill below the 

tentatively identified latest occupational floor showed a well- 
preserved plastered floor. Horizontal tracing of the newly discovered 

second floor revealed a buried adobe wall. At the eastern,corner of
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the Structure between this adobe wall and a single-face stone wall which 
retained the terrace along the southern wall of Structure 44, we un
covered a whole buried neck jar. The top of the jar corresponded 
perfectly to the second floor which, in turn, matched the inferred 

level of the latest floor for the western portion of the U-shaped 
terrace in Structure 43. These correspondences suggest that construc
tion of the latest floor in Structure 44 followed the laying of the 
terrace floor of Structure 43 and that at one time the two structures 
were horizontally linked with no intermediate physical barrier.

Excavation of Structure 47, which occupies the southern corner 

of Unit 45, proved to be stimulating and shed new light upon the nature 

of occupation of the Unit. Succinctly described, this optimism stems 
from the discovery of three in situ batans closely but uniformly spaced 
on a clean and well preserved plastered floor at the western corner of 
the Structure. The central batan was, in fact, solidly placed between 
two unusually white and fine-grained adobe bricks and was accompanied 
by a, chunga% The clustering of batans totally dissociated from any 

domestic refuse and artifacts is a unique phenomenon as far as our 

excavations at Pampa Grande are concerned* The plastered floor shows 
no sign of wear or fire usage or any other kind of stain.

Earlier I argued that batans are generalized or multipurpose 

implements whose external morphology does not readily convey their 
specific functions.. Batans and chungas could have been used for 

domestic as well as nondomestic ends. Conversely, one can argue that 

the three batans in Structure 47 were used in food processing that did 

not involve fire usage and that the resultant refuse materials were
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removed. For example, grinding of corn to make flour would leave few 
"stains." Pollen analysis may confirm or disprove this possibility. In 

the following section I consider two plausible models concerning 
Structure 47.

The first possibility follows the above suggestion in arguing 

domestic or food processing activities in Structure 47. Considering 
the extensive evidence of fire usage and cooking in Structures-41 and 
42, it would seem reasonable to consider spatial segregation of domestic 
activities involving preparation of foods that are dissociated from fire 
usage. One significant common denominator between Structure 47, on the 
one hand, and Structures 41 and 42, on the other, is that, assuming they 

were all used for food processing of some sort, we are dealing with a 
large quantity of food. The floor area, number of fire pits and amount 

of charcoal and ash remains in Structures 41 and 42 are significantly 

greater than any other "kitchen'* areas identified so far at Pampa Grande, 
The clustering of three batans is unusual and suggests we are dealing 
with supra*-household level food processing.

The second model is built upon a less secure artifactual basis. 

This model argues that the batans served non^domestfc functions as part 

of multi-stage craft production, employing clay, metals, rare stones, 

shell and feathers or as part of construction activities, I believe at 
least some MLD clusters at the site were loci of multi-stage manu

facturing activities involving a supra-household level of organization. 
For example, batans and chungas may be used as a unit to pulverize lumps 

of clay for production of ceramic objects other than vessels. Batans 
alone can also be used as anvils for metal, stone, and shell processing.
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Excavation of Structures 44 and 45 yielded two fragments of thick (5 mm) 
and lustrous shell cut into roughly one centimeter squares. A careful 
inspection of the fragments revealed numerous fine striations along the 
edges of the fragments. Apparently they were cut by repeated slicing 
with a sharp-edged instrument. This could have been done against a 

stationary anvil like the permanently fixed batans found in Structure 

47. The shell fragments are too small for accurate identification but 
do not appear to be those from locally available shells. Unfortunately 
both fragments were recovered from secondary deposits overlying the 

central depressions of Structures 44 and 45. They apparently were 

washed down from the surrounding terraces.

The discovery of worked shell fragments is not limited to these 
Structures. In a similar secondary context in Structure 40 (within the 

same Unit), we recovered a small (approximately one centimeter square), 
faceted stone that resembled a fragment of "fire agate,/1 an addition 
to another small cut shell fragment. The shell fragment showed 
straight edges, although much of the lustrous surface had weathered 
away.

Thus, despite the secondary contexts and fragmentary nature of 

the artifacts, it is tempting to hypothesize activities related to 
manufacturing of personal adornos among the MLDs in Unit 45,

The third possible function of the three batans in Structure 47 

is related to the model discussed above. They may have been utilized 

for production of floor and wall plaster. Considering the total number 
of MLDs, the multiplicity of plastered floors found in profiles of

trenches cut through MLDs, and indications of continuous expansion of



the Moche V occupation, the quantity of plaster required at any given 
time at the site must have been surprisingly large. In fact, its 
production may have been an on-going activity. Geological analysis of 
floor and wall plaster samples from various architectural contexts at 

the site shows that they are largely calcium carbonate mixed with fine 
grain clay with too little sulfate to have been derived from gypsum, the 
main component of modern-day plaster (.01 Ha ire personal communication, 
1976).. In terms of their composition, one would expect the floor 
plaster to have been too soft to withstand much weight or traffic and 
that water was applied on a regular basis to harden the floor. In terms 

of the production of the plaster, it would seem limestone was ground and 

then mixed with clay. The fact that limestone does not occur within the 
site proper suggests that it was imported from elsewhere. .

In Chapter IV I noted that the round hill between Quebradas IV 
and V (immediately south of Sector H). appears to have been quarried and 
that the pink to purplish colored stone was extensively used as fill in 
Structure 40. The. friable stone from the hill was identified as 

solidified devitrified air-fall volcanic ash (Scarborough personal 
communication, 1976),

Subsequent excavation in Structure 47 produced nothing to clarify 

the questions surrounding the three batans. It is clear, however, that 
the batans and the Structure must be seen as a part of a larger 

functional entity. Since most of the findings from excavation of the 
non-aligned cross^shaped trench in Structure 40 have already been 
discussed in the preceding chapter, I now consider the systemic rela^ 

tionships among MLDs and masonry Structures that compose Unit 45,

251
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First, however, a brief recap of the major findings from 

Structure 40 may be appropriate. The test trench revealed highly 
complex and puzzling stratigraphic profiles as shown in Figs. 34-36,
In fact, their complexity effectively precluded plans for extensive 
excavation of the Structure. As even a quick glance of the profiles 

shows, there is little correspondence among the profiles. Each of them 
documents a distinct constructional and occupational history. The 

trench that was cut into the northern portion of the terrace that 
circumscribes the central depressions revealed solid fill composed of 
pulverized devitrified volcanic ash and a preserved wooden post.
Tracing of the latest floor surface on the terrace revealed another 
posthole. On the basis of these observations,. I inferred partial 
roofing of the Structure, The veranda-like appearance of the inferred 

roof is reconstructed in Fig, 58. Such a construction provides easy 
access to and from the terrace. It is significant that for most of the 
MLDs inspected or excavated I did not encounter any physical barrier 

against interaction in space between contiguous MLDs. There is no 
tangible evidence of wattle-and-daub or any other impermanent form of 

physical barrier. In Chapter 4 I suggested that the contiguous place
ment of MLDs, interlinkage of terraces that surround central depressions 
and the postulated veranda-like roofing may reflect the conscious 
facilitation of interaction among MLDs. In addition, the significant 

difference between the northern and southern sections of the terrace in 
Structure 40 in respect to the number of plastered floors and the nature 
of fill between them must be remembered. The northern portion with 
solid pulverized volcanic ash fill shows fewer but better made floor
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surfaces, whereas the southern section evidences frequent renewal of 
thin plastered floors with loose ashy soil fill between them. In the 
preceding chapter I inferred that this difference may reflect the 
necessity for a secure foundation to erect posts to support the roof. 
Conversely, the difference may be a reflection of functional differen
tiation of space within Structure 40. That is, the northern section 
could have supported heavy weight or traffic. Unfortunately the 
inference can neither be confirmed nor disproved by presently available 
data.

The preceding discussion of MLDs fails to adequately explain the 
function or the reasons behind the existence of central depressions in 

MLDs, The central depression is the defining criterion of MLDs as is 

apparent from the term I coined. If the depression is not a by-product 
of the continuous build-up of interlinked terraces, it must have served 
a common function for all MLDs, Examination of stratigraphic profiles 
does not suggest possible functions for the depress ion f- however, it 
does indicate that, contrary to the continuous build-up of the 
surrounding terrace, the depression remained at its original depth,

I now consider the functional nature and systemic relationships 
among the component Structures of Unit 45. First, in terms of artifact 
categories, there are significant differences in their spatial distribu
tion within the Unit. The kitchen in Structures 41 and 42 appear to 

have been the scene of large-scale (probably supra-household level) and
a

continuous food and chicha making considering the floor size, amount of 
charcoal, ash and organic refuse, and the number of cooking vessels and 
firepits. But it is apparent that we are dealing with non-residential,
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specialized occupation or usage in the Unit. As discussed in terms of 
the two models, the three batans in Structure 47 could have been multi
purpose, serving both needs related to food processing and postulated 
craft production. Structure 47 can be reached quite easily from 

Structures 41 and 42. There is no physical barrier to prevent inter
action between these two loci. Yet the contrast in their artifact 
composition and floor features is notable. Considering the archi
tectural organization of the Unit, these two loci were most likely 
functionally tied together. The two areas, however, must be considered 
in respect to the four MLDs in the Unit, which are characterized by 

a conspicuous absence of portable and large stationary artifacts. Only 
several fragments of cut shell and stone are known,

Of the MLD features enumerated earlier, X believe the facility 
of horizontal and vertical movement among terraces of contiguous MLDs 
and their direct association with a large supra-household level kitchen 
and batan set are the key to understanding the nature of occupation in 

the Unit and the relationships among the constituent Structures„ As 

briefly alluded to in the preceding chapter, I suggest that the MLDs 
were the setting for diurnal activities that required easy and con

tinuous interaction among the contiguous MLDs, The general model being 
evolved here is that the physically linked group of MLDs was the locus 

of multi-stage manufacturing and processing activity that involved a set 
of diurnal laborers each of whom was engaged in a specific but discrete 

facet of the activity. A, large kitchen is thus seen as a necessary 
auxiliary facility where food and chicha are prepared for the laborers. 
In other words, I argue that, although different stages of manufacturing
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were spatially segregated, the loci of the differentiated activities 
were spatially contiguous and together formed a functional entity.

Despite the superficial appearance of freedom of movement and 
randomized layout and configuration of MLDs, I believe there are certain 
underlying organizational principles and controls. The postulation of 
supra^household organization of food processing in Structures 41 and 42, 
for example, implies the existence of some supervisory individuals. 
Although I may argue that the platform-like raised area known as 
Structure 46 could have been the seat for such supervisory personnel, 
the argument at this moment remains speculative. However, subsequent 

excavation of Unit 70 provided strong support for this model.

It must be realized, however, that the model is not intended to 
encompass all JMLDs that are found in diversified architectural contexts. 
For example, isolated individual occurrences of MLDs in direct associ
ation with formal structures such as Huaca 18 in Unit 61 or the multi
tiered platform in Unit 55 cannot be accounted for. The bomb-crater 
like appearance of MLDs presents a false image of homogeneity. It is 

the construction technique and the general external morphology that 
can be categorized as homogeneous. If architectural forms a,xe the 

s true tura fixations of their functions, then we have not solved the 
mystery of the central depression that is common to all MLDs,

Unit 70, Sector H

Unit 70 is a rectangular spatial unit clearly demarcated on 

three sides by masonry walls with a single entry (Fig, 59), Access is 

clearly limited to traffic from Internal Corridor 5 which crosses
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Internal Corridor 9 about 20 meters southeast of the entry, Although 

there is only one entry to the Unit, these two corridors link varied 
architectural contexts, suggesting that traffic to Unit 70 may have 
been correspondingly.diversified in its composition. Strictly speaking, 

the Unit is not an enclosure. The north end, appears to.have been open 
to traffic to and from Unit 69, which has three sides bounded by masonry 
walls and a cluster of MLDs, but no formal entry. In other words, the 
entry situated at the southern corner of Unit 70 constituted the only 
formal access to the general area occupied by Units 69 and 70. Like
wise there seems to be no single overriding physical obstacle for move
ment between the north end of Unit 70 and the adobe compound northwest 

of the Unit. However, survey of the area suggests that such movement 
was unlikely or very much limited.

As seen in Fig. 59, the major portion of the Unit is occupied by 
an MLD cluster. The north end of the Unit is largely occupied by an 
adobe platform and Structure 78, while the southern end is a relatively 
large open space without any notable structural and artifact remains. 
Surface observation of the six contiguous MLDs did not suggest any 

significant difference from other MLD clusters; however, the structural 
relations between the MLDs, on the one hand, and the raised areas and 
adobe buildings, on the other, proved to be of significance in 
elucidating the mysteries surrounding the MLDse

On the basis of information derived from Unit 45, I opted to 

excavate an interlinked set of trenches. The depositlonal processes 
inferred from the profiles do not differ substantially from those 

postulated for the MLDs in Unit 45, In addition, excavation of the
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Unit and the follow-up work in Structures 54 and 55 strongly argue that 
the "structural relationships" postulated for various structures within 
Unit 45 are basically the same as those among the constituents of Unit 
70, and between Unit 70 and the structural set of Structures 54 and 55. 
The following sections identify and explicate these significant 
"structural relationships."

Following uneventful excavation of the MLDs, we began test 
trenching of the northern and eastern corners of the.Unit. Excavation 
revealed that a large part of the "raised" area in the eastern corner 
corresponds to the b^shaped adobe Structure 78, while the melted adobe 
mound in the northern corner is actually a well-preserved adobe plat

form with a small ramp,
In respect to artifact variation and distribution, as I had

anticipated, the trenches through the MLDs did not yield any artifacts
in primary contexts other than fragmentary sherds and camelid bones that
were part of the fill between floors. On the other hand, Structures 77

and 78 yielded a range of artifacts on the latest occupational
surface. Structure 77 has an in situ batan in the western corner,
while Structure 78 produced diverse artifacts, including a badly burnt,

painted flaring-rim bowl, three neck jars, two medium-sized "storage"
urns, a rare "drum frame," a wood fragment that resembles the instrument

presently used to tamp textiles being woven, and three small quartzite

cobbles. Significantly, the Structure also had at least 9 postholes
(and possibly two more), unusually numerous for the size and shape of

2the floor (approximately 27 m ) (Fig. 60). Before I discuss the 

significance of these findings, it must be reiterated that the observed



Fig. 60. Northern half of Unit 70, Sector H.
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dichotomies of architecture and artifact distribution between the MLD 
cluster on one hand, and the adobe structures on the other are in 
substantial agreement with those perceived in Unit 45.

The thin layer of burnt straw and grey ash immediately overlying 
much of the plastered floor argues that Structure 78 was partially 
roofed with light perishable materials. The burnt adobe buildings 
excavated at Pampa Grande are invariably associated with large 
quantities of heat^discolored and hardened roofing adobes and plaster 

that retains impressions of straw, cord, wooden beams and cana brava, 

suggesting solid roofing. Yet, evidence from Structure 78 argues 
otherwise. One would expect that the size and number of the posts vary 

in accordance with the roof they supported. Clearly there is an 

incongruity between the nature of the roofing and the number and size 
of the postholes found in Structure 78. The situation is even more 
perplexing if we consider the configuration of the postholes. . It 
defies our logical expectations.

X therefore argue that some of the portholes reflect posts that 
served as anchors for weaving in accordance with a well-known Moche IV

fflaring-rim bowl in the British Museum illustrating female weavers with 
backstrap looms anchored to wooden posts and roof beams (Fig* 611» The 

fragment of a wooden instrument Recovered from Structure 78 had been 

carefully shaped and polished (possibly through use)„ In cross-section 
it W3 S wedge shaped with, rounded corners and, according to my field 

workers, was made out of hard algarrobo. I hypothesize that it was part 

of a weaving kit.
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scale approximate 

0 10 centimeters

Fig. 61. A Moche IV flaring-rim bowl in the British Museum showing a 
weaving scene.
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Flaring-rim bowls are, in general, considered to have been a 

high status item. Figure 61 shows both flaring-rim bowls and stirrup 
spout jars in direct association with weavers and elaborately attired 

male figures. Although difficult to identify the designs due to 
burning, the flaring-rim bowl found in Structure 78 was whole and 
painted. The "drum frame” found along with the bowl resembles a 

cylinder pinched in the middle to produce a double convex profile (Fig. 
62). Moseley (personal communication, 1975) notes that "drums" are 

rare, high status artifacts. Another drum was discovered along with 
(at least one) deer skull with antlers in an elaborate and spacious 
structure bounded on three sides with niched adobe walls within the 
large rectangular adobe enclosure known as Unit 14, The third drum was 
found centered on a small stoned-lined square-shaped terrace in Structure 

6, Unit 60, in Sector H. In general, along with labor intensive painted 
stirrup spout jars and flaring-rim bowls, ”drums" may have served as 
markers of the high socioeconomic and/or ceremonial significance of the 

architectural contexts in which they occur. The occurrence of a given 
set of material objects may have^prescribed an official status to the 
context and/or the occupants. However, neither the architectural 

contexts nor the associated artifacts necessarily possess any intrinsic 

value. We suggest that power and authority was delegated through the 
granting and possession of symbolically endorsed material objects * 

Relevant to the preceding discussion is the discovery a,nd 

subsequent excavation of a small adobe platform that was well placed at 

the high point of the northern end of the Unit, permitting surveillance 

of the entire Unit, The platform is small, having dimensions of only
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3.5 m by 3.5 m (about 12 in ) and standing about 40 cm above the 
plastered floor at the base. No artifacts were found on the top and 
there was no recognizable "wear pattern*1 on the floors. In fact, the 
summit of the platform was very well preserved, partially due to the 
covering roofing materials. Apparently the platform was either little 
used or was the setting for stationary activities such, as sitting. Or, 
it may have been kept up by maintenance personnel. A short ramp pro
vided access to the top of the platform from the Southwest, The ramp 
was excavated to test the possibility that a dedicatory burial was

interred under the ramp and was found to be filled with dark, loose
33soil with high organic content.

While defining the platform posthole pattern, we uncovered an 

intentional parrot burial. A 10 cm thick deposit of melted adobe 

bricks and mortar, portions of which still preserved faint impressions 
of caha brava and the cords, suggested a solid roof over the platform 
and supporting posts. Segments of the perimeter of the*platform were 
cleared to locate postholes,. The search yielded a pi a inware bowl with 
sooted exterior near the south corner of the platform and an intrusive 

pit near the center of the southeast side of the platform. This loosely 
filled cylindrical pit may well have served as a posthole but also 
contained a whole parrot (Psittadidae), The bird today inhabits 

tropical jungles and may have been imported live to Pampa Grande for 
possible use as a sacrificial offering and/or source of colorful 33

33. Similarly, another test pit excavated into a terrace ramp 
within the formally laid out terrace complex forming a part of Unit 62 
did not manifest a burial.

2
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feathers for personal ornamentation and clothing. Although we failed 
to define the posthole pattern in our limited excavation, we were able 
to trace out the plastered floor at the base of the platform to 
neighboring Structure 79, which in turn was shown to be stratigraphic ally 

coterminous with Structure 78. In other words, the platform, despite 
the fact that its longitudinal alignment is slightly offset from that of 
the Unit, was contemporaneous with the other Structures of the Unit.

Considering the formality, fine state of preservation, associa^ 
tion with a possible "dedicatory" parrot burial and location, the 
platform may be regarded as the seat of a high status individual who 
supervised activities within the Unit. Alternatively, however, the 

platform may have been the setting for ceremonial activities. Direct 
access to the postulated locus of weaving (Structure 78), the simple 

configuration of the platform and absence of ritual paraphernalia tend 
to argue against the latter possibility. Once again the ethnographic 
scene represented in Fig, 61 is suggestive of the relationship between 

Structure 78 and the platform. It depicts well dressed figures seated 
on and/or next to a terraced structure with a ramada-like roof. Thus, I 

suggest Structure 78 was a locus of weaving activities under the super
vision of representatives of a high status group. A corollary 

hypothesis would be that the adjoining MLDs within Units 69 and 70 

served as loci of complementary activities such as carding, dying, 
drying and spinning. In addition, in light of parrot bones from other 
contexts within Sector H (M. Shimada personal communication, 1976), it 
is tempting to suggest the use of their colorful feathers in conjunction 
with the weaving of cotton (and possibly woolen) textiles. The scarcity



of primary context artifacts and the poor preservation of MLDs do not 
help in testing these possibilities»

While excavating MLDs in Unit 70, we encountered a number of 
buried masonry and adobe walls suggesting a series of structural 
modifications and build up. The recurring pattern of buried masonry 
walls that have been burnt remains an enigma. The solution to 
architectural problems within MLDs apparently was to build new 
structural features upon the foundation formed by burying earlier 
structures with refuse materials. Earlier structures were not even 

disassembled or levelled and recycling appears to have been limited.
The solution adopted was practical. Old structures were buried using 
locally available refuse materials and field stones just as new 
structures were built of the same materials.

Neither architecture nor artifacts in Units 69, 70 and the adobe 
compound northwest of Unit 70 suggests a habitational function. Then, 
who manned the postulated weaving and related activities and where did 

the labor force reside? How were the necessary provisions and raw 
materials supplied, procured, and distributed? These are some of the 
crucial questions that emerge from the preceding discussions.

Some answers to the questions raised above may be found in the 
qualitative aspects of the artifacts thus far recovered in the Unit, In 
Structure 78f I noted the existence of at least two .medium^sized 
vstorage1* urns and 3 neck jars, .. The storage capacity of the Unit as a 

whole seems minor compared to Unit 38 or even the Structural set of 
Structures 4 and 26 near Unit 60. This coupled with the isolated nature 

of the Unit strongly argues for frequent importation of goods. The

267
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conspicuous absence of a hearth or any other evidence of fire use
increases the probability that cooked foods, including chicha must have
been brought in from elsewhere, possibly using the mobile neck jars.
Along a similar line of thought, I posit that the Unit as a whole was
occupied only during daytime by a labor force which commuted to the Unit

from elsewhere, possibly outside of Sector H. The implication is that
the people engaged in various activities within the Unit were fed by
spatially and functionally differentiated kitchen and storage structures

linked by Internal Corridors 5 and 9. Thus, despite the delimitation
of Unit 70 by masonry walls, the Unit cannot be functionally described
as a self-contained set of Structures. The question of residence of the
labor force requires further examination of the areas linked by the
Internal,Corridors‘5 and 9„ For example, the unexcavated area of poorly
preserved masonry structures immediately south of Unit 70 may prove to 

34be habitational.

Other Contiguous-Room Excavations

The Structural Set of Structures 54 and 55
Following the logical implication described in the preceding 

paragraph, I excavated contiguous Structures 54 and 55, both of which 
are situated at one end of Interiial Corridor '5 and thus directly 
accessible to and from Unit 70 (Fig. 26). r The hypothesis tested was 
that Structures 54 and 55 along with Unit 70 were components of a viable 34

34, A test pit excavated at an entry to Internal Corridor 5 
from this area yielded a cluster of five whole face-neck jars,' 
Although the state of wall preservation appears to be poorf excavation 
in this area may prove to be productive.
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functional system engaged in the production of culturally valuable 

woven goods and that they provided provisions for a diurnal labor 
force. Internal Corridor 5 was the physical correspondence of 
"articulation” among different components of the system,

A doorway along the wall that separates Structures 54 and 55 was 
uncovered during the first-stage corner excavation. Subsequent 
excavation of the western corner of Structure 55, in addition, revealed 
a buried "storage" urn and evidence of architectural modifications. The 
cornering showed that the presently observable south wall of Structure 

54 is built over an earlier masonry wall of the same width but of a 
distinct style. The I>shaped wall that protrudes into Structure 55, 

then, is the extension of an earlier wall. The L-shaped extension 

stands a few inches above the latest occupational floor and may have 
served as a space divider of some sort. The two batans found at the 

corner were both placed against the L-shaped extension. Later, full- 

scale excavation of Structure 55 revealed that one end of the L^shaped 
wall was oyerlain by a low terrace at the northern corner of the 
Structure, Later excavation also showed a cluster of neck jars, both 
with and without "face" representations, as well as four ollas and two 

bowls with, exterior sooting and/or blackening and two clean ollas.
These vessels were found in direct association with a thin layer of 
dark grey^brown ash with inclusive charcoal bits and other organic 

refuse that covered the latest floor in the eastern third of the 
Structure. The ash, charcoal, camelid bones, some fish bones and 
carbonized corn kernels all appear to have been associated with a 
hearth that was partially lined with eroded and totally discolored
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adobe bricks. Careful inspection of the vertical and horizontal extent 
of the organic ashy soil confirmed the original interpretation that this 
was a kitchen area.

Perhaps a more significant aspect of the Structure 55 excavation 
is the "type diversity** of the artifacts recovered, Simplistically 
stated, artifacts from Structure 55 fall into two major categories: a 
group of bowls and ollas of varied form and size but sharing the common 
attribute of sooted or blackened exteriors, and a group of neck jars 
.which do not show evidence of use over fire. The former group along 
with the primary refuse and hearth characterizes the Structure as a 

kitchen. The latter category, however, does not seem to have served a 

storage function. In fact, I have already suggested that neck jars 

were the major means of intra^site movement of solids and liquids. At 
least 13 face neck jars of roughly the same size and form Ci.e,, about 

30 to 35 cm high and 22-25 cm diameter) were found clustered near the 

center of the Structure, while the sooted and/or blackened bowls and 
ollas surrounded the earth. Similarly, the distribution of refuse 
materials is largely restricted to the neighborhood of the hearth, as 

one would expect. The area around the two batans, on the other hand, 
was quite clean. The loose ashy soil found near the batans'was derived 
from fill below the latest floor7, I consider the facevneck jar cluster 
to have been used to transport via Internal Corridor 5 cooked foods 
from the kitchen in Structure 55 to Unit 70 and elsewhere. It is 

unlikely that the ollas and bowls were used for chicha making, More 
likely, the vessels were used in cooking stew^like dishes,
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Structure 55 contained a number of small highly polished 

metamorphic rocks and two small faceted-stone fragments. One slate
like stone was ground down to a thin wedge. Although it may have served 

as a cutting instrument, the edge is by no means sharp or serrated. One 
polished metamorphic stone apparently broke horizontally into two pieces 
resembling a thin cigarette box. The sharp edges of one-half were 
carefully rounded off. The re-use is reasonable considering the amount 
of time and energy invested in flattening and polishing the hard rock. 

Its function, however, remains uncertain. Stone tools at Pajnpa Grande 
appear "generalized" and may have served multiple functions. Our 

failure to identify cutting instruments in kitchen or any other context 

is somewhat disturbing; however, this may simply be a function of the 
use of metal and wooden implements. Also, butchering activities may 
have been restricted to certain locations that we have thus far failed
to identify. Structure 55 also yielded three complete ceramic

35^whistles" in dog and bird forms.
Despite an unusually large number of face^neck jarsf Structure 

55 lacks a large storage capacity. This is perfectly understandable in 

light of the artifact composition of adjacent Structure 54 which was 

linked with Structure 55 by a single narrow doorway (Fig, 63). e

With the tentative identification of Structure 55 as a kitchen, 
we may consider the significance of its peculiar location and access 

pattern. Did the people who utilized the kitchen reside within 35

35. "Whistles" are usually small ceramic objects in animal form 
having one or two tiny holes into which one blows to produce the 
resultant "whistle."
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Fig. 63. Artifact distribution of Structures 54 and 55, Sector H.
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Structure 55? Where were the water, foods and fuel with which to cook? 
With these questions in mind, excavation of Structure 54 was undertaken.

The excavation was rapid, facilitated by information obtained 
from first-stage excavation of the eastern corner. The fill overlying 

the floor consisted largely of sand and silt washed in from the raised 
areas to the North and West with very little artifact content. The 
north and west walls, in fact,, sustained the adjoining raised struc

tures. The north wall apparently was built in at least two distinct 
periods. Near the north corner of the Structure, there is a definite 
break in the wall.

Excavation cleared approximately 70 per cent of the L-shaped 
Structure. The northern segment was completely exposed in order to 

define artifact distribution and association. The artifacts of the/ 
Structure consist predominantly of large, plainware vstorage11 urns that 
may have been uniformly spaced* In other words, the artifact diversity 

is low and the equitability of storage vessels is disproportionately 
high. A chunga was found near the north corner nearly 15 cm above floor 

level, suggesting post-abandonment removal from the original context in 

Structure 54, where two in situ batans without chungas were found.
The artifact composition is particularly significant when viewed 

in conjunction with findings froin Structure 55 which, included two wide- 

mouth plainware vessels each of which may have stored up to 50 gallons 
of liquid. The mouth diameters measured 105 cm and 95 cm, respectively, 

Ethnographically, these large, half-spherical vessels are securely 
placed in shallow depressions in the ground and used to store water for 

cooking. The large surface area and contact with the ground is said to
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keep the water cool. Certainly, the wide mouth facilitates retrieval 

of water. In addition to the two large mouth vessels, there were at 
least four narrower U-shaped storage urns identical with those recovered 

from Unit 38. These vessels did not necessarily store liquids. In the 
rural village of Romero near Morrope I observed a slightly cracked 
plainware vessel of a similar size and shape being used to store corn 
kernels. The vessel was capped with a large sherd. Large vessels may 
be sealed by a piece of cloth and a string. All vessels in Structure 54 
were filled with laminated silt and sand with no observable clue as to 
the original contents. Whether the vessels kept solids or liquids, 

they must have stored necessities for the kitchen in Structure 55, In 

other words, Structure 55 was functionally dependent upon the stored 
goods in Structure 54.

Considering Structure 54 was used exclusively as storage space 
and Structure 55 was utilized for food preparation and cooking, it is 

difficult to conceive of this structural set as truly residential. The 
only space that may have been utilized for sleeping is a low terrace 

that occupies the northeastern corner of Structure 55, The southern 
segment of the L-shaped Structure 54 has an uneven floor surface and is 
difficult to get to because of the storage vessels set in the ground.
It is likely that Structures 54 dnd 55 were occupied on a part-time 

basis by people who slept elsewhere.

Units 46 and 72, Sector H

Before discussing the excavation results from Units 46 and 72, 
a brief consideration of the objective criteria and logic behind
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selection of these two Units seems essential* As described in Chapter 
III, our main premise is that systematic examination of the points con
nected by corridors is a highly productive avenue of research into the 
internal relations among components of a system* Corridors are treated 

as the physical correspondence of articulation among the components? the 
reification of "relationships *v However, a methodological problem of 
significance is to determine where to excavate among the many points 

linked by a given Internal Corridor* In most cases there are so many 
points that some form of sampling is necessary. Unfortunately, I failed 

to perceive this problem at the time of my research.design formulation. 
Thus Units 46 and 72 as opposed to Unit 73 or other areas were selected 

on the basis of preliminary information provided by the first stage 

corner excavations and, most importantly, architectural organization■and 
features. The occurrence of a single MLD within spaciously divided 
masonry structures, coupled with the limited access pattern was con
sidered to provide a good comparative basis for evaluation of Units 
45 and 70. The discovery of a dense concentration of storage vessels 
and face neck jars in the southeastern end of Unit 72 was an important 
factor fn the selection procedure, I strongly doubt the use of 

probabilistic sampling would have improved the situation.' Careful 

examination of surface artifacts and architectural patterns and 
features must form a major if not the basis for selection of areas to 
be sampled.

Earlier excavation in Structures 54 and 55 suggested that they 

may have been a kitchen/storage unit functionally tied to the feeding 

of the labor force in Unit 70* Similarly I would expect to find a
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kitchen specialized in chicha making, as Structure 55 does not appear 
to have been engaged in that activity. I had expected that Units 46 and 
72 would prove to be either a locus of large-scale chicha making 
functionally linked to Unit 70 or the area where food and drink from 

Structures 54 and 55 were consumed.

Units 46 and 72 are contiguously built rectangular architectural 
units that share a single entry from Internal Corridor 9 (Fig. 26), 
which intersects Internal Corridor 5 only 5 m north of the entry. 
First-stage excavation had already revealed that access to Unit 72 was 
limited to traffic through a single entry of the southwestern corner of 

Unit 46. Unit 72 consists of three Structures with one. Structure 56, 
dominating in terms of size and behavioral significance as we shall see 

later. Unit 46, on the other hand, is comprised of three sections with 
a large MLD (Structure 58) occupying the central division and controlling 
access to the two contiguous, roughly equal^sized, Structures 65 and 6 8. 

The western third of the Unit is an open court like Structure,69. Thus 
the Units are characterized by relatively simple internal architectural 

organization with rather limited internal and external access. Survey 

of the Units showed only one area of artifact concentration (the eastern 

margin of Structure 56), an observation confirmed by subsequent excava
tion. 1 '

As I had anticipated, a series of long trenches that cross-cut 
2the 160 m area covered by Unit 72 yielded few primary and secondary 

context artifacts (Fig. 64, in pocket). The only and significant 

exception was the dense ceramic concentration along the eastern margin 

of Structure 56, Tracing of the latest occupational floor was
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facilitated by the intermittent remains of floor plaster and the 
shallowness of the overlying deposit that largely consisted of sand and 
silt. A large batan that was apparently removed from its original 
setting along the western edge of Structure 56 was found on the floor 
sitting at an angle. An isolated and partially broken chunga found 
near the southeastern corner of Structure 56 may have been part of the 
original chunga-batan set.

A T-shaped trench dug into the MLD (Structure 90) revealed 
characteristic stratigraphy, including superposition of thin plastered 

floors and refuse fill. Excavation failed to produce artifact or 
architectural clues as to the function and significance of the isolated 
MLD within the masonry Structure. Excavation of Structure 91 also 

proved to be of little value in characterizing the Unit. A clean, 
plastered floor was identified only 10 cm below the sandy fill. Con
sidering the present height of the walls that define Structure 91 and 
the absence of any wall debris around the Structure, it may have been 
bounded by some impermanent material (e.g., wattle-and^daub)„

Contrary to the general bleak appearance of much of the Unit, 

the southeastern margin of Structure 56 proved to be densely covered 

by ceramic materials, similar to Structure 8 , Unit 38. This area is 

deeply buried by debris from the'fallen wall segments, which probably 
helped to preserve the artifacts but concomitantly broke many whole 

ceramic vessels. The northeastern corner of Structure 56 was occupied 
by a score of medium-sized vstorage” urns and two large piainware 

"storage” urns that were 2/3 buried in the -ground, whereas the south

eastern corner produced an even more dense concentration of smaller
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vessels, mainly neck jars with and without face representations and
ollas. The southeastern corner, in addition, contained at least two
large nstorage” urns, one whole storage urn buried up to the rim next
to at least two firepits with depths of about 35 to 40 cm. Over 95% of

the 3000 plus sherds recovered from floor context along the eastern
margin are plain red coarseware. Despite the impressive quantity of
sherds, the ceramic types represented are limited to about half a

dozen varieties. Large and medium sized "storage" urns and neck jars
predominate. Careful examination of the sherd distribution indicates
there were at least 30 whole face neck jars in the small area near the
southeastern norner of Structure 56, Figures 65 to 69 represent a
sample of face-neck jars recovered from the Structure and other contexts
in Sector H. As I anticipated none of the reconstruetable face^neck
jars show exterior sooting or blackening that would be caused by their
use over fire. In respect to "storage" urns, at least two of them

found near the firepits clearly show heat discoloration and sooting.
As with the case of large "storage” urns found in Structure 41f. Unit
45, the bottom portion of the vessels is best preserved and manifests

36firerrelated exterior modifications. In other words, as I personally 36

36. I believe these large ^storage” urns were built in at least 
three distinct stages and the predominant pattern of breakage follows 
the joints where two segments were united. The first stage is to make 
the bottom portion using a mold. A relatively straight body section is 
gradually built up using coils of clay, a paddle and anvil. The third 
major stage is to.add a neck to the body. The rim may be produced by 
adding another coil to the neck. Thus there a^e at least two joints 
that are susceptible to breakage. In the village of Romero outside of 
Morrope, up to the 1930l's large vessels over 80 to 85 cm in height were 
produced in a similar manner. Today such large vessels are not being 
produced in the Morrope region.
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Fig. 65. Face-neck jar from Structure 55, Sector H. 279



Fig. 66. Face-neck jar from Structure 56 Sector H.
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Fig. 67. Face-neck jar from Structure 25, Sector H.



Fig. 68. Face-neck jar from Structure 6, Sector H.
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Fig. 69. Face-neck jar from Structure 10, Sector H.
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observed in Morrope where chicha is still made on a regular basis using 
so-called "storage" urns, large plainware vessels were indeed used for 

some form of cooking.
Significantly, there is only a small number of bowls and ollas

that, as a rule, served as the principal vessels of cooking foods. A
small quantity of camelid bones, fish vertebra, and carbonized corn

kernels were found in direct association with the firepit. Considering

the extent and intensity of the soil discoloration around the firepits,

the quantity of refuse material seems disproportionately small,
suggesting some garbage disposal or a limited amount of solid food

cooking» in fact, I postulate that the large "storage'* urns were used
in chicha making and that the large area of soil discoloration stems
from slow-cooking of large quantities of chicha on a regular basis. In
addition, I would argue that over 30 clean facer-neck jars were used

in extensive transportation of the chicha to other loci. They may in
reality have served the dual purpose of exporting chicha as well as
bringing in corn kernels from granaries or distribution points.
Systematic investigation of the variation in facer-neck jars in respect

to the contexts in which they occur as well as routes of communication

may reveal some significant patterns of functional interdependence
\

among different architectural contexts. At this point we have yet to 

determine what constitutes socially significant variation versus 
insignificant variation due to poor execution in the facial repre
sentations. As I shall expound later, many of the faces depicted on 
the jars are so simple and crude that identification of significant and 
insignificant variation may be difficult.
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Excavation of Unit 46 was carried out concurrently with that of 

Unit 72o While a group of workers cleared Internal Corridor 9 in 
order to elucidate access to Unit 46, another set of workers dug cross
shaped trenches in the isolated MLD (Structure 58), The trench ran 

approximately east and west into adjoining masonry Structures 68 and 69 
to ascertain the stratigraphic relationships among them. The trenches 
through, the MLD revealed no surprises. I had anticipated a conspicuous 

absence of artifacts and the presence of buried walls in addition to a 
central depression surrounded by terraces. Near the base of an earlier 
adobe wall, we recovered a large section of a highly burnished back 

rimless bowl with incised geometric design. Apparently it was deposited 
as a part of the fill that served as the foundation for the eastern 

terrace of Structure 58. I recognized no significant difference between 
this sherd and burnished rimless bowls found in primary contexts in 
Sector D. Despite this similarity, contextual differences prevent us 
from making any definite temporal equation.

i,--shaped trenches were excavated in neighboring Structures 65 
and 68 and vertical stratigraphic relationships carefully defined. 
Structure 65 showed a clean, well-preserved plastered floor and an in 
situ batan along the western wall with no associated refuse or 

artifacts. The low spot at the northwestern corner proved to be an 
entry into Structure 65 via Structure 58. Similarly, clearance of a 
low area at the northeastern corner of Structure 68 was shown to be an 
entry into Structure 68 via Structure 65. Thus Structure 68 is the 
most inaccessible Structure within Unit 46 in that one must pass through 

Structures 58, 65, and 69 to reach it.
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Structure 68 yielded the only known instance from Sector H of a 

grater bowl with grey smoothed exterior surface rather than the common 

red oxidized finish* This bowl was identical to one recovered from 

primary context in Sector D by A. Ignatieff. Both have a grey coarse 

paste and are not burnished. The significance of this isolated find is 

difficult to ascertain. Structure 68 has a well-preserved clean 

plastered floor. The functional identification of interlinked 

Structures 65 and 68 based upon limited artifact and architectural 
information remains too generalized to be of much use. There are some 
similarities between the Structural sets of Structures 58 (MLD)t 65 and 
68 on one hand, and Structures 44 to 47 in Unit 45, on the other. Both 

sets consist of at least one MLD and an interlinked masonry Structure 
containing a batan or batans and a refuse-free well-preserved plastered 
floor. It would be possible to argue that the Structural set of 
Structures 58, 65, and 68 was the locus of manufacturing and related 
activities, although specific indicative artifacts are conspicuously 

lacking, With, the exception of the eastern margin of Structure 56, 
functional characterization of Units 46 and 72 in general remains 

problematic. However, the"occupational surfaces, artifacts and 
architectural features revealed by our excavations suggest neither 
intensive utilization of the spacious enclosures nor the presence of 

some presumably high status individuals who oversaw the activities 
within Units 46 and 72. Perhaps those reaching these Units via Internal 
Corridors 5 and 9 were screened or checked at some other,points. I 
would argue that the labor force who employed the vessels found in 
Structure 56 did not reside within the confines of Units 46 and 72 but
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commuted on a regular basis from elsewhere. A major implication of the 
suggestion is that the Units were largely a locus of diurnal occupation. 

These suggestions are reasonable in light of findings from adjoining 
areas accessible from Units 46 and 72 via Internal Corridors. Yet 

another major implication is that the organization of activities in 
Units 46, 70, and 72 was at the supra-household level, involving 
members from a set of households. Labor organization may well have been 
along the lines of sex or age grades. Historically and ethnographically 
chichaymaking and weaving have been female tasks. If the Structural set 
of 54 and 55 as well as Structure 56 in Unit 72 prove to be the only 
major loci of food and drink preparation within the area directly linked 

by Internal Corridors 5 and 9, we are dealing with half a dozen Units 

that may have been under control of a well-developed hierarchy of 
offices.

Let me briefly consider access to and control of raw materials fo 

for various manufacturing activities and provisions for the commuting 
la,bor force. As I shall expound in Chapter yi, the labor force may well 
have come from outside of Sector H or even from outside the site as A. 
Ignatieff (personal communication, 1976) suggests. The large concentra
tion of small, irregular agglutinated masonry structures in the Southern 
Pediment appear to have been mostly habitationa,! in nature and may have 

served as the ulabor shed1* for Sector H and other vindustrial*1 sections 
of the site. In the preceding chapter I noted the existence of a, small 
formal storage facility near the western edge of Sector H (Unit 32) 
which had been burnt along with its stored beans and corn kernels. A 
similar 3-cell adobe storage facility with burnt corn kernels and beans
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was found in Sector D (Unit 51) . I would suggest these relatively small 
storage facilities were established in strategic locations close to 
manufacturing activities and/or labor service to supply the labor force 
with food and drink. The storage facilities^ contents would have been 

consumed and replenished on a regular basis and management probably 

would have been in the hands .of the high status beneficiaries of the 
manufacturing activities and/or labor servicef considering spacious and 
formal architectural context. In brief, I suggest a redistributive 
economic setup. Goods produced by the commuting labor force, who were 
supplied and fed by the beneficiaries, may have been stored in a 

series of large storage facilities found within Sectors A, B, and F.

This model will be elaborated upon in Chapter VI.

Unit 52, Sector H
Extensive excavations of points linked by internal Corridors 

5 and 9 were followed by another series of excavations in Units 52, 65, 
a!nd 71, ^11 of which were connected by Internal Corridor 4 (Fig,. 64) , 
Corridor 4 is simple in form and limited in extent. The area covered 

by Units 52, 65, and 71 was sampled during the first stage excavations, 
which defined the extent of the corridor as well as the doorways opening 
onto the corridor. In fact, corner excavations revealed some particu
larly interesting architectural and artifact features which received 
special attention during subsequent full-scale excavations.

Unit 52 occupies the southern end of the Corridor and features 
a cluster of unusually small, interlinked Structures surrounded by 

spaciously laid out terraces and open areas that may have been unroofed.
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Prior to first stage excavation, the only architecture observable on 
the surface was the three walls of Structure 61. Unit 52 as a whole 

thus appeared to have been a large, open court. ■ Excavation of the 

southern corner of Structure 57, however, showed thick, loose layer 

of grey ashy soil with high organic content overlying one well-preserved 
and another partially preserved stone-lined hearth. The better 
preserved hearth is built of about a dozen locally available split 
field stones cemented together with mortar. The bottom of the hearth 

was also mortared. Both stones and mortar are heat-discolored. The 
second hearth is similarly constructed and discolored. Relatively 

speaking, these hearths are much better made than any other fire pits 

and hearths thus far identified in Sectors H and D, Nondomestic use is 
postulated, considering the unusually large sizes (the internal 
diameters average between 70 to 80 cm) and the solid construction. The 

broader architectural context also supports this view *
Another test pit dug in what is not Structure 60 also revealed a 

thick deposit of grey, loose ahsy soil with high organic content. A 
large body sherd detected on the surface proved to be part of a tall 

urn that was apparently intentionally buried— probably for cooking. 
Because of similarities with the outdoor kitchen in Unit 85 and the 
existence of primary refuse materials, Melody Shimada, who was in charge 
of organic analysis at the site, conducted careful excavation of the 
area using screens. Her excavation revealed that theoorganic soil had a 
thickness of about 150 cm with 3 floors intermittently spaced. Aside 
from camelid bones, which constitute the bulk of the organic material,
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fish vertebra, carbonized corn kernels, avocado seeds and other 

materials were recovered.
In order to clarify the broader architectural context of the 

area M. Shimada excavated a trench extending across the wall separating 

Structures 60 and 63. On the floor of Structure 63 she discovered two 
shoe box-shaped, slate-like stones with smooth flat facets and a 
broken but highly polished and faceted basalt piece clustered along 
with an olla and large neck jar. Slate is metamorphosed shale.

Because of the nature of its formation, a strong blow along the 
horizontal plane (i.e., the plane of sedimentation) produces a 

remarkably smooth and horizontal surface. Experimentation has shown 
that slate-like stones are unexpectedly resistant to direct percussion 
by a metal hammer although weathered surfaces flake off quite easily. 
Careful surface examination of the slate-like stones showed no radiating 
percussion scars so characteristic of hard hammer blows but instead 

revealed numerous fine striations caused by slicing or cutting with a 
sharp edge. I believe these stones were used as anvils to produce and/or 
slice objects such as thin metal sheets. Considering the metallurgical 
sophistication attained by the Moche people (e.g L o t h r o p  19511 and* 
the pervasive use of sheet metal (mostly copper and gold), during the 
Mache periodf the interpretation is not unreasonable. This is the first 

set of faceted stoned found in primary context at Pampa Grande,

Because of these discoveries and their location at an end point 
of Internal Corridor 4r Unit 52 was extensively excavated during third 
stage excavations, Contiguous^room excavation of the Unit resulted in 
delineation of Structures 61, 63, 64, 81, and 85 as a set of Interlinked
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architectural units. Each Structure of the set is internally accessible 
from other Structures. Structure 81, at first glance appears totally 
enclosed by masonry walls. However, there is a small staircase to step 
over the wall near the southeast corner. In addition to its high 
"threshold” and small size (about one meter by one meter), the Structure 

is characterized by a lack of domestic refuse and the presence of at 
least three large "storage" urns and at least three face-neck jars, A 
storage function is suggested.

Structure 63 is similarly defined on all sides by masonry walls. 

However, the wall that separates Structures 61 from 63 only reaches 

floor level of Structure 61, indicating that traffic into Structure 63 

was through 61. In one sense, Structure 61 was the upper level of a 

structure with split-level floors. Structure 61 proved to be one of 

the most interesting structures in Sector H. It yielded perhaps the 
most convincing evidence of concentrated metal working at the site.

The so-called "metal working stones'* are an exception to the 
earlier assertion in regard to the generalized nature of portable 
artifacts at Pampa Grande, Ethnohistorically Jeronimo Benzoni (1967:
63) briefly described and illustrated metal working during the Inca 
period and later Lothrop (1950) illustrated well^polished and faceted 
hammers for metal working recovered from archaeological contexts on 

the Central Coast.of Peru. These stone implements are said to have 
been made out of hard metamorphic rocks such as quartzite, rhyolite 

and basalt, and are characteristically well-polished and faceted for 
the cold hammering of metals against anvils, A cluster o£ four 

polished and faceted stones of varying form, size and lithological type '
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along with a tabular stone with a flat polished surface and. a copper 

strip (Fig, 70) was found on the floor of Structure 61. Specifically, 
the cluster consisted of one jet grey, highly polished basalt stone 
with four flat working surfaces, another dense, probably porphyritic, 
brown basalt with polished and faceted surface, an off-white elongated 

ellipsoid fine-grain quartzite with one definitely flat and polished 
surface, and lastly another whitish ellipsoid quartzite that had been 

partially polished but not faceted. A tabular, greyish-green andesite 
stone measuring about 20 cm by 18 cm and 5 cm or so in thickness was 
found leaning against a raised area, where it probably slid off from 

the top of the platform. Considering its shape and large polished 

surface, the stone must have functioned as a stable anvil on the 
platform. Perhaps these five stones along with the three faceted 

stones found in' adjoining Structure 63 constitute a complete metal 
working kit.

The occurrence of two raised areas (at the eastern and 
southern corners of the Structure) built out of unusually fine-grained 
adobe bricks suggested they served as '"work tables,” The tops stand 

about 35 cm above the plastered floor, an appropriate height for sitting 
or working.

The copper strip was not a "blank” to be processed, but had 
been shaped. The 15 cm strip had an angular, U-shaped cross-section 
and had been perforated at regular intervals as if to be sewn onto 
another object, perhaps armor.

Following discovery of the metal working tools, the floor was 
carefully cojnjhed for microscopic evidence of copper or other metals.
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Fig. 70. Metal working stones from Structures 61 and 62, Unit 52, 
Sector H.
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Except for a variety of pottery types, nothing that would further 
reinforce the interpretation of the structure as a metal working area 
was found. However, excavation of the southern corner of Structure 57 
that adjoins Structure 63 to elucidate the broader context of the two 

stone lined hearths revealed a box-shaped ceramic vessel with interior 

encrustations of a light green substance which I believe to be a 
cupric or cuprous substance. The box resembles a miniature trough with 
approximate outside dimensions of 4 cm x 4 cm x 6.5 cm. The vessel 
has light grey fine grain paste and does not seem to have been fired 
in a common oxidizing or reducing atmosphere. Nonetheless, it is quite 
hard. The perfectly horizontal line of greenish encrustation appears to 

be a "water line" of some fluid that solidified later. I would suggest 
that the vessel served as a crucible for melting and/or producing a 
small ingot of copper. Appropriate metallurgical analysis of the 
substance is required to confirm my identification. Subsequent to this 

discovery A. Ignatieff uncovered a similar vessel with the same 
encrustation in Sector D.

The discovery of the vessel and two sets of 'Vmetal working" 

stones from contiguous Structures 61 and 63 shed new light upon the two 
stone^lined hearths in Structure 57. As seen in Fig, 71 (in pocket), 

these loci are accessible to each other. A clear implication is that 

the hearths were a part of the metal working activity. Consideration 

of the broader architectural and artifact context and contents of Unit 

52, however, argues against premature labelling of the area. On the 

contrary, X argue for dual functions for Unit 52: as a large outdoor 
cooking area and as a low-level, low-output metal workshop.
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Test pits and corner excavations within Unit 52 along Internal 

Corridor 4 indicate the existence of a thick deposit of grey ashy soil 

with high organic content extending from the southern corner to the 
western and northern corners of the Unit. In fact, this layer underlies 
the wall separating the Unit from the Corridor, It does not extend 
into Structure 54, Units 46, 65, or 72. The similar grey ashy soil 
filling subfloor levels of Structures 53 and 62 may well be an exten
sion of the grey soil in Unit 52. Stratigraphically, however, much of 

the grey soil can be shown to be sub-floor fill. As far as Unit 52 is 
concerned, a large portion of the grey soil appears to have been a 

mixture of fine silt and sand with ash and charcoal derived from the 

hearths and firepits found within Structures 57, 60, and 84.
Structure 60 is a large L-shaped area with at least three 

terraces. In addition to a trench dug by M. Shimada, I excavated a 
network of long, deep trenches in order to obtain stratigraphic control 

of the area. One trench running roughly north and south and paralleling 
the corridor cut through three firepits with concentric patterns of 
discolored soil, ash, and charcoal. Because o( the loose constitution 

of the grey soil and the distinctly sloping topography of the area, I 
failed to recognize any definite floor. However, the undisturbed 
nature of the firepits and a homogeneous sand^silt layer immediately 

overlying the firepit argue that the reconstructed floor level at the 
top of the firepits is the latest occupational floor. The large 

quantity of camelid bones directly associated with the firepits, then, 

may well be primary context refuse material that resulted from the use 

of firepits for cooking. The reconstructed floor level roughly matches
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the bottom of the terraces within Structure 60, Similarly, floor level 
corresponds to the top of the in situ ash and charcoal remains surround
ing the buried urn toward the southern end of the Structure. Identifica
tion of floor level in Structure 84 suffers from the same problem. 
Structure 84 is a three-sided structure filled with loose ashy soil.
Here the ash, sand and silt were so well mixed that I was unable to 
detect any clear cut stratigraphic break between pre- and post
abandonment deposits. The latest floor level was reconstructed in 

reference to two large plainware urns. One is a large wide-mouth urn 

very similar in size and shape to the urn revealed in Structure 54. 
Anbther is a large 11 storage" urn. The existence of another wide-mouth 

urn is suggested by a cluster of large plainware sherds with large rim 

diameter. A deep trench along the east-west wall revealed two floors 
below the bottom of the vessels. The same trench also showed the 

depths of the foundations of the east and south, walls of the Structure 
differ by at least 20 cm. This observation is not unexpected con

sidering the incomplete nature of the eastern corner formed by these 
two walls. The walls do not meet to form a corner and there is an 

appreciable gap suggesting that the shallower south wall was constructed 
later than the east wall and that it served as a protective wall for 
the contents of Structure <84 from activities in adjoining Structure 57 

(Fig. 71).. The three-sided construction of Structure. 84 also adds 

credence to the view that the south wall was not meant to cut off 
interaction with neighboring Structure 57. The only whole or 
reconstruetable artifacts recovered from Structure 84 are large plain- 
ware vessels. As in‘the case of Structure 54, storage of liquids is
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suggested as the primary, function of the area. Two firepits were found 
near the southwestern corner of the Structure. Once again the undis
turbed nature of the discolored soil and ash/charcoal concentration 
coupled with the good correspondence with reconstructed floor level 
argue for contemporaneity of the firepits with the storage vessels„

The spatial proximity of the firepits to the large storage vessels and 
another cluster of plainware vessels found at the southwestern corner 
of Structure 60 may be significant. The cluster includes at least three 
medium-sized "storage" urns and one olla, all of which manifest heat 
discoloration and limited blackening and at least three clean neck jars. 

I suggest that the northern portion of Structure 60 functioned as the 

locus of food cooking while the southwestern corner, in conjunction with 

storage vessels in Structure 84 served as another locus of chicha 

making.
Despite the discoveries of stone-lined hearths and a possible 

"crucible,11 the physical extent of Structure 57 remains undefined, 
mainly because of the poor preservation of MLDs that border the area 
to the Southeast. Only the southwestern portion of the Structure was 
cleared. Patches of the hard^packed floor around the stone-lined 
hearths remains but cannot be traced outward. Northeast of the hearths 
we uncovered a whole U-shaped plainware urn that was half buried in the 
ground and stands nearly 85 cm. Although grey ashy soil covered the 

upper half of the vessel, there is no indication that it was used in 

cooking; it may have been set in the ground to keep the contents cool. 
However, if the area remained unroofed, as it would seem, the tropical 

sun would rapidly warm up the contents. Perhaps the vessel stored
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water or other substances used daily in the immediate area„ Signifi- x 
cantly, the ashy soil in Structure 57 has very little organic content.
If the two stone-lined hearths were used for cooking food, the area 
must have been kept free of domestic refuse. Considering the unusually 

solid construction of the hearths and the existence of firepits with 

domestic refuse in neighboring Structures, the hearths, and Structure 57 
in general, must have been reserved for nondomestic functions. In 
fact, we seem to have spatial differentiation of domestic and non
domestic activities. The pattern is accentuated when we consider the 
interlinked structural set comprised of Structures 61, 63, 64, 81, 
and 85.

The Structural set is totally free of the grey ashy soil so 

pervasive in remaining parts of the Unit. The latest floors were 
overlain by clean water- and wind-borne sand and silt. The lower 

floor level of Structure 64 also included light brown soil with rotten 

tree roots. The noticeable discrepancy of an overlying deposit between 
the Structural set and the rest of the Unit is similarly reflected in 

the absence of grey ashy soil below the latest floors in the Structural 
set. M, Shimada subfloored Structure 63 and identified two earlier 

floors and a buried wall, none of which were associated with the grey 
soil. Apparently the wall that separates Structures 60 and 63 
excluded the grey soil. The general region occupied by Unit 52 must 
have been the scene of active architectural modification and build up. 
For example, the wall that separ tes Structures 53 from 60 is, in 
reality, two distinct walls built on top of the other as is the case 

of the wall that demarcates Internal Corridor 4 from Structures 93 in
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Unit 65. The same is true of the wall that separates Structures 85 from 
86 in Unit 52.

Aside from the metal working kit, perhaps the most significant 
aspect of the Structural set is spatial organization and ceramic 
composition. The storage function of Structure 81 has already been 
described. Structure 64 is subdivided into two floor levels by a 
terrace that is actually an extension of the floor level of adjoining 
Structures 61 and 85. In other words, Structures 61, 81, and 85 share 

the same floor. The lower level of Structure 64 yielded two face-neck 
jars and a small bowl with what appears to be a mold-impressed and 
subsequently painted decoration depicting what D. Donnan (personal 
communication, 1975) would describe as a "procession" of various 
anthropomorphic figures in various elaborate costumes (Fig. 72). A 

small bowl with such elaborate decoration is rare at Pampa Grande. The 

procession motif is said to be one of the major themes of Moche high 
status art. The motif occurs in murals on an adobe pyramid at 
Pa'hama.rca and on painted stirrup spout jars in the classic Moche art 
tradition and reflects Moche ideology (cf* Benson 1972, Bonavia 1974, 

Kutscher 1955, Larco 1946, Schaedel 1951b). The decoration on the bowl 
closely resembles figures in the famed murals at the ^ceremonial centerv 

of Panamarca (cf. Bonavia 1974, Schaedel 1951b).. The significance of 
the bowl, I: believe, is not so much its stylistic resemblance with 
other Moche decoration but the implication of a high status group in 

the Structural set. I suggest that the existence of such a bowl whose 
decorative motif seems to occur only in formal architectural contexts 

and on labor intensive pottery, along with a painted flaring-rim bowl



Fig. 72. Procession of anthropomorphic figures depicted on a small bowl from Structure 64, Unit 52, Sector H.
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in Structure 61 and a stirrup-spout jar in Structure 85 (Fig. 73) , 

symbolizes the importance attached to activities within the Structural 
set. It is likely that the metal working was supervised and the 
products controlled by some individual(s) representing the governing 
group of the society. Such individual(s) may have belonged to a high 
hereditary social group or simply have been delegated with certain 
authority and endorsed by the possession of material objects of status 
and power.

The upper level of Structure 64 yielded two plainware storage" 
urns set in the floorf but no stone or metal artifacts that may have 
been a part of the metal working kit were found. Structure 85 also 
contained an unusual array of pottery, including two ollas with sooted 

exterior surface, three plain coarseware bowls, one black burnished 
bowl and one neck jar, one plain coarseware neck jar arid two face-neck 
jars, in addition to a miniature neck jar, two black burnished plates 
and a painted stirrup-spout jar that was illustrated earlier.. Outside 
of various jars, the list consists of cooking and serving vessels.
The relative rarity of serving dishes such as plates in Moche sites is 
thought to have been due to the extensive use of perishable vessels 
(Donnan personal communication, 1976), Vessels discovered from floor 

contexts in Pampa Grande are grey to black in color due to firing under 
reduced atmosphere and burnished or smoothed. No other context in 

Sector H other than Structure 28 in Unit 38 a,nd Structure 85 yielded 

whole or reconstructable plates. At least two grey ware shallow bowls 

(or alternatively, deep plates) with ring-base were recovered from

301
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Fig. 73. A Moche V stirrup spout jar from Structure 85, Unit 52, 
Sector H.
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Structure 28 (Fig. 74} . Shallow bowls with ring bases are one of the 
traditional Moche ceramic forms.

Structure 85 does have a small patch of discolored soil and 
associated ash, suggesting limited fire use. Without doubt, however, 

the floor was kept clean of any refuse material. Although the floor 
area is relatively small (about 3 m by 2.4 m), it is sufficient to 
seat three to four individuals for a meal. I suggest Structure 85 
was the locus of dining and drinking by those involved in metal working 
and its supervision. I further argue that the food and chicha were 
cooked utilizing firepits and vessels in Structures 60 and 84, 
respectively, and brought into Structure 85 through an entry with a 
low threshold near the southwestern corner of Structure 61. Not only 
were loci of domestic and nondomestic activities spatially segregated 
but different loci within Unit 52 seem to have supplemented the 
activities within the Structural set. Once again I am considering the 

set to have been the locus of diurnal manufacturing activity manned by 
a, commuting labor force who were supplied with the necessary provisions 
and raw materials by beneficiaries.

There are several lines of evidence that argue for nonhabita- 
tiona,! function of the Structural set, 1 have already discussed the 

unusual composition of the artifacts. Even the storage function 
attributed to Structure 81 can be explained in terms of short-term 

storage of various raw materials or even finished or half^finished 

products from metal workingr not to mention the supply of corn for 
chicha making. Furthermore, if we consider ^room^size^ variation of 

the Structures within the set, it is evident that the average floor
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Fig. 74. Grey ring-base bowls from Structure 28, Unit 38, Sector H . 304
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2 2space of the set (5.1 m , or 6.38 m when Structures 61 and 63 are

combined into one Structure) is significantly smaller than average floor
space of the occupational units thus far defined in Sector H. Each of

the four occupational units within Unit 38 has an average floor space of 
2well over 10 m . Another occupational unit consisting of Structures 4

2and 26 in Unit 60 (Fig. 33) has a total floor space of about 45 m . The
2Structural set in Unit 52 has a total floor space of about 26 m * Any 

way we look at the set, for the complexity of internal subdivision, the 
floor space is unusually small.

As noted earlier, a major implication of the above discussion 

is that labor force engaged in the postulated metal working and 

supportive domestic activities commuted to Unit 52 via Internal 
Corridor 4 from elsewhere. Yet our excavational results do not 

suggest a metal workshop capable of producing a large output. Unit 
52 as a whole was isolated in space and access suggesting regulation 
of human interaction by some group. The occurrence of what I have 
identified as labor intensive artifacts renders additional support to 

the view. At present, however, we cannot ignore the possibility of a 
large outdoor domestic area (Structure 60) serving the occupants of 
Structures linked to it by an Internal Corridor.

We are gradually gaining a picture of widespread (within 
Sector H and possibly D), low-level manufacturing activities, No 
one single locus dominated the production of a given set of portable 

artifacts and industrial areas were spatially segregated from habitat 
tional areas, necessitating movement of labor force. Although there 

is no conclusive evidence, suggestions are that manufacturing activities
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were carried out under the supervision of high status beneficiaries who 
supplied raw materials and provisions to the labor force. There is no 
strong reason at this point to refute the possibility that the manu
factured goods were utilized by high status individuals as well as by 

those who made up the labor force. Goods may have been redistributed 

to the workers or the workers may have produced their necessities as 
well as the goods specified by the high status individuals, For 
example, the conspicuous absence of labor intensive metal artifacts 
from primary contexts raises the possibility that much of the manu
facturing effort was directed toward the production of low-quality 
daily necessities such as metal needles, In other words, we are talking 

about an economic system whereby the producers were the major consumers. 
Further consideration of these issues will be presented in the following 

chapter.

Unit 65, Sector H
Intensive excavations along Internal Corridor 4 included Unit 

65, which has one elaborate entry off the Corridor and another formal 
entry from the area north of the Unit. The two entries permitted 
traffic from the northern section of Sector H to reach Internal 

Corridor 4 and eventually Units 52 and 71, The eastern periphery of 
Unit 71 is poorly preserved and it cannot be determined whether there 

was another access to the complex from outside, Traffic coming through 

Internal Corridor 1 may have reached the complex through Unit 40, The 
southern margin of the complex is bordered by contiguous MLDs that 

stand oyer a meter and a half above the postulated floor ley els of
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Units 52 and 71. Unless the use of ladders or the existence of stair
cases or ramps is postulated, the vertical difference would have served 
as an effective barrier against interaction in space. In other words, 
Unit 65 occupied a strategic location that may have served as a check 
point for incoming and outgoing traffic (Fig. 64).

The Unit consists of three Structures with Structure 59,
37basically a complex of terraces, occupying over half of the area.

A cross-shaped trench was dug in Structure 59 revealing a thin deposit 
of clean sand and silt overlying a relatively well-preserved floor.
The only artifact noted was a whole-neck jar near the center of the 

Structure. The northern entry is situated at the high point of 

Structure 59 and is defined by large box-shaped boulders. A masonry 
wall about a meter east of the entry apparently defined one side of a 
gradual but wide ramp leading to the entry. The southern entry is,about 
30 cm lower than the opposing entry. One gradually descended a gently 
sloping basal floor passing through two terraces. The Internal 
Corridor near the southern entry widens to about two meters and appears 

to have had a terrace along its northern side. The terrace seems to 37

37. Two parallel terraces that occupy the eastern end,of 
Structure 59 had initially been designated as Structure 66 because the 
masonry wall defining the lower terrace was originally interpreted as 
a barrier against interaction in space. Excavation, however, showed 
that the plastered basal floor of Structure 59 was overlaid by about 
15 cm of clean sand and silt without any- rubble from wall fall. 
Furthermore, small patches of plaster found only a few centimeters 
below the present surface in Structure 66 suggest that the latest 
floor roughly matches the.present surface and that Structure 66 
consists of two terraces, A deep trench dug into the terraces 
revealed the existence of over one meter of grey ashy fill below the 
present surface with a well-preserved plastered floor at the bottom.
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have been an extension of the basal floor of Structure 59 built upon 
grey ashy fill with a high organic content.38

Excavation of Structure 67, an MLD, again failed to yield any 
clue to possible functions of isolated MLDs.

Structure 93 occupied the western end of the Unit and is 
accessible only through Structure 67. Earlier excavation of the 
southwestern corner revealed the existence of a small firepit with 
associated ash. Subsequent excavation covering the southern half of 
the Structure revealed large sherds on the floor belonging to at least 

two large ''storage" urns, A trench dug in the middle of the northern 
half of the Structure produced several more plainware sherds, Could 
Structure 93 have served as a small kitchen/storage room for a small 
group of the daytime occupants of the Unit? Although excavations in 
the Unit showed two entries, they produced few artifact and archi

tectural features that reflect the function of the individual Structures 
comprising the Unit. Based upon the overall architectural configuration 

and access pattern of the Unit, I consider it to have been the check 

point for the incoming and outgoing traffic between the architectural 
complex directly linked by Internal Corridor 4 and the outside. For 

example, metal products from Unit 52 may have been inspected,

38. Alternatively, a single row, stone alignment may have 
buttressed a garbage disposal spot. At the Chimu capital city of Chan 
Chan, garbage was thrown into corridors (U. Klymshykin personal 
communication, 1976). However, considering the proximity to an 
important entry and the depth of the grey soil this alternative view 
is unlikely. Two more floors were identified below basal floor level 
of Structure 59 near the entry. For the purpose of organic analysis 
by M, Shimada, this corner was designated Structure 99, which like 
Structure 66, does not fit the criteria of a "Structure,"
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categorized and accounted for before they were transported to else
where. The terraces occupying much of the floor space of Structure 59 
may have been the setting for various economic transactions dealing 
with the labor force that manned the activities in Unit 52 and the 

metal objects themselves. The daily work quota as well as specifica
tions of the desired objects may have been communicated there.

Unit 71 and Structure 62, Sector H

Third stage excavation along Internal Corridor 4 also included 
Structure 62 and Unit 71 (Fig. 64). An S-shaped trench was excavated in 
Structure 62 but the significance of the results remains uncertain.
The present contour of the Structure shows a vertical difference of 

about one meter from the high point near its border with Structure 53 in 

Unit 71 to the low spot near the eastern margin of Unit 52* A 10 to 30 

cm sand and silt top layer overlies a thick deposit of grey ashy soil 
over much of the Structures* In fact, we failed to identify any 
definite floor in the trench. In the middle of the Structure we 
encountered a single-stone thick wall built of large blackened stones 
running north and south. The top of the wall roughly matches the break 
between the sand/silt top layer and the grey ashy soil. The wall 
appears to have sustained fill that formed the base for the terrace 

that covered the eastern half of the Structure. This interpretation 
is supported by the fact that the top of the grey ashy soil west of the 
wall is about 10 cm below that of the grey soil on the eastern side. 

Furthermore the grey soil in the western half appears to contain a lot
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more sand. The grey soils of the Structure in general have a low 
organic content.

The only artifact evidence for occupation of the Structure is a 
single buried 11 storage” urn near the northeastern corner. There aref 

however, some interesting architectural features. The double-faced 

masonry wall that defines a portion of the Internal Corridor has a 
third face added on as if to structurally strengthen it to bear the 
heavy weight of the fill used to elevate the Internal Corridor.
The southeastern corner of the Structure is incomplete in that the 
eastern and southern walls do not abut or bond. There is a gap between 
the walls as in the case of Structure 84 in Unit 52.

Unit 71 at present consists of four interlinked Structures and 
occupies an end point of Internal Corridor 4, The total configuration 
of the Unit has not been defined largely due to its poor state of 

preservation. Structures 50 and 51 form a functional set internally 
linked to each other and which are accessible only through an entry in 
Structure 51* The traffic coming through the Corridorf however, first 

enters Structure 53 which must have served as a sort of anteroom,. 

Structure 51 is subdivided by a terrace just as Structure 50 is 

tripartitioned by two terraces. The lower floor level of Structure 
51 contained a set of large plainware v'storage*1 urns, one of which 
showed heat discoloration on its ekterior bottom, three face neck jars 

and a relatively large area of discolored soil with associated ash and 

charcoal, in addition to a small batan. The upper level, however, 
yielded only a handful of neck jar sherds. The northern and eastern 
corners of the Structure revealed postholes. Perhaps the terraced area
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was also roofed, while the basal floor with domestic vessels and firepit

\

remained unroofed. Much of neighboring Structure 50 was also occupied 
by terraces. The northern terrace was apparently bordered by adobe 
walls on all three sides. The fallen adobes slowed the pace of excava

tion and eventually I curtailed excavation. Interestingly, the 
sustaining wall of the terrace was half stone and half adobe, The 
limited excavation produced several plainware sherds probably belonging 

to neck jars. Excavation of the southern terrace likewise proved to be 
unproductive. The southeastern corner of the Structure, however, 

yielded one complete intricately carved bone implement resembling an 

awl (Fig, 75) and a 15 cm copper needle with an eye. The configuration 
of Structure 50 is problematic because of the uncertainty surrounding 

the eastern wall. The wall is built out of adobe bricks and apparently 
collapsed into the adjoining area, possibly at the same time as 
collapse of the adobe walls surrounding the northern terrace. They 
hindered definition of the extent and direction of the wall. Tracing 
of the plastered floor showed that the adobe wall abutted only the 
northern wall of the Structure. At the other end of the adobe wall, 

however, the floor surface had been disturbed by root growthe Thus the 
adobe bricks found on an angle may be due to disturbance rather than 
secondary deposition. If there had been an opening, however, Structures 
51 and 51 would be only part of a larger functional unit, This 

possibility is significant in defining the internal relations of Unit 

71. Not only the boundary of the Unit but the significance of 
Structures 50 and 51 would be greatly affected. For example, the 

domestic activities of Structure 51 may now be seen as supplying
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Fig. 75. Carved bone implement from Sector H.
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provisions to those engaged in non-domestic activities in the adjoining 
MLDSe • As I noted earlier, the eastern and southern peripheries of 
Unit 71 as it stands today are bordered by MLDs. Although the MLDs to 
the South are situated at least a meter and a half above the floor 
level of Structure 53, the MLDs to the East are not only contiguous to 
Structure 50 but lie on the same level. Furthermore, the MLDs to the 
East are bounded on the North by a major adobe wall and on the East by 
some masonry structures and Internal Corridor 1, The confined nature 
of the MLDs argues for linkage with Unit 71, Unfortunately, because 
of a time limitation, I had to curtail work in Unit 71 and the above 
possibility did not receive the attention it deserves.

The ambiguity of archaeological contexts and the resulting data 

color the excavation of Structures 52 and 53, With the exception of one 

small area, the two Structures were filled with grey ashy soil below a 

thin layer of clean water and wind^borne sand and silt. An L^shaped 
trench was dug in Structure 53 without encountering any definite occupa^ 

tional surface. However, one firepit with associated undisturbed rings 
of variegated colored ash and soil and a pit filled with camelid bones 
were recognized. The top of the pit is'approximately .18 cm below the 

present surface, while the top of the firepit lies only about 10 cm 
below the surface, 1 believe these two floor features are roughly 
coterminous. The pit with bones is situated at the northwestern corner 
of structure 53 where the Internal Corridor enters- the Structure, while 

the firepit was located near the center. The difference in depth 
between these two features may simply be due to the proximity of the 

pit to the wall rubble. Analysis of the bones recovered from the pit
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indicates that they belong to fetal or neonatal camelid (Pires-Ferreira 
personal communication, 1975). Because of weathering and the infancy 
of the animal, it was difficult to ascertain whether the bones had been 

gnawed or butchered but at least four metapodials had been gnawed. 
Immediately east of the pit is a test pit I excavated during first 

stage excavations. The test pit was excavated at the point where the 
southern wall of Structure 50 in Unit 65 met the southern wall of 

Structure 51 in order to determine whether the two walls abut or bond. 
The test pit produced a cluster o.f adult camelid bones which were 
unfortunately not analyzed. The recovery of baby bones from one single 
coherent context argues for some form of intentional disposal„ If the 
two clusters of bones were a form of dedicatory burial that paired 
adult and baby camelid bones, perhaps it did not matter whether the 

bones belonged to single individuals. In other words the formality or 
act of offering was what mattered.

The interpretation that the pit with baby bones and the firepit 

represent the same occupational surface is further buttressed by the 
fact that the bottoms of the masonry walls that defined Structure 53 

lie about 5 to 10 cm below the projected surface. Outside of the two 

bone clusters, the deposits in Structure 53 are relatively free of 
bones or other organic substances. The only other notable objects from 
the Structures are four round quartzite cobbles that show some 
polishing but only limited wear from battering. Although the grey ashy 

soil contains charcoal bits and lumps of discolored soil, we encountered 
only one definite firepit. Similarly, numerous plainware sherds
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recovered from excavation of the trench are fragmentary and secondary in 
context.

As the southeastern half of Structure 52 had been badly eroded 
by a small wash, excavation was limited to the northwestern half. Near 
the entry to the Structure we exposed a plastered floor which was over- 
lain by a thin layer of sand and silt. In addition, we recovered a 
whole grey burnished neck jar near the entry. Interestingly, there was 
hardly any grey ashy soil near the entry, while the depth of the grey 

soil increased toward the east. Paralleling the north wall of Structure 
52 in the midst of the grey soil we uncovered two large plain coarseware j ' 

"storagev urns. One is a large^mouth half-spherical urn almost 
identical to those found in Structure 84, Unit 52 and Structure 54, 

whereas the second is a more common U-shaped nstorage" urn. Our trench 
encountered two contiguously situated firepits about one meter south
west of the wide-mouth urn. Presumably these firepits are the source 
of the grey ash and charcoal bits found in Structure 52.

The area occupied by Structures 52 and 53 in general resembles 
the situation in Structures 57 and 84 in Unit 52 in having an extensive 
distribution of grey ashy soil with charcoal bits but little organic 

content, the. existence of large ^storage" vessels, and a relatively open 

access. In addition, despite physical proximity, the neighboring 
Structures (Structures 50 and 51 % do not have any grey ashy soil over~ 

lying the floor, just as in the case of the Structural set in Unit 52. 

Overall we may suggest that Structures 52 and 53 served as an outdoor 
cooking and storage area that supplied chic ha and cooked foods to

elsewhere. Even if Structures 50 and 51 are assumed to have been a
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habitational area, the floor surface used for fire usage and storage 
within Unit 71 is abnormally large. Evidence of fire usage and storage 
found in Structures 51, 52, and 53, on the contrary, argues for a non- 
habitational nature of the Unit. It is tempting to suggest that the 

MLDs east of Structure 50 were indeed functionally tied to activities 
in Unit 71, resembling the pattern identified in other Units in Sector 
H. However limited in artifact evidence, the bone "awl" and a copper 

needle recovered from Structure 50 may be indicative of sewing and 
tailoring activities that depended upon the supply of woven cloth and 
metal objects from such areas as Units 52 and 70, Yet, however 
attractive this possibility may be in reference to the reciprocity 
model presented earlier, the data from Unit 71 are far from conclusive.

Considering research objectives and the impending time limit, 
a major tactical decision was necessary at this point. Operations in 
the field must be in accord with the research goals. Rather than 
devoting time and energy to possible resolution of the problems 

surrounding Unit 71, I opted for investigation of another Unit in 
Sector H and inters-Sec tor testing of the reciprocityr-manufacturing 

model. Therefore, the last areas of intensive and extensive excavation 
were Unit 60 in Sector H, and Units 86 and 87 in Sector J,

Unit 60, Sector H
Unit 60 is situated along the eastern side of Iriternal 

Corridor 3 and occupies a roughly rectangular area close to the boundary 
between Sectors A and H ("Fig. 761. Architecturally the Unit is dis

tinguished by extensive terracing without any physical barrier that
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would impede interaction in space. Unit 55, which lies across the 
Internal Corridor, consists largely of an open court and a multi-tiered 
terrace which gives an additional feeling of spaciousness. The open 
access to Units 55 and 60 may be understandable if we consider the 

platform-terrace court complex located along Internal Corridor 2, The 
complex is strategically positioned so as to permit surveillance and 
even control of traffic passing through Internal Corridor 2 as well as 
of activities in the LLFA* Similarly Structure 5 is strategically 
situated in respect to traffic entering the constricted eastern end of 
the Internal Corridor 3 which is linked to Internal Corridors 2 and 8. 

Structure 5 is a platform^terrace complex contiguous to the eastern 

entry to Corridor 3* The second^stage excavation of Structure 5 
produced a rare deer antler segment showing burr and tine fragments, and 

a quartz crystal in addition to a handful of plainware sherds belonging 

to neck jars. The antler fragments were recovered from the basal floor, 
while the crystal came from one of the terrace floors. Although these 
objects may well be part of a medicine kit or offering, their rarity 
seems to symbolize the significance attached to the Structure and its 

occupants. I would argue that the above two platform-terrace complexes 
served to regulate traffic along Internal Corridors 2 and 3, and that 
open access to Units 55 and 60 was predicated upon operation of this 

regulatory system. Internal Corridor 8 only handled traffic that had 
passed through Corridors 2 and 3 and required no further control.

Intensive corner excavation of Unit 60 indicated shallow, clean 
fill overlying the latest floor, the absence of any wall rubble, and 

intricate subdivisions by terracing. None of the terraces in the Unit
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stands over 25 cm above the basal floor. These observations pointed to 
the feasibility of a rapid but extensive excavation of the Unit. Except 
for Structure 6, there was a general scarcity of secondary or primary 
context artifacts.

Structure 6 occupies the eastern corner of the Unit and is 
adjacent to the multi-tiered terrace and platform in Unit 59, The 

outstanding architectural feature of the Structure is a narrow bench 
and adjacent square^-shaped stone lined frame with a "drum frame" in the 
center. The "bench" is about 280 cm long but only 35 to 40 cm wide and 
about 30 cm high. The frame for the "drum" is also small, a little less 
than a meter long and 10 cm high. The "drum frame" is nearly identical 

with the one found in Structure 78, Unit 70 (Fig. 62), having a double 
convex cross-section and having been made out of plainware pottery. . 

Structure 6 also yielded a large quantity and variety of other pottery 
including half a dozen neck and face neck jars, one of which contained 
burnt beans and cotton seeds, a red coarseware bowl with a moldr 
impressed geometric design covering the lower ha.lf of the. body, and an 

effigy vessel. The mixing of beans and cotton seeds is something of a 

puzzle, particularly since no other vessel shows signs of heat dis

coloration or smudging. There is no evidence of a burnt roof or fire 

usage within the Structure, The mystery of the isolated occurrence of 
a neck jar with burnt contents cannot be resolved at this time.

The only definite entry to Structure 6 is at the western corner 
of the Structure reachable from Internal Corridors 3 and 8 through 
Structures 88 and 94. It is possible that it was connected to Structure 

4 via a low adobe terrace situated at the northern corner of Structure 4,
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The southeastern portion of Structure 6 is defined by a low adobe 
mound, which has been eroded to the point where determination of its 
original height and shape as well as possible existence of an iccess 
is difficult. It is, however, unlikely that there was any access 
through there. The mound or wall must have been high enough (conv 
sidering the number of fallen adobes removed) to have acted as a 
physical barrier. Neighboring Structure 4 has various primary context 

artifacts and refuse material as well as some architectural features 
indicating habitational functions. They include an in situ batan and 

chunga set on a bench, at least three vstorage" urns set in the floor 
of the terrace next to the bench, a terrace free of artifact and refuse 

material and occupying a quarter of the floor space of the Structure, 
and a small stone lined hearth along with associated charcoal bits and 
organic refuse ('Fig. 76). • Structure 26 occupies a narrow rectangular 
area contiguous to Structure 4 and is filled with vstorage”' urns, large 
neck jars and a few face neck jars* Access to these interlinked 
Structures, however, remains problematic * One access is via the 

aforementioned terrace at the northern corner of Structure 4. More 
likely connection between the Structural set and Unit 60 was across the 
southern side of Structure 88. In this case the narrow bench in 
Structure 4 acted as a step to reach the floor level of Structure 88. 

The southern border of Structure 88 is defined by an adobe wall, which 
abuts onto the masonry wall that defines the southern margin of 

Structure 94. The adobe wall apparently sustained fill underlying the 

floor of Structure 88* The top of the adobe wall stands about an inch 
above the plastered floor and is perfectly flat. The floor plaster
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gradually rises against the adobe wall. Considering the conspicuous 
absence of fallen or melted adobes around the wall, the wall probably 
did not stand to enclose Structure 88 but served as a low threshold.

The low spot along the southern wall of Structure 4 may have 
also provided an entry but excavation showed that the wall continued 
without any break, although only standing 20 cm above the floor at the 
low point.

Elucidation of the interaction pattern between the Structural 
set and the surrounding area is important in accounting for the 
isolated occurrence of the domestic/habitational unit and the nature 
of occupation of the surrounding areas.

Overall, except for the artifact and architectural features 
identified in Structure 6 and two fragments of faceted "metal working" 
stones made out of dense grey basalt found on the surface of Structure 

94, there are no material remains indicative of activities or functions 

associated with the terraces in the Unit. One thing that is certain 
is that, in respect to ease of movement facilitated by the Corridors, 

terraces and courts, the total area occupied by Units 53, 54, 55, 58, 

and 59, there is little evidence of domestic and habitational activities. 
In fact, I; would argue there was rather a small number of residents, 
perhaps a maximum of 5 to 10 persons. Day-time occupants, however, must 
have been a much greater number.

The absence of roof fall and the limited number of postholes 

(only 3 are known from the excavated a,rea)_ argues that most of the 
terraces in the area were unroofed. The terraces must have been the 

scene of temporary and intermittent occupation. Although luxurious
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use of space is evident, architectural elaboration and quality (in terms 
of labor expenditure and construction materials) is not particularly 
noticeable.

On the basis of these observations, I suggest that the general 

area occupied by Units 55 and 60 may have been where goods produced 
within Sector H were pooled, sorted, counted and perhaps assigned to 
specific carriers for delivery elsewhere. Following this line of logic, 
I may argue that the LLFA linked to the Units by Internal Corridor 2 
may have been the place where goods were actually loaded and unloaded.
In addition, commuting labor force may have gathered there to receive 
instructions. These ideas cannot be considered without postulated 

linkage between Sectors A and H, Although no definite route that 

connects the eastern corner of Sector H with Sector A has been estabr* 
listed, Internal Corridors 3.and 7 guide traffic toward a postulated 
entry into Sector A, Perhaps subsequent to the reception and assess
ment of messages from Sector A, various resultant decisions and tasks 
may have been relayed to foremen in charge of work units and/or 

activities in Unit 55,

As represented by and depicted on Hoc he pottery, there, seems to 
have been a variety of entertainments that accompanied official transac

tions including feasts and music. It may not be far-fetched to suggest 
that the ndrum frame'; found in Structure 6 was part of a musical band 
that sat on the narrow bench to perform. The bench faces the terrace- 

platform complex in Unit 59, The complex is the highest construction 
in the area and affords a complete view of Units 55 and 60, It may be 
argued that the band played music for the occupants of the
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terrace-platform complex as well as for those engaged in official 
transactions in the Units.

In general, the clean and well-preserved terrace floors in 
Unit 60 as well as unrestricted movement in the area support the view 
of rather static and temporary usage of the area.

Structural sets 4 and 26, along with Units 53 and 54 may have 
been the residence of a small group of maintenance and service 
personnel. Unlike Structure 8 in Unit 38 and Structure 56 in Unit 
72, the area does not show any evidence of large scale chicha making 
and food preparation. This would be expected if the resident popula
tion was small and usage of the area by non-residents brief and inter

mittent, as I have suggested. Internal Corridor 8 is interesting in 

that it provides access to a small domestic Structure and a large 

open space along the Sector A boundary wall. The nature of occupation 
in these areas connected by the Corridor requires further investiga
tion.

Although the postulated function of Units 55 and 60 partially 
resembles the model of occupation suggested for Unit 38, the latter is 
eminently more private and high status residential in nature. The 

former position, based upon fragmentary and ambiguous data, is far from 
conclusive. Yet we cannot ignore the spacious and easily accessible 

architectural pattern, and the general absence of evidence for 
intensive and permanent usage of the area. In addition, future con
sideration of the area must also include its broader context that

includes the LLFA with at least four converging Internal Corridors,
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singularly unique Unit 38 and proximity to a postulated entry into 
Sector A.

Units 86 and 87, Sector J
As I noted earlier, I have adopted a "purposive" sampling 

technique to determine whether the patterns discerned within distinct 

MLD clusters in Sector H (Units 45 and 70) hold valid in MLD clusters 
in other Sectors. The danger of purposive sampling is real when the 
investigator is ignorant of or chooses to ignore the possibility of 
creating self-fulfilling research* I adopted the technique with clear 
cognizance of the problem. My interest was not to test the validity of 

my reciprocity model, My goal was simply to discover whether a 
specific architectural association that was discerned among MLDs in 

Sector H existed in other Sectors. The association consists of MLDs 
and an interlinked formal, platform, kitehen/domestic storage area, and 

a formal storage facility. Intensive surface survey of Sector J was 
conducted in order to identify significant architectural patterns of 
association. MLDs are seemingly organized into a number of units, each 

of which includes one or two adobe structures. In addition, several 

Internal Corridors were recognized. The major corridor runs roughly 

northeastssouthwest connecting what I call the ^Cxrcum^Quebrada IV 

Corridor" with the heart of Sector J , In other words, beneath the 
chaotic appearance of the Sector there are certain patterns of order. 
Units 86 and 87 represent the best preserved unit of architectural 
association discerned during the surface survey. Yet delineation of 
their exact physical boundaries is difficult.
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In terms of architectural composition and association, the 

Unit consists of MLDs surrounding a small, burnt adobe mound and a 
masonry/adobe building with a nearly square shaped floor plan (Fig. 77). 
On the basis of the pattern identified in Sector H prior to excavation,
I hypothesized that the mound corresponds to a platform where a 
presumably high status supervisor was stationed, while the square 

shaped structure served as a formal storage facility. Surface inspec
tion of the Unit did not suggest the existence of any kitchen.

Two workers under my close supervision cleared the mound which 
was well-preserved due to fire and subsequent deposition of roofing 
material. The mound proved to be a small, low platform much like the 

platform in Unit 70, Sector H, It is situated at a high point that 

provides a fine view of the surrounding MLDs. The amount of roofing 

material as well as impressions of caha brava and cords clearly 

substantiates the former existence of a well-made solid roof over the 
platform. The roof must have been similar to those that covered 
Structures 1 and 2 atop Huaca 18 in Sector H, Similarly the adobe 
platform in Unit 70 appears to have had a solid roof as suggested by 

the sandy clay soil with clay lumps of adobe bricks covering the 
northeastern end of the platform.

We excavated a cross-shaped trench in neighboring Structure 1, 

which, proved to be a low-lying room defined on the north and east by 
masonry walls and by a two-step terrace on the. south side,. The 

remaining side faces the platform (Fig. 78). The terraces or perhaps 
the entire Structure was roofed. The pre-excavational appearance 

approximated an MLD but had clean fill and clearly definable boundaries.
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Structure 1 resembles Structure 77 in Unit 70 immediately south of the 
adobe platform. Structure 77, an MLD, also had clear-cut boundaries, 
clean fill, and at least a partial roof as attested by two postholes 
discovered on the northern terrace.

Similar trenches were excavated in Structure 2 in the area 
immediately east of the burnt platform. The Structure contained a tiny 
mound of loose, coarse sand. A trench revealed no floor or artifacts, 

only one single-faced masonry wall. It appears to be a badly weathered

and eroded platform which was partially sustained by a masonry wall.
2It probably had a floor surface of about 2 m . The same trench was 

extended out to the thick masonry wall (65 to 80 cm wide) of Unit 87. 

Along the masonry wall we recovered a quantity of large plainware 
sherds belonging to at least three "storagev urns. The vessels were 
found lying on the plastered floor overlain by rubble from the masonry 

wall, part of which caved into Structure 2. None of the vessels shows 
smudging or heat discoloration indicative of use over fire. Unfor
tunately, the time restriction precluded the possibility of more 

extensive excavation leaving the northern boundary of the Structure 
undefined.

Unit 87 is a peculiar quadrilateral enclosure that had been 

subdivided into at least three and possibly four Structures. It is 

totally enclosed by adobe and masonry walls (partially overlapping) 

without any readily identifiable entry. The walls are unusually thick 
and solid for the size of the enclosure. The north wall is adobe and 

measures slightly over one meter in width, while the east wall is 

only 60 cm wide, although it is an extension of the north wall. The
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south wall is masonry and extends east and westward beyond the limit of
the Unit and measures 60 cm in width. The west wall, on the other
hand, varies from about 65 cm to about 130 cm where a masonry wall
overlaps with the adobe wall that makes a 90 degree turn to form the

north wall of the Unit. Internal Structures are defined by adobe walls
that have been partially destroyed by two large huaquero. pits. I

2estimate the total floor area of the enclosure to be about 32 m . As 
seen in Fig. 77, the configuration of Structures inside the enclosure 
varies. Pre'-excavation destruction and tree growth in the center of 

the enclosure make it difficult to estimate floor space. Undoubtedly, 

however, floor areas were small.
Huaqueros may have originally excavated the pits in the 

enclosure because of its superficial resemblance to eroded huacas or 
platforms. Nonetheless the size of one pit suggests the looters 
encountered some material objects of value or suggestions of other 
objects. Our excavation was largely limited to the corners of the 
enclosure where we encountered five large plainware ''storage* urns of 
slightly different forms from the southeastern corner of Structure 6. 

Badly looted Structure 3 at the northwest corner of the Unit apparently 
contained a number of large plain ware vessels as indicated by a 
handful of large sherds on the floor and more sherds found in the 
backdirt from the huaquero pit. Artifacts recovered from excavation 
were limited to these plainware ''storage* vessels.

Excavation also indicated that Structure 4 occupied the largest 
area within the enclosure and had a split-level floor. An H-shaped 

trench dug in the Structure yielded a neck-jar fragment on the floor
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but nothing indicative of function. Although the time restriction 
did not permit more extensive excavation of the enclosure, my impres
sion is that even 100% excavation of the Unit would not have given us 
more clues to the function of the enclosure. The southeast corner of 

the enclosure was the only area subfloored to obtain some idea of the 

occupational and construction history of the enclosure. Our test pit 
reached a depth of about a meter and 25 cm below the latest floor. We 

identified two earlier floors, both of which are well-preserved and 
abut to the same east and south walls. The lowest floor appears to have 
been the original floor of the enclosure and was situated at the bottom 

of the test pit. Fill between floors was clean, relatively hard-packed 
fine-grained soil that seems to have been artificially introduced. 
Although we cannot equate with certainty the number of floors or the 
depth of sub-floor fill with time spans of occupation, we may argue 
that the enclosure was continuously occupied for a relatively long 
time. Haying failed to carefully inspect the faces of the south and 
east walls, I cannot state whether the walls were similarly built up. 

Considering the amount of fill we removed above the latest floor, the 

walls must have stood at least two meters. The northwest corner is 
where the masonry and adobe walls stood face to face. It is also where 
the high '-ridge" of the adjoining MLD begins. That is to say, it is 
possible that the present height of the walls at the corner approxi
mates the original height of the walls. The southwest corner of the 

enclosure where the south wall stands only about 25 cm above floor 
is also problematic. Unless unexcavated portions of-the enclosure 

prove to have an entry or staircase, we must entertain the possibility
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Various architectural peculiarities discussed above such as the 
difficulty in gaining access to the inside of the enclosure, small 

internal subdivisions and unusually solid construction, support the 

hypothesis that the Unit served a storage function. In fact, I would 

argue that the enclosure served as a depot where raw materials for 
foods and drink and various objects to be processed and/or manufactured 
were kept. It is likewise possible that the finished products were 
temporarily kept before consumption and distribution. The relative 
location of the adobe platform cannot be ignored in our consideration 

of the role of the enclosure. The isolated occurrence of these two 

adobe constructions as well as their proximity to each other suggest 

some functional linkage between them, I submit that the buildings are 
physical manifestations of control by the governing body of the site of 
the activities in the area. In other words, the construction of these 
buildings was sponsored or dictated by the governing group and repre^ 

sented an outpost of the group. In terms of inter^Sector comparison, 
the inference is a variation of the model suggested for the manufacturing 

activities in Sector H,
The disproportionate amount of time and energy expended for the 

investigation of the enclosure is due to its peculiar architectural 
form and context, which originally led me to suggest a storage function, 

and the unproductiveness of the excavations of surrounding MLDs that 
were carried out concurrently. Several long trenches dug through a 

series of MLDs produced no significant differences from the results

of an entry with a high threshold, such as the southwest corner, or use
of a ladder to enter the enclosure.
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obtained from excavation of MLDs in Sector H. The trenches revealed 
superposition of thin, plastered floors and loose refuse fill and, in 
general, no clear-cut architectural boundaries among MLDs. In addition, 

we encountered a number of buried walls. My impression, however, is 
that the MLDs in Sector H are better preserved and may have had greater 
build-up. Such an impression may simply be a function of the differ
ence in intensity and duration of my investigation in the two Sectors.

Just before concluding my work in Sector J, I examined nearby 

masonry Structure 7, which is basically a multi-tiered terrace complex 
bounded on all sides to form a small enclosure. Despite spatial 

proximity of the Structure to Units 86 and 87, functional and temporal 

relationships between them remain unknown. A cluster of sherds and 
reconstruetable vessels partially buried in a small dry wash that runs 
through the structure was collected in the hopes that the ceramic 

analysis might offer some chronological control of the area, as well as 
a broader picture of ceramic variation at the site. None of the 
reconstruetable and whole vessels were decorated. One grey composite 

silhouette neck jar, however, is nearly identical in all respects to a 
jar found in Structure 43, Unit 45, Sector H, and one from a primary 

context in Sector D (Fig* 57) ,
This chapter considered empirical data obtained from thirds 

stage ^contiguous room" block excavation in Sectors H. and J, 'Various 
models, and specific interpretations advanced in this chapter will be 

projected to another level of abstraction and spatial/behavioral 

dimension, ite.f the site of fampa Grande as a whole. Various 

interpretations that fit a given archaeological situation were



presented and discussed. Views adopted in the chapter, however, are 
far from being conclusive and must be regarded as guidelines for future 
work at the site and other comparable sites.



CHAPTER VI

VARIATION IN PORTABLE ARTIFACTS AND THEIR SOCIOECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE

Variations in Nonceramic Artifacts and Their Significance 
Non-ceramic portable artifacts are represented by a limited 

range of types with little specialization within those types. Intensive 
site-wide surface surveys in 1973 and 1975 and extensive excavation in 
several Sectors in 1975 revealed few artifact concentrations associated 
with assumed specialized craft production. Tools encountered during 

surface survey or excavation were rarely in direct association with 

their products or raw materials to be utilized.

Stone Tools
With the exception of the interlinked Structural set in Unit 52,

Sector Er so-called metal working stones were found isolated in varied
architectural contexts. However, the contexts were invariably masonry
structures. Our excavations yielded a surprisingly small quantity and

variety of metal objects. Most frequently copper needles of varying

length were recovered. Perhaps the small mushroom-shaped utumi" knife

recovered from Unit 4 is the largest metal artifact recovered through 
39our excavation. The size of the ■fcrucibles" encrusted with cupreous 39

39. it would be noted here that a semicircular space in the 
shadow of a huge boulder toward the southeastern periphery of the site 
had been identified as a Spondylus shell workshop in 1973 but excavation 
in 1975 by M. Anders revealed numerous copper needles. Sherds contained 
in the crude masonry wall defining that space had paddle-stamped and
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material recovered from Sectors H and D suggests that the quantities of 
copper being worked at one time in a given locus were rather small. The 
maximum capacity of the crucibles is about 50 to 60 cc, and may simply 

be a function of the primitive smelting technique used. If there were 

areas of large scale metal working at the site, we failed to identify 
them.

On these bases I suggest that metal working at Pampa Grande was * 
carried out largely at dispersed loci, each having only limited 
productive capacity to manufacture relatively simple goods, including 
daily necessities such as needles, awls, spindle whorls and fish hooks.
I might add military paraphernalia to the list of metal products, 

although none have been identified yet. I suggest that individual loci 
of metal working manufactured specified parts of complex metal objects 

which were then assembled in spatially distinct contexts under closer 
supervision of the high status beneficiaries. Workers in each locus 

need not have known the total configuration or function of the composite 
object or even where the parts they helped make were assembled. Project 

tion of an assigned quantity of specified parts was what mattered,. In 

this framework, individual workers could be trained and supervised 

easily. In other words, a large number of low skilled laborers may 

have been conscripted for the tasks. Furthermore, separation of the 
working areas and the final products would have facilitated control of 

the products. "Chopping" of a manufacturing process into discrete

mold-impressed decorations. The context was tentatively identified as 
belonging to later Chimu occupation of the site. Paddle stamped 
pottery, however, may have originated in the Lambayeque region and date 
to Middle Horizon period (cf. Collier 1959, Kroeber and Muelle 1942).
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stages and loci may be regarded as economically inefficient, but as long 
as the necessary labor force was available, the set-up was highly 
efficient and safe from the beneficiaries1 point of view.

In addition to copper, a tiny disk of gold with a copper backing 
or high cupric content was recovered from refuse context in Unit 64, 

Sector H (M. Shimada personal communication, 1976). Yet we are uncer

tain whether the seven matched hollow gold jaguars recently published 
as having been looted from Pampa Grande (Lechtman, Parsons, and Young
1975) were manufactured at Pampa Grande or imported from elsewhere.

There are some clearly identifiable stone implements outside of 
faceted "metal working" stones and batan/chunga sets-, A half dozen or 
so bifacially chipped oval shaped stone implements have been found 

among the poorly preserved MLD clusters occupying the northeast end of 
Sector I facing the edge of Quebrada IV, They are uniformly thin, the 
maximum thickness being only about two centimeters, and frequently have 

smooth faces produced by grinding and polishing. Most of them are 
composed of slate-like grey, dense stones. The thinness of the imple

ments is partially due to the grinding but is more a function of the 
fact that they are made out of stone that can be split into thin 

tabular pieces. As seen in Fig. 79, much of the circumference has been 
chipped to yield rugged edges. Except for their thinness, they are 

reminiscent of Acheulian handaxes. There is no indication of the use of 
pre^-prepared core technique.

Although the sample of implements is quite small, several of 
them have been found close to batan-like faceted stones which, upon 

close excavation, reveal fine striations on the flat and polished
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Fig. 79. Bifacially worked stone tool from Floor 2 of Structure 66, 
Unit 65, Sector H.
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surface. Joint usage of the two stone implements is suggested as in the 
case of a knife and a cutting board. Surface survey of the area, 
however, did not yield any primary refuse or other artifacts that might 
have been associated with the inferred cutting.

As far as I am aware, the northeast end of Sector I is the only 

locus where these implements occur in relative clusters. A typical 
example of the oval stone tool was discovered on a well-preserved 

plastered floor (Floor 2} under a meter of the fill below Floor 1 in 
Structure 66, Unit 65, Sector H (Fig. 79). Despite the unique 
artifact distribution at the northeastern end of Sector I, there is. 
no artifactual evidence as to the functions of the implements and the 

area, There is no a_ priori reason to assume that they were used in some 
craft production. They may well have been used for butchering of 

camelids and making meat jerky.

In general, however, we have identified disturbingly few 

cutting, scraping, or jabbing implements made out of stone. The 
extensive use of metal and wooden implements may be the reason but 

so far we have no artifacts to substantiate this possibility.

Weaving and Jewelry Making
Other craft production such, as weaving and, in particular, 

jewelry making are inferred on the basis of rather limited artifact 
evidence. The expected material correlates of postulated weaving and 
jewelry making are largely absent. In respect to jewelry making, as . 
described earlier, I recovered a number of cut pieces of exotic shell 

and stone from secondary contexts in Unit 45. M« Shimada (personal
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communicationr 1976) reports that during her small-scale sampling of 

refuse material near the west corner of Sector K she found Spondylus 
shell in various stages of manufacture. The shell fragments were 
recovered from a mixed provenience.

Implements that may have been used in cutting and polishing 
shell and stone have not been identified. Very fine paralleling 
striations seen on the two cut pieces of shell from Structures 40, 44, 
and 45 must have resulted from sawing movements with a fine edged 
implement. Dark grey slate-like stones ground down to thin wedges were 
found from a number of masonry structures including Structures 4 and 
55, in Sector H, These Structures, however, have been identified as 

a habitational area and a kitchen, respectively. No cut shell or stone 
was found in association.

Unit 70, a rectangular enclosure with limited access via 
Internal Corridor 5 has been tentatively identified as a locus of 
supervised weaving and tailoring activities based upon its architectural 
context, an unusually large number of postholes, and a fragment of a 
carefully shaped and polished wooden instrument. Considering the 

rounded wedge-shaped cross-section, and the hardness of the fragment, I 

have tentatively identified it as a part of a batten. The batten, one 

of the most basic weaving tools, serves to separate warp sets so that 

a weft may be passed through.. Characteristically, the batten is made 
of hardwoods such as algarrobo. The polished surface is partially a 
byproduct of its usage but at the same time is a necessity to avoid
catching the warp threads.
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In comparison with Unit 70, the material evidence for large- 

scale weaving at the Inca provincial center of Huanuco Viejo is over
whelming. For example, Morris (1974:53) describes ". . .at least 
200-300" spindle whorls found from one architectural unit. The absence 
of spindle whorls in the Unit and their isolated occurrence over a 
large part of the site may be an indication of the use of cotton fiber 
or wool that had been spun in small quantities throughout the site. 
Spindle whorls made out of copper, stone and ceramics have been* found 
individually in various primary and secondary contexts, but as far as I 
am aware, never in clusters or in direct association with copper needles 
or other material artifacts associated with weaving. Spinning may have 

been levied upon each household in return for a share of the spun 
fiber. In the highlands today, it is common to see women spinning wool 

while talking, walking,, or doing a variety of other activities. In 
other words, spatial separation of different stages of a given manu
facturing process suggested in regard to metal working may well apply 

tiere. If this were the case, I would not expect to find clusters of 
spindle whorls.

The discovery of charred unspun cotton fiber by Kent Day on the
floor of a burnt adobe structure within Unit 14 is supportive of the

40pervasive concern with weaving at Pampa Grande, Day (personal 

communication, 1975) suggests that the rectangular enclosure (Unit 14). 
was a locus of cotton drying and, in agreement with the model of 40

40. The effect of differential preservation of vegetal 
materials must be kept in mind in assessing the occurrence of cotton at 
the site. The chatred cotton would be expected to have a better chance 
of preservation.
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interregional economic transactions suggested earlier, he argues that 
specified quantities of cotton harvested within, the Lambayeque region 
were brought to the enclosure as a form of tribute. After the cotton 
was dried, it may have been distributed to households for spinning. 
Supervised weaving in formal contexts such as the scene depicted on a 
Moche bowl (Fig. 61) and Unit 70 would have been dependent upon the 

supply of pre-spun fiber. In Chapter II, I noted large-scale cotton 

cultivation during Inca and Colonial periods on much of the North Coast. 
The pattern of cultivation may well have been established by the 
beginning of the Early Intermediate period or even earlier.

Even assuming my functional identification of Unit 70 to be 
correct, the size of the Unit, the internal arrangement of the 

Structures, and the number of wooden posts in Structure 78 that may 

have served as anchors for the looms do not suggest concentrated 
weaving and tailoring comparable to Huanuco Viejo, Probably the labor 
force in Unit 70 did not exceed a dozen or so workers. In respect to 
the nature of the labor force involved, I have already suggested that 

they were transient in nature; that they cominuted to Unit 70 from else

where for daytime labor. Considering the weaving scenes depicted on 
Moche pottery, I further suggest that the workers were predominantly 

female. Weaving and chicha making may be considered as female tasks 

while more laborious metal working and pottery making may have been 
exclusively male activities.

Unit 70 has only a portion of the total number of MLDs known at 

the site. The MLD cluster within an adobe compound that forms a part 
of Unit 66 near the formal entry to Sector H from Quebrada IV may prove
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to be another locus of supervised manufacturing activity. Although 
potentially we may estimate the total productive capacity within the 
site on the basis of Unit 70, I have not been able to correlate MLDs 
with varying morphological features with manufacturing activities. As 

suggested in respect to the discussion of Unit 45, many MLDs may prove 
to have been partially drying areas for cotton and wool, It should 

be clear that much of the data that form the basis for the functional 
characterization of various units in which MLDs occur have been derived 
from non-MLD Structures that occur in direct association with'the MLDs. 
On the other hand, if MLDs are found to be consistently associated with 
some form of craft production, the site as a whole would be charac
terized by dispersed loci of small-scale craft production, except for 

Sectors H and J, which may have been the key industrial sections of the 

site. Perhaps in accordance with the population composition at the 
site, the emphasis at the site may have been on large and continuous 
production of functional daily necessities consumed by an increasing 
and homogeneous populace. In this conception of craft production at 
the site, that driving force behind the economic system was continuous

demand and consumption of a limited range of daily necessities by the
41populace who provided labor for the products. At the same time, 

closely supervised craft production for quality and special goods did 
take place.

The discoveries of cut shell and stone as well as the presence 

of alien tropical birds known for their colorful feathers are suggestive 41

41. A similar view is espoused by K. Day.
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of closely supervised production of quality (or labor intensive) and 
specialized goods. Personal adornments, including elaborate head gear 
and staff or batons often depicted in Moche art as well as feather 
cloth and various colored paints for murals, wall plasters or even 
facial decoration are some of the specialized goods that may have been 
produced in small quantities in closely supervised formal contexts. 
Contrary to the spatial segregation of different stages of manufacturing 
suggested for metal working and weaving, some of these goods may have 
been produced at single loci because of the small quantities produced 
and special skills required.

Ceramic Artifacts

Ceramic artifacts offer additional insight into the socio
economic structure at Pampa Grande, There were at least two modes of 

ceramic production. One is associated with the manufacture of high 
quality, labor-intensive vessels such as painted stirrup spouts and 
high burnished blackware bowls, The technical difficulty of their 
production has been well documented by Donnan (1965). An inference 
is that a relatively small quantity of these vessels were produced by a 

small group of skilled and probably fulltime court artesans who were 

commissioned and/or supervised by high status individuals, The second 

mode involves the production of large quantities of plain coarse 
utilitarian vessels that apparently had a high rate of consumption 
through daily usage. Considering the quantity of coarseware pottery 
we recovered during excavation, we would expect continuous and/or 
pervasive production but not necessarily by one group or in one locus.
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Our failure to identify any locus of ceramic production within the site 

may well be a problem of recognition of the relevant remains rather than 

the absence of production loci. We must also consider the possibility 

of itinerant potters.known ethnographically in several regions of Peru 
(Pruning 1898, Donnan 1971) or "parcialidades" of potters, who may have 
bartered their products for other goods.

The ubiquitous neck jar and ”storage" urn have been discussed 

in respect to intra-site movements of comestible items and small 
incremental domestic storage. The distribution of urns encompasses a 
wide range of architectural contexts, including the structures atop 
Huacas 2 and 17, but is not without pattern. At the site level, its 
pervasive distribution in the Southern Pediment must be remembered. On 
the other hand, third stage excavations in Unit 38, Sector H, reveal 

that they occur clustered in rather inaccessible areas but close to 

domestic kitchens.

Face^Neck Jars
The idea of decorating neck jars with some form of human or 

animal face appears to date back to at least Late Gallinazo period. 

Bennett (1950) illustrates numerous face-neck^jars excavated from the 

site of Gallinazo in the Viru Valley, The tradition continued through 

Moche period, during which facial representations became elaborate and 
standardized to a certain degree. A collection of Moche face-meck jars 
from the Santa Valley and the site of Moche in the Moche Valley have 

been illustrated by Donnan (1965, 1973). Many of the face-neck jars 
recovered at Pampa Grande closely resemble the lot from the Santa Valley
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(cf. Donnan 1973, plates 2 and 3). On the other hand, there are 
numerous facial representations that appreciably differ from the pub

lished materials, suggesting the existence of a local tradition that 

may date to the Gallinazo period. Dorothy Menzel (personal communica

tion, 1976}, upon examining sketches of a selected sample of face-neck 
jars from Pampa Grande, commented that the idea of face-neck jars is 
typical of Huari ceramics, particularly those dating to Middle Horizon 
Phase IB and later. Menzel (personal communication, 1976) concurs with 
my view in noting the presence of distinctive regional features but at 

the same time suggests that the idea of face-neck jars may have been 
inspired by Huari influence originating from the Central Highlands. 

Notably Menzel (personal communication, 1976) points out that the 

vertical markings below the eyes of certain human faces Ce.g., Fig., 65) 
reflect Huari influence. Menzel (personal communication, 1976}, 
furthermore, notes that, to the best of her knowledge, ^Jar necks with 
bulbous swellings in them first occur on the North Coast in Middle 

Horizon IB” and that their origin may be related to "tiered vessels of 

Huari origin" (cf. Fig. 57). Such polychrome tiered jars are shown by 
Donnan (1973, Plate 7 A-D). On this basis, Menzel (personal communica
tion, 1976) argues that the face-neck jars from Pampa Grande fall within 
the wide range of variation centered around the Huari-related tiered 
jars.

It would seem, however, in favoring external origin for the 

face-neck jars, a number of factors are ignored. As noted earlier, the 
idea of facial decoration on neck jars existed on the North Coast long 

before the emergence of Huari culture. Although specific features on
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the face-neck jars from Pampa Grande may represent Huari influence, they 
are not evidence of direct or strong influence. Secondly, we must not 
forget our ignorance concerning local Early Intermediate cultures and 

societies. The abundance of Early Horizon materials from the Lambayeque 
region argues for a strong local tradition unless we postulate a major 
depopulation of the region. The third point pertains to interpretation 
of "variations in a continuous range" surrounding Huari tiered vessels 

that Menzel talks about. Depending upon the perspective one adopts in 
respect to the nature of interactions between a given pair of cultures 
and/or societies, the attendant evaluation of ceramic variation varies. 
Overall, my impression is that little credit is given to local or North 
Coast traditions in Menzel1s interpretations. On the other hand, if we 
take a strong diffusionist position, we may even entertain the possi
bility of influence from the ceramically advanced Ecuadorian coast 
(of. Lathrap 1975) .

Most face-neck jars recovered through our excavations have 
physical dimensions and capacities that cluster within a narrow range, 

although the total extent of their variation is considerably greater 

The body of the neck jar is most frequently ellipsoid in shape, although 
some approximate a sphere. These jars are not particularly stable 
because of their shape and high point of gravity. Similarly, the 
maximum capacity of the neck jar falls around 4500 cc, while the modal 

ranges of height and body diameter cluster around 32^35 cm and 30-33 cm, 

respectively. The neck is most often about 7 to 8 cm in height and has 

an inside diameter of about 9 to 10 cm at the mouth.. The neck is
usually too constricted to insert a hand.
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The jar was made in basically three stages. It appears that 
two-piece molds were used to produce the body. The neck was probably 
made with a series of coils added on to the body. These stages can 
easily be inferred on the basis of a distinct joint at the inside 
bottom of the neck. The last stage focused upon finishing the surface 
and making a "face.” Probably a coarsely woven piece of cloth or a 
piece of "colonial worm" coral was used to smooth the external surface 
of the neck as one can readily see many fine parallel striations. Fre
quently, the rim and the bottom of the neck were painted with light- 
cream colored slip that was so poor in quality and application that it 

dripped down the side of the vessel. Donnan (1965:125) observes that: 
"In Phases III-IV and IV the slips were often of poorer quality, 
particularly those applied to vessels other than stirrup spout bottles. 

The bowls and jars, for example, were often painted with a coarse, white 
slip which not only did not cover well but also was allowed to run down 
the sides of the vessels."

Face-neck jars may be categorized into two groups on the basis 

of the manner in which the faces are produced. They may be produced 
either by the use of molds or modeling, or by direct shaping by the 
hands. Manually executed faces, in general, lack the detail and 
realistic appearance that mold-impressed faces possess (Fig. 66). , Most 
of them, in fact, show only the bare essentials to "denote" or "connote" 
human or‘ animal faces. Eyes and nose are made simultaneously by the 

simple and rapid action of pinching the exterior surface of the neck of 

a jar while it is still wet; modeling ". . . by reshaping clay which 

was already a part of the object" (Donnan 1965:121) , In some cases eyes
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are poked in with a finger while the nose is poked out from the 
interior of the neck. An alternative to the method is the applique 
technique whereby clay is shaped prior to its addition to an object. •
For example, small nobs of clay were stuck on to the exterior of the 
neck to represent nose and ears. The mouth, on the other hand, can be 

indicated simply by drawing a line with a stick or finger. Signifi
cantly,, all these manual techniques require little skill and time and 

many roughly identical faces can be produced rapidly. Yet because 
of the simplicity of facial features, each face lacks the individuality 
that is so characteristic of many manual products.

The use of molds also permits rapid replication of a finite 
variety of faces. The method, however, requires relatively large 
initial investment of time and labor, and a mechanism to control the 

number and kinds of faces (variety) offered or produced. Furthermore, 
as a rule, mass-produced replicas lack individuality. At Pampa Grande, 
this inherent lack of individuality was countered by the creation of a 
large variety of molds. Over 30 distinct mold-made faces h^ve been 

recognized from our excavations in Sectors D and H (Figs. 65-67).
Variety offered the opportunity to express individuality through 

conscious selection of one's own choice. Perhaps distinct kinship- 
based, political or work groups at Pampa Grande expressed their identity 
by adopting distinct sets of visual markers including face^neck jars and 

adobe makers * marks. Alternatively, socioeconomically stratified groups 
may have had differential access to the number and/or kinds of face^neck 
jars. The information content of each face, in general, is quite low 
and elucidation of the significance of their variation would require
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systematic sampling of different contexts and associated objects. 
Although, subjectively, mold-impressed faces appear to occur more fre
quently in Sector D than H, I do not have quantified and comparable data 
to verify my impression. If some socially significant patterns are 
discernible among face-neck jars, they would most likely be among the 
mold-impressed faces. Relatively speaking, crude faces produced by a 
few movements of finger tips are low in information content and 
homogeneous in appearance. They may well have been low quality imitac

tions of the mol dr-made faces. As we lack comparative data on face-neck 
jars from primary contexts in contemporaneous or earlier Moche sites, 

it is difficult to evaluate the significance of "type diversity'1 and the 
equitability of a given stylistic or technical feature. For example, 

was the equitability index of face neck jars disproportionately high or 
comparable with earlier periods? Was the use of molds so pervasive 

before? Molds were undoubtedly used in the production of neck jars, 
urns, effigy and stirrup spout jars, and figurines at Pampa Grande 
(of. Linne 1925, L. Parsons 1962, Thompson 19631.

The adoption of simple molds and modeling ma,y have been an 

adaptive response to a continuously growing demand for utilitarian 

vessels as more populations were incorporated into the socioeconomic 
system at Pampa Grande, These vessels, while characterized as low 

quality products, are functional and adequate for their purposes. 

Increasing demands may have necessitated increasing emphasis upon what 

has been called "satisficer" as opposed to "optimizer" strategies. 
Herbert Simons (1957). distinguished these two strategies in goal?- 

oriented human behavior. The majority' of human behavior falls under
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the rubric of "satisficer’*' (adequate without being optimal) strategy 
(cf. Raggett 1965). The unique human capacity to offer multiple solu

tions to a given problem is partly related to his adoption of this 
strategy. I have already noted the general absence of architecture 
manifesting a high degree of technical sophistication and manual skill 
and that a diversified range of construction techniques (perhaps 
insignificant variation) were adopted to erect walls„ The application 
of plaster would mask the differences in construction techniques and 

their results, Both architecture and portable artifacts at the site 
appear to reflect societal emphasis upon the achievement of usatis^ 
factory11 end results. Quality control of the means employed in pro
ducing the effect appears to have been likewise quite loose. In the 
case of modeled face-neck jars, the presence of some form of facial 

representation seems to have been what mattered. Similarly our 
excavations indicated that extensive use of loose grey ashy soil with 

secondary refuse material was the practical and adequate solution to a 
wide range of construction tasks„ The tasks were fast and required 

little planning or technical know-how. In addition, I remarked that 
the masonry walls at the site are built of unmodified natural blocks 
and field stones that must have been gathered while clearing and 
levelling surfaces for subsequent construction. Yet they were all 

functional. Sahlins (1969:29) observes that "survival is anyway that 

works.11

The above observation may be a function of demography at the 
site.. We are dealing with a relatively large population, which was 
rather homogeneous in -terms of life-style, interests,, and knowledge.
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Incorporation and integration of various groups require adjustment and 

compromise on the part of all participants. I submit that to facilitate 

this incorporation and integration there was pressure to modify the 
traditional and generalized peasant lifestyle. This would be expected 

to show up in the form of architectural and artifact homogeneity.
Labor intensive and technically sophisticated material artifacts 
beyond a functionally satisfactory level would not be necessary.

On the other hand, as the overall population composition 
became increasingly homogeneous, I would expect a corresponding 
increase in the attempt to maintain or elaborate the heterogeneous 
nature of the socioeconomic system by the ^pace-setting^ elite. At a 

general level, the architectural homogeneity and agglutination seen in 

the Southern Pediment and a few other areas at the site may represent 
the residence of the populace and the loci of continuous and gradual 
accretion of new populations, The central sector of the site, on the 

other hand, manifests the discontinuous and luxurious use of space as 
well as structures built exclusively of adobe. As I discuss in the 

following chapter many of the rectangular enclosures have been 
interpreted as settings for various socioeconomic transactions and 
seats of lordship of crafterelated activities. The centrality of 
Huacas 1 and 2 has similarly been discussed. Political unity and 
incorporation of various population groups within the site may have 

been expressed through active participation (indirectly or directly1 in

the maintenance of the occupants and events associated with the Huacas.
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Variation in Time and Labor Investment in 
Ceramic Production

Despite the fact I postulate the existence of at least two 
classes of potters, qualitatively speaking, it is difficult to 
dichotomize various ceramic objects at the site. In respect to 
inferred time and labor investment (including the facility of obtaining 
necessary raw materials) in producing pottery, there seems to be a 
gradation between two extremes. On the high end of the scale stands 
the presumably high status highly lustrous bichrome stirrup spout jars 

and black egg-shell neckless bowls. Next to them we may place stirrup 

spout jars with sloppy paint and unpolished surface and reduced ware 

bowls with clearly visible burnishing marks. Toward the low end of the 

scale I would place neck jars with crudely executed "pinched faces," I 
observed a few such face neck jars that do not even have circular 

necks. Apparently prior to firing there was distortion by perhaps 
accidental collision or careless handling. Yet another example of 

little care and low standards of quality are face-neck jars with clear 
finger prints and impressions. No attempts were made to rectify these 

distortions.
Perhaps such continuous variation is the function of our failure 

to identify socially or culturally significant features that distinguish 
pottery. Features such as burnishing, bichrome painting, reduced firing 
and stirrup spout may prove to be socially or culturally significant 

markers,
At the same time, it seems reasonable to suggest that the 

gradation in the quality of material remains reflects corresponding
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social differentiation. That is to say, as opposed to a simple 

dichotomy between a few elite and a large populace, we may be dealing 
with a society with an intermediate social class, as well. This 

argument is in agreement with my earlier suggestion for the existence 
of a socially mobile class at Pampa Grande.

Explicitly stated objective criteria such as paste composition, 
firing temperature, presence or absence of burnishing and subsequent 
erasing of its marks, and painting, must be employed to substantiate my 
subjective impressions in respect to the gradation of ceramic materials 
at Pampa Grande,

In respect to 528 ceramic objects excavated by Max Uhle in 1899 
at the site of Moche, Donnan (1965:128) notes that technological excels

lence characterizes the vessels from Phase III and that craftmanship
/

gradually declines in the following Phases. By Phase IV technical 
excellence is said to be noticeably lacking in the majority of ceramic 

objects. The vessels from Moche V Pampa Grande tend to indicate con^ 
tinuous decline in craftmanship. Not all painted stirrup spout jars are 

well made. As described in Chapter IV Kent Day and I uncovered two 

identical stirrup spout jars (Pigs. 53 and 54) with the same mold- 

impressed anthropomorphic figures from two distinct contexts (rectangu
lar enclosures Units 14 and 38, respectively), Aside from being the 
products of the same mold, both jars show crude painting with cream- 
colored slip (cf* Parsons 1962). As in the case of face-neck jars, the 

slip was allowed to drip. The bodies of the vessels were not polished 
to yield the high, luster that usually characterizes stirrup spout jars 

of Phase III. Donnan (1965:126) observes that stirrup spout jars of
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transitional Phase III-IV and Phase IV often lack polishing. These are 
the observations that suggest an attempt to retain traditional values 
and significance attributed to vessels of this form and design, while 

reducing man-hour investment for their fabrication. The costly 

"finishing" step had been eliminated. It is likely that the socio
cultural value and/or function of this particular type of vessel 
underwent change due to increased demands for material expression of 
achieved status with a socially mobile society. The expansion of the 
Moche polity to much of the North Coast from about Phases III-IV may 
have triggered such a transformation. In the case of Pampa Grande, the 
unprecedented nucleation and inherently expansive nature of the society 
must have amplified the extent and intensity of social mobility.
Changes in stirrup spout jars may be an epiphenomenon of two conflict
ing forces: the conservative bias to maintain the established socio
economic order and its material representations, and the dynamic social 

force (social mobility) created by the expansion of the political 
system and, in the case of Pampa Grande, the compromising circumstances 

surrounding establishment of Moche V occupation.

The Relationship Between Architectural Context arnd 
Artifact Content

The discovery of identical vessels in two Units, theoretically 
speaking, presents an important question in respect to the nature of 

relationship between architectural context and artifact content. The 
assessment of the relationship clearly requires consideration of the 

broader context beyond the specific structure in which the object was 
found* For example, painted stirrup spout jars were discovered in
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Structures 11, 17, 21, 25, and 37, Unit 38, Sector H. Although most 
Structures in Unit 38 are masonry and small in size, the enclosure as a 
whole shows planned construction, limited access and possible linkage 

to Unit 61 with Huaca 18 and other formal architecture. Unit 14, on 

the contrary, is a formally laid out adobe compound with various raised 
platforms and courts,. The stirrup spout jars from Sector D come from 
highly agglutinated masonry Structures that are associated with some 
formal architecture. The well polished and painted stirrup spout jar 
recovered from Structure 85 in Unit 52 must also be seen in respect to 
the special nature of the Unit (e.g., metal working) and its access.

The adobe room complex at the summit of Huaca 1 represents one 
instance where the degree of architectural formality and elaboration 

correlates to some degree with the quality of associated artifacts. One 

carved Spondylus shell necklace was found placed over "a dedicatory 
llama and child burial,M while a nearly identical necklace was recovered 
from another'floor pit near the ramp (Haas 1976:4). Haas (1976:5) also 

reports the discovery of "over 140 tubular stone beads cached in a small 

pit just inside the entry" of one of the ten or so rooms composing the 

room complex. The room also yielded large ceramic bowls, small neck 
jars, and what Haas (1976:5). considers to be an imitation ceramic 
Spondylus shell. On the floor of the baffled entry to the adjacent.room 
he found a scatter of quartz crystals and a "stone mace head with a 

portion of the wood handle intact" (Haas 1976:5). Yet, only fragments 

of neck jars, small polished blackware vessels and Hoche V stirrup spout
jars were reported present.
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Within the same room complex Haas (1976:5) encountered a room 

floor half covered by over 20 plain coarse ware neck jars, similar to 
those found in Sector H and a room with "a high density of comestible 
refuse consisting of a variety of shells and burned llama bones„" On 

the basis of these discoveries, Haas (1976:6) suggests differential 
usage of space atop the Huaca. A part of the room complex is inferred 
to have been residential in nature. Another group of rooms atop the 
Huaca were apparently very much free of artifacts except one room with 
"a significantly higher percentage of Moche V decorated ceramics and 
two broken ceramic drumsu (Haas 1976:6).

Aside from the labor intensive beads and Spondylus shell 
necklaces excavated from pits, fine quality ceramic vessels recovered 
from primary contexts are largely limited to fragments. In general 
sampling during the 1975 field season was biased toward formal and 

elaborate architecture in the central portion of the site, including 
Huacas 1, 2, 17, and 18, Yet, unless we entertain the possibility of 
looting at the time of or after abandonment, the high quality portable 
artifacts I had anticipated from these contexts were limited in 

quantity. Perhaps we are dealing with labor intensive products that 
had a limited but definite distribution pattern according to ascribed 
functions and values.. For example, painted stirrup spout jars and 

flaring^rim bowls may have symbolized offices with endorsed power and 
status as opposed to personal adornments such as beads and necklaces 

that may have identified individuals who held office. Bright pink to 
orange colored Spondylus shells have traditionally been valued in the 

Andes and imported for the Ecuadorian coastal regions (cf, Paulsen
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1974). On the other hand, . the tubular stone beads from Huaca 1 are made 
out of dense but rather ordinary looking stone that seems to have no 
apparent intrinsic quality, I would also expect similar material 
differentiation between those with achieved power and status as opposed 

to those with hereditary or prescribed power and status. Material 

definition of such distinctions remains to be established.
As seen earlier, however, the architectural expression of power 

and status took the form of complex, multi-tiered terraces, exclusive use 
of adobe bricks, enclosing walls (and attendant limited access)., murals, 
platforms, and pyramids. Conspicuous consumption of space completes the 
list, I would expect the socially mobile segment of the population was 
busy translating their newly acquired power and status into visible 
forms, including architecture. This would be particularly true if the 
portable artifacts symbolizing socioeconomic stratification were 
impoverished.

In my opinion, the most likely explanation for the limited 
quantity and quality of high quality portable artifacts at the site 
(discounting our biased sampling) is that perishable woven goods 

(cotton, wool, or feather) may have been the culturally valuable 

commodity. That is to say, woven goods were the portable material 
expression of power and status. The legend of Lambayeque Dynasty and 

its founder, Naymlap, that may correspond to historical events dating to 
about 1025 A.D. (Kosok 1965:73, cf, Rowe 1948b, Means 1931, Cabello 

1951) specifically mentions Llapchiluli, Purveyor of Feather-cloth 
Garments (Rowe 1948b:47). The great significance of good cloth in Inca 

times has been documented by Murra (1956, 1962b) 3nd I have already
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described the large quantity of cotton cloth collected as tribute from 
the Lambayeque region during the Colonial period. The suggestion is 
reasonable in light of my discussion of MLDs in Sectors H and J 
(particularly those in Unit 70). The hypothesized commuting labor 
force under the supervision of a high status individual seated at 
the adobe platform may have woven cloth of certain specifications that 
symbolized power and status,

Finallyf we must not discount the possibility of heavy invest

ment of labor and materials for established mortuary customs, thereby 
limiting goods circulating within the ongoing socioeconomic system at 

Moche V Pampa Grande. Our ignorance of Moche V burials limits my dis

cussion on this matter.

Labor Intensive Pottery

Contrary to the general impression conveyed so far, there are 
some very well made ceramic vessels. The stirrup spout jars recovered 
from Structure 25 in Unit 38 (Fig. 51) and Structure 85 in Unit 52 
(Fig. 73) are both highly polished and carefully painted. Moseley 

(personal communication, 1975). upon examining these vessels, noted that 
they are just as well made as any stirrup spout jars of earlier phases. 
Unfortunately, no detailed stylistic or technological analysis of 

stirrup spout jars has been conducted at the site. Questions surrounds 

ing the possibility of importation of these fine vessels require future 
study involving neutron activation, trace-element identification along

with comparative work at other Moche V sites,
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Recently D*Altroy (1975) of the University of California at Los 

Angeles made an iconographic analysis of flaring-rim bowl sherds from 
the Moche V sites of Galindo in the Moche Valley and Pampa Grande. His 
study represents the only detailed analysis of ceramic material from 
Pampa Grande, At least four reconstruetable flaring-rim bowls were 
excavated in Sector H (Huaca 18, Structures 13, 61, and 78). Although 
each differs in its state of preservation, all were decorated with 
relatively fine-line geometric designs. In addition, they have 

"crenellated” or notched rims, an attribute said to be exclusively a 

Phase V characteristic (D*Altroy 1975:40). In fact, all flaring rim 
sherds collected from the surface at the site have these characteristic 

notches. Most of the rim sherds, as in the case of whole bowls re
covered from Sector H, are decorated with complex geometric motifs on 

the interior lip (Fig. 41), Of the four reconstructable flaring-rim 
bowls from Sector H, three of them undoubtedly had or have a ring base 
as well as similar motifs painted with off-white colored slip on the 
bottom half of the exterior surface. D-Altroy (1975:411. notes that "the 

most striking characteristics of the bowls which had fineline painting 
on them were the extremely restricted range of subject matter and the 
complexity of the designs." Apparently, as with the case of the 
decorative motifs on the Phase V stirrup spout jars, designs on Moche V 

flaring-rim bowls are far more geometric in nature and complex than 

those of the preceding phase. Faunal and floral representations are 
likewise rare in Phase V bowl designs. Overall, D^Altroy (1975:41). 

feels that there are certain significant iconographic changes from
Phase IV to y.
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On the basis of his examination of morphological and icono- 

graphic patterns, D 1A1troy (1975:42) suggests that the bowls ". . . were
being produced within a framework of local production and consumption,” 
Yet D 1A1troy (personal communication, 1976) does state that, although 
the sites of Galindo and Pampa Grande are the only Moche’V sites he 
sampled in the Moche and Lambayeque Valleys, respectively (as opposed 
to twenty-seven Moche sites in the Santa Valley and five in the Viru 
Valley), the flaring-rim bowl sherds from these sites were consistently 
better made than those from Phases III and IV, He concurs with my 
opinion that flaring-rim bowls with definite morphological and 
iconbgraphic standardization may have been manufactured by a group of 
specialized potters.

Reduced Ware Vessels
Perhaps the most significant ceramic materials to be unearthed 

during the 1975 field season are the grey to black colored reduced 

wares of varying quality and form recovered from a diverse range of 
primary and secondary contexts in Sectors A, H, I, J, and in particular 

D and Unit 14, These wares include grater bowls, ollas, face^neck jars, 
stirrup spout jars, flaring rim bowls, neckless bowls, collared bowls 
and plates. As far as the areas-sampled during the 1975 season, the 
largest concentration of reduced wares from primary contexts, con^ 
sisting mostly of bowls and plates, was recovered within the small 
irregular agglutinated masonry structures occupying the southeastern 

section of Sector D (Fig, 24). Following completion of the excavation 

of these structures by A. Ignatieff, I made a cursory examination of the
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ceramic material recovered from the primary context. Figures 80 and 81 
are a sample of the reduced wares from Sector D .

The most common form of the reduced wares, bowls with or without 
neck and ring base, show a wide range of variation in respect to colora^* 
tion, rim shape, diameter and depth, and external modification, including 
decorative techniques and motifs and surface finishes„

Basically there are three distinct surface finishes among the 
reduced wares. Most bowls and all plates recovered from Sector D 

clearly show polishing-stroke marks. Contrary to painted stirrup spout 
jars (e.g,f those found from Structures 25 and 85 in Sector H), 
apparently no attempt was made to erase the polishing marks from these 
reduced wares. Donnan (1965:125) infers that the high luster on the 
jars was produced by polishing the surface which was first dried 
thoroughly and then redampened. Subsequently the vessel was rubbed 

by hand or by soft cloth to eliminate the marks. Even a cursory inspec
tion of the reduced wares shows that, although the entire exterior (and 

interior surface in the case of plates and bowls) surface was polished, 
the burnishing strokes or methods were far from systematic and con

trolled. As in the case of pinched .face-neck jars, the effort to 
produce a given effect was there but quality control of the end results 
was lacking,

Another surface finish involved the use of slip or molds. Some 

bowls, including two grater bowls recovered from Sectors D and H, and 

neck jars have smooth surfaces without the luster one would expect from 

burnishing. 'The appearance may be the result of the use of one-piece 

molds and/or the application of a slip. Among the collection of Moche
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Fig. 80. Reduced ware bowls from Sector D.
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Fig. 81. Reduced ware plates from Sector D .
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pottery that Max Uhle excavated from the site of Moche, Donnan (1965: 
127) notes the existence of four stirrup spout jars that were slip- 
painted prior to firing but which may have been accidentally reduced. 
Perhaps by Phase V the artesans gained sufficient control over the 
firing process to produce reduced wares in large quantity.

The third surface finish I recognize is thoroughly burnished 

without stroke marks. The finish is exemplified by rare small black 
neckless bowls. The high luster is unmatched by any other ceramic - 
object from Pampa Grande. In addition, these vessels characteristically 
have unusually thin walls that gradually taper off to form a fine edge 
rim. The bowls are very well made as attested by the fine paste, that 

has been fired uniformly and hard, the even tapering of the walls, and 
the perfectly rounded form, in addition to the aforementioned burnish- 
ings. The vessels are truly black as opposed to other reduced wares 

that show variegating colors such as light grey, dark grey and even dark 
brown. The latter set suggest poor control of the oxygen supply during 
firing. Occasional fire clouding also signifies poor temperature 
control. Relatively coarse soft paste of other reduced wares also 

implies lower standards of quality control in comparison with the black 

egg-shell bowls.
Only a handful of the fine black bowls has been recovered so 

far at Pampa Grande (Fig, 821.- Although small sherds of these bowls 
were observed in various Sectors occupying the central portion of the 
site during our site-wide surface survey, primary context discoveries 
of the whole vessels are limited to Sector D and Unit 14. So far, 

their sherds were recovered only from secondary contexts in Sector A,
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Fig. 82. Finely burnished black "egg-shell" bowl from Sector D.
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M. Shimada (personal communication, 1976) reports that a cluster of the 
fine blackware sherds she observed on the eastern bank of Quebrada VI 
within Sector A compound may well have been part of a whole black egg
shell neckless bowl associated with a nearby looted burial. I have 

already described nearly half a highly burnished egg-shell bowl dis^ 
covered next to a buried adobe wall in Structure 58, Unit 46, Sector H. 
No whole or fragmentary black bowl has been recorded from primary 

contexts in Sector HP The adobe enclosure, Unit 14, excavated by K. Day 
yielded a highly burnished black bowl decorated with a modeled face 
with circular eyes and a hand in its mouth. It was uncovered in associ

ation with a "drum frame," deer antlers, and charred cotton fiber on the 

burnt floor of an adobe structure defined by wall niches. ' Although 

deviating morphologically from the highly burnished egg-shell bowls 
discussed earlier, the bowl from Unit 14 was technically similarly 
produced.

One example from Sector D comes from the large concentration of
sherds immediately outside of the north wall of what Ignati.eff (personal

42communication, 1976) calls Room 3 of Structure R, Within the sherds 

cluster, Ignatieff (personal communication, 1976) found dark^grey highly 

burnished bowls with very thin walls and tapering rims (no lips) as well 
as the body of a bichrome stirrup spout jar. The association is 

significant in ascertaining the contemporaneous relationship of the 

black bowls and diagnostic Moche V painted vessels, Ignatieff (personal 42

42, The designation "room" here is basically equivalent to 
"Structure" in my terminology, while Ignatieff vs "Structure" is close 
to my designation "Unit," which consists of a set of interlinked 
Structures.
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communication, .1976) infers that the bowls may have been dippers for 
removing material from the large storage urns kept in Room 3, con
sidering their tea-cup size and shape. "Dippers" are known from at 
least Gallinazo period and a total of ten of them are included in the 
Max Uhle collection from the site of Moche (Donnan 1965). They normally 

have a distinctive handle. In addition to ceramic dippers, I would 
expect the use of cut-away gourds as dippers or spoons. Considering the 
labor investment and relative rarity of the black bowls as opposed to 
the ubiquitous plain coarse ware storage urns, I would alternatively 
suggest their usage as high status serving and/or offering dishes in 
some ceremonial contexts. The context of the sherd concentration, 

however, is somewhat disturbing. « Room 3 is a low lying room‘with six 

rather uniformly spaced circular depressions similar to those that 

served as the receptacles for large storage urns. Steps were built to 
reach the floor. Ignatieff (personal communication, 1976) reports that 
Fernandez de Cordova suggested the room served as a "sala de agua" (a 
room where drinking water was stored in large vessels), similar to those 
known to have existed in the nineteenth century residences in the 

historic town of Lambayeque.

Garth Bowden (personal communication, 1973) reports that he 

encountered the same type of small black bowls with highly burnished 
surfaces in his excavations at Galindo in the Moche Valley. Galindo is 

known to contain a Moche V component.

Reduced ware bowls from Pampa Grande are often decorated with 
simple -geometric motifs that combine dots with lines. The small dots 
may occur by themselves or in combination with grooved lines and appear
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to have been produced by simply pressing small seeds such as cotton 
against the exterior surface of the bowls while still moist. Each motif 
taken singly resembles what Donnan (1973:93-4) identifies as potter's 
marks z " . . .  incisions made on the necks of cooking and storage ollas” 
prior to firing and found in about 10% of the vessels. They are said 

to facilitate the identification of vessels made by different potters 
but fired together. The marks are usually incisions made by blunt

instruments as opposed to impressions as in the case of the black
^ i 43 bowls.

Some reduced ware bowls, including flaring-rim bowls, from

Sector D have crenellated rims. Such rims do not occur among the black,

highly burnished egg-shell bowls. In addition, some grey collared bowls
$haye pairs of looped handles as if to suggest their usage in cooking.

As far as I am aware, however, none of these bowls shows evidence of 
usage over fire.

Reduced ware neck jars, 'with or without faces are far more 
widely distributed than bowls and plates, They have been recovered 

from primary and secondary contexts in Sectors A, D, H, and J, They 
have either lustrous burnished surfaces with readily recognizable 

polishing marks or smooth surfaces without much luster as if a coat of 
slip were applied. Their color ranges from grey to dark grey. There 
are a few exceptions to these characterizations of reduced ware neck 43

43. What appear to be potter's marks have been recognized on 
several plain coarse ware storage urns from Sector H (Fig. 83), Not 
enough attention has been paid to recognition of the marks at Pampa 
Grande and the social significance of the variation and distribution of 
these depends upon future identification. I have recognized, however, 
two storage urns with identical marks on their necks»
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Fig. 83. Potters' marks on storage urns from Sector H.
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jars. A notable exception is the highly burnished black face-neck jar 
found in direct association with a painted flaring-rim bowl found on 
floor context atop Huaca 18, Sector H. The modeled face represents a 
monkey (Fig. 40) and has been carefully executed. Most reduced neck 
jars however seem to lack a face on their neck and occur in seemingly 
ordinary contexts.

One particular form of reduced ware vessels found in Sectors D, 
H, and «J and Unit 14 have been described as a composite silhouette neck 

jar in the preceding chapter. These grey burnished vessels have 
undulating contours (Fig. 57) and are made out of three parts, each 
"tier*1 formed separately and gradually built up. One such vessel from 
Sector D (Room 2 of Structure Y) is identical to the multi-tiered jars 
from Structure 7 in Sector J and Structure 43, Unit 45, Sector H* These 
vessel forms may be tied to what Menzel (personal communication, 1976) 

refers to as ’'tiered vessels of Huari origin” (cf* Dorman 1973, Plate 

7, A-Dl. Menzel (personal communication, 1976) claims that jar necks 
with bulbous swellings first occur on the North Coast during Middle 
Horizon IB. Alternatively, however, one might consider some develop

mental connection with Moche jars with flaring lips and high shoulders 

Ccf. Donnan 1973, Figure 115) .

Room 2, Structure Y, in Sector D also produced at least 
thirteen grey coarsely burnished and lugged bowls and one grey bowl 

without any decoration but with a crenellated rim (Ignatieff personal 
communication, 1976). Reduced ware flaring-rim bowls have not been 

found in Sector H. Only small fragments are known * Whole vessels

recovered from primary contexts are limited to Sector D, As in the case
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of other reduced ware forms, these bowls are indistinguishable from 
bichrome painted flaring-rim bowls in respect to form. The firing 
technique is the only difference between the reduced ware and bichrome 
painted versions. Ignatieff (personal communication^ 1976) observes 

that the bubbly surface of the grey flaring-rim bowl from Room 2 indi
cates poor temperature control during firing. D f'Altroy (1975:42). f in 
addition, notes that some reduced ware flaring bowls from Pampa Grande 
had slip applied.

Reduced or oxidized plates with or without ring base are known 

only from Sector D (Fig. 81). Some sherds of plates are known from 
secondary contexts in Sector H, As far as I am aware there are no 
plates fired in an oxidized atmosphere. The plates from Sector D are, 
in general, light grey to light brown in color. Some even have a 
spotty coloration of grey and light brown, suggesting poorly controlled 
oxygen supply during the firing. Like most bowls, the plates show 
readily recognizable polishing marks. Some plates have diameters of 
nearly .40 cm. In Sector D, the plates were found in association with 

other reduced ware vessels, most of which were bowls. In some cases 
the distinction between uplates^ and vbowlsv becomes ambiguous. A 

given vessel may be classified as a "deep plate" or a "shallow bowl.v 
Some plates without base may have served as lids for the large storage 
urns; however, this possibility is unlikely considering the dissocia
tion of these two vessels in space. Whether the plates functioned as 

vserving'1 dishes along with bowls, they are rarities among Moche
ceramics
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Lastly Ignatieff (personal communication, 1976) reports finding 
a fairly crude but burnished grey straight neck lugged olla set in the 
floor of Room 8, Structure Z in Sector D. Ignatieff (personal 
communication, 1976) notes that "Smashed almost right at the surface" 
of nearby Room 2, Structure Z, was a mold-made blackware stirrup spout 
jar. It is modeled after a squirrel-like animal with two small 

attendant animals in low relief sitting against the haunches of the 
principal animal. The spout was placed on the back of the main animal.. 
The modeled animal is said to resemble the one depicted on the mural 
found at the summit of Huaca 1,

Before turning to technological, temporal, and sociocultural 

significance of the reduced wares, I shall briefly consider nounreduced 

ware vessels found in direct association with reduced wares in Sector 

D. One such pot may be called a "football-shaped jar" with lugs at the 

neck (Fig, 84). The jar from Sector D closely resembles one found in 
a part of the cache looted from the site of Cerniche in the Santa Valley 
(cf. Donnan 1973, plate 7, F) . Significantly, the cache includes a, pure 
Moche V bichrome stirrup spout jar and four Huari^style polychrome 
tiered jars, Donnan (personal communication, 19761 is confident of the 

association of these vessels. Once again, Menzel (personal communica
tion, 1976) points out that this particular vessel form occurs 

beginning with Middle Horizon IB. An oxidized ware effigy yessel that 
represents two of what appear to be indigenous hairless dogs lying side 

by side was found in association with dark grey burnished bowls.
Similar effigy vessels are reported in Moche V contexts in the valleys 

to the South (Moseley personal communication, 1975). *
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Fig. 84. Football-shaped jar from Sector D .
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Successful firing of ceramic vessels requires control over 

temperature and time in addition to air flow or oxygen supply. Modern 
potters in the village of Morrope consider firing to be the critical 
stage of pottery production. A given potter may accumulate one hundred 
air-dried pots but break up to 50 per cent during poorly executed 
firing. Open-air ovens used in the Morrope region today are often 
placed behind houses to cut down on the air movements which affect 

firing temperature and oxygen supply (Fig. 49).
As Donnan (1965:127) notes, nearly all Moche ceramics were

fired in an oxidizing atmosphere resulting in the characteristic reddish
to orangish color. Donnan (1965:127) observes that:

Considerable sophistication in firing technique is 
demonstrated by the fact that the ceramics are almost 
invariably evenly colored throughout a cross section of 
their walls. . « . For the most part, only on an 
occasional jar or large bowl is there any evidence of 
fire streak to indicate that one of these three factors 
1temperature, time, and draft] was not adequately con
trolled.

The Max Uhle collection from the site of Moche, however, contains 18 

blackware vessels. Donnan (1965:127) reasons that the coloration is 
deliberate "since Cl) it occurs only on stirrup spout vessels and Is 

never found on other forms, and (2) the vessels of blackware were not 

slipr-painted as was almost every other stirrup spout vessel in the 

collection.v Reduced ware vessels are not unique to Moche V Phase but 
are found in all phases represented in the collection from Moche except 
Phases M I ,  and IV (Donnan 1965:128] . Phase Illb is said to

contain the largest number of blackwares within the collection (Donnan
1965:128),
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Sociocultural Significance of the Reduced Ware 
Vessels

What distinguishes Moche V ceramics from Pampa Grande from those 

of other Moche sites is the relative proportion of reduced ware vessels 

and the occurrence of new vessel forms most of which have been fired in 

a reducing atmosphere. This is a deviation from the trend detected 
by Donnan (1965) in his study of the Max Uhle collection, Donnan (1965: 
128) concluded that during the transitional period between Phases III 
and IV, craftmanship began its decline and even several new forms that 
appeared in Phase IV were quite simple and appear to have been mass 
produced.

The high percentage of reduced ware within the total ceramic 

assemblage from Moche V Pampa Grande, however,^cannot be taken at face 
value. We must remember that no other Moche site has been subjected to 
such intensive and systematic excavation and functional analysis, In 
addition, most of the earlier Moche ceramic studies dealt with pottery 
recovered from cemeteries, as opposed to pottery from occupational 

surfaces as in the case of our work at Pampa Grande, Yet at the same 

time, we are practically ignorant of the Moche V burial customs and 

associated goods at Pampa Grande. In other words, there are no truly 
comparable data to appreciate the significance of ceramic material from 
Pampa Grande. As I have briefly touched upon in a number of places in 

the text, our sampling was largely nonprobabilistic and dictated by the 

problem orientation of the project. The central portion of the site 
with formal and elaborate architecture is overly represented in the 
sample. Our assessment of the patterns perceived within the distribution
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of the artifacts in space and the analytic units must consider the 
potential sampling bias,

Menzel (personal communication^ 1976), howeverf reports that 
during Middle Horizon Epoch IB (to which Moche Phase V is assigned) 
there was a widespread upsurge of blackware, and that reduced wares from 

Pampa Grande and Galindo are only part of this- phenomenon. The upsurge 
extended as far as the Central Coast but Menzel (personal communication,
1976) notes that the reason for the upsurge and distribution has not 
been determined. The rising popularity of reduced wares may well be 

only an indication of a generalized shift in ceramic technology.

Donnan (n.d.:4-9) reports altered firing techniques, using high 

temperatures for the Moche V ceramics. D'Altroy 0-975:42) goes as far 
as to argue that the reduced ware bowls from Pampa Grande ", .. . repre
sent a direct transition from Early to Late Intermediate styles of 
ceramics, with no intervening intrusion of Middle Horizon1- (underline 

added), His position is apparently based upon recognition that pottery 

of the Later Intermediate Period Chimu Kingdom is characterized by 
reduced wares and upon the assumption that Moche V represents direct ■ 
continuation of the earlier Moche tradition without Hauri influence.

This view encounters two major obstacles: a 300-year temporal gap 

between Middle Horizon Epoch IB and the Late Intermediate Period and the 
existence of various ceramic styles that appear to fall within the 

temporal gap. These points deserve some attention.
Recently Moseley (1975c) argued that the founding of the Chimu 

capital of Chan Chan may date as early as the twelfth or-eleventh 
century A»D. shortly after the inferred date of abandonment of the site
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of Galindo in the same valley. In other words, Chan Chan may be traced 
back to a local antecedent. This view clearly constitutes an alterna
tive to the thesis that the emergence of urban centers on the North 
Coast was a result of Huari invasion from the South (e,g ., Collier 
1955b, 1961, 1962a; Rowe 1963; Schaedel 1951a, 1966a; Willey 1953). 
However, the two radiocarbon dates available for Galindo are a good 
match to the two dates obtained for Moche V Pampa Grande, Geoff Conrad 

(personal communication, 1976) notes that dendrochronologically 
corrected dates for the large rectangular enclosure at Galindo known 
as Huaca Galindo are A.D. 570-590 Hh 185 and A„D, 650-670 +. 165e The 
first date was derived from a sample taken from structures "that were 

partially razed in order to construct the artificially levelled surface 
on which the huaca sits," while the second sample is described as 
having been derived from "a post-primary 1 squatter1 occupation inside 
the compound" (Conrad personal communication, 1976),, Despite somewhat 

tenuous contexts, Conrad (personal communication, 1976). reports that 

both samples were "unquestionably associated with Moche V materials and 
were found in secure floor contexts."

The two dates from Pampa Grande also place Moche V to about 
44A.D. 600 to 700. My estimate of the duration of Moche phase V at 44

44, Two samples taken from secure contexts in Sector H were 
submitted to the Laboratory of Isotope Geochemistry, Department of 
Geosciences, The University of Arizona, for radiocarbon determination. 
Sample No. 1704 consisted of a thoroughly carbonized wooden post taken 
from a posthole in the floor of Structure 1, Huaca 18, Sector H, 
whereas Sample No, 1705 consisted of carbonized corn kernels recovered 
from an urn placed on the floor of Structure 43, Unit 45, Sector R.
The former yielded a date of 1280 70 B.P, (A.D* 670 t, ^0L, while the
latter produced a date of 1380 Hh 70 B.P. (A.D, 570 + 70) , The latter 
date has been corrected for radiocarbon 13, Both dates are based on
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Pampa Grande is basically in agreement with that of Donnan (personal 

communication, 1976) and Menzel (personal communication, 1976). Menzel 
(personal communication, 1976), in fact, suggests that Moche V was 
"brief and probably did not exceed 50 years, but may have been shorter." 
Her estimates in terms of absolute dates would be ca. A„D. 600 to 650, 
while Donnan (personal communication, 1976) places the Phase around 
A.D. 650-700.

If the local antecedent that Moseley (1975c) has in mind is the 
Moche V occupation at Galindo, we are talking about a 300 year differ
ence. In addition to the temporal discrepancy, I believe future 
stratigraphic and seriational studies will substantiate the view that 
various ceramic styles such as "Huari Norteno," Moche^Huari, and White-
Red- Black Complex fall between Moche Phase V and the Chimu styles

' 45(Collier 1955a; Larco 1948, 1963, 1966).

Differences in labor intensity or quality of various reduced 
ware vessels from Pampa Grande are apparent. The amazingly uniform 45

tight clusters of three calibrations each as apparent from the size of 
the standard deviations. Furthermore these two dates can be shown to 
have come from the same sampling population. According to the correc
tion table supplied by Damon et al. (1974), "dendrochronologically
corrected dates" for the two dates would be approximately A,D. 690 _+ 70 
and A.D, 593 4; 70. On the basis of these two dates I consider Moche 
Phase V to have dated about A,D. 600 to 700. Although they are 
internally consistent dates, additional determinations are desired to 
establish secure dates for Moche V.

45. The current broad usage of the designation "Early Chimu"- or 
simply "Chimu" in some quarters has been questioned (Pozorski personal 
communication, 1976; Menzel personal communication, 1976; Schaedel 
personal communication, 1976). The absence of a master seriation and 
classification of Chimu pottery is painfully felt here. Establishment 
of objective criteria as to what constitutes the Chimu ceramic style 
is eagerly awaited (cf. Scheele and Patterson 1966),
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configuration, polishing, and coloration (firing) exhibited by the rare 
black "egg-shell” bowls recovered from limited contexts points to a high 
level of technical skill and a great deal of labor/time investment. By 
extrapolation, I argue that the vessels were high status objects pro

duced by skilled potters. In addition, the close morphological and 

decorative similarities between these black egg-shell bowls from Pampa 
Grande and Galindo suggest that their production was not conducted 
within a site-to-site or even valley-to-valley type of local framework.
I suggest centralized production controlled at the inter-valley level . 
to insure certain technological and iconographic uniformities.

On the other hand, the remaining reduced ware vessels in general 
manifest readily recognizable polishing marks, uneven firing, relatively 
coarse paste, and a wide distribution at the site. These observations 
point to a relatively low level of technical sophistication and labor/ 
time investment as well as large volumes of production and consumption,
I. concur with A. Ignatieff (personal communication, 1976) , who con

siders that these vessels were local imitations of the blackwares 

described above, Although their distribution is considerably wider 

than that of the better blackwares, it does not approach the extent of 

the plain red coarse ware vessels. These coarse reduced wares were 
probably utilitarian vessels (eating and serving! for high status 
individuals.

There are no clues, however, to the locus of their respective 

production, Walter Alva (personal communication, 1975) suggests that 

the site of Ca.noncillo near the mouth of the Jequetepeque River may have 
been a major ceramic production center whose products may have been
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distributed beyond the Valley limits. The site is reported to have a 
Moche V component and many molds and other material correlates of large- 
scale ceramic production. The site (also known as La Pampa} signifi
cantly is situated next to an ancient road usually referred to as the 

Inca NorthvSouth Trunk Road (see map in Kosok 1965:146)., The vInca 
Road" that connects all the valleys of the North Coast and many major 
prehistoric settlements may well be modeled after or represent a 
systematized version of an earlier Moche road network linking all major 
Moche settlements. The proximity of La Pampa to the road is under*- 
standable in light of the possibility that the site was a major craft 
production center. Pottery produced here could have been transported 

to the Lambayeque Valley with relative ease and rapidity.

The centralized production of fine quality pottery postulated 
above probably Applies better for the production of traditional Moche 
bichrome stirrup spout jars. The model of centralized production does 

not necessarily account for the upsurge of the blackwares. Could they 

be tradewares imported from elsewhere? Could not the concentration of 
reduced ware vessels in Sector D reflect a non-Moche population which 

produced and exported the blackwares found at Pampa Grande? MacNeish 

et al, (1975:58) report the existence of so-called "prestigous ceramic 
styles1’ within the Huari Empire at the capital city of Huari, Both 
cases may be a pan-Andean institution of representation of major 
political units at the capital of the dominant group, It should be 

noted that there is no definite evidence that indicates Huari origin
of these blackwares.
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There is no a priori reason to look toward the South and 

Highlands to find the source of the blackwares; regions farther north 
of the Lambayeque Valley are just as likely. Recently Lathrap (1974,
1975) argued for direct sea route influence of the advanced Ecuadorian 

ceramics on the Peruvian ceramic arts and production during the 

Formative period covering roughly 2000 to 500 B.C. Similarly we may 

seek the reason behind the popularity of blackwares in a series of new 
influences emanating from Ecuador. Certainly archaeologists working on 
the North Coast realize the rather peculiar relationship.between the so- 
called Vicus Culture in the Department of Piura (Far North Coast) and 
the heartland of Moche Culture, the Chicama and Moche Valley (e.g., 

banning 1963; Larco 1948, 1963, 1965, 1966; Lothrop 1948; Rowe 1942). 
Early Moche pottery is known from the Vicus region. In addition,
Lapiner (1976:113^4) reports the 1969 discovery of a cache of Moche 
metal and textile objects from Loma Negra near Cerro Vicus in the 

Department of Piura. Numerous metal objects, many with inlay work, are 
sa,id to be architectural decorations and not personal adornments. They 

have been tentatively dated to A„D* 200 to 300 (Lapiner 1976:113^41, 

Stylistically the artifacts are said to be mostly Moche XII, The 

isolated but intentional and careful burial of architectural decorations 
in an area where no Moche settlement is yet to be found is a true 
enigma, We cannot ignore the area' as a possible source of the black- 
ware.

On the other hand, we may not have to look any further than the 
Leche Valley for the blackware source. That is to say, there is a 

distinct possibility that the blackware we find at Pampa Grande are
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tradewares from the extensive and -impressive site of Batan Grande. I 
believe Batan Grande holds the key to the resolution of the problem of 
blackware and Moche-Huari interaction.

Reassessment of the Basic Premise of Contemporaneity
The fundamental premise underlying our synchronic/functional 

analysis of urban context at Pampa Grande was the basic contemporaneity 
of the phenomena with which we are dealing. As Thomas (1974 s 38) 

emphasizesf 11 time control must be established prior to the attempt to 
study 1ifsways" and that the lack of temporal control prevents us from 
making meaningful comparisons. Uncertainty of the validity of the 

premise at Pampa Grande derives from our fragmentary understanding of 
the temporal and cultural significance of different ceramic styles 

observed in various parts of the site. I believe the occupational 
history of Pampa Grande is far more complex than we had assumed. Our 
failure to conduct any systematic surface collection or detailed 
analysis of ceramic materials must be rectified* Systematic surface 
collection, classification and analysis of any sort, however, entails 
considerable time and manpower investment. A realistic field technique 

must be devised in the face of various logistical constraints.
In addition, our disproportionately heavy sampling of the 

central portion of the site in 1975 prevents us from effectively 

making generalizations applicable for the whole site, although our 
non^excavational coverage was quite complete. In addition to the 
central Sectors, we have plane table maps of Sectors I and K, as well

as a rough sketch, map of Sector E.
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As discussed in Chapter IV, the principal excavational technique 

I adopted to assure contemporaneity of occupational surfaces and 
associated artifacts was horizontal tracing of the latest floor. In 

addition, use of Internal Corridors as a principal criterion for the 
selection of areas to excavate aided temporal control. Comparisons of 

Units and Sectors that are mutually isolated form each other are based 
upon temporal control using the architectural patterns and the ceramic
material,

!
The relative paucity of diagnostic Moche V bichrome vessels in 

primary contexts forced us to turn to little known grey and black 
vessels as well as the ubiquitous face-neck jars (that' may well be 
rather conservative) for temporal control. These vessels were defined 
as contemporaneous with the painted Moche V stirrup spout jars on the 
basis of a number of secure primary context associations„ The relative 
rarity of reduced ware vessels may be partially a function of our 
sampling but they seem to be a good temporal marker,

More specifically, the problem of temporal control pertains 

to relationships between the central sections, on the one hand, and 

the Southern Pediment or northern and northwestern peripheries, on the 
other. Limited excavation carried out in Sectors I, J, and K by 
Melody Shimada and myself yielded some mold-make blackware sherds 

readily identifiable as Chimu and less certain paddle stamped sherds. 
Most of the Chimu sherds were recovered from excavations near the 

western corner of Sector K," Two test pits initially excavated by M, 
Shimada in the corner structure were subsequently expanded by me to 

obtain more Chimu sherds for analysis. Because of a small, dry wash
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that cuts across the structure* stratigraphic contexts of the Chimu 
sherds cannot be securely determined (Fig. 85) . The grey ashy matrix 

of the sherds suggests, however, that we are dealing with a refuse 
layer that has not been disturbed by water action, A series of one 

meter by one and a half meter test pits dug at 50 meter intervals along 
a straight line connecting Unit 10 near the southern edge of the site 
and Unit 22 in Sector X, similarly failed to yield any primary context 

Chimu sherds. Chimu sherds were recovered from the three southernmost 
test pits? all come from secondary contexts. These findings support 

our earlier surface observation that Chimu sherds are limited to the 
southern and western peripheries of the site, and that the inferred 

Chimu occupation of the site was brief. K. Day (personal communication, 
1975) identified the sherds as belonging to the Imperial or expansive 
phase of the Chimu Kingdom, probably dating to the first half of the 
fifteenth century. It should be noted here that during plane-table 

mapping of Sector I in 1973, I found two whole, mold-made Chimu black- 
ware jars on the eastern side of a masonry wall separating Units 6 and 

7. v Because of its secondary context, the temporal significance of the 
discovery remains uncertain. In addition, the looted cemetery within 
Unit 21, a masonry enclosure in the middle of the Southern Pediment, 
appears to be intrusive and Chimu,

As noted earlier, paddle stamped pottery' in general has not 
been adequately studied and its temporal position remains uncertain 

CSchaedel personal communication, 1976? cf. Kroeber and Muelle 1942; 
Kroeber 1944? Collier 1955a, 19591„ Stamped sherds most commonly occur 

in the southern and western margins of Pampa Grande, roughly duplicating



Fig. 85. Chimu blackware sherds from Sector K test pits.
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the distribution of mold-made Chimu blackware. What Fernandez de
Cordova (personal communication, 1975) describes as a Huari Norte'no

/

vessel from Pampa Grande has a paddle stamped surface (Pig. 86).
Another distinct pottery style from the southern margin of the 

site is a limited quantity of Black-Red-White trichrome sherds. 

Immediately southeast of the large boulder partially enclosing the 
space earlier described as a Spondylus shell workshop lies a number of 

spacious terraces and masonry enclosures. Among these structures we 
recovered several sherds of this style. The paint is poorly preserved 
and may either have been applied after firing or derived from organic 
substance. The paste and surface finish are relatively rough. As far 
as I am aware, this location is the only locus where the trichrome 
sherds have been found at the site.

Temporally, the non-Moche V styles described so far appear to 

fall in post-Moche V periods (cf. Collier 1955a; Kroeber 1944; Larco 

1948, 1963; Scheele and Patterson 1966; Willey 1947), The spatial 

distribution of these pottery styles is limited to peripheral areas 
in the Southern Pediment and does not appear to affect our synchronic 
analyses and reconstruction.

The northern and northwestern margins of the site are archi
tecturally complex and poorly preserved. As noted earlier, there are 
at least two distinct occupational periods in this area. Here we 
found a number of fragments of the so-called uEstilo del Reyu or Classic 
Lambayeque style highly burnished blackware (Zevallos 1971; Figs.
87, 88a,b) and sherds of kaoline paste Cajamarca style pottery (Fig.

88c,d). A number of local huagueros informed me that one man found a
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Fig. 86. Huari Norteho paddle-stamped jar reportedly from Pampa Grande 
(in Bruning Museum, Lambayeque, Peru) —  Approximately 3/4 
scale.
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Fig. 87. Classic Lambayeque-style blackware jar (in Bruning Museum, 
Lambayeque, Peru) —  Approximately 3/4 scale.
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Fig. 88. Sherds from the surface of Pampa Grande —  (a) and (b) sherds 
of Lambayeque-style, (c) and (d) sherds of Cajamarca-style.
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gold mask executed in the readily recognizable uEstilo del Key" in one 
of the almost shapeless small adobe mounds that dot the area. In 

addition, they report a similar mask made out of copper was removed 
from another mound in the same general area.

Farther west of the area near the dirt road that passes through 
the modern village of Pampa Grande lies a badly looted adobe pyramid 
known locally as the Huaca de los Patos (Huaca 20}, Among local 
hauqueros it is known for its rich content of fine pottery, including 
a number of (presumed Moche] bichrome modeled pots and Classic 
Lambayeque style blackware vessels» I also found numerous mold-made 
Chimu blackware and paddle stamped sherds atop and near the pyramid.

One particular sherd found atop the pyramid is interesting in that it 

is apparently a fragment of a painted modeled jar (Fig. 89). It has a 

light brownish slipped surface and relatively fine paste and luster.
The fragment shows a portion of a pointed (or "winged1'} eye painted a 
reddish brown color. The two colors are typical of the Moche painted 
vessels; however, the shape of the eye resembles more the. so-called 
"Estilo del Pey." Although I believe Moche V Pampa Grande was strongly 

influenced by local traditions and sociocultural developments, compari

son of individual ceramic traits does not elucidate the nature of the 

relationship between the Moche V population and the population 
ceramically represented by the Classic Lambayeque style. Lacking 

secure dating, the latter ceramic style is floating in time. It is 

possible that the style was at least partially contemporaneous with 
Moche" V, particularly if the whole ceramic technology involved in 

manufacturing of fine blackware bowls found in Sector D and Unit 14 at
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Fig. 89. Sherds showing "winged eyes" —  (a) Bichrome sherd from atop 
Huaca 20, (b) and (c) bichrome sherds from Pampa Grande,
surface collection.
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Pampa Grande is shown to be closely related to that of the Classic 
Lambayeque blackware vessels, Batan Grande as a major ceremonial center 

with its own distinctive ceramic style (Classic Lambayeque) may have 
its origin in the Early Intermediate period. Whatever the relationship 
between Moche V and Classic Lambayeque pottery style, the presence of 
the latter style at Pampa Grande calls for future determination of 
spatial, temporal, and cultural relationships between the two popula
tions represented by the two ceramic'styles.

In addition to the various ceramic styles discussed above, 
there is a distinct possibility that Moche IV components exist at 
Pampa Grande, Architectural data, however, are far from being direct. 
Although, some fragments of painted stirrup spout jars appear to be 

Moche Phase IV, they are of secondary context, small size and cannot be 

considered conclusive. The demonstration of an antecedent Moche 

occupation at the site prior to Moche V would affect our perception of 
the establishment of the Moche V capital at Pampa Grande, Stratigraphic 
cuts and concurrent detailed analysis of painted sherds from the site 

should clarify this point.

Although considerably separated in time from Moche V occupation, 

there is an Early Horizon cemetery at the northern edge of the site.
It was thoroughly looted several decades ago. In addition, Kosok (1965: 

159). reports finding "remains of later Inca occupationvx at the site. 
Members of the poyal Ontario Museum Project, however, failed to locate ■ 

the Inca remains.
Despite the presence of a multitude of ceramic styles at the 

site, I believe the major portion of the site as we know it today was
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built and last occupied during Moche Phase V* As discussed earlier, in 
respect to various architectural features, we can argue for con
temporaneity of the central Sectors (A, B, C, D, and H) and the Southern 

Pediment, except for its southern and western margins. Aside from the 
configuration of the corridors, similarities of architectural associa
tion and form between the two areas at the site can be offered in 
support of my claim* Consider, for example, the adobe platform and 
MLD clusters in Sectors H and J. Even the burning of adobe buildings 
can be considered as supportive evidence. Ceramically the Southern 
Pediment is difficult to assess because of the prevalence of plain red 

coarse ware vessels and conspicuous absence of labor intensive pottery. 
Potential use of the piainware vessels (excluding face-neck jars) for 

dating has not been adequately explored at Pampa Grande. Unfortunately, 
the close similarities found in two grey burnished jars from Sectors 

H (Structure 43, Unit 45). and J (Structure 7) stand on shaky ground as 
both are from secondary contexts. As noted earlier, however, the two 
vessels, in turn, closely resemble the grey jar found from a secure 
floor context in Sector D,

it should be clear that despite the skepticism expressed here 
about the validity of our premise, my reconstruction of the socio^ 

economic system at Moche V Pampa Grande was based on the assumption 

that much of the Southern Pediment was contemporaneous with the central 
Sectors, it is the nature of occupation in the northern and western 

peripheries of the site that remains an enigma. Only with secure 

temporal control can we proceed with functional analysis. Future probes 

will hopefully substantiate my assumption described here..



CHAPTER VII

COMPONENTS AND INTERNAL WORKING OF THE SOCIOECONOMIC 
SYSTEM AT MOCHE V PAMPA GRANDE

Assuming that Moche V occupation at Pampa Grande formed a 
coherent nsystem, •' I attempt to account for its emergence, components 
and internal articulation, interaction with various external socio

cultural and natural "systems,v as well as its cessation as a functional 
entity* The following models are based upon assumptions and data dis
cussed in previous chapters. New information is also presented to

expound upon certain significant issues in my reconstruction of socio-
46economic organiztion* The potential problems of the sampling pro

cedure and uncertainty surrounding some of the basic premises discussed 
in Chapters IV and VI must be kept in mind when evaluating the models. 
Future probes into some of the possibilities raised here may funda
mentally alter our perspective of the site.

Chapter VII focuses upon delineation of the valley wide context 

of Pampa Grande and upon identification of the ncomponentsv and internal 
workings of the socioeconomic system. The last chapter considers the 
various forces relevant to the establishment and cessation of Moche V 

occupation at Pampa Grande. 46

46. Models are regarded as heuristic and synthetic devices that 
facilitate the presentation and perception of "structures" existing in 
observable entities and among analytic units. Ideally they provide 
direction for the continuous process of self-correction in the multi-year 
Royal Ontario Museum project at Pampa Grande.

' 394
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Moche Occupation in the Lambayeque Valley

Various settlement pattern studies in the Valley point to a 
limited distribution of late Moche ceramics. What Moche ceramics have 
been identified at a handful of sites belong to Phase IV or Rodriguez 
(1967:3) lists the sites of Sipan (or Cipan), Pampa Grande and Cerro 
Boro as manifesting Moche occupation. In the,case of Cerro Boro, 

Rodriguez (1967:3) observes that: "Excavaciones recientes en Cerro Boro, 
han revelado magnificas piezas Mochicas, Lastiosamente, todo ello no 
corresponde a muestra de ceramica Mochica en la cantidad o variedad 

suficientes como para definir un estilo local." In addition, Alva 
(personal communication, 1975) and Schaedel (personal communication,
1976) report finding a small quantity of Moche IV painted sherds at the 

sites of Saltur and Patapo. The Moche occupation at Patapo appears to 
be limited to a small area at the northwest margin of Cerro Patapo.

Day (1971:17) reports the occurrence of both Moche IV and V ceramics , 
at Saltur. Of the ten "Dune sites" he surveyed in the mid-Valley, Day 
(1971:16) identified only one site manifesting Moche ceramics on the 
surface.

In addition to the above sites within the Valley, a brief 
survey of the extensive area known collectively as Batan Grande in the 
neighboring Leche Valley (approximately 25 kilometers northwest of 

Pampa Grande) yielded a handful of fade-neck jar fragments closely 

resembling those from Pampa Grande (cf. Grossman 1970), Donnan (1972: 

91; personal communication, 1976) notes fine jars decorated with Moche 
motifs but executed in polychrome rather than the traditional bichrome
at Batan Grande. The polychrome jars are part of the Juan Aurich
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collection. A similar jar found in the Department of Piura to the
North, however, has been illustrated as a new pottery style by Rowe
(1942) (Fig. 90). Donnan (1972:91; personal communication, 1976) goes
so far as to claim that the Batan Grande region contains pottery of pure
Moche and Huari styles as well as murals manifesting both Huari and Moche 

47artistic traits.
The neighboring Zaha Valley to the South also contains a handful 

of sites with predominantly Moche IV and V components (Fig. 4; Alva 
personal communication, 1975). Significantly, none of these sites with 
the possible exception of Batan Grande and Pampa Grande manifests 
monumental architecture or other material expressions of large labor 

investment (cf. Moseley n.d.a; Schaedel 1966a, 1966b, 1972). For 
example, the extensive site of Chumbenique situated immediately south 
of Pampa Grande across the mountain range separating the Lambayeque and 
Zaha Valleys consists largely of cemeteries, some containing late Moche 
and Moche-like pottery (Fig. 4) .

The overall picture suggests Moche occupation in the Lambayeque 
Valley was intrusive in nature and limited in spatial distribution to 47

47. In his recent book on prehistoric murals in Peru, Bonavia 
(1974:94) notes that the correct name for the pyramid with the Moche- . 
Huari murals at Batan Grande is La Mayanga as opposed to Huaca Facho, 
the name Donnan (1972) employs. The murals were originally noted by 
James Ford but first carefully examined and described by Donnan (1972). 
The murals occur on the niched wall of the Huaca and depict a series of 
running winged figures" (Donnan 1972). Donnan (1972:91-5) claims that 
the murals show the interchange of Moche and Huari artistic traditions 
and date to Middle Horizon Epoch IB. For example, the whole concept of 
painting polychrome murals on adobe structures is a characteristic of 
the Moche artistic tradition, while the systematic color contrast and 
division of painting surface into quadrangles are said to be a part of 
Huari tradition.
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Fig. 90. Polychrome double stirrup spout jar from the Department of 
Piura (redrawn from Rowe 1942).
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mid-valley as if to indicate a northward intrusion through Rinconada de 
Collique and Pampa de Cayalti from the Zaha Valley and the existence of 
a strong indigenous political unit in the lower valley and Leche Valley 

to the North. In respect to temporal distribution, the occupation is 
limited to Moche IV and V. Similarly Rodriguez (1967:3) states that 

.. la ocupacipn Mochica en Lamhayeque, no fue completa,” and that the 
lower half of the valley was the domain of w... otro grupo no Mochica, 
quizas correspondiente al *florecimiento regional1 de Lamhayeque, 
contemporaneo a Mochica.u Despite this postulation of a ,fLamhayeque 
Culture'1 indigenous to the valley (of. Kosok .1959, 1965; Bennett 1939; 

Schaedel 1951a, 1972), the local ceramics are poorly defined. This poor 
ceramic control is the very problem now facing us in our attempt to 
place Pampa Grande in proper regional context.

Moche V Occupation on the North Coast 

The above sites constitute the northern frontier of the Moche 
multirvalley polity (cf, Moseley n.d.a; Schaedel 1951a, 1966a, 1966b, 

1972, personal communication, 1976). Interestingly, there is no indica
tion of Moche occupation in the coastal region north of the Jequetepeque 

Valley where late Moche components are known at the coastal sites of La 

Pampa or Cahoncillo (Alva personal communication, 1975; Schaedel personal 
communication, 1975) and Pacatnamu (Ubbelohde^Doering 1959). Excava
tions in 1938, 1953, and 1963 at Pacatnamu by Ubbelohde^Doerlng yielded 

numerous Moche burials (Lostaunau personal communication, 19751, but 
Rowe (1963:23) argues that some of the stylistic attributions of the 

pottery excavated at Pacatnamu by Ubbelohde-Doering (.1959:6^26} are
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incorrect and that the site does contain Moche V materials. Farther 
inland, late Moche occupation (Phases IV and V) is attested at the sites 
of Moro Viejo excavated by H. D. Disselhoff (1958; Schaedel personal 
communication, 1976) , Farfan (Lostaunau personal communication, 1975), 

Ventanillas (Alva personal communication, 1975; Schaedel personal 
communication, 1976), Jatanca and Tepecapa (Ubbelohde-Doering 1960, 
Horkheimer 1965). At the sites of Canoncillo near the coast and 

Ventanillas situated at the valley neck (similar to the location of 
Pampa Grande), Moche V, Cursive^Cajamarca, Huari-Norteno (Larco 1948, 
1963), and Lambayeque (Alva personal communication, 1975? Lostaunau 
personal communication, 1975; Schaedel personal communication, 1976) 
ceramic styles have been found,

Moche occupation in the Lambayeque Valley appears to fall far 
short of the intensity and distribution manifested in the Jequetepeque 

Valley, The appearance of Moche V at Pampa Grande is undoubtedly 

related to the abandonment of the site of Moche in the Moche Valley by 
the end of Moche IV (Moseley n.d,a). The site of Moche has tradi
tionally been regarded as the capital of the multir-yalley Moche polity 

(Moseley n*d,a? Schaedel 1951a, 1966a, 1966b, 19721, ' The mural that 
decorates one of the summit structures on Huaca de la Luna is dated.to 
the end of Phase IV or the beginning of Phase V (Mackey 19731. Excava^ 
tip ns at the site of Moche by Max Uhle (1913) and the Harvard 

University team (Moseley personal communication 1976,* also cf, Kroeber 
1925, 1944; Ronavi.a 19741 failed to recover evidence of Moche V occupa
tion at the site, while burials dating to Late GaHina20 and Moche I to 

IV have been recovered from the "plaza’1 between Huaca del Sol and
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Huaca de la Luna, and from Huaca. del Sol. According to Donnan (personal 
communication, 1976], most of the several dozen Moche burials excavated 
from the plaza date to Phases III and IV and some of the burials un
earthed by Uhle appear to date to "transitional Phase II." Similarly, 

the burials from Huaca del Sol are dated to Phases III and IV (Donnan 

personal communication, 1976). However, Uhle did excavate burials in 
association with what he called vTiahuanaco," "post-Tiahuanaco,v and
"non-Tiahuanaco" pottery (Uhle 1913; Kroeber 1925, 1926), indicating

48subsequent use of the Huaca as a cemetery by non-Moche groups.
Similarly, Schaedel (1951b, personal communication, 1976) argues for 
reoccupation and concomitant modification of the site of Pahamarca by 

a Huari-related group, who may have been responsible for Moche 
abandonment of the site by the beginning to middle of Moche V*

Recently Moseley (n.d.a) postulated that the spread of Huari or 
Pachacamac power roughly coinciding with the inferred economic and 

political breakdown in the Moche core region reflects the filling of 
the political vacuum created by the Moche collapse. According to his 

scheme, the capital of the Moche polity shifted north to Pampa Grande, 

which subsequently became the major site on the Peruvian coast for the 

period of its Moche occupation. As I expound laterf however, I believe 48

48, The term ,?Tiahuanacoid" had been extensively used since 
the time of Max Uhle to refer to the distinctive ceramic styles (and 
their variants) that appear on much of the North Coast following the 
disappearance of Moche style. However, Menzel (1964) clearly dis
tinguished Huari from Tiahuanaco style. Since the publication of her 
cornerstone work in 1964, what had been earlier referred to as 
"Tiahuanacoid" has been regarded as Huari or Huari^-derived styles.
The term uTiahuanacoid^ still has certain utility in that the Huari 
style appears to have been derived from the "Tiahuanaco" style (Menzel 
19641.
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Moche V Pampa Grande was not the pure and direct descendant of over half 
a millennium of Moche cultural tradition. The destiny of Moche V Pampa 

Grande seems to have been set by the compromising social, political and 
economic circumstances under which the occupation was established. 
Perhaps the locational shift of the Moche capital to Pampa Grande 
offered political and economic security in a valley that had great 
agricultural potential and was situated miles away from the troubled 
area to the South. I would argue, however, that the transfer was 
accompanied by a costly loss of "momentum" that had gradually built up 
during the first four phases of the Moche tradition and loss of the 

familiar sociocultural context to which the Moche population was 

adjusted. The Moche V intrusion into the Lambayeque Valley, then, was 
neither total nor strong. Moche V was a period of transition and of a 
changing balance of power among various sociocultural groups in much of 
the Andes, pampa Grande was the fading glow of the first multi^valley 
conquering state in coastal Peru. The light never went out. It lit up 
once again around the thirteenth century in the hands of the Chimu.

With these introductory comments in mind, I will now examine 
various lines of evidence for my trial reconstruction of socioeconomic 

organization at Moche V Pampa Grande.

Architectural Variation and Organization at 
Moche V Pampa Grande

The initial and overwhelming impression of the site is of the 
complexity and structured nature of architecture which we would expect 
from a settlement that was intrusive and expanded rapidly (Fig. 1). A 

closer examination of architecture,, however, reveals that evidence of
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In terms of architectural regularity, Pampa Grande is far more 
structured than the presumably contemporaneous site of Galindo in the 

Moche Valley but falls far short of the Middle Horizon highland sites of 
Pikillacta near Cuzco and Viracocha Pampa near Huamachuco. The last two 
sites have been interpreted as representing the southern and northern 
highland frontiers, respectively, of the expansive "Huari Empire”

(Menzel 1964, Sanders 1973, also cf„ MeGown 1945). These sites suggest 

the existence of "generative rules” for new settlements. . The ambiguous 
nature of architectural organization at Pampa Grande, on the other hand, 
is partially due to non-Moche occupation at the site and to some extent 
the effect of the time lag on site growth. Another obvious factor is 
the inferred complexity of socioeconomic organization at the site. If 
architecture is a struetura1ization of its function, the observed 
architectural variation at the site presumably reflects diversified 
socioeconomic activities.

Sectors, which effectively stratified the site in accordance 

with perceivable breaks in artifact-architectural variation and dis

tribution in space, encompass a wide range of architectural patterns 

and forms, some of which are clearly imposed regularities. Some of 

these patterns and forms have been conventionally described as 
"agglutinated,v vvernacular," "intermediate," "formal,v or "elite" 

architecture (e.g., Willey 1953; Chang 1958, 1962, 1968, 1972;

Keatinge and Day 1973),. It is my major contention that the "mingling" 
of planned and seemingly random architecture at the site is largely a

imposed planning or regulated growth is not as clear-cut as one would
expect.
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function of (1) temporal discrepancies and (2) the material display of 
the extant power structure and balance by the traditional elite and of 
the newly achieved status and power by socially mobile segments of 
the population. The latter group includes local ethnic leaders who 

are represented at Pampa Grande and managerial personnel in charge of 
various socioeconomic transactions at the site. The emergence of a new 
power structure is the result of the compromising circumstances 
surrounding the appearance of a Moche V component in the Lambayeque 
Valley. The efficient operation of the Moche polity was traditionally 
based upon certain* socioeconomic and political principles understood by 
all those who participated in the Moche system. In the former core 

region of the Chicama and Moche Valleys to the Souths the continuous • 

evolution of the Moche polity permitted the development and permeance 

of such institutions, one of which may have been the umlt^a^like” labor 
tax recently postulated by Moseley (1975a). In the valleys where the 
provincial centers were set up during Moche III or IV, the Moche polity 
was probably strong enough to establish and enforce its institutions. 
Lacking extensive occupation and any major Moche IV site, the Lambayeque 

Valley seems to have been poorly prepared for the subsequent northward 

shift of power. I would further postulate that the introduction of 
traditional Moche cultural symbolism was not fully accompanied by an 
adoption of Moche socioeconomic and political institutions in the 

Lambayeque Valley. Various points raised here are expanded elsewhere.
in the text.
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Alignment of Major Pyramids

Various morphological features of adobe pyramids and rectangular 
enclosures at Pampa Grande suggest a high level concern with the growth 
and configuration of settlement.

A nearly straight line formed by connecting the longitudinal 
axes of Huacas 1, 3, and 22 appears too perfect to be coincidental, 
especially considering the fact that each pyramid is separated from the 
other by nearly a kilometer. Admittedly, however, Huaca 22 which had 
originally been situated on the western side (Valley side) of modern 
Pampa Grande was destroyed by recent expansion of the village.

Although its orientation cannot be reconstructed, the huaca * s position 

relative to the two others seems significant. Such linear arrangement 
is rare but not totally alien to Moche settlements. Consider the 
straight velevated walkway" that appears to connect Huaca Tembladera and 
a Moche cemetery situated in Pampa de los Incas in the Santa Valley 
(ponnan 1973; Horkheimer 1944, 1973). Moche pyramids usually occur 
singly or in clusters of two to three, many of which are built on 

pediments along the valley peripheries (Kroeber 1930': 62^65; Schaedel 
1951b, 1966a, 1972; Willey 1953), Other pyramids are built on the flat 

portions of the valleys, but no pyramid clusters have the orderly 
arrangements seen in prehistoric Mesoamerican centers such as Teotihuacan 
and Tenochtitlan (cf. Hardoy 1968),

The second major alignment at Pampa Grande can be drawn by 

linking Huacas 2 and 10 in Sector B and Huaca 21, which is situated on 
the western side of modern Pampa Grande. The latter, like Huaca 22, is 
destined for total obliteration in the near future due to modern
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expansion and cultivation and cannot be securely dated either 
stratigraphica1ly or ceramically. Circumstantial evidence links both 
huacas to the major portion of the site as we know it today. Although 

no other pyramids or major constructions were mentioned by long-time 
residents of the area, there were stone walls running toward the sugar 
fields before expansion of the modern village to the South and West.

The first alignment approximates a central axis bipartitioning 
the roughly triangular site and differs from the orientation of the 
second alignment by the appreciable amount of 24 degrees (Fig. 11). It 
seems worthwhile to consider the possible implications of these axes 

and orientations. There seem to be no obvious overriding topographical 
reasons that would have prevented placing Huacas 2 and 10 in Sector B 
in alignment with the orientation of Huaca 1. They could have been 
placed laterally to fit some preconceived configuration for the 
constellation of major pyramids at the site.

Kroeber (1930:63) first noted the common practice of construct
ing pyramids on the summits or sides of hills in order to amplify the 

elevation and size of artificial pyramids and characterized the practice 
as a southern North Coastal trait (cf. Schaedel 1966a, Willey 1953).
Most major Moche IV pyramids such as Panamarca in Nepaha, Huancaco in 
Viru, Huaca Tembladera in Santa, and Huaca de la Luna in the Moche 

Valley, fall within this category. On the other hand, Huacas 1 and 2 
at Pampa Grande exemplify Kroeberls (1930:63) observation that "In the 

whole northern stretch the pyramids stand free, either within1 cultiva

tion or in pampa just outside.v In fact, with the exception of Huaca 3 
in Sector F, all pyramids in Pampa Grande seem to be built artificially
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from the foundation- It would appear the difference between the first 
and second alignments may be either intentional or the function of 
other variables.

The suggestion that Huacas 1 and 2 served different functions 

does not adequately explain their different orientations unless the 

direction itself was functional» I believe these pyramids represent 
two distinct construction events at two different times. Furthermore, 
it is likely that the two distinct alignments reflect two different 
locations of the water diversion system for the major canals in the 
Valley^ . In Chapter I, I emphasized that irrigation systems are dynamic 
and̂  exhibit different configurations and properties at different times.
I argued that the location of the major water diversion system for the

*
Valley shifted over time and that the present location of the system 
at La Puntilla does not necessarily reflect the past situations. If the 
establishment of Moche V occupation at the Valley^neck location (Pampa 
Grande) was partially predicated by a concern fox control of water and 

fertile alluvium in the Valle Viejo, we would expect the major construc

tion at the site (that was presumably the focus of religious and 
political activities, including allocation of water and lands1, to 

reflect this concern with the water diversion system. Testing this 

proposition that argues for the direct correspondence between the loca

tion of tkq water diversion system and the alignment of the pyramid will 
be a difficult task. Irrigation systems that have been in use for 
centuries and no doubt experienced major modifications are difficult to 
date. Although theoretically we may look for the remains of the'' past
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On the other hand, various factors do suggest that Huaca 2 is 
earlier than Huaca 1 at Pampa Grande„ First there is a perceivable 

difference in the degree of structural build-up around Sector A and 

B enclosures. Secondly, the postulated use of refuse materials as 
construction fill for Huaca 1 implies a period of time necessary for 
the accumulation of the refuse, unless we presuppose importation from 
elsewhere. Furthermore the adobe construction as well as a short direct 
ramp that Day (personal communication, 1975) reconstructs for Huaca 2 is 
more in line with earlier Hoche pyramids in the valleys to the South.

X

water diversion systems, centuries of intensive cultivation and a series
of floodings in the past most likely obliterated the remains.

Architectural Features of Huaca de la Iglesia

Despite the use of rapid and economical construction techniques, 
Huaca 1 (Fig. 91) was clearly built in multiple stages while Huaca 2 
evinces unified construction undertaken in one period rather than a 

series of successive accretions. The undulating surface of the summit 
of Huaca 1 imports the generalized subsidence of loose fill inside adobe 

casings. This construction technique must have minimized the number of 
adobe bricks used and various logistical problems related to their 

production and transportation. Yet approximately 6 to 7 meters above 
the pyramid base lies a horizontal layer of nearly two^inch thick fired 
adobe tiles. The layer clearly stands out in the badly eroded northern 
corner of the main body of the pyramid and represents a distinct 

construction event that may correspond to an earlier occupational 

surface similar to the flagstone floor found on the summit of Huaca de
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la Luna (Hastings et al. 1975) . Considering the fact the burials found 
in Huaca del Sol were ceramically identified as Moche III and IV, the 
construction of the solid adobe pyramid of Sol may have spanned a time 
period of a few hundred years.

In the case of Huaca 1, the layer of tiles alternatively may 
have served as a base for the adobe casings filled with loose fill. As 
there are no deep erosion cuts in the southwestern face of the pyramid? 
we cannot satisfactorily determine whether the tiles extend to the 

other side of the pyramid. Inspection of a deep huaquero tunnel dug 
into the bottom portion of the southwestern face, however, indicates 
that there is no structural feature corresponding to the layer of adobe 

'tiles. In fact, the caving in of the tunnel implies a loose overlying 
deposit without any intermediary supporting structure. It is quite un
likely that the layer of the tiles extends out to cover the present 

dimension of the pyramid. As Kroeber (1930) and Willey (1953) observed, 

however, many- coastal pyramids are built in the form of step pyramids 
with series of terraces. There may have been a terrace protruding out 
from the lower portion of Huaca 1 with the tile layer possibly / 

constituting the floor of the terrace. In respect to the adobe 
pyramids at the impressive site of El Purgatorio in the Lee he Valley 
north of the Lambayeque Valley, Kroeber (1930) observes

Most of the pyramids at Purgatorio rise steeply, with 
narrow terrace ledges or none. Several pyramids (D, F,
G of the plan) show horizontal stakes projecting at the 
terrace levels; in F, five layers of them are visible.
Stones seem to have been laid in the terraces with the 
stakes as a sort of flooring; Huaca F shows red wash 
stains where the small reddish stones are exposed. The 
small pyramid "superimposed on the southeast part of



Huacci I shows a number of courses of broken stone on its 
broken southern front (Kroeber 1930:94).
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Many Chimu huacas show horizontally projecting stakes, 
layers or mats of reeds, or both, among the adobes, 
especially at terrace levels. . . ."it seems that none of 
the stakes were originally exposed, but have come to view 
owing to crumbling or washing away of the surface. They 
suggest bonding, especially at Viru; but the reed layers 
can hardly have served such a purpose effectively.
Purgatorio F also has layers of small stones at the stake 
levels. It seems more likely, accordingly, that these 
non-mud materials served to protect the adobe at the 
terrace edges (Kroeber 1930:61).

The use of timber possibly as "ties" is noted for the Late Gallinazo 

pyramid of Castillo de Tomaval (Kroeber 1930:78, Willey 1953:163-4) in 
the Viru Valley. While not conclusive, these observations provide 

directions for future inquiries regarding the tile layer in Huaca 1. If 

the tiles served as a replacement for a flagstone surface, we are deal

ing with at least two occupational periods; if they served as a 
construction feature that reinforced the pyramid, we may speak only of 
distinct construction events but not occupations. Thus, in the case 
of the latter view, the total period of construction of Huaca 1 may have 
been as brief as 5 years.

According to K. Day (personal communication, 1975) the Huaca 

resulted from successive additions of terraces and related modifica

tions occasioned by the death of Moche dynastic kings who ruled Pampa 
Grande. Whether or not Moche kings are interred in the pyramid, I 
concur with the view of multistage construction. If the tiles are, 

indeed, "flooring" for loose fill, they should extend over the entire 

plan of the pyramid. Field observation does not support this expecta
tion and, coupled with the complex configuration of the pyramid, leads
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me to suggest at least two major construction stages separated by an 
appreciable temporal hiatus. Preliminary analysis of camelid burials 
atop the Huaca 1 revealed inclusions of a few isolated human bones, 
suggesting that the camelid burials intruded into earlier human burials 
or that the. mixture may be intentional. Exact contextual information 
is not available.

Although we have assumed that Huaca 1 achieved its present form 

during the Moche V ceramic phase, there is a conspicuous absence of 

diagnostic Moche V artifacts (with the exception of Jbichrome?] mural 

fragments that show repetitive representations of what may be stylized 
viscacha) from excavations conducted at the summit and the lower 

terrace of Huaca 1, Alternatively the murals may resemble naturalistic 
representations of what are referred to as Recuay jaguars. According to 

Schaedel (personal communication, 1976), the murals do not approach the 
vitality and elaboration represented in those at Panamarca and Huaca de 

la Luna at Moche (cf. Bonavia 1974) although the differences in state of 
preservation must be considered. The murals do not dispel the dis
turbing possibility of non^Moche element(s) within Sector A, Conversa

tions with various local huagueros reveal very few artifacts were looted 
from the pyramid and certainly no diagnostic painted Moche vessels. 
Ceramic materials recovered from the surface and from test pits on the 
eastern margin of the Sector A enclosure between the bounding wall and 

Quebrada VI show an unusual variety of ceramic pastes, forms, finishes 

and decorations (M. Shimada personal communication, 1976), The collec
tion includes several fragments of thin, highly-burnished black bowls
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a,s well as a large brown sherd with widewnold-impressed ridges somewhat

49reminiscent of the Chavin style.
Based upon the apparent uniformity of adobe bricks and 

construction technique used, I believe much of the externally visible 
portion of the pyramid was built in a single, unified construction 
effort. H. Knapp (personal communication, 1975} recorded a high degree 
of uniformity among the adobe bricks he sampled from Huaca 1. However, 

his sample was mainly derived from the western corner of the pyramid 
where a fresh surface had been exposed by recent l$exfoliation"1 of the 

outer layer or "skin" of adobe bricks. Supplementary sampling is 
required before we can reliably project the observed uniformity for the 
entire pyramid. Comparatively speaking, even with the bias from 
inadequate sampling, the adobe bricks from Huacas 1 and 2 are far more 
uniform than those from the walls of Sector A and B enclosures, and 

from Unit 14 (Knapp personal communication, 19751. Unlike Huaca del 
Sol in the Moche Valley where centuries of looting have eliminated 

nearly 2/3 of the pyramid and clearly exposed the internal construct 
tion, Huaca de la Iglesia (Huaca i\ at Pampa Grande is covered by wash 

from "melted" adobe bricks, making it difficult to ascertain whether 
a single construction technique was employed throughout.The 49 50

49. Rowe (1963:23) describes the wide range of decorative 
techniques and forms seen in Moche V and other Middle Horizon Epoch 1 
ceramics as a reflection of the eclecticism that characterized the 
period. Moche V grey burnished vessels with or without incised 
decorations do, however, resemble Chavin pottery, just as face-neck 
jars from Pampa Grande resemble those of Gallinazo period.

50. The looting at Huaca del Sol includes attempts during the 
first part of the seventeenth century to reach hidden treasure by 
directing the water of the nearby Moche River against the pyramid.
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previously mentioned undulating surface on the summit does, however, 
signal extensive use of modular adobe casings and loose fille

Concomitant to postulated changes in Huaca 1r or even inde
pendent of such changes, I argue for successive modifications and 

elaborations of the enclosed space of Sector A. There may well have 
been an earlier, smaller Huaca 1 associated with smaller Sector A 

Enclosure. The major transverse wall extending to the junction where 
the ramp to the present Huaca 1 becomes wider and steeper may have been 

the original extent of the Sector A Enclosure. If this is true, the 
major segment of the ramp extending toward Sector B would be considered 
as a subsequent addition associated with expansion and elaboration of 

the Sector A Enclosure. Functionally differentiated internal divisions 
(i.e,, the rectangular Units northwest of the pyramid}, construction of 
(more?) formal storage facilities as well as establishment of corridors 
formally linking specific areas of Sector A, on the one hand, and 
Sectors D and H, on the other, would fall into my postulated second 
construction phase.

General Characteristics of Moche Pyramids
Prior to the postulated expansion and internal subdivisions of 

Sector A, there may have been a large, vacuous compound between Huacas 1 
and 2 with little structural build-up; the sort of space that Schaedel 

(1951b:149-5Q, 1972:21) envisions as a "marshalling*1 area where large 
groups of warriors, prisoners or representatives from local communities 
gathered for various reasons, A large, open court with a few pyramidal 

structures is the essential ingredient for what Schaedel (1951a, 1951b,
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1966a, 1966b, 1972) designates as "ceremonial centers" that served as
secondary capitals for the multi-valley Moche "hegemony" with its
capital at the site of Moche. Traditionally, these ceremonial centers
had been thought to lack or to have been associated with very few

residential structures, for example the sites of Panamarca in Nepena and
Huacas de Chimbote in the Santa Valley (.Schaedel 1972:21). D. Proulx
(1973:48) speculates about the habitational area of the labor force
involved in construction and upkeep of the site of Panamarca:

Why did the Moche come to Nepena? To expand their empire?
To found another ceremonial center? To establish a buffer 
zone at the southern limit of their territory? No answer 
can be made at this time. The construction of Panamarca 
must have involved the labor of large numbers of people, 
but where did they live? Practically no habitation sites 
have been identified. Perhaps these were located on the 
valley bottom and were destroyed; in the Santa Valley 
Donnan was faced with the same question. Then again there 
may never have been a large permanent Moche occupation.
Workers may have been brought in for construction of the 
ceremonial center and housed in temporary buildings near 
the site. Although this alternative is unlikely, it should 
be considered. Presumably the ceremonial center, once 
built, had to be maintained, and that would require the 
presence of at least a minimal number of peoplec

However re-examination of "isolated ceremonial centers^ shows increas

ingly that there are associated habitational structures and/or large 
accumulations of occupational refuse (Donnan personal communication, 
1976), In addition, the Absence" of (or failure to recognize) 
intrusive ''corporate ceramic styles" (Moseley n.d,a) does not imply a 

corresponding absence of political and/or socioeconomic influence on 
local populations* In spite of clear historical documentation of the 

presence and influence of an intrusive Inca force in the Huanuco 
region, archaeological survey and excavation revealed surprisingly
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little material evidence of the Inca presence (Morris 1972, 1974, 
personal communication, 1975; Thompson 1968a, 1968b, 19711» Exploita
tion of human labor (pliable to the wishes of superiors) away from the 
local setting in the form of ucompulsory urbanism'1 (Morris 1972) or 

rotational representation would leave little material evidence of the 

existence and control exerted by an intrusive group. As I will 

elaborate later, I believe this was the nature of local-state inter
action in the Lambayeque Valley.

The absence of habitational structures associated with 

"ceremonial centers" is far from a generalization that transcends time 
and space. Schaedel (1972:21) acknowledges the fact: "Some housing 
area is present in Huancaco (Viru Valley) and Inca Pampa (Santa 

Valley), There is considerable evidence in Pampa Grande, comparable 
in size to the zone Uhle labelled 1 town^ between the Huaca del Sol and 
the Huaca de la Luna. Subsequent work by C, Donnan (1973:36^68) has 

revealed an extensive Moche IV habitation site associated with the 
pyramid of Tembladera and Huaca II in Inca Pampa (qf4 Horkheimer 1973). 

Recent test trenching of the flat area between Huaca del Sol and Huaca 

de la Luna has revealed the existence of transverse walls and other 
structures as well as burials dating from Gallinazo to Moche IV as noted 

earlier (Donnan personal communication, 1976)* At some areas at the 
site of Moche, the refuse deposits amount to nearly 5 meters, while at 

the habitational zone associated with Huacas Tembladera and II, the 

occupational refuse may reach up to 2 meters in depth (Donnan personal 
communication, 1976), He also notes the existence of a respectable 
amount of the refuse deposit at Panamarca and that survey of the general
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regions of "isolated ceremonial centers" often shows the existence of 
Moche habitational sites not too far away from the "centers»" Yet a 
high degree of nucleation at Pampa Grande is unusual even with our 
revised conception of Moche settlements. In fact, we have yet to 

formulate an adequate model of Moche settlement patterns that accounts 
for the kind of variation described above.

It has been pointed out that the construction technique and
configuration of Huaca de la Iglesia (Huaca 1) is a break away from the

traditional format of adobe pyramids in the core region of the Chicama-

Moche Valleys (C. Campana personal communication, 1975; Moseley

personal communication, 1976). These features of Huaca 1 were described

earlier and I will now examine some comparative cases. Huaca del Sol
in the Moche Valley is most comparable in terms of physical dimensions
but was built in at least 8 construction stages using , none of
the retaining wall and fill, or chamber and fill structure^ (Kroeber
1926:13)_ but solid adobes (cf. Hastings et al. 19751. The other major
Moche pyramid at Panamarca (Fig. 921 has not been subjected to detailed
architectural study. Howeyer, Schaedel (1951b:1481 observes

We could discern little about its original Mochica form 
except that it was roughly rectangular and smaller than 
the terraced cireurnstrueture which is shown on the plan.
The large cut in the center was mostly the work of 
treasure hunters, although some of the exposed walls 
were finished and indicated that the building was not 
solid throughout Iunderline added].

Because there is ample evidence of post-Moche occupation and modifica^ 

ti.ons of the pyramid, it is difficult to determine whether the under

lined statement applies to the earlier Moche construction.
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Fig. 92. The pyramid at Panamarca (redrawn from Schaedel 1951b:147).
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Many adobe pyramids that occur in the middle of extensive sugar

51cane fields in the Chicama Valley date to Moche phases. These
pyramids have been gradually eaten away by continuous cultivation of
sugar cane in the Valley. A coincidental benefit of the destruction is
the demonstration that these pyramids are constructed with solid adobe
bricks without the use of chambers and loose fill.

The use of chambers and refuse materials as fill f howeverf is
not restricted to the Lambayeque region. Kroeber (1930:57-81 observes:

Chimu construction is typically of adobe bricks, Tapia, 
continuous mud construction, is conspicuously rarer than 
in central or southern Peru. So is the system of 
alternating wall and fill, a method abandantly practiced 
in the Early Lima culture, as well as in the later 
constructions of Lima, Canete, and Chineha. Chimu fill 
is not lacking, but is rarer. Moche seems almost without 
it; Barranca in dequetepeque shows considerable, whence 
the masses of coarse refuse sherds which characterize 
this site.

In the Lambayeque region, in addition to the Huaca de la Iglesia in 

Pampa, Grande, the chamberrand-fill method was utilized in the construc
tion of pyramids at El Purgatorio, Huaca del Pueblo Tucume and some of 
the dispersed pyramids at Batan Grande. However, many of these huacas 
are not reliably dated or their cultural affiliation established. 

Bennett 0-939) , Kroeber (1930, 19441, Kosok (19651, and Schaedel 
(1951a, 1951c 1 all report the existence of Chimu ceramics from the 
three sites in the Lee he Valley, Schaedel (1951a: 239-40, 1951c: 23)_, 

however, postulates the existence of an earlier non-Moche indigenous 51

51, Fine quality vessels looted from these pyramids formed a 
substantial portion of the pottery collection used by Larco 0-948) to 
establish the fiye^phase Moche ceramic chronology.
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element at the site of El Purgatorio. Future work in the Leche Valley 
may reveal pre-Moche usage of the chamber-fill method of pyramidal 
construction in this part of the North Coast.

Various members of the famed Vir;u Valley Project encountered
extensive use of refuse materials as construction fill at many sites
dating as early as Guahape period to as late as the period of Inca
Conquest of the North Coast (cf. Collier 1955a, Willey 1953).. Willey •

0-953) established a category called ’*earth-refuse mounds” to subsume
many such sites. Significantly, this construction technique was found

in the lower portions of the Viru Valley, where natural stones are
scarce and was basically restricted to small-scale constructions.
During the Huancaco period (corresponding to the period of Moche

intrusion into the Viru Valley), many "isolated pyramid mounds” were
constructed with the combinations of adobe and earth, and earth and
rock (Willey 1953: 215).. Apparently no refuse materials were used for
these pyramids. Once again Kroeberl's observations seem relevant here:

. . . broadly speaking adobe and stone are direct functions 
of environment here, as farther south. The open valley 
uses adobe; where it narrows and the rocky sides are close, 
or even furnish the sites for structures, stone walls begin 
to appear, even though the culture is still coastal , . .
(Kroeber 1930:57).
The fact of the adobes of Chanchan being smaller than the 
earlier ones of Moche brings up a caution; namely, against 
the, hasty Identification of a culture with a style of 
building material, such as large adobes with the Incas,
tapia with the immediate pre^Inca civilization of the coast, 
adobe lumps or Cyclopean masonry with primitive periods.
Not that general construction trends characteristic of 
civilizational periods are lacking in Peru; but there seems 
to exist a greater variability within cultures than most 
writers convey (Kroeber 1926:15, underline added).

\
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However, at the site of Pampa Grande, the use of adobe brick 
undoubtedly had some socioeconomic significance. The exclusive use of 
adobe bricks for wall and other construction is associated with spacious 

enclosures and ele ation of a given structure. The isolated occurrence 
of adobe bricks, however, does not import any socioeconomic signifi
cance, I suggest that the exclusive use of labor intensive adobe 
bricks (as compared to locally available field stones} is associated 
with the structures where the ruling group at the site was directly 
or indirectly (through delegation of authority) represented. Consider, 
for example, Structure 21 that is built exclusively out of adobe walls 

and terraces within the otherwise masonry Unit 38, However, if masonry 

walls were all plastered with the same materials as in the case of adobe 

walls, the external appearance alone may not have differentiated socio
economic significance of a given structure. Considering the amount of
rubble associated with masonry walls and the amount of melted adobes, 
it would seem in general adobe walls stood considerably higher than any 

masonry walls at the site. Trial computation suggests that the adobe 
walls (with masonry foundation) that enclose Sector A originally stood 
about 7-8 m above the basal floor. On the other hand, the masonry walls 
partially enclosing Unit 38 in Sector H, despite nearly one meter 
thickness probably stood no more than one and a half to two meters above 

the floor. Today the walls stand about 80 cm above the floor level. It 
is highly likely that the masonry foundation supported additional walls 

made out of perishable substances such as caha brava and mud plaster.

As a generalization, the selection of materials for a given construction
was largely dependent upon the local resources.
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As I noted earlier, the use of chamber-and-fill method of 

construction for Huaca 1 at Pampa Grande not only minimized the produc
tion of adobe bricks, possibly using agriculturally productive soil, but

J
also constituted a practical solution to accumulating refuse materials 
at the site. The measure represents the clever usage of a byproduct of 
urban living. Removal of occupational debris and subsequent deposition 
in predetermined loci and/or recycling toward practical usages appears 
to characterize most, if not all, urban sites in the world (Rathje 

personal communication, 1976). Whatever the time range for the 
utilization of chambers and refuse materials as fill for the construc
tion of monumental structures, the spatial distribution of the tech
nique seems to be very much restricted to the central coastal and 
Lambayeque^Leche regions =

The long ramp of Huaca de la Iglesia that zigzags as it ascends 

from the first terrace of the pyramid to the summit does seem to be a 
variant of the common format in the Lambayeque region, Moche pyramids 
in the yalleys to the South in general appear to have more direct and 

shorter ramps. Interestingly, Huaca 2 is thought to have had a short 

direct ramp rather than a long zigzag ramp similar to Huaca 1 according 
to Day (personal communication, 1975). In respect to the pyramid of 
Panamarca, Schaedel (1951b:148) notes that "The present zigzag ramp, 
facing north west, was built at a later period," and that "The original 

Mochica orientation was probably northeast," suggesting that the Moche 

ramp would have begun at about where the stairway leading to the plaza 
is (Fig, 1), Little can be said with certainty about the ramp for 

Huaca del Sol because of destruction. The Huancaco Complex in the Viru
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Valley is similarly uninformative in this respect. Site V^89 in the

Viru.Valley with a terraced pyramid dating to Late Gallinzao and

Huancaco periods shows a short ramp that connects two terraces at one

corner of the pyramid, but there is no indication of the principal
access to the huaca top from the base of the pyramid (Willey 1953:205).

Major pyramids in the Lambayeque and Leche Valleys, on the
contrary, manifest single long ramps that provide tortuous access to
the summit from the basal area. Huaca 1, Huaca del Pueblo Tucume, a
number of pyramids at El Purgatorio, and Huaca Chotuna all have single

52ramps of considerable dimensions and length.
In general, the preceding examination of various pyramidal 

constructions on the North Coast indicates that Huaca 1 at Pampa Grande 
and the other major pyramids in the Lambayeque and Leche Valley proper 
constitute a coherent group characterized by their northerly location, 
the use of modular adobe casings filled with loose refuse materials and 

single, long and tortuous approaches to the pyramidal summits. In sum,. 
Huaca 1 deviates from the earlier Moche pyramids in the valleys to the 
South and opens the way to the possibility of local influence that may 

have centered around the Leche Valley. I have already noted the exist

ing belief that the foundation of the site of El Purgatorio was 
indigenous and pre-Chimu in time (Schaedel 1951a, 1951c, personal 

communication, 1976). In addition, I would suggest that the extensive 52
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52. See photographs and reconstructions of these pyramids in 
Kosok (1965). It should be noted, however, a zigzag ramp does occur 
at the Late Gallinzao pyramid of Castillo de Napo in the Viru Valley 
(cf, Willey 1953, Plate 24). The long "elevated walkways" in Inca 
Pampa associated with Huaca Tambladera may also be viewed as a long 
rampway.
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area collectively known as Batan Grande with its handful of scattered 
major pyramids has been continuously occupied since the Early Horizon 
period and has always played an important role in the cultural develop

ment of the region, including Pampa Grande.

Internal and External Corridor Networks
The corridor system at Pampa Grande constitutes another line of 

evidence for structured interaction within the site. "Corridors" both 
facilitated and restricted interaction between any given pair of loci at 
the site.

Natural Drainage and Artificial Corridors. The site is 
geographically dissected longitudinally by a dendritic pattern of the 

natural drainage system. The drainage gullies are individually called 

"guebradas" (ravines) and "ria chuelos" (small, dry washes), Con

sidering the geologic age of the Cerro de los Gentiles and no definite 

evidence of major climatic changes within the past few millenia, we can 
presuppose the existence of the natural drainage during the occupation 
of the site. It constituted a "fact of life" to be accepted and dealt 

with. A noticeable amount of water runs through the drainage only 

during the rare torrential rains that may occur once in every twenty- 
five to fifty years. That is to say, the drainage did not constitute 

major geographical barriers for intra-site interaction. On the 
contrary, I argue that the inhabitants of the site took advantage of the 
natural paths. Survey of the major drainage paths, in general, does 
not reveal clear-cut evidence of artificial modification or usage. 

However, both banks of Quebrada IV as well as smaller ria chuelos, such
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water-borne sand and rocks and walking in the middle of them is neither
rapid nor easy. The stone lining seen along the ria chuelos in Sectors
D and H (Internal Corridors) appears to have served as a buttress
against the effects of water erosion. At the same time, they formed
the foundation for narrow pathways paralleling the course of natural

drainage. Possibly one-directional human traffic utilized these narrow
artificial paths while the ria chuelos could have been cleared of sand

and rocks and been used for llama trains or larger traffic. Removal of
sand and rocks may have been a part of the daily upkeep of the site.
The artificial paths found in Sectors D and H are at most one and a

half meters wide. Considering the distinct possibility of daily
intra-site transportation of materials via ceramic vessels, two persons
carrying anything as bulky as water vessels could not have easily passed

each other on the same path. As K. Day (1973) suggests for the traffic
i:n and out of the Ciudadelas at the Chimu Capital of Chan Chan, these

53narrow paths may haye served uni-direction, single file traffic.

Lacking any wells or a canal that passes through the site, water must 
have been transported to Pampa Grande from a nearby canal or even from 

the Chancay River about 2 kilometers away.53 54 Many Moche pots show

53. Today water is transported from a nearby source in large 
ceramic vessels placed on the backs of men or women in the coastal 
villages of Morrope and Moche in the Lambayeque and Moche Valleys, 
respectively (cf. Gillin 1954) .

54. As suggested earlier wells could have been dug next to a 
major canal near the site. Clean water would percolate through the 
earth from the canal.

as those that pass through Sector D and the northwestern boundary of
Sector K, show stone linings. These are today partially filled by
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people carrying heavy cargo on their backs. Cargo was supported by the 

back and neck muscles by using a cloth that wrapped the cargo and was 
slung around the forehead. Various Moche IV modelled pottery similarly 
shows llama with various cargos, including a pair of large ceramic 
vessels on each side of their back. Proposed one-way traffic for 
certain "corridors" also facilitated the control of traffic.

As the pediments of Pampa Grande in general slope downward to 
the Northwest (toward modern Pampa Grande), the natural drainage as a 
whole runs the same orientation. Cognizant of that fact, I hypothesized 
that most of the artificial corridors run perpendicular to the general 
direction of the natural drainage, thereby augmenting east-west move

ment along the drainages. Although most of the artificial corridors 
cannot be traced over 50 meters, indications are that some may extend 

as far as a few hundred meters. Many corridors are linked to each 
other as in the case of those situated on the Southern Pediment, 
forming an extensive network.

The term vinternal1' corridor is used to refer to the artificial 
corridors that facilitate movement within a Sector as opposed to 

"external" corridors that usually parallel the natural drainage and 

permit inter-Sector movement. The distinction is artificial in that 
there is no clear-cut physical break that corresponds to the defini^ 
tions. Internal corridors in general refer to those found in highly 
agglutinated areas where there were probably group-dependent neighbor
hoods, the sort where everybody knew everybody else.

In Sector B four internal corridors radiate outward from the 
same "nodal point" near Unit 38, the physical referent being the Low
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Lying Flat Area (LLFA) . I have already postulated that the archi
tecture surrounding the LLFA served to administer various socioeconomic 
transactions related to the importation of raw and processed goods and 
produced within the Sector. The LLFA itself would then be regarded as 

a terminal for intra-site and inter-site economic intercourse involving 

llama trains. Importation of cotton for weaving and copper ore or 
ingots for metal working has already been suggested in Chapter V.

The extensive occurrence of "corridors” in a large part of the 
site including those which differentiate Sectors J, K. L, and M in the 
Southern Pediment constitutes a strong evidence for functional linkage 
between the Pediment and central Sectors. The positioning of Sector I 

in respect to north-south intra-site traffic constitutes more evidence 
for functional ties between the two major sections of the site. On the 
other hand, the obscurity of the traffic flow pattern in the north
western portion of the site may be just as telling as the extensive 

network of corridors.
The area is characterized by intricate blending of large stone 

walls that subdivide the area into a handful of roughly quadrilateral 

enclosures and irregular contiguous constructions, including inter

mittent occurrence of MLDs, Because of the contiguous constructions 

it is difficult to determine physical extent of the structures. The 
poor state of architectural preservation in addition to the conspicuous 
absence of diagnostic Moche V (or other styles) aggravates the 

archaeological picture of the area. It is in this northwestern portion 
of the site that numerous enigmatic small adobe mounds occur. A riumber 
of older huagueros claim that some of these mounds yielded a number of
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metal objects, including a mask described as having been executed in the 
"Lambayeque** style (Fig, 87) . In addition, a number of "bichrome*' pots, 
one of which is described as modelled in the form of a human leg below 
the knee, are said to have been looted. ,

The area does contain a number of corridors, one of which is 

clearly linked to a LLFA situated next to Huaca 13 (Fig, 93, in pocket), 
a situation identical with the LLFA in Sector D. Both LLFAs have direct 
access provided by a wide corridor, are surrounded by formal archi
tecture and have similar dimensions. On the basis of similar archi
tectural features we may argue for the contemporaneity of Sector D and 

this area.

Low Lying Flat Areas. The architectural category known as
LLFAs deserves our attention before proceeding with discussion of 

55corridors. The designation LLFA describes their external morphology. 
Basically they are rectangular in shape with a present surface level 
approximately 2 to 3 meters below the floor levels of the surrounding 

structures. In both cases, clearly, the vertical differences between 

the two surfaces is largely a consequence of artificial buildup of the 
surrounding areas. The surface level of the LLFAs, on the other hand, 
approximate original ground surface. One of the principal features of 
the LLFAs aside from vertical difference is the existence of

55. Here I focus on LLFAs found in highly nucleated areas with 
clearly demarcated outline and access* I am not concerned here with 
those natural depressions without surrounding architecture that are 
found on the peripheries of the site. Views expressed here, however, 
may prove to have some applicability to those features.
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clearly-defined and limited access to them,by corridors, In the case 
of the LLFA in Sector D (Fig. 23), it was possible to enter it from the 
rectangular enclosure situated on the northwest side of the LLFA. In 
addition, the terraces on opposing sides may have been accessible from 
the LLFA. Similarly other LLFAs appear to have had limited access to 

and from the immediate vicinity with the traffic from farther away 
facilitated by associated corridors. Considering the unusually wide 

corridors connected to the LLFAs, we may suppose that the traffic 
passing through them was heavy or large, The width of the corridor 
entering the LLFA in Sector D, for example, is nearly four times the 
width of the internal corridors circumscribing the rectangular en
closures with spaciously arranged multi-tiered terraces, measuring 
approximately six meters as opposed to 1,5 meters for the latter.

Another notable aspect of the LLFAs is the conspicuous absence 
of portable artifacts and internal structures except for groups of large 
boulders, some of which clearly form an identifiable pattern (see Fig,

23 and 26), In the case of the LLFA in Sector D, the boulders are 
arranged to form two converging lines and the shape of a wedge, None 

of the boulders, however, manifests any external modification.
The LLFAs may be regarded as depressions that resulted from on- 

the-spot excavation to gather earth and rocks needed for construction 
of various structures in the immediate vicinity, as the economical 
solution to the problem of labor force. Subsequent to the postulated 
excavation, the exposed faces may be buttressed with stones to deter 
erosion, while the resultant open space may have been put to use as 
"open-air" storage or activity area or even as llama corral. However,
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it is my contention that these LLFAs are modified natural depressions 
and that the surrounding architecture is the result of clever land
scaping that took advantage of 'or conformed to the given topography.
The latter interpretation, however, does not negate the former possi
bility of adopting such practical’solution as we shall see later,

I would further argue that the clearly demarcated wide corridors 
permitted passage of llama trains with various cargo and with the LLFAs 
serving as terminals for inter-site or inter-regional economic inter
course, The neighboring rectangular enclosures with formal archi
tecture, then, may be regarded as the setting for various economic 

transactions between the representatives of Pampa Grande and correr 

spending personnel from other regions or sites, The absence of portable 
artifacts and structures would be expected from'loci that served as 
terminals where loading and unloading of llama trains and/or human 
carriers as well as temporary storage and distribution of goods took 
place. Detailed discussion of the interregional economic transactions 
is postponed until a later section.

Returning to discussion of access patterns at the site, as 

described in Chapter IV, the area around the major adobe wall that 
transverses the northern portion of the site is difficult to search for 
corridors because of poor preservation and complex architecture of at 
least two periods of occupation. The wall is a portion of the con

tinuous circumscribing wall clearly drawn on the base map of the site. 

Along the northern and eastern peripheries of the site, the wall has 
been interrupted by erosion, I suspect a Chimu date for the wall. It 

is important that although the wall defines the physical extent of and
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access to the site during Chimu occupation, pre-Chimu occupation at the 
site obviously extended byond the defined limit. It is likely that the 
Moche V occupation similarly defined their physical extent and access to 
the site, K, Day (personal communication, 1975), for example, feels 
that the occurrence of small huacas or other mounds in pairs near the 
peripheries of the site or Sectors may be associated with control of 
traffic into specific areas. According to this thesisz then, Huacas 15 
and 16 in Sector E along the bank of Quebrada IX may have served as the 

physical markers as well as control station for traffic coming into the 
northeastern section of the site (Fig. 25), The huacas are positioned 
at (what appears to be) the northeastern limit of. the occupation as 
indicated by sparse structural and artifact distributions. Similarly, 
Huacas 8 and 9 ear the southern edge of the site may have controlled 
the traffic that circulated along the southeastern edge of the site 
after departing Quebrada IV, the major traffic route into the heart of 

the site from outside of the site.
The traffic passing through Huacas 15 and 16, however, did not 

have rapid and direct approach to the central portion of the site, It 

may ultimately prove to have been connected to the corridors passing 
through Sector D and leading into Sector A, Quebrada IV appears to have 
provided major and direct access to the central portion of the site for 

large traffic, As noted earlier, the Quebrada, however, did not provide 
unlimited access to Sector A , The traffic had to pass through the 
"filtering action" of Sector H, just as the traffic to the Southern 
Pediment most likely was monitored by personnel in Sector I„
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Storage Facilities

Physical Characteristics and Context, The organized nature of 
intra-site interaction is further illustrated by the limited range of 
contexts in which formal storage facilities occur. The designation 
Mformal storage facilities” refers to adobe structures consisting of a 

set of rectangular cells of equal dimensions (within the particular 
storage unit) contiguously built to conform to the basic rectangular 

floor plan. Six storage complexes were identified during intensive 
surface surveys in 1973 and 1975, four of which (Units 26, 27, 28, and 
29) occur in rectangular subdivisions within the northwestern half of 
Sector A (cf, Anders 1975). Although singular in its occurrence, the 

largest storage building with 24 equal-sized rectangular cells occurs 

in a rectangular enclosure, Unit 25, within Sector B. Unit 30 in 
Sector F refers to a complex of interrelated structures dominated by the 
imposing masonry platform near the foot of Cerro de los Gentiles. The 
masonry platform, first noted in 1973, forms the basis for a 14-cell 
storage structure and constitutes an interesting companion for Huaca 3, 

an isolated pyramid built on top of a rock outcrop. Two small storage 

facilities also occur in Unit 32 at the western margin of Sector H and 
in Unit 51 within Sector D, having five and three cells, respectively. 
They are more or less symmetrically situated across Sector A just as 
Sectors D and H form a similar symmetry (Fig, 1).

In the case of storage facilities at Chan Chan, K, Day (1973; 
184-5, 254) recognizes a high threshold and the absence of occupational

debris in primary context as other standard features. These criteria
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were similarly applied to Pampa Grande (.Anders 1975:45-6) . Except for 
Units 32 and 51 where large quantities of burnt corn and beans were 
found, the storage units are characterized by an absence of their 
original contents. The absence is expected as formal storage complexes 

within enclosures with limited access must have contained valuable 

objects which would have been taken at the time of site abandonment 
(Day 1973:259), In the case of storerooms in various Ciudadelas at 
Chan Chan, the stored goods of value are assumed to have been ”s . . 
removed at the time of the Inca conquest" (Day 1973:254),

Aside from negative evidence, the storage facilities are 

characterized by unusual but highly standardized architectural con

ventions and limited access. Significantly, all major storage facili

ties identified within Sector A (Units 27, 28, and 29) are clustered in 
the area south and west of the long ramp to Huaca 1, Unit 26 is deviant 
in respect to its floor plan and location. It is situated on the north 
side of the ramp and one of its five cells deviates in its dimensions.
If the rampway controlled the traffic directly from the entry along the 
Sector A enclosure wall to the summit of Huaca 1 without intermediary 

breakit would have constituted a formidable barrier to lateral move
ment within the enclosure. Although there is the possibility of access 
to the major storage units from the northern corner of the enclosure, I 
would expect that goods to be stored came through the postulated entry 
near the eastern corner of Sector H, It would be reasonable to suggest 

that the hypothetical access to the major storage units was linked to 
the major manufacturing areas in Sectors H and J described in Chapter V,
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The storage facility on the masonry platform (.Unit 30) in Sector 

F may have been closely connected to the function of nearby Huaca 3. As 
noted earlier, the masonry platform, on the other hand, not only 
amplified visual impact of the Unit but created a level surface in a 
badly eroded, rugged area and protected the adobe storage facility from 
water-related damages. Without doubt construction of such elaborate 

platform in the inaccessible Sector F attests to the special nature and 
significance attached to the stored goods. Situated near the foot of 

Cerro de los Gentiles as it ascends sharply toward the summit over 1000 
meters above sea level, Huaca 3 commands nearly the entire view of the 
site e With such a majestic view on all sides, the pyramid, along with 
the storage facility (Unit 30), may have been the locus of a specific 
set of ceremonies associated with "deities" dwelling in the high 
mountains, This speculation is not totally without basis. Many 
modelled and painted Moche vessels depict an anthropomorhpic figure 

situated at the summit of some mountains looking and maneuvering the 
events or objects at the foot of the mountains (cf. Benson 1972$27-28; 
Leicht 1963, Figure 2 ) A casual examination of the relationship

56. Architecture similarly shows a pervasive concern with 
vertical differentiation. Numerous structures with more than three or 
four levels of terraces occur throughout Pampa Grande, There are some 
that show as many as six tiers„ In fact, many of the terraces are too 
narrow in width to have been functional. As a generalization, terraces 
occur in almost every conceivable architectural context but structures 
with extensive terracing are characterized by an absence of portable 
artifacts. When artifacts are found in these structures, for example. 
Structure 21, Unit 38, Sector H, they are frequently high quality 
ceramic vessels. In addition these structures are usually enclosed by 
adobe walls and excavations reveal postholes and remains of solid roofing. 
High status of the occupants is also suggested by numerous Moche picto
rial representations of elaborately attired figures seated on top of 
terraces interacting with others situated on lower levels (cf, Fig. 61).
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between the number of storerooms or cells and the estimated storage 
capacity computed by Anders (1975) shows little correlation. Table 7 

illustrates the point.

Table 7„ Estimated storage capacity for the eight units.

Provenience Number of cells
Computed storage . 

capacity using the 
standardized 2m height

Unit 25 24 1242,2 m3
Unit 29 20 570,4
Unit 30 14 487.2 '

Unit 28 6 131,7
Unit 27 7 237,3
Unit 26 5 110.96
Unit 32 4 or 5 185,3
Unit 51 3 30,6

Figures taken from Anders (1975),

I have based the capacity for Unit 32 upon 2-meter wall height 
as opposed to 2*2 meters that Anders (.1975:28) employed. Obviously 

Unit 25 has a disproportionately large capacity. There may be a sig

nificant quantitative break between the capacities of the first three
Units and the others,
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Comparison of these Units easily reveals that despite their 

homogeneity in respect to architectural conventions, there is a con-, 
siderable amount of variation in regard to broader architectural context 
and estimated capacity. Such variation is most likely a function of 
various logistical and strategic considerations such as the nature of 
goods to be stored (cultural/symbolic values of contents), their 
expected rate of turnover or consumption, intended usages, and 
accounting and transportation techniques involved. In addition, 
temporal differences among the facilities cannot be ignored. If storage 
facilities in Sectors A and B maintained comestibles, the estimated 
quantity of goods seems disproportionately large for the similarly 
estimated size of population occupying the Sector (in the order of a 
few hundreds at most). We may then entertain such suggestions as the 
use of foods for feasting or provisioning of people gathered in 

"marshalling" courts for whatever reasons. Generalized meetings prior 
to and after a military campaign or coronation of a new "king" may be 

considered. Although most storage units in Sector A occur in the 

western quarter of the enclosure, they are by no means clustered or 
homogeneous in respect to size and immediate architectural context. In 

fact, along with the other internal subdivisions of the enclosure, the 
storage units suggest functional differentiation as opposed to sole 
storing of comestibles. Unit 5, which occupies the northern corner of 

the Sector, consists mainly of extensive terraces, while Unit 26
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(immediately northeast of the ramp) contains a number of large platforms

57with several adobe mounds on them.

Earlier I mentioned functional and temporal differences as the
factors behind the observed variations of various aspects of the storage
facilities, For example7 Unit 29 in Sector A manifests five distinct
construction phases, according to Anders (1975:19-21), This observation
is not surprising considering the possible series of successive modifi-

58cations and elaborations of Sector A postulated earlier. The present 

configuration of Sector A in sum does not seem to be the result of one 

construction event carried out according to a masterplan.
What about the functional differences? The observed attributes 

and differences among Units 27 to 29 may be partly due to differences in 
goods manufactured in Sectors H and J. I do not see much evidence 
attesting to extensive or large-scale manufacturing activities, with the 
possible exception of mold made figurines, in Sector D, Nor is there 

any MLD in Sector D. On the other hand, in the preceding chapter, I 
advanced a number of functional inferences to the effect that Unit 70 in 
Sector H was a locus of supervised weaving-tailoring activities, while 
Units 45 and 52 may have been the loci of jewelry and metal working,

V X

57. Such functional subdivision of the Sector A enclosure may 
constitute the prototype for subsequent Ciudadelas at the Chimu capital 
of Chan Chan as Day (personal communication, 1975) feels.

58, Test pits excavated in the strip between Quebrada VI and 
the enclosure wall of Sector A along the eastern boundary also revealed 
buried walls and structural modifications (M. Shimada, personal com
munication, 1975),

f
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respectively. Objects of value such as cloth, personal adornments, and 
military paraphernalia may have been sorted in accordance with the 
established taxonomies and guidelines for their respective usages. Yet, 
factors such as "how well a given class of objects lasts in storage" 
(vulnerability to pests and moisture) or "how well they can be stacked 
to conserve storage space" must surely have entered into the management 
policy of the storage facilities.

Strategic and Logistical Considerations, What kind of 
managerial tactics do these structures suggest? The dispersed nature 

of the storage facilities in Sector A is enigmatic. As I suggested 
earlier, there must have been some temporal discrepancies among them. 
However, if we were concerned with upgrading the efficiency of storage, 

whether in terms of the number of guards and accountants involved or 
labor/time expenditure in transporting goods in and out of the facili
ties, we would expect to find more architectural homogeneity and 

regularity aside from the construction materials and techniques, Their 
respective locations may have been affected by the separation of 
access to each storage unit or population segment(s) responsible for 

the upkeep of the given storage unit, including the contents. The 
latter possibility would reduce the complexity of accounting involved.
We may conjecture a model whereby a population segment involved, for 
example, in weaving in Unit 70 was responsible for maintaining a certain 
prescribed quantity of the predetermined woven goods in pre-assigned 
storerooms. Delegation of certain amounts of autonomy, such as deciding 
how to allocate the assigned task among themselves, would reduce the
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managerial problem, Alternativelyf if the weaving activities in Unit 70 
and other MLD clusters were supervised, the overseers with the delegated 
authority may have kept a simple accounting device consisting of nothing 
more than a bag and a handful of beans or pebbles. During a discussion 
with K, Day in 1974, I suggested in respect to the accounting problems 
anticipated for large, complex storage facilities inside the Ciudadelas 
at Chan Chan that portable objects of no intrinsic value such as beans 
and pebbles may have been kept as accounting device» The use of pebbles 
or beans in such contexts infuses them with symbolic significance that 
is valid only within the prescribed areas. These objects may be handed 
out to persons responsible for bringing in certain quantities of given 

goods. Depending upon the quantity, type of goods, and destination, the 

numbers and types of symbolic markers handed out at "audiencias" would 
vary. These could be returned at the exit or storeroom area. This 
system can be simplified even more by assigning goods and/or the 
population segment(s) responsible for certain goods to particular 
"audiencias,” where the officials or accountants would simply deposit 
the right number of correct pebbles or other markers into a bag pre~ 

scribed to the given population or goods. Periodic checks of these bags 

would rapidly show the quantity of goods stored and by what population 
segments, etc. A clever delegation of authority or symbolic value to 
the portable objects such as pebbles or beans within certain contexts 

would not only simplify accounting procedures but amplify the signifi
cance of the context in which the storage facilities are situated. Such 

a system, however, places a premium upon the integrity of the authority 
(which endorses the objects) and the accountants. As-long as the
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public is in the proper context they must accept the value of otherwise 
worthless objects , The discovery of two clusters of pebbles of 

approximately the same size in Unit 24J Sector B, by Anders (1975:44) 

is interesting in this respect, The first cluster is said to have 
contained ”165 smoothed, rounded pebbles varying in size from 1,5 to 2 

cm in diameter," while the second cluster about 5 meters away consisted 
of "seven somewhat larger stones with lengths ranging from 3 to 6 cm" 
(Anders 1975:44). The Unit is situated southwest of Huaca 2 and 
consists wholly of adobe structures.

Units 32 and 51, The preceding discussions focused upon the
major formal storage complexes within rectangular enclosures. However,
Unit 32 in Sector H and Unit 51 in Sector D deviate from other storage
facilities not only in their broader context and small size but as the
only units that were burnt. These storage units were first recognized
because of the concentration of fire-hardened and discolored adobe

fragments strewn over an undulating surface. The storage unit in
Sector D can be reached by way of an extensive terrace complex which
adds an air of formality to the area (Fig. 24). Unit 32, on the other

hand, is located on the western side of Sector H where water erosion
and recent bulldozing has taken a heavy toll of the extant structural

remains, Unit 32 is part of an adobe structural complex that escaped
obliteration. Although there is considerable difference in storage
capacity between them, the storage units in Units 32 (185,5 m^ when

3computed with 2 m wall height) and 51 (30.6 m ) occupy the smallest 

estimated storage capacity among all formal storage facilities (see
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Table 7) (Anders 1975:29)„ Both units, however, contained an appreci-

59able amount of burnt corn and beans. The question as to why these 
two were the only formal storage facilities to have been burnt remains 
unresolved. Nonetheless, the fact that fire occurred while valuable 
foods were still in storage must be accounted for in our evaluation of 
the abandonment of the site.

The storage complex in Unit 32 is of particular interest to me 
because of the spatial proximity and possible functional linkage with 
the areas of postulated manufacturing activities such as Units 52 and 
70, I suggest that the storage facility in Unit 32 functioned as a 
distribution center of comestible goods that were transported to 

various kitchens- and domestic storage areas by easily transportable 
neck jars and thus prepared to feed the labor force engaged in various 
aspects of manufacturing activities.

Anders (1975:27-8) reports finding a group of sherds belonging 
to a neck jar immediately outside of a storeroom in Unit 32. The neck 
of the jar is described as having ", . contained charred corn in the

hollow of the shoulders" (Anders 1975:28). The observation may be 
regarded as supporting the model of intra-site movement of goods 
described earlier. Other neck jars with charred beans or corn were

59o Whether the fire was the sole factor responsible for 
preservation of the contents is difficult to determine but there is 
no doubt that the burning did improve their changes of preservation.
In fact, the predominant percentage of vegetal substance recovered 
through excavation was burnt or found within an ash matrix. The 
skewing effects of differential preservation must be kept in mind 
when evaluating data pertaining to vegetal materials.
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recovered from the floors of Structure 2, Huaca 18, Structure 9 in Unit 
38, and Structure 6 in Unit 60, all in Sector H „̂

Perhaps the personnel who managed the stored foods in smaller 
units such as 32 and 51, and possibly Unit 87 in Sector J, differed 

from those who supervised the postulated manufacturing activities in 
that the latter group may have been foremen selected from the labor 
force and delegated with certain authority while the former may have 
been members of the established elite. Although this view is purely 
speculative, if Units 45 and 70 in Sector H and Unit 87 in Sector J are 
just a few examples of the dispersed loci of supervised manufacturing 
activities at the site, the required number of supervisory personnel may 

have superceded the number of "officials" available under the estab
lished socioeconomic structure. The consequential necessity for 
greater numbers of intermediary officials may have created one oppor
tunity for "social mobility" at the site. This is another example of 
the perhaps universal problem of striking a workable balance between 

the desire to retain one's power and status within the established 
system and the need to delegate power and authority to others in order 

to effectively deal with an expansive system such as the one at Pampa 
Grande , The intrusive Moche V occupation, at Pampa Grande was destined 
to expand. The extensive pampa at the site offered abundant space for

60, Haas (personal communication, 1975) recovered a cluster of 
neck jars in one of the adobe structures he excavated in the south
eastern portion of the summit of Huaca 1» He feels that the prepared 
foods were brought up for the occupants of these structures, ' Inter
estingly the floor surface of a nearby structure is said to have been 
covered by organic refuse. However, whether the refuse is the result 
of in situ consumption of the prepared foods or derived from other 
activities is not clear.
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almost unlimited continuous physical expansion. Yet the corresponding 
political expansion may have been constricted by the limited "pre- 
adaptation" of the local populations conditioned by the preceding Moche 
IV occupation in the Valley, Moche IV occupation must have been 
partially limited by the existence of strong local political unit(s)..
I suggest certain political and socioeconomic concessions and compromises 
were made between the traditionally powerful but small group of Moche 
elites and the local and Moche-affiliated populationsf thus sowing the 
seeds for subsequent social mobility by the latter groups,

The preceding discussion may be construed by some as evidence 
of the redistributive economy popularized by the works of Polanyi (cf, 
Dalton 1968; Polanyi 1966; Polanyi, Arensberg, and Pearson 1957; Murra 
1956, 1958, 1960, 1962b; Sahlins 1958, 1972). A "redistributive 
economy" prior to Inca Empire is far from being demonstrated archaeo- 

logically. The use of Inca analogy alone does not constitute a viable 
explanation of archaeological reality. My postulated model is based 
upon linkage patterns of internal corridors and tentative functional 
identification of MLDs. The conspicuous absence of implements used for 
the postulated activities and the multiple plastered surfaces in MLDs 
still remain disturbing puzzles. Suggestions such as cotton drying to 
account for the frequent renewal of floor surfaces is only one plausible 
interpretation. Considering the nature of the sampling technique 
employed in 1975 and fragmentary nature of artifact evidence, the 
projection of a model built upon data from Sectors H and J to the 
societal level, however attractive it may be, must be entertained only
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with the full understanding of the ambiguous and limited nature of the 
data,

Small Increment Domestic Storage. -Formalized facilities are not 
the only form of storage at the site. Without doubt, small incremental 
storage of comestible goods with a high rate of turnover was pervasive. 
Water for cooking, drinking, and chicha must have been regularly fetched 
and stored in large "storage” urns that occur everywhere. A large per
centage of "storage" vessels must also have been used for cooking and 
storing chicha. I have already discussed the large number of vessels 
needed for its preparation, In the following section, I will present a 
very simple model of storage in Sector H in order to gain some notion of 

the magnitude of domestic storage, as opposed to "formal storage."

On the basis of whole or recons/tructable "storage" urns re
covered from the extensive excavation in Unit 38 (minus the vessels in 
Structure 8 , which appears to have been a locus of concentrated chicha 
making), we assume about 25 to 30 plain coarseware urns each standing 
about 70 to 80 cm in height, were used for storage of liquid and solid 
goods e The maximum storage capacity derived from these vessels using 

the formula for a volume of a sphere (i„e., 4/3 x 3,14 x [radius]3) and 

50 cm for the average diameter of the urns, we get a range of 13,13 to
15.75 cubic meters. Accordingly, then, if half the urns were used for 
liquid storage or were empty, the figure would be reduced to 6.55 to
7.75 m3 for volume of solid goods stored, a figure considerably smaller 
than the estimated capacity of the storage facility in Unit 32 (185,3 
m3). However, if we suppose that the storage facility in Unit 32 was
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only 50% full at any given time, the figure is lowered to 97,65 m . To 
put it another way, 50% full storerooms in Unit 3.2 would supply anywhere 
between 200 to 240 people with a half-urn supply of corn or beans which 
would last perhaps five days, If the storage facility in Unit 32 was 
responsible for feeding the entire population of Sector H (permanent as. 
well as transient) of perhaps a few hundred, the supply of food in the 
storage facility would have to be renewed quite frequently, maybe as 
often as once a week.

The preceding computations and logic are not intended to closely 
approximate reality but simply provide us with some ideas as to the 
nature and magnitude of storage being discussed. Above simulation, 
however, points to the possibility that a portion of the storage 

facilities in Sectors A and B may also have been used for storing 

comestibles or that we have failed to identify all the storage facili- , 
ties. Of course, the results can be viewed differently. For example, 
we must entertain the distinct possibility of extensive and frequent 
importation of food and that the site was not occupied at the full 
capacity indicated by the extent of structural build-up, As stated 

earlier, the observable structural remains fossilize behavior that may 

not be appropriate for a given synchronous dimension. There are 
reasons to suggest a multi-ethnic site population which may have 
consisted largely of representatives from various ethnic groups and 
communities on a rotational basis B

3
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Rectangular Enclosures

Location and Physical Characteristics. The architectural 
category "rectangular enclosures" has been extensively employed so far 

in the text to refer to Sectors A and B as well as the context in which 
most of the formal storage facilities occur, The term, however, sub
sumes a wide range of architectural forms that approximate a rectangle 
in their plan. Strictly speaking, a major portion of the total area 
covered by prehistoric structures at the site falls within this cate
gory, In terms of the physical dimensions, the Sector A enclosure is

2in a class by itself encompassing an area of about 204,000 m (a

rectangle of 340 m by 600 m), It is followed by Sector B with a corre-
2spending figure of 60,800 m (380 m by 160 m). Unit 14, excavated by

Day is considerably smaller, measuring about 90 m by 150 meters while
Unit 1, situated on the eastern side of Sector A, covers an area of only 

23,000 m (50 m by 60 m)- In other words, aside from the Sector A and B 

enclosures, there are enclosures of all sizes, apparently without any 

attempt to standardize their size.
As stated above, in respect to shape, the term is only an 

approximation. Most enclosures should more appropriately be described 
as quadri-, quinto-, or sexto-lateral enclosures. Many of them, 
furthermore, do not truly "enclose" an area. Enclosures, by definition, 
have limited access, which, in general, applies. Several are, however, 
curiously missing a corner. The absence of the western corner of the 

Sector B enclosure may be due to water erosion but the lack of a 

northwestern corner in Unit 14 cannot be explained by natural damage,
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The walls gradually disappear as they approach the missing corner, 
Possibly the corner had a movable entry made out of some perishable 
substance, perhaps to permit passage of camelid trains to the nearby 
courts. There is no definite evidence of later occupation or modifica
tion ,but the possibility does remain. The adjacent architecture is 
irregular, intricate, and poorly preserved.

Rectangular enclosures vary in their immediate architectural 
surrounding and their location in respect to Sector A and other en
closures, They occur in all parts of the site and may be contiguously 
built as in the case of the six Units comprising Sector I, or isolated 
as in the cases of Units 1, 3, 11, and 19. Aside from expected 
functional reasons, placement may, to a large degree, have been 

dictated by chronological order of construction. That is to say 
placement may be the result of general site growth rather than planned 

and simultaneous construction according to a masterplan. Large adobe- 
enclosures such as Units 14 and 15 may well have preceded the con
struction of the other enclosures occupying the space between Sector B 
and Units 14 and 15, There are no obvious topographical reasons that 
would account for the observed variation in orientation and circum
scribing architecture of the enclosures. My overall impression of the 
area north of Sectors A and D is that of a "crowded," confusing en

vironment (Fig. 93), According to my model, many of the enclosures in 
the area that are constructed with adobe bricks are associated with 

direct or indirect representation of the ruling group. As mentioned in 
conjunction with the LLFAs, some enclosures may have served as the 

setting for various economic transactions. K. Day’s (personal
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communication, 1975) observation that there may have been a Spondyllus 
shell workshop toward the northern corner of Unit 15, coupled with his 
discovery of cotton fibre in Unit 14, suggests some of the enclosures 
may also have served as workshops for goods being brought in to the 
very same enclosures. The adobe enclosures in the area then may be 
regarded as the nodal points of economic activities supervised by 
representatives of the ruling class, who acted as "lords" of a given 
set of material goods and related transactions.

Some adjacent enclosures with distinct Unit designations may in 

reality have functioned as a unified entity. Unit 15 is a large adobe 

enclosure that houses stone^filled Huaca 11. Aside form the pyramid, 
the enclosure is characterized by large open courts, with little 
standing architecture and few artifacts on the surface. One might call 
it a macro-scale architectural arrangement. Yet the adjacent adobe 
enclosure, Unit 16, is considerably smaller in size but contains 

standing architecture including an intensely burnt adobe platform that 
faces a spacious court (Fig* 93), The architecture in Unit 16 would be 

suited for face-to-face interaction involving personnel of distinct 

social status and/or ethnic ties. Considering the amount of melted 
adobes and thin layer of charred material covering the floor, the 
platform in Unit 16 must have had an imposing superstructure, possibly 

similar to the architecture depicted and modelled on Moche pottery. 
Units 15 and 16 may haye served complementary functions and been

considered a functional unit*
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Major Architectural Features and Their Behavioral Signifi

cance, Some enclosures such as Units 11, 15, and 18, aside from Sectors 
A and B, house sizeable adobe pyramids or platforms. Some include 
formal storage facilities although the occurrence of extensive terraces 
and large open spaces conventionally labelled "plazas*1 or "courts’1 is 
more common- Most artificially excavated courts that appear "sunken" 
have floor levels approximating the natural terrain and only appear to 
be sunken due to the build-up of the adjoining sides (cf. Willey 1953: 
164)c Plazas or sunken courts are also found frequently associated 

with large-scale Moche or non-Moche constructions all along the North 
Coast. For example, at the site of Pahamarca, Schaedel (1951b:149) 

notes that "the large central plaza originally had been sunken" as 
evidenced by the discovery of a famous Moche mural depicting the 
procession of "warriors and priests" buried under a post-Moche occupa
tional floor. In addition, there is a rectangular enclosure of unknown 
function called a "tank, " situated next to the pyramid at Pahamarca 

(Fig. -9.2) . it would be of no surprise if the original floor level of 

the central plaza at Pahamarca approximates the natural terrain. 

Similarly a large "tank" defined by massive adobe walls still standing 
7-8 meters high occurs next to one of the pyramids at the site of El 
Purgatorio in the Leche Valley. None of the tanks show artifacts or 
terracing. Perhaps they are spaces demarcated for future expansion of 
adjacent platforms or pyramids. The enclosing walls could have served 

as a casing for fill*

A large, artificially excavated depression found within Unit 14,

a large rectangular enclosure, was thought to have been a walk-in well
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by K. Day in analogy with. Chan Chan* Test trenches in the middle bf the 
depression revealed only a thin deposit of water laid silt overlying 
sterile, sandy soil. There are no recognizable water lines in the 
profile of the pit. At Chan Chan, Day (1974) convincingly argued that 

the operation of walk-in wells depended upon the extensive and intensive 

irrigation of the surrounding region nourishing the ground water of the 

area. There is no evidence today of a reliable ground water source 
within the pediment of Pampa Grande. It is more likely that the water 
was transported in on a regular basis.

iAlternatively, I suggest that the depression in Unit 14 resulted 
from excavation of the material necessary (i.e., earth and rock) for 
construction of artificial mounds in the immediate vicinity. This would 
be another example of a practical solution to a given construction task 
involving a low-skilled labor force. The high degree of correlation 

between depressions and artificial mounds may, however, be spurious in 
nature, I have already considered one possibility earlier and the 
preceding interpretation constitutes another.̂  The degree of correla
tion, however high it may be, does not necessarily document a cause and 

effect relationship. Correlation is a statistical notion that describes

61. The term "depression" may be too ambiguous. In this 
context it specifically refers to a large artificially excavated pit, 
whereas the designation "tank" indicates a totally walled-in enclosure 
found in direct association with a platform or pyramid and with a floor 
level approximating the natural terrain. The "sunken court" in my usage 
denotes a large flat natural depression that occupies a part of a* 
rectangular enclosure and may partially be enclosed. Lastly, the LLFA 
refers to an artificial and/or natural depression that has direct access 
Provided by a corridor and is surrounded by distinct architectural 
units.
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the degree of relative correspondence between two phenomena and nothing 
more,

A systematic examination of artificial mounds at the site 
reveals that many are filled with locally available earth and rocks.
At least some of the numerous depressions associated with raised 

structures observed during the surface surveys of the site must have 

resulted from expedient measures to obtain necessary construction 
materials and minimize logistical problems and labor expenditure. The 
significance of differences in construction style and materials between 

solid adobe Huaca 2 on the one hand, and Huacas 1 and 11 that are built 
of adobe together with other materials on the other, is yet to be 
determined. The variability of construction materials and techniques, 
however, would be imperceptible on a surface that was plastered. Aside 

from the lumber and caha brava used for columns and roofs, there were 
relatively few construction materials imported from elsewhere. The 

importation of calcareous substances such as limestone and dolomite for 
floor and wall plastering has already been discussed.

Sector I
In general rectangular enclosures are considered to have served 

basically secular functions. Now I shall turn to the discussion of the 
six roughly rectangular enclosures contiguously built to form Sector I. 
Despite their spatial proximity, the six enclosures vary considerably 
in their internal organization * The southern end of the enclosures 

with the exception of Unit 22 is occupied by "sunken courts* with few 
artifacts and no standing architecture. The courts are flanked on the
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northern side by adobe platforms and/or small pyramids. Contrary to the 
spacious arrangement of architecture in the southern halves of the 
enclosures, the northern halves are largely occupied by agglutinated 

masonry structures, and clusters of poorly preserved MLDs occur along 
the northern edges of the ends. Unit 22 is deviant in that it is 

totally composed of adobe terraces and platforms. Another cluster of 

MLDs crowd the area immediately outside of the southern boundary of 

Units 6 through 9, Once again, Unit 22 is free of MLDs. Although one 
would expect to find some walls demarcating MLDs from the masonry 
structures at the northern end of the enclosures, we have failed to 

identify any such physical barriers to interaction. Nonetheless Units 
6 through 9 and 15 exhibit tripartite composition and may form the 

precursor to the later Chimu Ciudadelas as K. Day (personal communica
tion, 1975) feels.

As repeatedly mentioned above, Unit 22, which occupies the 
southeastern end of the Sector, diverges from the other Units in that 
it is an adobe structural complex without any accompanying masonry 
structure and is outlined by adobe walls. A close examination of the 

Quebrada IV edge along Sector I reveals the remnant of a ramp or 

stairway that connected the Quebrada bottom with the northern edge of 

Unit 22. The northern edge of the Sector had been built up with refuse 
and earth and we can still see a remnant of the stone wall that once 
buttressed the raised area and served as a barrier to free access to 
Sector I from the Quebrada bottom. Unit 22 does not extend directly out 
to the edge of the Quebrada. On the contrary, it appears that there was 
a corridor paralleling the Quebrada edge. The stairway or ramp is the
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only identifiable access to the Southern Pediment from the Quebrada 

bottom. There may have been more such connections but erosion has 

destroyed a large part of the stone-lined edge of the Pediment.
Another possibility is north of Unit 9 where a corridor runs north
westward from the northern end of the Unit toward the Quebrada edge.
X suggest there was a circum—Quebrada IV corridor that paralleled the 
northern edge of the pediment and connected all the enclosures of 
Sector I (Fig. 94). Access to the inner portions of each enclosure 
was provided by short corridors that longitudinally ran from the 
northern end toward the central section of the enclosures. These 
longitudinal corridors are well preserved and can readily be identified 

in the field.
Similarly on the southern ends of the enclosures we find only 

Units 6 and 15 have definite openings. The tortuous entry located at 
the southern corner of Unit 15 may also have served Unit 22 and 

directed traffic to and from Sectors J and K, In other words r it is 
highly likely that access to Sector I from the Quebrada and the 
extensive area of the Southern Pediment was restricted to a few formal 

entries. The fact that Units 7 to 9 show no (definite1 entry in the 
southern ends implies that access to these enclosures must have been 
lateral across the walls separating Units or from a proposed circum^ 
Quebrada corridor via longitudinal corridors, The former possibility 
seems unlikely as survey revealed no recognizable entries along the 

walls. Access to these Units, then, may have been controlled by other 

Units of the Sector, notably Units 15 and 22.
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Fig. 94. Reconstruction of the circum-Quebrada IV corridor. 453
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As in the cases of areas excavated in Sector Hf, these Units 

linked by an integrated network of corridors with certain control points 
appear to have been a functional entity with the distinct Unit serving 
different aspects or segments of interrelated functions. Considering 
their location relative to Quebrada IV, I would argue that the Units 
comprising Sector I were involved in administration of traffic between 

the Quebrada and the Southern Pediment as well as the population 
occupying the Pediment. The view is further reinforced by the existence 
of a major corridor that roughly runs north-south through a large 

portion of the Southern Pediment (east of Unit 21). and approaches the 
southern end of Unit 6 of Sector I. Yet another runs through Sector J 

(a large concentration of MLDs) and connects to the circum-Quebrada 
IV corridor near the southeastern corner of Unit 22 of Sector I. It 

should be noted that the stairway that connects the northern edge of 
Sector I and Quebrada IV appears to have been quite steep and rela
tively narrow, an observation in favor of their limited use for human 
traffic. There may well have been separate routes for camelid trainsr 
for example, along the southeastern edge of the site. It is also 
conceivable that the Southern Pediment, which is largely occupied by 
clusters of JMLDs, irregular contiguously built masonry structures and 

isolated rectangular enclosures, was not the scene of frequent llama 

traffic. That is to say, bulky and heavy items were brought to the 

peripheries of the Pediment where the objects were bartered, distributed 

or temporarily stored, and the goods were subsequently transported in 
smaller quantities to various loci within the Pediment via a network of 
corridors that ran throughout the Pediment, Despite a conspicuous
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absence of corridors cutting across the central portion of the site, 
there may have been a considerable amount of daily commuting between 
the southern and northern portions of the site. I have more to say 
about this in a later section.

The Southern Pediment

Artifact and Architectural Characteristics. Aside from Sector I, 
the Pediment is occupied by a large concentration of MLDs (Sector J) and 
seemingly randomly constructed agglutinated masonry structures mingling 
with isolated rectangular enclosures f some of which (e.g., Unit 10 with 
Huaca 4) house a pyramid of respectable size. Although most of these 
pyramids fall within an arc created by rotating Huaca 2 by the radius 

formed by connecting the centers of Huacas 1 and 2, they are not 

oriented toward Huaca 1 or any other single point of reference. In 
general, the longitudinal axes of the enclosures on the Pediment match 
the direction of the slope of the Pediment (north-south]. Aside from 
a basically cohesive cluster of MLDs known as Sector J and Sector K 
which is a rectangular shaped self-contained architectural segment 

defined on all four sides by corridors (Fig. 27), the contiguously built 
masonry structures occupying a large percentage of the Pediment are 
highly homogeneous in respect to artifact and architectural variation. 

For example, there are only a limited range of pottery types repre

sented; the major portion of surface sherds are plain red coarsewares 
such as "storage* urns and neck jars. Besides small fragments of 
painted sherds that appear to have washed out of construction fill, I 

do not recall finding evidence of fine quality vessels such as burnished



bowls and painted stirrup-spout jars among the agglutinated masonry 

structures. Inspection of huaquero pits and profiles cut by water 
erosion clearly indicates that in general there is little overlying 
deposit above the latest occupational floor. Thus, I would expect a 
high degree of surface-subsurface feature correspondence. The absence 
of high quality vessels on the surface may be taken as a reliable 
indicator of its absence in primary contexts. Thus the observed 
ceramic variation points to domestic functions of the structures.

Batans and chungas are found occasionally. One can still 
detect impressions left by batans that were removed in modern times.
Some of them have been placed along the sides of truck roads to be 

picked up. The presently observable distribution of batans and chungas 

cannot be regarded as a reliable reflection of the original distribu
tion.

Architecturally the most notable feature of the area is the 

aggregation of irregular,, contiguously constructed masonry structures. 
Nowhere else at the site does such a concentration of small irregular 
structures occur. Subjectively speaking, the average area covered by a 

single "Structure" roughly matches with the corresponding figure for 
Structures in Unit 38, Sector H. Construction materials and techniques 

of masonry structures in the Southern Pediment do not differ from other 

masonry structures at the site. Terracing is quite common in the 

Pediment partly due to the sloping topography. Walls are constructed 
of angular field stones and the same refuse fill is extensively- 
employed for terracing.

456
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Aside from small-scale test pitting by M. Shimada and myself, 

no excavations were carried out in this area. Local huaqueros inform 
us that the area is abundant with "porrones*' (what I have described as 
ustorage" urns), corroborating our field observations. The Southern 
Pediment, in general, shows relatively little accumulation of cultural 

refuse and architectural superpositioning and modification. The sterile 
appearance of the, area may be partially the result of the downs lope 
movement of surface deposits and associated water run-off. The second 

factor is related to the dynamics of site growth. Earlier I suggested 
that construction of Huaca 2 preceded erection of the present form of 
Huaca 1. One major consideration is the difference in degree of 
structural build up. East and southeast of Sector A, in general, 
manifest a more dispersed construction and little accumulation of 

cultural refuse. There are numerous logistical disadvantages for the 
occupants of the area. The area is highly dissected by deep ravines 
and poses considerable problems -to lateral movement across the ridges 

^nd quebradasi furthermore, the slope of the terrain necessitates 
levelling by building terraces. Advantages such as safety from 
inundation by rushing waters from the quebradas and a great vista of the 
valley seem minor in comparison with these disadvantages. Without 

corridors to provide direct access, the spatial proximity to Sectors A 
and B does not necessarily reflect the importance of a given area.

The Dynamics of Site Growth
A site of this size and complexity obviously cannot be planned 

and built in a few years or possibly even in a few decades. Based upon
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the factors considered so far, I submit that the predominant pattern of 
site growth during the Moche V occupation was radiation from the central 
node around Sector B, Because of the agricultural usage of the Valley 
bottom land, the growth must have been largely semi-circular in shape 

and extended toward the higher elevations. The closer we get toward 
Cerro de los Gentiles and the southern margin of the Southern Pediment, 
the later the occupation should be. Perhaps growth toward the higher 

elevations prompted the shift of the node of site-wide interaction to 
Sector A away from Sector B, which may subsequently have assumed a 

different function.
Both Sectors A and B are quite vacuous in terms of structural

density. The adjacent areas, especially Sectors D and H, however, are
highly nucleated. The emerging pattern is somewhat reminiscent of what
Wheatley (1969} calls "traditional cities" that frequently manifest a
vacuous center surrounded by densely occupied areas. Such centers are .
characterized by monumental architecture that served as the symbolic
node of a religious sect or as the administrative center of a govern^

ment. Similarly, in terms of the conventional geographer1s model of
"interaction potential" or "gravitational attraction" (Carrothers 1956,
Hamilton 1967, Harvey 1967, Olsson 1966, Reilley 1.931, Wilmsen 1973) ,

the "force of attraction for interaction in space between two loci"
exerted by a given locus upon another is directly proportional to the

"mass" of the given locus and inversely proportional to the distance or
62"cost of travelling" between the two loci in question* If we equate

62. "Mass" is usually equated with population size or density 
of a given locus.
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the volume of the pyramid in Sector A with "mass," the force of 
attraction created by Sector A would dwarf any counter force of attrac
tion exerted by other loci within the site. There is no doubt that 
Huaca 1 served as the center of site-wide interaction. I would expect 
to find a differential (relative) land value system whereby the \ 
localities with better or more direct access to Sector A commanded 
greater socioeconomic value and were intensively occupied or utilized 
by those closely associated with the continuous operation of the center; 
that is, the sustaining population who manufactured certain goods of 
necessity (e,g., Sector H) and provided labor service, perhaps on a 
full-time basis (Sector D) for the functionaries in the center.

According to the above models, we would expect not only a "time 

lag" in site growth but also differential land value reflected in 

occupation of the Southern Pediment that is, relatively speaking, far 
away from the postulated node of site growth and interaction. On the 
other hand, Sectors D and H should and do exhibit considerable evidence 
of structural superposition and modification over a span of time. I 
noted earlier, for example, that many MLDs in Sector H are built over 
buried masonry walls associated with Moche V refuse sherds. Although 
our excavations were limited in extent, test pits excavated in Sectors 

J, K, and L, and various Units in the Southern Pediment in general 
support this expectation.

Because of the close interdependence between Sectors A (and 
possibly B) on the one hand, and D and H, on the other, the latter set 
of Sectors would be sensitive to whatever changes occurred or were 
initiated in A (and B). Perhaps the changes in Sector A were felt in

.
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an amplified or skewed form in Sectors D and H. Immaterial and/or 
material changes in A may have been documented in the surrounding 
Sectors and Units by various architectural changes, The argument is 
based upon the premise that, in general, major socioecultural and/or 

socioeconomic changes (and concurrent material reflections) are 
initiated by those in higher socioeconomic strata. They would be in a 
position to gather, control and manipulate information and would thus 
be more sensitive to the overall socioeconomic millieu and diversified 

changes brought about by a myriad of agents and processes» They would 
be the one who maintained or required "prestige marking differences," 
whether material or non-material, from those in lower strata. Changes 
introduced by the upper strata often filter down or conversely are 
amplified by the time they reach the lower groups. According to this 
scheme, the lower strata "narrow the gap" created by the newly 
incorporated changes by imitating in one form or another their social 
superiors who, in turn seek other innovations.

Applying the model to Pampa Grande, I would suggest that those . 

who were in a close association with the "elite" (presumably in Sectors 

A and B) would manifest changes in response to innovations initiated by 

the elite. Changes'may be in social or judicial codes, transfer of 
hereditary power and status from one generation to the next, or in the 
incorporation of a new political or ethnic group into the Moche polity. 
I would expect to find more and larger scale architectural changes in 

contexts where the ruling group was directly or indirectly represented, 
such, as Huacas 1 and 2, areas around the formal storage facilities,

Units in Sectors D, H, and I, and various rectangular enclosures north
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of Sector A, Conversely, habitational structures of the populace who 
shared the same interests, lifestyle and level of manual skill, and 
constituted the most stable segment of the Pampa Grande socioeconomic 
system would be expected to show few material changes, including 
architectural modifications. I tend to agree with N. David (1971:117) 
who argues that "the less the capital outlay or labour required .to 

construct a building or complex of buildings, the greater the fit 

between it and its personnel over the useful life of the building."
The postulated socially mobile intermediary officials who in reality 

served as the point of articulation between the populace and the ruling 
group may have actively sought opportunities to architecturally assert 
their rise to power and status. In fact, many of the rectangular 
enclosures at the site, especially the isolated masonry enclosures that 
are situated in the extensive area east of Sector A, may have been the. 

offices as well as the residences of such personnel. Those rectangular 
enclosures east of Sector A each cover a respectable area, but in terms 
of the architectural materials and techniques, they are no better than 
those employed in the construction of masonry architecture on the 
Southern Pediment. In other words, the masonry rectangular enclosures 

are notable for their physical dimensions but not quality. If the 
exclusive use of adobe bricks was restricted to those directly repre

senting the hereditary ruling class, the masonry enclosures may be 

viewed as an imitation or approximation by intermediary officials with 

achieved status and power, This view, however, assumes Moche V date
for the masonry enclosures.
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I interpret this phenomenon as another example of a pervasive 

concern with outward expression and appearance. “'Quality” was secondary 
to material production and concern for material ends appears to have 
lowered the standards for the "means" for achieving those ends.

I Believe this emphasis upon the construction is partially due to the 
vicious cycle dictated by the 11 flight and pursue” model of socioeconomic 

and sociocultural changes. Theoretically it is a perpetually self
reinforcing mechanism. Perhaps the fragmentation of Pampa Grande was 
preconditioned by such a vicious cycle at the expense of the populace.

In the preceding discussion I suggested that much of the 
Southern Pediment may have been the habitational zone for a stable 

population with a homogeneous lifestyle, interests, and level of skill.

I would submit that, aside from a possible habitational zone along the 

western margin of the site that has subsequently been destroyed by 

expansion of modern Pampa Grande, the Southern Pediment constituted the 
major residential zone for the population that supplied low^skilled 
labor for various productive activities such as weaving and construc

tion, Furthermore, I postulate that the population was derived from 

tbe local agricultural communities and represented various ethnic groups. 
if Schaedel (personal communication, 1976). is correct in arguing that 

half a dozen ethnic groups (Fig. 4) recognized during the Colonial 
Period had direct continuity with those in the Early Intermediate 
Period, we might expect to find vCollique,v "Roque/1 "Ferrehafe," 

"Lambayeque," "Eten-Monsefu" and possibly Leche Valley (e„g., Tucume, 
Mochumi and Jayanca). groups represented in some form at the site of

Pampa Grande,
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Population Composition at the Site

It is my contention here that local ethnic groups in the Valley 
were represented or nucleated at Pampa Grande. The view, however, is 
only one of several possibilities. For example, we may envision 
voluntary accompaniment of Moche or Moche~affiliated population(s) at 

the time of the postulated northward shift of the Moche capital from 

the site of Moche to Pampa Grande. Alternatively, the locational 
shift of the capital may have been accompanied by a mitmaq-like imposed 
transfer of populations from their original contexts to Pampa Grande.^ 
In the following section I discuss various factors relevant to the 
"representation" thesis presented above.

Although there is increasing evidence for the association of 
habitational zones or sites near or at isolated "ceremonial centers," 
detailed studies of Moche habitational settlements are rare. At the 
Moche IV site of Inca Pampa in the Santa Valley, the habitational zone 

does not mingle with monumental architecture but is built on a hill 
situated on the west side of Huaca Tembladera and Huaca II. Excava-, 

tions by Donnan (1973:36) revealed that the habitational zone contained 

abundant amounts of refuse throughout the zone. In some areas it was 

well-stratified and showed a thickness of up to two meters. Further

more, the zone contained an abundant number of diagnostic Moche IV

63, The term "mjtmaq" refers to the Inca institution of state- 
sponsored compulsive population movement or colonization according to 
the staters priority. Thus the movement may have economicF military, or 
political undertones. The varied functions they served in the Inca 
State are discussed in my preliminary paper (Shimada 1974b} „ The work 
of W. Isbell (1971} in the Ayacucho region suggests a possible pre^ 
Incaic origin (Middle Horizon date related to the Huari Empire) for 
direct colonization by the state.
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sherds. The inferred "habitational zone" in the Southern Pediment at 
Pampa Grande r despite architectural similarities with Moche habitational 
structures in Inca Pampa, however, does not manifest much refuse or 
many diagnostic Moche sherds. Intensive surface survey and limited test 
pitting in the area yielded few diagnostic sherds„ The differences 
between the two habitational zones may well reflect differences in the 
duration of occupation. Yet, the conspicuous absence of Moche V 

diagnostic sherds suggests the Southern Pediment at Pampa Grande may 

well have been occupied by those who did not share the Moche cultural 
tradition. On the other hand, if most of the site residents were of 
Moche ethnicity or allegiance from earlier days in the Moche core region 

of the Chicama-Moche Valleys, I would anticipate a greater degree of 
freedom of interaction in space and more occurrences of Moche 

diagnostic pottery. The location of Sector I along the northern 
edge of the Southern Pediment permits monitoring and control of 

traffic between the southern and northern sections of the site that are 
roughly bipa.rtiti.oned by Quebrada IV, It would seem that the Quebrada 

was much more than the major topographical break in the site. It may 

have served as a major boundary in terms of population and socioeconomic 
composition at the site.

Admittedly, the observed phenomena may be explained by a highly 

rigid social structure where the gulf between a small group of rulers 
and the mass of ruled is unbridgeable as reflected by the two distinct 

"creation myths" of the Chimu Kingdom [Rowe 1948bl. It does not, how^ 

ever, account for the broader Moche settlement pattern. Consideration
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of the broader context supports the plausibility of the "representa
tional" scheme.

The distribution pattern of Moche IV or V ceramics in the Valley

argues for the existence of Moche settlements at various strategic
64locations in the mid-Valley. The site of Sipan is situated at a 

point where the control of access to Pampa Grande and the southern 
portion of the mid-Valley from the lower Valley and the Zaha Valley is 
possible (Fig. 4). The location also permits control of the irrigation 
system that feeds vital water to Pampa de Collique and the northern 
bank of the Zana Valley via Pampas de Cayalti. Similarly the settlement 
at Patapo is capable of monitoring northern bank access to La Puntilla, 
the water diversion point for the Valley as well as access to the Leche 
Valley along the present course of the Taymi Canal. The occupation at 

Cerro Boro is the farthest seaward penetration by the Moche group in the 
Valley and may have represented their western frontier. It would also 
provide access to the lagoon formed by occasional floodings of the Reque 
Riyer and an excellent perspective of the Valley bottom lands. The 

occupation at Cerro Boro alternatively may be seen as the key articula
tion point between the Moche and local ethnic groups of Reque and 
Ferrehafe.

The extensive area known as Batan Grande has been occupied since 

the Early Horizon period almost continuously to the present. The site, 
along with Patapo and Sipan, is situated on a straight north—south

64. Numerous Moche rural or small sites have been identified 
in the Moche Valley by M. Moseley (personal communicationf 1976) but 
descriptions of the sites and their settlement patterns await publica
tion.
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prehistoric "road" (cf«, Kosok 1965) (Fig. 4) . The site with its Moche 
pottery remains an enigma. Aside from Moche- and Huari-related 
materials discussed earlier, surveys of the region yield pre-Chavin 

(Alva personal communication, 1975), Chavinoid, Salinar^like,
Lambayeque, and Chimu style pottery. The stylistic diversity and 

temporal depth indicated by the pottery is amazing. Perhaps the Batan 

Grande region as a whole was one of a few "sacred" centers like 
Pachacamac that continued to attract settlers whatever their cultural 
affiliation may have been* Perhaps the Moche V group established a 
ceremonial precinct in the region thereby separating secular and 
religious aspects of the polities at Pampa Grande and Batan Grande, 
respectively. The horizontal extent and temporal depth of the Moche 
occupation as well as its articulation with the local population at 
Batan Grande deserve future investigation.

At Pampa Grande, the size of the habitational zones may have 
been as large as one^third of the total area covered by structural 

remains today, although an accurate figure will have to await future 
determination of the extent of Chimu occupation at the site and the 

original extent of the site of Pampa Grande. At the sites of Sipan and 
Batan Grande, the extent of Moche occupation remains uncertain. The 

settlements at Patapo and Cerro Boro seem to have been relatively minor. 
As I stated in regard to the Moche occupation of the Nepeha Valley 

which seems to have been the southern frontier of the Moche IV polity, 
the ceramic distribution may be misleading in gauging the degree and 

nature of Moche control or influence at a given region. The experience 
at Huanuco pampa is similarly instructive in this regard. The analysis
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of the degree to which the imposed Inca domination was felt at the local 
level at various villages around the Inca provincial center of Huanuco 
Viejo indicates that:

The impact of Inca rule , . . is not felt strongly in the 
material culture at the local level, except as observed at 
Ichu, in the houses of local leaders such as Paucar Guaman. 
Conversely f despite the fact that local peasants served at 
the Imperial Inca installations and paid tribute (including 
pottery), this contact made no visible impression upon 
either the architecture or the pottery both of which remain 
almost purely Inca at such sites as Huanuco Viejo (Thompson 
1968b:181; also cf. Thompson 1968a, 1971),

Morris (1972:394-51 corroborates the above observation:
What we see is a profound difference between the imperial 
and the local sites in the stylistic attributes of both 
architecture and ceramics , , . . The striking differences 
between the local ceramics and those associated with the 
state installations are paralleled by a clearly defined 
distribution pattern. The occurrence of local pottery in 
the state centers we studied was limited to five or six 
sherds out of many thousands. The distribution of the 
ceramics usually associated with the state centers was 
largely restricted to those centers. Large quantities of 
such state ceramics were found only in the village site 
which documents showed to have been the residence of the 
most important local kuraq or leader . . . .  This tends to 
suggest that such ceramics were essentially restricted to 
state settlements and certain significant points of 
political contact in the region (underline added).

As the above passages clearly show, the identification of state 

ceramics in local settlements and, conversely, the .local styles in 
state settlements, is the result of extensive surface survey, excava
tion in both local and state sites, and analysis of historical docu

ments. Without documentationf the existence of Inca influence on local 
populations might not have been recognized. Similarly, considering the 
minute number of local style sherds in the state settlements, a smaller 

sample of sherds might not have revealed the existence of populations
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from various local ethnic groups at Huanuco Viejo. In respect to the 
Inca conquest and domination of Chimu Kingdom on the North Coast,
Rowe (1948b:46) similarly observes that "By archaeological evidence 
alone it would be very difficult to establish an fInca period* in the 
area."

In the Lambayeque Valley where the local ceramic traditions are 
so poorly understood, the presence at Pampa Grande of distinct local 
styles representing various ethnic groups in the Valley might not have 
been detected in 1975. The unique concentration of grey and black 

burnished wares at a restricted section of Sector D may be conceived, 
however, as an indication of a distinct ethnic group serving a specific 

task at the site.

Similarly, the small number of sites with Moche ceramics in the 
Valley does not constitute sufficient proof of limited Moche influence 
or control over the local population. The same can be said about the 
Moche occupation in the Santa and Nepeha Valleys. In fact, considering 
the varied faunal resources imported to Pampa Grande from the coastal 

regions r it is more likely that populations at Pampa Grande and the 
lower^coastal portion of the Valley established some form of economic 

symbiosis. Significantly, a handful of Moche V sites occupy similar 
midr-valley locations that could have played key roles in water control 
in their valleys. Pampa Grande had the potential to control vital water 

for the entire Lambayeque Valley Complex that extended northward into 
the region of Tucume in the Leche Valley and southward into the northern 

bank of the Zaha Valley by controlling the diversion point at La
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Puntilla, approximately two kilometers across the Valley floor.^ 
Similarly the sites of Galindo in the Moche Valley and Ventanillas in 
the Jequetepeque Valley were situated at the Valley neck and contain 
Moche V components. The extent of control these three sites actually 

exerted on the water supply for the respective valleys (as opposed to 
theoretical potential due to their location) has not Been determined. 
For example, the major Moro Canal that follows the northern edge of the 

Moche Valley passes in front of Galindo seems to post-date the Moche 
occupation at the site (Moseley personal communicationz 1976)„ Moche 
occupation at Ventanillas is limited to the western periphery of the 
site and does not appear to be associated with the major monumental 

architecture at the central portion of the site (Schaedel personal 

communicationf 1976)f The site is also said to contain Cajamarca, 

Huari, Lambayeque and Huari Norteho-style ceramics (Schaedel personal 
communication f. 197.6) .

Theoretically Pampa Grande could have imposed demands for 
tribute in the form of labor and/or material goods from the local 

populations in return for guaranteed allocation of water. Populations 

occupying different ecological zones with distinct products and/or 

specialized manual skill may have had different systems of taxation 

imposed upon them. If the ethnohistorical information pertaining to 

the Late Horizon and Late Intermediate Periods could be reliably 

projected backward in time to the seventh to eighth century A.D. and 

archaeologically tested, we might then consider the existence of 
"specialists" engaged in diversified trades. Netherly (personal 

communication, 1975) argues that in the period immediately following
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the Spanish Conquest of the Inca Empire, in the Moche Valley, 

specialists such as potters, silversmiths, salt miners, and fishermen 
were organized in ,,parcialidadesv headed by their "sehores," Rowe 
(1948b:46) also describes the conquering Incas taking the famed Chimu 

silversmiths to Cuzco from the Chimu capital of Chan Chan. Cabello 

(1951:327^30-, also cf. Kosok 1965, Means 1931, Rowe 1948b) relates the 
legend of Naymlap, his descendants and courtiers, Rowe (1948b:47) con
siders that the list of courtiers provided by Cabello " . . .  is a 

reflection of the official train maintained by the feudal lords of a 
later day and a rather pale reflection of the sumptuous court of the 

King of Chimor." The list includes Blower of the Shell Trumpet,

Master of the Litter and Throne, Royal Cellarer, Preparer of the Way 
who is said to scatter sea-shell dust where his lord is about to walk, 
Royal Cook, Steward of the Face Paint, Master of the Bath, and Purveyor 
of Feather-cloth Garments (Cabello 1951:327, Rowe 1948b:47). Other 

recent ethnohistorical work supports (Ramirez personal communication, 
1975) the pre-Incaic pattern of distinct social groups consisting of 

craft specialists often in spatially distinct communities. However, 
hypotheses based upon ethnohistorical data have not been tested 
archaeologically.

Thus it would not be a surprise if future investigation at 
Pampa Grande reveals evidence of specialists producing their craft goods 

at the site or, alternatively, the finished crafts goods being produced 

locally and presented to Pampa Grande as tribute, Th_e generalized 
nature of the implements identified so far and the inferred low 

productive capacity for specialized quality goods at the.site may
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partially be due to the exploitation of specialists who were permitted 
to remain in their communities because of their requirements for tools, 
raw materials, and other facilities»

Whether or not there was Moche IV or preceding occupation at 

Pampa Grande, Moche V occupation at the site initially must have 
required a large labor investment which may have been accomplished by 
conscripting labor forces from the local Moche and non-Moche populations 
and stationing them at the site.

Although we have not yet established the nature of interaction 
between the Moche V group and the local population, some form of 
political representation of local groups at the site of Pampa Grande 
is a distinct possibility. The physical representation of a figurehead 

and/or a group of laborers at the site would render direct control or 
collaboration possible without seriously damaging the productive or 

subsistence capacity of the local population. In this framework a 

figure head with an accompanying group of service personnel would 

establish a residence/office at Pampa Grande. The service population 

would then be expected to serve the figurehead and maintain his office 
and residence which architecturally may correspond to various small 
pyramids and/or rectangular enclosures in the Southern Pediment and 
the northern portion of the site. The diversified form, orientation and 
size of these pyramids and rectangular enclosures may reflect the 
individuality of the communities and/or ethnic groups thus represented.

The same groups of representatives are seen as having formed the 
core of the diurnal labor force engaged in various manufacturing 

activities. In other words, much of the habitational zones consisting
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of agglutinated masonry structures on the Southern Pediment, is seen to 
have been occupied by representatives from various local communities who 

were ostensibly in charge of maintaining the residence-office (huaca) 
of their figure head but in reality provided the Moche group with the 

necessary labor force. If the objective was to gain access to the labor 
force, "who" provided the labor is not essential. In other words, as 
long as the prescribed number of laborers were present, the personnel 

themselves may have altered on a rotational basis. The large segment 
of the population at the site, then, would be transient in nature. In 

fact, there is no reason to insist that the labor force was available 
all year long. Depending upon the seasonality of the plants being 

grown, the necessary labor force may be scheduled to report to Pampa 
Grande.on a seasonal basis.

The stationing of the community representatives at the site, 

however, should facilitate whatever the transactions between the ruling 
body and the local populations. Representation may be regarded as the 
necessary payment for political autonomy and economic security by the 
local populations, while, at the same time, the Moche V group may see 

it as the source of the necessary labor force and "hostages" to 
guarantee political subordination or collaboration.

Archaeological verification of the rotational representation 

thesis poses considerable methodological difficulty. Different ethnic 

groups may be recognized in respect to their ceramic and architectural 

variation. Howeverwhat are the material correlates of a transient 

population residing at Pampa Grande on a rotational basis, particularly 

when they share houses occupied without appreciable temporal break
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between two successive rotations? Implications of the hypothesis must 
be considered for future testing.

However attractive the above thesis may be, it remains only one 
of a number of plausible models in regard to population composition at 
Pampa Grande,

There is no overriding reason to assume a transient population 
at the site. On the other hand, there are reasons to suggest that 
there were many permanent residents who converged at Pampa Grande 

largely in search of economic security. Whether or not earlier JMoche 
"ceremonial" and "administrative" centers h^d accompanying habitational 

zones, the degree of nucleation seen at Pampa Grande marks a significant 

break from earlier centers. There was, in addition, a concurrent inland 
shift in*settlement pattern during the Moche V period over a large area 

of the Peruvian Coast. I argue that the inland shift and nucleation 
was a social response to environmental deterioration following fluctua
tion in the precipitation pattern. This view is elaborated upon in 

Chapter VIII, Seen in this perspective, a number of major features 
observed at Pampa Grande, such as large scale storage facilities, 
expedient or labor saving solutions to ceramic production and archie 
tectural tasks, as well as the utilization of varied faunal resources 

all take on a new face. They may be subsumed under the explanatory 
heading of "responses to stress." Before we explore the various 
implications of the hypothesis, its validity must be tested in future 
work. The hypothesis is fully described and discussed in the following 

chapter in conjunction with the question of site location.
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Whether we accept the rotational representational thesis or the 

argument for a social response to environmental stress f many of the 
observations made on the site should still be valid. For exampleF I 
believe the incorporation of new populations (whether or not "repre
sentatives") into the socioeconomic system at Pampa Grande formed the 
driving force behind the continuing expansion of the system.

Not only housing and offices must be constructed and maintained, 

but the infusion of new groups necessitated plasticity of socioeconomic 
organization at the site. Were the traditional Moche social and 
political structures and institutions appropriate and adequate to 
fluctuating population composition (in terms of social mobility and the 
expanding multi-ethnic stie population)? The earlier Moche settlement 

pattern of the juxtaposition of "monumental architecture" and "habita- 
tional sites" tends to indicate a strong dichotomy between a small group 

of elites and the large populace. On the contrary something very 
distinct and perhaps unique was happening at Pampa Grande. I believe 
the unusual or compromising circumstances under which the "capital" was 
established opened a very different set of socioeconomic patternsr a 

clear break away from traditional patterns seen up to Moche IV,
Earlier I suggested the raw materials for manufacturing 

activities at the site were provided by beneficiaries and that the 

diurnal labor force was fed by the communal kitchen dependent upon 
supplies from a formal storage facility. Whether the same local 

populations who provided representatives were responsible for supplying 

the provisions to be deposited in storage complexes remains to be seen.
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Behavioral Significance of Construction 
Materials and Techniques

A closer inspection of specific architectural features provides 
further insight into the socioeconomic milieu at the site. The 
principal observation is the absence of systematic construction tech
niques and materials* There is a surprising degree of variation even
in light of a considerable time span - of perhaps upward of 100-years of

,
Moche V occupation. Investigation of wall faces reveals the occasional 
occurrence of isolated adobe bricks, some of which have been burnt, in 
the middle of stonef and adobe walls built onto earlier stone walls or 
vice versa. In some cases, one can detect the changes in masonry 

style from a herring-bone to a random arrangement without any 
identifiable concomitant changes in occupational surfaces. Some adobe 
walls are composed of bricks with different "maker S's marks," sizes and 

textures. In our excavation of Sectors D and H, Andrew Ignatieff and I, 

respectively, encountered a diversified combination of varied construc
tion techniques and materials within areas that appear to be charac
terized by homogeneous architecture. Plaster, however, masks the 
variation in construction techniques and materials and presents a 
unified appearance.

The prehistoric walls represent ". , , an untapped but
potentially rich source of information concerning a wide range of past 

behaviors" (Scarborough and Shimada 1974:49; of. Shimada 1974a). 

Although wall construction is only a part of more general architectural 
activities, it is governed by a set of structural and behavioral 
constraints and principles:
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"Wall construction" is a broad phrase that embraces a set of 
activities that are predicated upon and include the satis
factory completion of preceding steps such as initial 
conception and the gathering and shaping of stones, as well 
as establishing access and control of the required time and 
manpower. In other words, the walls observed today repre
sent the product of interaction among CD a set of 
structural and physical constraints and principles, (2) a
set of behavioral constraints and patterns, and, lastly, (3) 
a set of processes which describe the role of cultural and 
non-cultural components in the formation of the archaeo
logical record , . . (Scarborough and Shimada 1974:50).

Studies of adobe bricks and cohsfraction on the North Coast nearly a 

half a century ago by A. Kroeber (1930) and earlier by Max Uhle (1903) 
at Pachacamac were motivated by a similar conviction. More recent 

works by Day (1973) and Moseley (1975a; Hastings et al. 1975) illus
trate the productiveness of such endeavor.

The overwhelming percentage of stone walls at the site used 

unmodified natural boulders and simple split field stones that could 
have been effectively gathered while clearing and levelling the surface 

for subsequent construction. I have already considered a possible 
connection between large depressions (many of which are artificially 
excavated) and adjacent raised structures, many of which are constructed 
out of stone fill and coarse grained adobe bricks. Whether or not 

these pits were dug for the purpose of obtaining construction materials 
in situ, the overall impression of the majority of structures at the 

site is that they resulted from expedient and economical solutions that

produced satisfactory end results. The question here is not whether the 

workers had access to relevant information to produce optimal results 
but whether they even cared or were pressed to obtain such results. Who 
is to decide that constitutes voptimal results," the construction
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workers themselves or the beneficiary? Or^ are they the same people? 
There is no a priori reason to assume an isomorphic nature of the 
observer's and mason's "relevant information." With the knowledge of 
what constitutes an acceptable performance for the beneficiaries f the 
masons may exert just enough energy to meet the expectations and thereby 
minimize their work and effort (Shimada 1974a). Construction at the 

site, in general, does not manifest any high degree of technical 
sophistication or manual skill and the key seems to have been "any way 
that worked" with emphasis on external appearance or its visual impact. 
Considering the apparently large degree of freedom allowed the masons 
and the simple nature of wall construction, the observed variation of 
wall faces is nor surprising. Behavioral variation (and consequent 

material expressions) appears to increase when the nature of the work 

is simpler and shorter in duration (of, Shimada 1974a, Zipf 1949). The 

simplicity and absence of standardization may reflect the nature of 
available manpower and the "price" one pays for the rapid and continuous 
expansion of the site. One would anticipate the existence of some sort 
of "cognitive norm" as to how a wall should be built and appear. As in 
the case of the biological evolution whereby the selective force 

operates on "phenotypes" as opposed to "genotypes," the emphasis at 
Pampa Grande was the external appearance. Whether adobe or masonry 

structures, plastering alone would be sufficient to homogenize the 
"internal" differences.

Although the actual task of laying adobe bricks is relatively 
simple, the conception and subsequent execution of a multi-stage opera
tion such as the erection of Huaca 1 indicates the ability to assess
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and deal with various tectonic and organizational difficulties. A.
Kroeber (1930) was the first archaeologist on the North Coast to
systematically describe and analyze adobe bricks and constructions at
a few selected sites. His observations are keen and valuable.
Following the generalization that the coastal region of Peru is
generally characterized by adobe construction because of the lack of

other construction material (Kroeber 1930:57), he discusses the
significance of the observed phenomena:

If the Chimu had any system of normalized weights and 
measures which is doubtful, it did not enter into their 
brick-making. The variability of the adobes is in line 
with the rather ragged laying of them (Kroeber 1930:58).

But the work is slovenly to a degree. These big piles 
were evidently the labor of population masses working 
communally, and not of professional artisans (Kroeber
1930:60),
The usual construction of the Chimu pyramids and platforms 
is a system of adjacent thick walls. These are not bonded, 
but are separated by clean though concealed vertical 
planes often many meters high. The massiveness of the 
edifices overcame the structural weakness of the plan 
, , , , This pyramid (Huaca Brujo in the Chicama Valley) is
therefore built up of a series of high and thick juxtaposed 
walls, each consisting of a series of juxtaposed rectangular 
columns . . . .
The reasons for this construction may be social, each 
contingent of a community building its own wall, or .column 
(Kroeber 1930:60*61) . (Underlines added.)

More recent analyses of adobe and tapia constructions at the sites of

Chan Chan and Moche (Day 1973, Hastings et al. 1975, Moseley 1975a)

reveal the soundness of Kroeber ’ s observations. What Kroeber (1930~:60-)
described above as va system of adjacent thick walls” or ”a series of
juxtaposed rectangular columns” corresponds to what Moseley (1975a)
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calls the technique of "segmentation." Each of the repetitive modular 
units of construction was thought to reflect the work load of a labor 
unit representing a distinct community (Kroeber 1930:61, Moseley 

1975a). Moseley (1975a:191) further suggests that the labor units may 
have been mustered from various communities in the Moche Valley and 
possibly from the neighboring Valleys of Chicama and Viru, and that the 
construction work performed by groups " . . .  were carried out as a 

fulfillment of a labor tax obligation owed to the authority initiating 
or sanctioning the project," This implies that the popularized Inca 
mit* a labor service or tax is based upon the pre-Incaic pattern of 

labor organization.̂  The equation between segmentary construction and 
the associated laborf on the one hand, and a system of obligatory labor 
tax on the other, however, remains to be further documented and tested. 

Although the tax may have been levied on labor service, the bene
ficiaries received the material products of that labor. Individual 

workers need not know the final shape or the true function of the 
pyramid or wall they help to erect. It is likely that the workers, 
aside from a sense of obligation to provide labor service and 

ideological justification given by the beneficiaries for the task and 

the structure, were not aware of various other aspects of the building.
A preliminary study of adobe bricks and construction at Pampa 

Grande was carried out in 1975 by Hans Knapp, Despite unsystematic 

sampling, various interesting features were revealed. The enclosure

66, An earlier work by E. Ferdon (1938) points out that 
highland roads are still maintained by a labor service fundamentally 
identical with the Inca mit? a.
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walls of Sector A and Unit 14 both revealed segmentary construction.
The outer "skin” of Huaca 1 appears to be similarly constructed. Solid 
adobe Huaca 2 awaits further study. As in the case of walls studied in 
the Moche Valley, the length of "segmentsu varies and, in contrast to 
the high degree of internal homogeneity observed in two distinct samples 
of adobes from a limited area of Huacas 1 and 2, adobes of wall segments 

showed considerably greater variation in size, color, texture, "adobe 
maker1s markers" and the manner in which they were laid (Knapp personal 
communication, 1975).

A number of explanations can be invoked to account for observed 
variation. Some ideas relevant to the present discussion have already 
been presented (Kroeber 1930, Moseley 1975a, Hastings et al. 1975).
K. Day (personal communication, 1975) suggests, analogous to the later 
Inca pattern, the existence of a land and labor force earmarked 
specifically for adobe brick production, in order to account for the 
observed homogeneities of adobe bricks in Huacas 1 and 2. However, 
the absence of adobe maker *'s marks in two distinct samples from Huacas 1 

and 2 calls for further consideration. Maker1s marks carried certain 

specific information and may have served to differentiate adobe makers 
and facilitate record keeping as to the quality of bricks produced by 

each maker. However, if there was no appreciable temporal hiatus 
between the production and the actual usage of the bricks, there would 

have been little need for maker1s marks as the bricks might have been 
delivered directly to the locus of ongoing construction. If, on the 
other hand, adobes were manufactured as "tasks" or "tax" obligation by 

respective makers without any specification of their usage and there was
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an appreciable temporal break between the production and usage with the 
bricks being pooled together, then, one would expect that the informa
tion content of each adobe to have been greater. The observed mixture 
of adobes manufactured at different loci and/or by different leakers in 
wall segments may reflect labor units working with adobes with 

distinct attributes but pooled together prior to construction, On the 
other hand, observed homogeneity may be the result of close supervision 

of labor force. Likewise, it may be viewed as the result of a unified 
construction effort that called for direct transportation of adobe 
bricks without maker’s marks from the loci of production to the locus 
of ongoing construction to be used immediately. The fewer the 
intermediary agents and transactions between the production and usage 
of bricks, the lower the information content of adobe bricks should be.

Two other factors must be considered; that walls have a 
definite lifespan and must be maintained over time; and, evidence 

points to intra-site razing of salvageable materials. These facts may 
partially account for the observed heterogeneity. Evidence abounds for 
pragmatic solutions to construction problems.

Analysis of a small number of adobe bricks from various loci at 
the site using geological screens clearly indicates that compared to 

their modern counterparts produced locally, prehistoric adobes at the 
site contain a considerably greater amount of coarse grain soil 

(Table 8). Figure 95 clearly illustrates this point. The prehistoric 

adobes characteristically lack any recognizable bonding” agents. The 
modern adobes produced at Pampa Grande contain far more clay and either 

sugar cane fiber or rice husks as the bonding agent. The soil



Table 8. Geological-screen analysis of adobe bricks.
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Sample
number

Dimensions 
in cm

Clength^width-
height)

Weight 
in kg

Screen mesh 1 
equivalent 

retc

ndex (with milimeter 
:s) and weights of 
ined grains ■

Provenience Color 10 20 40 60
■

i 100 120 160 >160
(2 .0 ) 0X84) 0X42) (0.25) | CO.149) (0.125) (0.095) (<0.095)

Adobe 1 South corner of 
Huaca 2, Sector B '

Grayish brown 
to brown 
C10YR 5/2~5/3)

28 x  20 x  11 11.4 . 420 177.5 169 62.5 | 60.5

,

20 32.5. 52

Adobe 2 North boundary 
wall of Unit 38, 
Sector H

Yellowish to 
dark yellowish 
brown (10YR 
5/4-4/4)

32 x 21 x 13 11.2 432 187 115 58,5 54 40.5 48.5 55

Adobe 3 North boundary 
wall of Unit 38, 
Sector H

Dark yellowish 
brown (10YR
4/4)

31 x 21 x 12 11.3 384 169 162 68 j 65j 37 49 58

Adobe 4 Southwest boundary 
wall of Unit 70, 
Sector H

Brown (10YR 
5/3)

30.5 x 21 
x 12

11.2 342 172 136 66 j 68 

|

44 64 99.5

Adobe 5 Southwest boundary 
wall of Unit 70-, 
Sector H

Brown (10YR 
5/31

31 x 20.5 
x  12

11,1 270- 158 110 55 j 100- 74 82 ' 130

Adobe 6 Adobe produced 
today at Pampa 
Grande

Dark grayish 
brown to brown 
ClOYR 4/2-4/3)

28 x 19 x 8 6.1

i

14 11 34,5 96 193

l '

161 180,5 285

I!
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composition and color of the prehistoric adobes approximate much more 
closely the local yellowish sandy sterile soil than the modern clay^rich 
adobes. Admittedly the sample is small and there is a considerably 
variation within the prehistoric adobes at the site. However, the 
evidence does suggest that most adobe bricks used at the site were 
manufactured within the site proper and/or close to the Valley edge, 
thereby conserving agriculturally valuable soil at the bottom portion of 
the Valley (cf. Kroeber 1930, Moseley 1975)„

Interregional Economic Intercourse 

Undoubtedly sustenance at Pampa Grande required constant 

infusion of human energy, agricultural produce and various natural 
resources from within and without the Valley, Whether the influx of 
goods and labor involved large-scale "commercial trade" by specialized 

merchants, non-market bartering, or simply the payment of prescribed 

tribute remains in the domain of conjecture. Most likely, the three 
alternatives were represented to varying extents in the interregional 

economic intercourse centering around Pampa Grande,

The site had no natural resources and probably the manufacturing 
capability for material goods of high intrinsic value. ,, If raw materials 
were brought to the site in exchange for manufactured products, I would 

expect the latter to have had culturally or symbolically endorsed 

values. Without the power and authority of a ruling group, the site 
could not have spontaneously attracted interregional commerce. Goods 

produced at the site depended .upon the importation of raw materials and
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the supervision of manual laborers * Manufacturing activities at the 
site were predicated upon control of raw materials.

The preceding sections suggest a large segment of the inhabi

tants were engaged in service duties and/or manufacturing activities 
rather than subsistence. The food supply may have been obtained in the 
form of tribute from local populations or peasants residing at the 
site, who depended upon water presumably controlled by Pampa Grande at 
La, Puntilla, ̂  Thus many economic transactions at the site must have 
been related to the allocation and compliance of tribute by various 
communities in the domain of the Moche polity.

The Economic Significance of Camelids

Varied lines of evidence for the extensive importation of goods 
to the site exist. The large volume of camelid bones representing 

various age groups recovered from a wide range of architectural 
contexts points to a large breeding population of camelids and effec
tive management of the herds. The utilitarian value of camelids is
wide and diversified. The dynamics of interaction between Andean man

68and camelids is well described as follows:

67. I expect that environmental deterioration triggered by the 
reduction of available water created a land utilization pattern whereby 
labor input into a particular plot decreased as the distance between 
fields and peasants' residences increased (cf. Chisholm 1962). In other 
words we had a type of infield-outfield situation (Wolf 1966:21) whereby 
the fertile Valle Viejo lands near Pampa Grande were permanently and 
intensively cultivated in combination with sporadic utilization of 
hinterland with less water and deposit of alluvium.

68. Note that I am using the term "camelid" as opposed to some 
more specific designation of the genus Lama, due to the difficulty 
involved in separating llama (Lama glama glama) from alpaca (Lama 
pacos), both of which were clearly domesticated by the time of Moche
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The llamas, a component of the culture, provide a great 
variety of goods and services. These provide energy 
directly in the form of meat, reduce the expenditure of 
heat-energy by providing wool and fuel, and also reduce 
expenditure of energy-output by transportation of goods.
The transportation of goods in and out of the local 
environment obviously provides cultural benefits. The 
exchange of products from the Amazonian lowlands and the 
coast facilitated by the beast of burden has far reaching 
consequences for broad interaction between different 
cultural groups. Other cultural benefits instilled by 
herds are wealth and prestige to the owners, all of 
which, add to human well-being (Wing n.d.:14-15; also cf.
Gade 1969, Gilmore 1950:433-41, Murra 1965, Wing 1975).

The meat of the llama and alpaca is said to be tasty, especially 
that of young animals (Gilmore 1950:439, 446). Not only were llamas the 
principal source of meat in Inca times but archaeological data from 

various regions indicate heavy reliance on camelid meat for centuries 
prior to Inca domination (Wing 1972, 1975). Much of the meat from the 
butchered camelics was dried in the form of "charqui" (jerky), one of 

the major items (along with wool, potatoes and other highland 
commodities) transported to the South Coast from the highland Lupaqa ' 
Kingdom in exchange for maize which was "indispensable ceremonial and 
beer^making grainv for the highlanders (Murra 1965:201).

Following the premise that "age distribution of domestic animals 
reflects purposeful herd management with butchering at, specific times"

occupation at Pampa Grande. The llama^alpaca distinction is difficult 
because "first, the named species are biologically closely related and 
secondly the remains are fragmentary often lacking critical diagnostic 
characteristics" (Wing 1972:329). The third factor contributing to 
this ambiguity is the lack of comparative data and collections. Largely 
the distinctions between these two camelids are "statistical" in nature 
(Wing personal communication, 1975). The points of confusion between 
llamas and guanacos, which are thought to be the ancestral form of 
llamas and alpacas. (Wing 1972:334-5) is clearly enumerated by Gilmore 
(1950:431).
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(Wing 1972:337), Wing analyzed the age structure of animal bones from
various archaeological sites. She reasoned that ". . .if all or most
of the herd was kept for bearing burdens or wool the age structure of
the butchered animals would be predominantly old animals, whereas r if

they were mainly kept for meat more young animals would be butchered”
69(Wing 1975:306). The highland cave site of Pachamachay in. Junin

(dated about 2000 B.C.) yielded an unusually high percentage (56%) of
bones belong to juvenile animals of about 18 months of age, a fact that
led to the following conclusion:

Assuming a November--December birth as is usual now, death 
would have occurred during the middle of the dry season.
This would have been ideal for preparing charki, the 
dried meat which along with chunu, the freeze-dried 
potatoes, formed the basis of Puna subsistence. It seems, 
therefore, likely that Pachamachay was primarily a meat 
producing center (Wing 1975:306),

A ”commercial center at Marcavalle” and a "diversified city” at Huari 

are said to show " . . .  moderate use (39-41%) of young animals perhaps 
indicating an integrated multi-purpose use of the herds for both beast 

of burden, food, and sacrifice," whereas the site of Tarma, a high 
elevation Inca site, shows a low proportion of young camelids (22%), 

suggesting that the animals were kept for burden bearing and wool 

production (Wing 1975:307). Assuming that these figures were derived 
from "representative samples," we may evaluate the corresponding data 
from Pampa Grande in accordance with the above interpretations.
Although the faunal data from Pampa Grande are currently under

69, However, Wing (1975:306) admits the crudeness of the method 
used for determining age structure which was . . simply a count of 
fused and unfused major skeletal elements and expression of the unfused 
elements as a percentage of the total."
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evaluation and await quantification, the subjective impression is that 
camelids were the major source of protein at the site and were

X

predominantly adult (M„ Shimada personal communication, 1975). The 

frequent occurrence of llama bones with butcher marks clearly illus

trates the pervasive use of camelid as a food. Although considerably 
smaller in quantity, younger animals are represented at the site, 
including infantile bones recovered from a kitchen area in Structures 
41 and 42, Unit 45, Sector H and several juveniles were intentionally 
interred atop Huaca 1. In accordance with Wing's interpretation, we
may then suggest that animals were primarily kept for burden bearing

71and wool, and secondarily for sacrifices. Most likely the bones, 

sinew, hide and bezoar stones (gastric calculus) obtained as byproducts 
of butchering were used for a variety of purposes. The bezoar, for 
example, is said to have been treasured as a "specific remedy for 

certain ailments" (Gilmore 1950:441) and may be the highland equivalent 
of the similarly derived "piedra de lobo del mar" (sea lion) stone that 
Gillin (1954:124) describes a,s part of the medicine kit of the tradi

tional "shamans" or "witch doctors" in the coastal village of Moche.
All four subspecies of the Genus Lama are herbivorous, 

gregarious and polygamous with male dominance and are known to have

70-. As noted in Chapter IV, several llama bodies in some 
baskets-like containers were reportedly taken from the top of Huaca 1 
soon after the 1925 torrential rain and flood.

71. Llama fleece " . . .  is coarse and used as pelts or made 
into rough textiles for Indian clothing and for rope/ (Gade 1969:342; 
also cf. Gilmore 1950). Unlike alpaca wool which is soft with fine 
fibers, llama wool is not sold commercially today and has not been 
valued as much, as the alpaca wool.
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communal voiding places, thus facilitating the collection of their dung 
which is known as "taquia" fuel (Gilmore 1950, Gade 1969). In the 
fragile semi-desert coastal environment with its relatively sparse 

native vegetational coverage and slow rate of rejuvination, the over- 
exploitation of trees and bushes for fuel and construction purposes may 
have had serious consequences in the form of increased water and wind 
erosion, as well as lowering of the water table. In such circumstance, 
camelid dung may have been valued as fuel. With the exception of a 
possible concentration of burnt llama dung inside one of the rectangular 
enclosures near Sector D (Day personal communication, 1975), we have not 

yet identified llama corrals or dung concentrations in primary contexts. 
Since llamas are gregarious and behave as a collective unit, they may 
have been kept in a corral within the site for as long as the supply of 
the needed forage was available. Bowden (personal communication, 1973), 
who excavated the site of Galindo, an extensive mid-Valley site in the 

Moche Valley with a Moche V component, claims to have encountered a 
concentration of llama dung in a low open space.

At Pampa Grande, however, we have identified dung in various 
secondary contexts, including a thick accumulation revealed by a 
huaquero pit in Sector G, where an extensive cemetery apparently 
existed. Significantly, a large percentage of dung identified in our 
excavations is unburnt. The large quantity of unburnt dung in secondary 

contexts not only indicates intentional removal of the feces but 

perhaps that there was an overabundance of the supply as fuel or that 
other substances were used as principal fuel at the site. In fact, the 
evidence of fire is usually associated with charcoal which the local
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workers identify as algarrobo, zapote or faique. However, we must 

consider possible differential preservation of wooden charcoal and 
burnt llama dung. It is highly likely that llama dungz once burnt, 

loses its original shape and disintegrates into what I have been 
describing as "grey ashy11 soil, which forms the matrix for a great 
portion of the refuse material found at the site.

Importation of Raw Materials
Many manufacturing activities identified at the site such as 

metal working and pottery making depended upon a reliable supply of 
raw materials from elsewhere. Many of the raw materials were heavy 

items which probably necessitated the use of llama trains, for example, 
clay for pottery, limestone and dolomite for hot-lime and plaster, ore 
or ingots for metal working. Outside of several molds for figurines and 
effigy vessels from Sector D, we failed to identify the loci of pottery 

making at the site. Yet, we are dealing with a tremendous quantity 
of plain red courseware vessels.

An ethnoarchaeological study of modern pottery making in the 
settlement of Morrope and nearby villages reveals an interesting 

problem in the archaeological identification of pottery making loci.
In Morrope the oxidized earthen wares made with ceramic molds, paddles 

and anvils (Fig. 96] are similar to "storage urns" from Pampa Grande in 
external appearance. Collier (1959} succinctly described the pottery 
making process and I only provide a photograph of a pottery work shop 
which shows the distribution of various material correlates of pottery 
making (Fig, 97),, Profiles of the ceramic molds used and the resultant
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Fig. 96. Wooden paddles and stone anvils used for pottery making today 
in Morrope, Peru.
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Fig. 97. Pottery workshop in the village of Romero near Morrope, Peru.
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vessels show an unexpectedly high degree of resemblance (Fig. 98) 
although, undoubtedly, the molds are thicker. Interestingly, some 

potters claim longevity of the molds while another notes that they 

break occasionally and replacements are made out of the finished 

vessels. Unless we are aware of this resemblance, we may well fail to 
distinguish the sherds of broken molds and finished vessels in 
archaeological context. If similar pottery techniques were used as 
Pampa Grande we may have failed to recognize the loci of pottery 
production. Whether or not these vessels were produced at the site 
remains uncertain but if the pottery was indeed produced there, we must 
still consider the importation of clay from elsewhere. Today, 
Morropanos travel to various clay sources as close as a few kilometers 
within agricultural fields or as far as a" few days trip with donkeys. 
Several potters noted that they barter for clay with finished vessels 
or other commodities. In all cases their clay sources are situated 

west of the Pan American Highway close to the Pacific Coast. Whether 
these coastal loci are the only clay sources in the Valley remains to 

be seen. In respect to the geomorphology of the Valley (cf„ Reimchen 

1972), one would expect to find more sedimentation of fine-grained 

soil toward the Pacific coast. In the case of Pampa Grande there may 
have been a local source that we have not yet identified. Distinct 
from the clay used in common neck jars and storage urns, painted 

vessels and burnished wares are composed of very fine-grained paste 

which may have been imported from a far distant source.
Several natural resources known to have been used at the site 

have been imported. In my discussion of Unit 38, I described a
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Fig. 98. Profiles of a ceramic mold and its product, Morrope, Peru.
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calcaceous substance found inside a storage urn and inferred that it was 
originally derived from limestone. If there is no local white lime
stone outcropr it must have been brought in from elsewhere. Hematite or 
other ferric substances are needed for pigments used in coloring walls 
and murals. Ceramic vessels with encrustations of oxidized cupreous 

substance from Sectors H and D also point to small-scale smelting of 
high grade cupriferous ore or melting of pre-fabricated copper ingots 
to desired size and form. Smelting of sulfide copper ores was known 
prehistorically in Peru (Caley and Easby 1959) and may date to as early 
as A,D. 600 if the vessels were, indeed, used for smelting. A recent 
publication pertaining to seven matched hollow gold jaguars (Lechtman 

et al. 1975) indicates the existence of gold artifacts at the site of 
Pampa Grande, thus supporting claims by the local huaqueros, Contrary 
to their identification of the jaguars as Chavinoid in style, both 
Schaedel (personal communication, 1975) and Donnan (personal communica
tion, 1975) classify them as clearly Moche in style. "Jaguars" 
depicted on some Moche iy painted jars are nearly identical to them in 
form (e.g., Benson 1972, Plate 2-20). The description of context 

suggests they were collected from Huaca 2, which I feel predates Huaca 1. 
Whether the gold artifacts were produced at the site or imported from 
elsewhere is unresolved. These metals as well as common round quartzite 
cobbles undoubtedly were imported to the site. Other substances of 

non-local origin further illustrate extensive and probably constant 

interregional economic intercourse probably aided by llama transport. 
Further evidence of interregional interaction is provided by 

on-going analysis of floral and faunal remains from Pampa Grande by
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Melody Shimada„ I have already described the discovery of two medium-
sized birds belonging to the tropical parrot family that must have been
brought in from the eastern side of the Andes or farther north toward
the Ecuador (M, Shimada personal communication, 1976). I have suggested
their possible totemic significance as well as socioeconomic value for

feathered cloth. Interaction with the Pacific coast is illustrated by
various maritime products including shark, seal, and penguin. The last
is rare in archaeological context. The bones belong to the Peruvian

jackass penguin (Spheniscus humholdti) that is found from Valparaiso
to Lobo de Tierras along the Peruvian coast (Gilmore 1950; 385}, Lobo

de Tierra is a sizable island situated off the Lambayeque-Pirua
72Departmental boundary, Gilmore (1950:385) describes penguins as a 

food source ,I. . * especially during the breeding season, when adult 
birds can be clubbed and the young and eggs gathered by the hundreds," 
and, that during the winter the birds become " . . .  so fat that the 

skin with •blubber1 can be burned as fuel.u Considering the discovery 
of Moche artifacts on the Island of Macabi (Benson 1-972:78., Latco 1946: 

163, Kubler 1948} off the Chicama Valley and Chincha Island off the 

South Coast, it is likely that the fishermen of the Lambayeque Valley 

also navigated to the Island of Lobo de Tierra for penguin hunting and 

collection of guano. As in the case of other indigenous fauna, however, 
past exploitation has considerably reduced their habitats today. The 

inferred penguin hunting, for example, may have been considerably easier

72, The coordinates for the island are about 80°50" longitude 
and S, 6°30n latitude. The penguin bones belong to the right wing.
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in the past. Evidence from the Islands of Macabi and Chine ha, however, 

points to the existence of a socioeconomic organization with naviga
tional knowledge and equipment to outfit long distance expeditions.
The discovery of penguin bones from a secondary context in Sector H 
suggests rather secular usage. Contact with the Far North Coast of Peru 

and southern Ecuador for acquisition of various tropical shells 
including Spondyllus princeps was established by the Early Horizon 
period and maintained throughout Moche times (cf. Paulsen 1974).
Worked spondyllus shell was found in one of the structures excavated 
atop Huaca 1 by Jo Haas„ A pair of shells was found inside a structure 
along the long rampway to Huaca 1 that may have served as a guard 

station or check point (Haas personal communication, 1975).

Material evidence thus far clearly indicates the continuation 
of patterns of interregional interaction established by the Early 

Horizon period and elaborated by the Lupaca Kingdom and Inca Empire to 
what Murra, (1968, 1972, 1975) calls "archipelago model of vertical 
control,v Complementary ethnohistorical work by Rostworowski (1967-8, 

1972^ 1973) adds the horizontal dimension to our picture of Andean 

interregional interaction. These are some of the strategies for the 
exploitation of repetitive and linear environments of Peru,

Although quantitatively the camelid bones dominate the organic 

remains recovered through excavations at Pampa Grande, the diversity of 
faunal species represented at the site is quite large. M* Shimada 

identified dog, fox, deer, guinea pig, snake, lizard, various types of 
birds including parrot, duck and buzzard, as well as a range of marine
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and freshwater fish. In respect to the floral materials, in addition 
to the expected triad of maize, beans and squash, M. Shimada (personal 
communication, 1976) has so far identified cotton, lucuma, avocado, 

gourd and aji pepper.
The diversity of the fauna as well as the age groups repre

sented among camelid remains point to the multiplicity of procurement 
strategies, and ecological zones exploited. The biased sampling in 1975 
does not affect the identification of fauna; it may have served to 
under-represent the fauna that were exploited or simply present at the 
site. The observed diversity may be interpreted as an epiphenomenon of 
the complexity of socioeconomic organization and activities at the 

site. Alternatively, it may be regarded as a social response to 
stressful social and natural environmental conditions. That is, a 
general deterioration of the environment and attendant nucleation and 

relocation of the population may have necessitated diversification of 
subsistence strategies and redefinition of what constituted, a viable 
food resource. As elaborated in the following chapter, I postulate such 
an environmental deterioration.

In terms of quantitative representation, camelid remains 
clearly dominate the organic materials recovered through our excava

tions, Even in light of the biased nature of the sample, it seems 

safe to say that camelids were the major source of protein at the site. 

Utilization of marine fauna appear to have been rather limited. The 
inland location of the site may have been the reason. However,

73. The complete inventory and its behavioral significance will 
be presented in a forthcoming report by Melody Shimada.
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differential preservation of camelid and fish bones cannot be for
gotten, Although screens with various mesh sizes were utilized for the 
recovery of organic substances, we would expect that the recovery pror- 

cedure would fayor larger remains such as those belonging to camelids.

Some of the fauna in the inventory may be considered to have 
been "delicacies" reserved for a limited number of privileged indi^ 

viduals. Some pictorial representations on Moche vessels (Fig.. 99) are 
suggestive of such a view. For example, hunting and transportation of 
seals and penguins (assuming that they were consumed as food) must have 
been a group effort. If these animals were reserved for high status 

individuals, we would expect to find a differential distribution of 

faunal remains. Certainly the extensive use of organic refuse as 
construction fill limits the potential of testing the inference. How
ever, limited primary refuse materials recovered from various 
architectural contexts do not support the view. The refuse materials 
found on the floor of one of the adobe room complexes atop Huaca 1 
consist largely of camelid bones. M, Shimada (personal communication, 
1976) feels that much of the population at the site had access to 

basically the same food items, and that the significant difference may 
have been how much of the same items a given individual was allocated.

In addition, it is reasonable to suggest that the dispersed distribution 
of certain fauna, such as viscacha and penguin, reflects little control 

of the allocation of certain food items. We cannot forget, however, 

that most of these remains were recovered from secondary contexts.

The occurrence of camelid bones of various age groups, 

including fetal and juvenile, points to the existence of a breeding
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Fig. 99. A Moche feast (redrawn from Larco 1939, Plate 31)
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population of camelids. Much has been said in regard to the question of 
the existence of a "coastal" camelid species (e.g., Gilmore 1950; 
Horkheimer 1973; Amano personal communication, 1975). Here we can only 

say that the inhabitants of Pampa Grande had direct access to a large 

and breeding camelid population.

The large number of camelids implies attendant development of 
managerial personnel. Hurra's (1965, 1966, 1968) ethnohistorical 
analysis of the highland Kingdom of Lupaca around Lake Titicaca and the 
so-called yana retainers points to their pre-Inca derivation due to the 
necessity for full-time caretakers of large, supra-household herds. The 

caretakers, in the process of becoming yana retainers lost their ties 

to their original ethnic groups. Similarly we may be dealing with the 
existence of a formal bureaucratic set-up to handle various managerial 
problems related to camelid herds such as herding, allocating and 
keeping accounts of meat, dung and wool. In addition, goods transported 

by these animals called for some formal mechanism for accounting, 
storage and distribution,

I suggest that many of the rectangular enclosures, especially 

those in the highly nucleated northern section of the site, served as 

the formal setting for daily face-to-face economic transactions between 
given setment (s) of the population at the site and various communities 
within and outside of the Valley. The imposing walls that define the 

enclosures with formal architecture within may be regarded as a 

theatrical production to amplify the sense of significance of the matter 

being transacted. As I suggested earlier, the exclusive use of adobe 

bricks may reflect the direct representation of the ruling group. In
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addition to the existence of managerial personnel and attendant 
formalized settings, there was probably functional differentiation of 
this proposed bureaucratic class in accordance with the material goods 
and/or ethnic communities being handled. The architectural setting 
would be expected to reflect such differences. Day (personal communica
tion, 1975) feels that Unit 14 may have served as a center of cotton 
drying and other activities related to the allocation of weaving and 

future tribute payments. His interpretation is in accord with the 
general model advanced above. The results of the extensive excavation 
of another rectangular enclosure. Unit 4, are currently being analyzed 
by Luis Watanabe,



CHAPTER VIII

ESTABLISHMENT AND ABANDONMENT OF MOCHE V 
OCCUPATION AT PAMPA GRANDE AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

The last chapter tackles two important issues: the question of
the forces responsible for the establishment and abandonment of Moche V 
occupation at Pampa Grande and the problems and tasks for future 
research in the Lambayeque region. All issues are considered within a 
regional perspective and multi-year framework.

Establishment and Abandonment of Moche V 
Occupation at Pampa Grande

As the title of the thesis indicates, I consider Moche Phase V 
a transitional period between the earlier florescence of the so-called 
Regional Classics (Moche Culture on the North Coast) during the Early 
Intermediate Period and the later and poorly understood Middle Horizon 
Period during with the Central Highland "Huari Empire" is said to have 
brought much of the northern half of Peru under domination. I argued in 

the preceding chapter that there was a clear and major break between 
Moche Phases IV and V in respect to social and political structures and 
their organization as well as settlement patterns, architecture, and 
portable artifacts, notably ceramics. By the end of Phase V, the Moche 

multi-valley polity appears to have dissolved just as its highly diag
nostic bichrome vessels ceased to exist in pure form. Constituent 

elements that earlier formed a vigorous Classic Period Moche Culture
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fragmented into individual units and apparently were re-integrated to 
form the poorly known Middle Horizon cultures of the North Coast,

Similarly, I argued that establishment of Moche V occupation at 
Pampa Grande was part of a coast-wide phenomenon that occurred toward 
the end of the Early Intermediate Period and was accompanied by abandon
ment of earlier principal sites and inland movement of major population 
segments. In other words, Moche V Pampa Grande was part of the 
generalized shift in coastal settlement patterns and internal reorgan
ization and adjustment. The period was probably a time of environ

mental as well as social stress which necessitated rapid and major 
social and physical adjustments. Earlier time-tested institutions and 

customs had to be modified, if not abandoned. The establishment and 
subsequent growth of the Moche V occupation at Pampa Grande led to 
creation of new social forms which, once established, had to be taken 
into account in subsequent changes. What follows below is an elabora
tion of these generalizations. I emphasize the internal circumstances 

that weakened Pampa Grande as a viable socioeconomic system.
The recent Harvard University archaeological project at the site 

of Moche clearly revealed that Mochica occupation of the site ended by 
the close of Phase IV (Moseley n.d.a). Only a few sherds of Moche V 

pottery are known from the site (Donnan personal communication, 1976; 
Pozorski personal communication, 1976). Schaedel (personal communica
tion, 1976), however, notes post-Moche occupation of the site during the 

Middle Horizon period. In other words, by the end of Phase IV, the 
long-time (perhaps 300-year) capital of the Moche polity shifted to 
Pampa Grande. Archaeological evidence of attributing "capital" status
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to Pampa Grande includes the physical expanse and complexity of 
architecture as well as the implied control of labor and raw materials 

documented by the gigantic Huaca de la Fortaleza. Evidence lies in 
architectural forms and their organization in space and not in portable 

artifacts. Although architecture at the site suggests to me increasing 
secularization, I do not control data to validate this impression.
Huaca de la Fortaleza (Huaca 1) and smaller Huaca 2 have been regarded 
as the physical representation of theocratic power (cf. Kosok 1965; 
Schaedel 1951a, 1966a). Undoubtedly, we cannot impose a clear-cut 

dichotomy between the ceremonial center with a theocratic elite in 
control, on the one hand, and a political, population center with a 
basically secular character. J. Haas (personal communication, 1975), 

for example, believes that an elite assumed political, religious, and 
military leadership as opposed to differentiated leadership. The prob
lem still remains how we can determine the nature of the leadership.
For example, what observable material remains reflect theocratic or 
secular nature of the society? We must offer explicit operational 
definitions of various models of leadership and we cannot rely on the 

implicit assumption that societies develop from theocratic to secular 

leadership.

The Moche artistic tradition as represented in bichrome painted 
vessels continues to form the basis for our definition of Phase V. Yet 

I presented various non-ceramic data that point to a major break between 

Moche Phase IV and V. There is a pervasive but misleading belief that 
different ceramic styles imply different cultures and/or populations.

The danger of this naive equation must be recognized. Rowe (1948a:20)
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noted that " . . .  fundamental differences in decorative styles need not 
imply equally important differences in the ways of everyday life," 
Conversely, one can argue that the continuity of a give decorative 
style does not necessarily indicate continuity of a given culture, 
particularly when one realizes that labor-intensive pottery with a 
"corporate style" may have been manufactured by a limited number of 

skilled potters. For example, there is a distinct possibility that 
Moche fine quality ceramics became established as a pure art tradition 
separate from political or even religious symbolism. It has been 
assumed that painted Moche vessels were infused with the prevailing 

Moche cultural ideology and values. On the other hand, after nearly 
half a millennium of uninterrupted development of a ceramic tradition 
with a concomitant increase in the demand for the vessels, the vessels 
may have been transformed to a generalized quality object that was 
available for Moche elite as well as non-Moche elite. The post-Moche 
existence of several decorative styles on the North Coast that in
corporated Moche artistic elements attest to respect for its artistic 
and technical sophistication. I would expect that truly significant 
cultural and/or populational changes would be reflected in changes in 
what Mosely (n.d.a) calls "folk" style pottery. In general, however, 

the elite are more sensitive to external influences while the populace 

follows the "pace-setting" elite. In other words, we would expect to 
find evidence of external influences in elite burials, offices, and
residences.
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Explanatory Model I: Systemic Response
to Environmental Change

Now focusing upon the specific forces responsible for the re
location of the Moche capital, we must consider both external and 

internal reasons. Recently MacNeish et al. (1975:52-3) noted a major 
fluctuation in the precipitation pattern in the Highlands during the 

latter portion of the Early Intermediate Period. Although their data

for the environmental change come from the Central Highland region of 
74Ayacucho, their implications clearly encompass the coastal regions as

well. As Kosok (1955:10) canonizes, agriculture in the coastal valleys
depends upon irrigation which, in turn, depends upon a reliable and
stable water supply from the highlands. Consequences of any major
fluctuation in precipitation pattern in the highlands are obvious.
MacNeish et al. (1975:52-3) describe the change as follows:

A complex set of events occurred between A.D. 450 and 550 that 
may have had a considerable impact on what happened during the 
next two centuries. First, the total populations of some 
coastal regions seem to have reached maxima about this time.
Second, the interval of slightly increased precipitation con
tinued in some highland regions, which resulted in slightly 
increased runoffs in the rivers of some coastal valleys. Water- 
control systems were expanded considerably in several coastal 
valleys at this time, presumably to take advantage of the in
creased runoff to bring formerly marginal lands under cultiva
tion. Third, precipitation apparently returned to normal or 
even subnormal levels around A .D. 500. As the amount of 
available water diminished, the kinds of crops grown on the 
marginal lands would have changed to ones that were particularly 
well adapted to dry conditions. Eventually, the marginal farm
lands would have been abandoned altogether, when there was no 
longer enough water for eve these dry-adapted crops. The effects 
of this would have been felt most strongly in those areas where 
large amounts of marginal lands can be brought under cultivation

74. The postulated climatic fluctuation is largely based upon 
the intensive pollen and soil analyses of samples taken from the 
Ayacucho region.



with only a slight increase in rainfall. Presumably, there was 
increasing population pressure on the existing food resources 
in these areas during the sixth and seventh centuries.

The desiccation trend apparently continued well into Middle Horizon
culminating, according to Isbell (1971:105), in ecological disaster and
attendant collapse of the "Huari Empire." I am concerned, however, with
systemic environmental and social responses to this desiccation.

On the Central Coast (around modern Lima) the so-called Lima 
Culture flourished during the Early Intermediate Period, attaining a 
prehispanic population maximum. The major site of the region is said to 
have been Maranga in the lower Rimac Valley, which was occupied from at 
least as early as A.D. 300 to about 600 when it was abandoned (MacNeish 
et al. 1975:53). However, about A.D. 500 the pyramid complexes of the 
Chillon and Rimac Valleys and their associated settlements are said to 
have been abandoned (MacNeish et al. 1975:54). Concurrently, the large 
nucleated settlement of Cajamarquilla (Rimac Valley) was developing and 

two pyramids were being constructed at Pachacamac near the mouth of the 
Lurin Valley to the South. On the basis of these observations, MacNeish 

et al. (1975:54) suggest (1) a shift in population from the lower 
valleys toward the valley necks and farming hamlets scattered throughout 
the valleys, (2) the consequent abandonment of earlier pyramid complexes 
which were subsequently used as burial grounds, and (3) increased 
importance of the site of Pachacamac in respect to the ceremonial 
activities that were performed earlier in these pyramid complexes.

During the same time period (Early Intermediate) we seem to have 
rather similar developments on the North Coast. Populations as well as 

extent and sophistication of irrigation agriculture appear to have
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reached a prehistoric maximum (cf. Moseley n.d.b). Generally speaking, 
any significant change within a delicately balanced coastal ecosystem 
(including human populations) would bring about systemic changes in 
the constituent components, many of which are difficult to predict and 
gauge. Extension of irrigation and cultivation into heretofore non- 
agricultural areas must have further reduced the indigenous vegetational 
coverage. Such a change would reduce the already "specialized eco
system" (cf. Harris 1969) of the coastal valleys, making them more 
susceptible to any environmental change. The particular change with 
which we are concerned here is the reversion of the increased precipita

tion pattern back to normal or even subnormal level about A.D. 500. 
Although, at this moment the total extent of the area affected by the 

fluctuation in the precipitation pattern remains to be determined, it is 
quite likely that the change affected a large area of the Andes outside 
of the Ayacucho Basin.

It is clear, then, one possible explanation for the generalized 
settlement drift in the coastal area is based upon fluctuation of the 
water supply. I shall proceed with the assumption that the fluctuating 

water level did affect the North Coast. I would expect, then, a series 

of systemic environmental and social responses to the reduction of water 
available for irrigation. One obvious consequence would be, as MacNeish 
et al. (1975:53) noted, the abandonment and desiccation of marginal 

lands and peripheral canals. Subsequently, with less natural coverage 

in these areas I would expect to see generalized environmental deteriora
tion particularly in the form of greater wind erosion. A major threat 
would be re-activation of semi-stabilized sand dunes as well as the
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formation and invasion of new dunes in new areas. Another effect of the 
water reduction would be silting of rivers and various irrigation 
canals, particularly in valleys with a low gradient. Downcutting would 
be reduced and sediment being transported by the water would be 
deposited before reaching the Pacific. Because of the period of in
creased run-off prior to reversion back to the normal or subnormal 
level, it must have been possible to construct canals with very low 
gradients which would clog when reversion occurred. Construction of 
high gradient canals, on the other hand, would reduce the acreage under 

irrigation. In terms of the land utilization and settlement locations 
I would expect abandonment of sites in the lower valleys as well as in 
the marginal lands. Abandonment of these areas only accentuates the 

pace and extent of environmental deterioration. This postulated series 
of changes may have occurred within a surprisingly short time span 
because of the delicacy of arid land ecology and the extent and degree 
of human interventions. In the face of such a major environmental 
change, we would expect correspondingly significant social changes.

Here, then, lies a basis for explaining the abandonment of the 
lower valley site of Moche by the end of Moche Phase IV. The valley- 
neck locations of Galindo and Pampa Grande add greater credence to this 
explanatory model. That is to say, they are situated in environmentally 
stable and fertile areas. The inhabitants of these sites would have 
direct access to fertile and flat valley bottom lands (called the Valle 

Viejo in the Lambayeque Valley) and also would be first to receive water 
from the principal river. In addition, their location provided politi

cal leverage by permitting control of much of the water supply for each



valley. In the case of Lambayeque Valley, if the Taymi and Collique 
Canals were operative during Moche V occupation at Pampa Grande, the 
polity at Pampa Grande could well have controlled the lands and peasants 
of three contiguous valleys. Conversely, we may consider the possi
bility that these two inter-valley canals were constructed or systema
tized and expanded during Moche V occupation at Pampa Grande by 
mobilizing the nucleated population.

At this point it should be realized that the explanatory model 

under consideration does not stipulate environmental deterioration in 
the Lambayeque Valley. That is to say, the model can account for popur 

lation nucleation and the shift in the settlement pattern with attendant 
population nucleation without invoking the environmental deterioration 
in the Lambayeque Valley. Deterioration in the Moche Valley and the 
valleys to the South may have had enough impact to power the generalized 

shift in settlement patterns on the North Coast. Likewise the 
nucleating population at Pampa Grande was not necessarily composed of 

local people. They may have come from the Moche Valley and elsewhere.
Recently Moseley (n.d.b; personal communication, 1976) suggested 

the possibility that the dune activation that began during the transi
tional Moche Phase III-IV may have forced the abandonment of the site of 
Moche by the end of Phase IV. Today the site is largely covered by 
active dunes except for Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna. This is the 
same dune formation that partially covers a Salinar period site of Cerro 

Arena farther inland. Moseley (n.d.b) notes that the dune formation 

begins in the area south of the Moche River and extends inland to the 
site of Moche along the south side of the valley. Although a short-lived
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meteorological disturbance such as the periodic El Nino Countercurrent 

is suggested as a possible force that triggered initial dune formation, 
it would be just as likely that precipitation fluctuation in the high
lands (and consequent fluctuation in run-off reaching the coastal 
valleys) triggered the formation.

Thus there is some supportive evidence for the model of environ
mental deterioration that I described earlier.

The observed pattern of nucleation at Moche V sites may be 
accounted for by the postulated explanatory model. Situated at loca

tions that are far less susceptible to the effects of environmental 
deterioration, the displaced populations seeking social, economic, and 
even psychological security may have converged at these sites. The 
emerging demographic structure and composition may have offered numerous 

alternative courses of action that small individual communities alone 
could not offer. Formerly distinct communities may have pooled their 

labor and material resources to formulate solutions to the various 

effects of the environmental deterioration. In other words, displaced 
communities served as the necessary components in building a system or 
a whole which possessed a distinct set of properties. Although some Moche 
IV pyramids are known to be associated with habitational structures, the 
degree and size of nucleation displayed at Galindo and Pampa Grande 

differ significantly from "nucleation" seen in earlier sites. Further
more, architectural diversity and layout seen in the Moche V sites 

distinguish them from earlier Moche settlements. At Pampa Grande, for 
example, formal and monumental adobe architecture was built contiguous
to small irregular agglutinated masonry structures.
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In the preceding chapter I argued that some of the small 

pyramids and rectangular enclosures are the seats of various ethnic 
and/or political groups represented (on a rotational basis) or residing 
at Pampa Grande. In the framework of this particular explanatory model, 
this architecture may be regarded as the central structures of various 
displaced populations that sought economic and social security within 
the expanding system at Pampa Grande.

Explanatory Model II: Impingement of
External Force

An alternative explanation for the northward shift in the seat 
of Moche polity and the establishment of Moche V occupation at Pampa 

Grande is increasing pressure exerted by the expansion of the so-called 

"Huari Empire." It should be clear that a variant of this alternative 
could be offered to account for abandoment of Moche V Pampa Grande.
Thus various points brought up in the course of the following discussion 
also apply to the variant.

As discussed briefly in the introduction to this thesis, there 
are a number of major problems with the "Huari invasion" explanation. 

Most significant is the exact nature of the cause and effect relation

ship between the abandonment of Moche by the end of Phase IV and the 
expansion of the "Huari Empire" out of its seat in the Ayacucho Basin. 

Are these two events linked in a cause-and-effeet relationship? The 
presence of burials with Huari style pottery in Moche sites does not 

document the invasion. There is a distinct possibility that the arrival 
of Huari influence (or even the Huari population) followed abandonment

of the site of Moche due to deterioration of the environment.
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Abandonment of the capital at Moche and subsequent northward relocation 
of the capital at Pampa Grande would bring military, political, and 
economic disarray to the southern half of the territory controlled by 
the Moche IV polity. That is to say, the southern half would be first 
to become susceptible to external forces. In this conception, the two 
events with which we are concerned were largely sequential in time and 
not connected by a cause-and-effect relationship.

The famous Moche murals at Panamarca in the Moche southern 
frontier valley of Nepeha shed some interesting light on this matter. 
Fortunately, the murals were preserved by later construction built over 

them. Schaedel (1951b; personal communication, 1976) argues that most 
Moche murals discovered so far show almost no sign of weathering and 
that some of the principal figures depicted show evidence of intentional 
mutilation, particularly "decapitation," suggesting that soon after 
abandonment by Moche residents the site was re-occupied. The major 
problem here is dating the murals. Schaedel (personal communication, 

1976) feels that Panamarca was occupied by the Moche population from 
Phase IV into the first half of Phase V. Donnan (personal communica
tion, 1976), on the other hand, suggests that Moche occupation at the 
site basically terminated at the end of Phase IV. Bonavia (1974:64), in 
his recent major work on the mural art of prehistoric Peru, discusses 
relevant publications and observations pertaining to the Moche murals 

and suggests that, stylistically speaking, Moche murals known today from 
the site "pertenecen a la fase IV del estilo Moche o a una etapa de 
transicion hacia la fase V." However, the feline figure may correspond 

to "las ocupaciones mas tardfas de Panamarca, hacia fines de la fase
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V" (Bonavia 1974:66). The latter position in regard to post-Moche 
reoccupation of Pahamarca is in basic agreement with the view held by 
Schaedel. That is to say, it was reoccupied in the second half of, if 
not toward the end of, Phase V. I concur with Bonavia (1974:64-7) that 
a systematic examination of architectural superposition may reveal more 
murals and clarify the occupational history of the site.

Within the Nepena Valley, Proulx (1973) so far has identified 
over 20 Moche IV sites. No Moche V sites have been located, although 
one would expect some Moche V settlements if Panamarca was occupied by 
Moche residents until the first half of Phase V. Conceivably, many of 
the Moche inhabitants in the Valley moved northward concurrent with the 
abandonment of Moche by the end of Phase IV, leaving a small group of 
Moche residents at Pahamarca, who abandoned the site sometime in Phase V.

If we assume for the time being that the site was reoccupied by 
the Huari population during the second half of Phase V, there is a 
temporal gap between the abandonment of the site of Moche and postulated 
Huari reoccupation that a direct cause-and-effect relationship cannot 
explain. However, we cannot place too much confidence on the dates 
assigned to these two events as both are based upon subjective evalua
tion of ceramic and mural artistic styles. At this point, however, if 
the dating of the abandonment of Moche can be accepted as secure, it 
would seem that we must look for other explanations for the abandonment 
of the site. The explanatory model based upon environmental deteriora
tion does appear to adequately account for a number of significant 
phenomena associated with the abandonment and deserves further testing.

I consider the question of "Huari invasion" once again in a
later section dealing with abandonment of Pampa Grande,
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Northward Relocation of the Moche Capital

I now consider why the capital of the Moche V polity was moved 
northward to the Lambayeque Valley as opposed to a number of other 

valleys on the North Coast. First, we must again consider Moche settle

ment patterns. The expansive Moche IV polity penetrated northward into 
the Lambayeque Valley through Pampa de Cayalti from the northern bank of 
the Zana River. At least three sites with Moche IV components are known 
in the Valley. It appears that these sites constituted the northern 
frontier of the Moche IV multi-valley polity. As far as I am aware, 

evidence for pre-Phase IV Moche occupation in the Valley is very 

limited. In fact, the extent and duration of the Moche IV occupation 
was limited. In Chapters IV and VII I suggested that the mid-Valley 
locations of the Moche IV sites may be related to control of north-south 
access (in respect to roads and irrigation canals) to the adjoining 
valleys and prime alluvial lands, as well as to the existence of strong 
indigenous ethnic/political units.

During Phase IV most of the North Coastal valleys were politi

cally controlled by the Moche polity at the site of Moche and provincial 
administrative and ceremonial centers were constructed in most of the 
valleys. Presumably the imposition of Moche power and social structure 
upon local populations was facilitated by the fact that most of the 

North Coastal inhabitants shared similar traditions and life styles.

Few modifications, elaborations, and little physical enforcement were 

necessary due to the sharing of similar contextual knowledge.
The Moche IV occupation in the Lambayeque Valley differs in

many respects from that of other valleys. Logically speaking, because
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of its northern location, the Lambayeque Valley must have been one of 

the last areas incorporated into the Moche IV polity. It follows, then, 
that the duration of Moche occupation was, relatively speaking, quite 
short. In addition, contrary to the southern frontier where the 
impressive Moche center at Panamarca was constructed, Moche IV occupa
tion in the Lambayeque region manifested no large-scale project or 
architecture. Both the Lambayeque and Zaha Valleys contain no Moche IV 
settlements that can readily be identified as provincial centers. Un
fortunately, we have not yet determined whether there was Moche IV 
occupation at Pampa Grande. In the preceding chapter I suggested that 
Huaca 2 at Pampa Grande preceded Huaca 1 as observable today, and that 

the orientation of Huaca 2 may have matched alignment of access to the 
postulated earlier water diversion point near present-day La Puntilla.

On the basis of the above observations, I would further argue 

that fewer social adjustments to the intrusive Moche socioeconomic 
institutions and patterns were made by the local populations in the 
Lambayeque region than in other North Coastal Valleys. In other words, 
at the time of the establishment of the Moche V capital at Pampa Grande, 

there was a greater chance for the incorporation of indigenous patterns 
and claims. The short and limited Moche IV occupation in the Valley was 

not sufficient to lay the foundations for a smooth transfer of the 
capital.

If the Valley population was poorly conditioned for Moche life

styles, why was the capital established in the Valley? A few clues are 
available to the puzzle. The underlying motive may have simply been to 

remove themselves as far as possible from the scene of a deteriorating
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environment or, alternatively, from the encroaching Huari force within 
the territory of the Moche IV polity. As noted in Chapter II, the 
Lambayeque Valley has the greatest agricultural potential on the North 
Coast. In addition, the Chancay River has a stable and large water 
supply. Another major valley, the Jequetepeque, had been well occupied 
by Moche populations but may have suffered increasing pressure from the 
highland polity centered around the Cajamarca Basin. Valleys to the 
south of the Moche are considerably smaller in size and agricultural 
potential. It is also just as plausible to suggest that the southern 
valleys were already coming under the strong influence of a Huari force 
as discussed earlier.

Whatever the reasons for the northward shift of power, the move 

must have been costly. Intrusion into the poorly conditioned Lambayeque 
Valley, I expect, necessitated adoption of compromising solutions and 
strategies on the part of both the local and intrusive populations. If 
there was no preceding Moche population at Pampa Grande, the establish
ment of the capital must have required the mustering of a large labor 

force and many material resources, as well as adoption of practical and 

economical solutions. If there was Moche IV occupation at Pampa Grande, 

it has been well buried or obliterated by subsequent occupations. In 
either case, the establishment of the capital was a gigantic task.

Because of the intrusive and central nature of the occupation, 
one may characterize the socioeconomic system at Moche V Pampa Grande 

fundamentally as a dynamic growth system. I believe Moche V society 
manifested various characteristics of a growth system, some of which may 
ultimately have overtaxed the system. In one sense the socioeconomic
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system at Pampa Grande was too dynamic, never establishing a stable 
social order.

Internal Problems

The rapid establishment of Pampa Grande must have necessitated 
exploration for and exploitation of all avenues for the necessary man

power and raw materials for continuous construction, production, and 
importation of domestic and non-domestic objects. Population nucleation 
at Pampa Grande may have been largely due to deteriorating environments 
as suggested before or, at the same time, have been artificially induced 
or encouraged as a way of gaining necessary manpower. Architecture at 
the site suggests rather rapid horizontal expansion, which I equate to 

the continuous influx and incorporation of largely homogeneious popula
tions. Population influx, however, may have taken the form of rota
tional representation. As suggested earlier, the incoming populations 
do not necessarily have to have come from the Lambayeque region. For 
example, the populations first conquered by the Moche copulation may 
have shown loyalty or served certain specialized tasks for the Moche 
elite and been transplanted to Pampa Grande from the earlier Moche core 
region of the Moche and Chicama Valleys. Some of the smaller pyramids 

and rectangular enclosures may well have been occupied by and symbolized 
such groups. Others may have been the seats of lordship of craft 

activities or terminals for inter-regional economic intercourse. I do 

believe, however, the local populations were well represented materially 
at the site. Although yet to be tested, I believe many of the ceramic 
materials at the site show strong regional variation. As elaborated
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upon earlier, the configuration of Huaca 1 also appears to follow a 
local architectural convention. I believe the intrusive Moche popula
tion made a considerable number of concessions to the claims and tradi
tions of the local populations for the sake of establishing a base or 

capital for the Moche V polity. Huaca 1 exemplifies the state of 

affairs. Undoubtedly attempts were made to retain the tradition of 
the monumental pyramid as the focus of Moche political and ceremonial 
activities, yet the means employed in achieving this goal and the con
figuration attained differed significantly from earlier Moche archi
tectural canons. The physical and social superstructures that 
symbolized the Moche tradition appear to have been built upon popula
tions with unknown qualities. The facade of Moche tradition was up, but 
corresponding substance was on short supply.

The Moche V society at Pampa Grande was inherently a growth 
system. The Moche population at Pampa Grande not only had to deal with 

problems pertaining to physical expansion of the site but they faced 
far more complex socioeconomic problems stemming from increasing popula
tion size and internal variability. At the same time, however, whether 

it was composed of local populations or transplanted groups from other 
valleys or representatives from various communities on a rotational 
basis, the expanding population did provide a labor force and demand for 
material objects for daily subsistence. Earlier I claimed that incoming 

populations were the driving force behind the economic system at the 

site, Much of the population could have been kept busy by construction, 
maintenance, or manufacturing tasks within the site. They could produce 
what they consumed in addition to a limited quantity of certain specific
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goods for high status individuals. However, were the provisions neces
sary to feed the inhabitants of the site obtained in the form of 
tribute? Perhaps within a limited scale, but there is evidence of a 
redistributive economy at the site which I expounded upon in Chapter V- 

There is a crucial problem in this model. If there was large- 
scale environmental deterioration or, alternatively, encroachment of 
Huari forces from the South, we would expect that agricultural output 

would decrease significantly. Population nucleation does not resolve 
this fundamental problem. The only apparent solution would be heavier 

taxation and/or improvement of agricultural techniques. The former 
solution may well have been the major internal force that undermined the 

superstructure of the Hoche V polity. Taxation can be pushed only to a 
point. There is no indication that the domain of the Moche V polity was 
larger than that of Moche IV. No new lands or populations were in
corporated to relieve the burden of supplying an increasing urban and 
nonagricultural population. It is easy to see the path to revolt or 
other forms of resistance to the Moche V superstructure.^^

The economic constraint described above is only one internal 
factor that preconditioned dissolution of Moche society. Increasing 

size and diversity of the population at the site created a multitude of

75. This explanation closely resembles that advanced by 
MacNeish et al. (1975:58) to account for the collapse of the Huari 
Empire around A.D. 800. The explanation offered here was independently 
conceived toward the end of my stay in Peru in 1975. Both are varia
tions on the theme of overtaxation of a productive system with a 
finite capacity. My explanation of the dissolution of the Moche V 
polity and the abandonment of Pampa Grande differs in that it is far 
more comprehensive in the coverage of phenomena as seen in the 
following section.
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administrative problems such as allocation of duties and provisions as 
well as supervision of certain activities. I would expect a geometric 
rather than arithmetic increase in administrative problems. This is the 
basis of my argument for social mobility. I believe the growth of a 
social system creates new social forms which in times of stress neces
sitates a new social order. In addition, all social systems have a 

built-in conservative tendency against forces that undermine the estab
lished social order or attempt to change the order too rapidly. I do, 
however, also assume dynamic relationships among the components of the 

social system. The unusual circumstances that surrounded establishment 

of the capital at Pampa Grande necessitated the modification and even 

abandonment of various traditional social institutions and practices 
that proved ineffective and obsolete. A stable social order would have 
been difficult to achieve in a society whose demographic structure and 
composition constantly changed. Yet new administrative personnel were 
needed to handle day-to-day interaction between the elite and the 
populace. When the traditional norms for social status and attendant 
behavior became obsolete, there was no formal way of defining the 

expected behavior and limits of power of new social positions other than 
by direct proclamations and sanction by the ruling body of the society. 
Traditional elites had to reach a workable balance between their desire 
to conserve power and the practical necessity to delegate authority to 
social mobile segments of the population. On the other hand, the 

claims of various "intermediate" bureaucrats, some of which undoubtedly 

contradicted one another, had to be assessed. Decision-making under 

such stressful and ambiguous conditions would have been difficult and
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probably was accompanied by some unpredictable consequences. Although 
the socioeconomic effects of a military action may be projected before
hand, for example the actual repercussions may greatly differ from 
expectations, thereby overburdening an unprepared populace. Human 

decision-making is a rapid process, however, attendant socioeconomic 
adjustments are rarely prompt. We cannot expect a high degree of 
correspondence between theoretical results of a given decision and the 
actual changes in the socioeconomic system. I argue that the compro
mising circumstances under which Moche V occupation was established 

together with subsequent population expansion prevented the establish
ment of the stable and traditional social order to which the Moche 
population of the site was accustomed. The fluid social order was some
thing of an unknown. The failure to establish durable accord among the 
transplanted or displaced groups, socially mobile segments, traditional 

elite, and other social or political groups may have charted the course 

toward ultimate fragmentation of the society and abandonment of the 
site.

Social mobility at Pampa Grande may have greatly accentuated the 
earlier trend toward increasing secularization of the Moche society 

that may have begun as a largely theocratic polity seated at several 
ceremonial centers (cf. Schaedel 1951a, 1966a, 1972). I suggested 
earlier that one explanation for the apparent concern with visual 

effects and quantity, particularly in architecture and ceramics, is 
that they are the material reflections of newly acquired status and 
power by socially mobile segments of the society. Furthermore, 
according to the "flight and pursue" model of sociocultural change
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discussed earlier, these material expressions of power and status should 
follow or imitate the ruling group. Accordingly I suggested that at 
least some of the rectangular enclosures (masonry or adobe) with or 
without pyramids were residences and/or offices of such a group.

The pervasive use of expedient and economical solutions and 
the concern with quantity, however, may simply be a function of stress
ful environmental and social conditions. They may be a social response 

to large demands for material production by an increasingly large and 
complex population at the site.

Dissolution of the Moche V Polity and 
Abandonment of Pampa Grande

Moche V Pampa Grande may be described as a short-lived attempt 
to carry the fading torch of the once mighty Moche polity. The 
"momentum" developed during Phases III and IV appears to have been 
largely lost by Phase V. Moche V Pampa Grande does not appear to have 
been the direct offspring of earlier Moche developments having lost 
some, if not much, of the Moche social and cultural identities. I 
believe local Lambayeque populations and their sociocultural traditions 
had a major impact upon the life of Moche V Pampa Grande. In addition, 
it may have even been influenced by Huari groups from the South, al

though I do not believe such influence dictated the internal organiza
tion or working of Moche V society at Pampa Grande.

At this point, the immediate cause for the dissolution and the 

abandonment has not been identified. I have pointed out that there were 
internal forces and conditions that weakened the fiber of the society 

making it susceptible to a wide range of otherwise minor disruptive
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forces and events. Perhaps even a minor incident may have touched off a 
chain reaction that dealt the debilitating blow.

One such incident may have been a flood following an intrusion 
of the El Nino Countercurrent to the North Coastal region. In his 
excavations in Sector D, Ignatieff encountered several structures along 
a dry wash that manifested thick and uniform deposits of water-borne 
sand and silt. The deposit suggests a single flood of considerable 
magnitude. Furthermore, considering the complete burial of large, up
right storage urns, the sediment appears to immediately overlie presumed 
floor surfaces. Despite these observations, accurate dating of the 
flood(s) is difficult. It is possible that part of the sediment is 

wind-borne. Conversely, the deposit may prove to be the accumulative 

result of a number of floods. Radiometric determination of the age of 
organic inclusions toward the bottom of the sediment coupled with 

detailed examination of the stratigraphy and the constituent sand grains 
should shed more light on this possibility.

Revolt stemming from any one of several internal problems dis
cussed earlier can also be considered as an immediate cause of dissolu

tion and abandonment. The reoccurring pattern of intensive burning of 

adobe structures of varying size and shape (e.g. Huacas 1, 2, 18, and 
Units 14 and 16) suggests a violent ending. Large quantities of burnt 
corn and beans in adobe storage facilities (Units 32 and 51) and else
where in jars supports abrupt abandonment of the site, Burnt roofing 
materials immediately overlie fire-hardened floor surface that do not 

show much weathering, indicating that the fire and abandonment occurred 

temporally close to each other. However, not all adobe structures
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inferred to have been high status residences and/or offices were burnt. 
For example, adobe constructions in Sector I do not show evidence of 
fire except those in Units 9 and 22. Although the small adobe platform 
in Unit 86, Sector J, was burnt, the adobe/masonry enclosure (Unit 87) 
ten yards away shows no fire damage. In other words, there is a high 

degree of correlation between evidence of burning and adobe structures 

but the coefficient neither suggests reasons for burning nor a 
systematic and organized effort to burn all structures that presumably 
symbolized the existing power structure. Masonry structures, both 
habitational and nonhabitational, invariably lack evidence of burning.
Do unburnt adobe buildings represent later construction or rebuilding? 
Architectural contexts and patterns do not support this contention.

Although the preservation of adobe structures is far from 
ideal, those we have excavated do not indicate intentional destruction. 

Nor do we see purposeful destruction of artifacts within the burnt 
buildings. Structures 1 and 2 atop Huaca 18 in Sector H showed well 
preserved adobe walls with niches in addition to several whole vessels. 
If we were to postulate an external invasion or systematic destruction 

by an internal group, I would expect to find more evidence of destruc

tion. However, this argument does not adequately dispel the possibility 

of a spontaneous eruption of violence aimed at offices of the ruling 
group. There is no artifact evidence to document invasion of a Huari 
force. Admittedly a swift attack by a Huari force or nonviolent sur
render by the inhabitants of the site (followed by burning of formal 
structures) would not necessarily be associated with reoccupation of the 

site by the Huari group or leaving material traces of a brief stay.
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The possibility of Huari invasion of the North Coast must be 

correspondingly seen from an entire North Coast point of view. Donnan 

(1973) reported the discovery of a gravelot from the Santa Valley that 
included both a pure Moche V painted stirrup spout jar and four Huari- 

style polychrome tiered jars, Although the association documents 
contemporaneity of the two ceramic styles, it does not tell us much 
about the nature of their relationship. In fact, the purity of Huari 
style pottery and the funerary context of the discovery points to the 
possibility that we may be dealing with tradewares.

However, in an earlier discussion I pointed out that Pahamarca 

may have been occupied by a Huari-related population during the second 
half of Phase V. In addition, there are a few more published reports of 
Huari-related materials from farther north. Donnan (1968) illustrated 
a gravelot from the Chicama Valley consisting of pure Huari style 
vessels dated to Middle Horizon Epoch 2A, the period immediately fol

lowing Moche Phase V. The polychrome murals in wall niches of Huaca 
Mayanga in the Batan Grande region are said to show both pure Moche 
and Huari artistic features and to have been stylistically dated to 
Middle Horizon Epoch IB (Donnan 1972), the time period to which Menzel 
attributes Moche Phase V (Menzel personal communication, 1976). There 
are many unpublished reports of the discoveries of Huari style, objects 

on the North Coast, however, most of them are of funerary offerings. 
Although very limited in quantity and distribution, sherds of pure 

Huari and Huari-influence styles are also said to occur in various 

architectural contexts (e.g. Collier 1955a; Willey 1953; Schaedel
1951a, 1966a, personal communication, 1976).
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Archaeological or operational definition of an invasion is not 

easy (cf. Binford 1968). Certainly the quantity of non-local pottery 
should not be the basis for rejecting invasion. It is well known that 

despite historical documentation of Inca conquest of the Chimu Kingdom 
and subsequent administration of the North Coast until the arrival of 

the Spaniards in 1532, there is surprisingly little Inca pottery or 
recognizable material remains of their dominance. This is not re
stricted to the coastal region. As discussed earlier, Inca presence in 
the Huanuco area is another example. The contexts in which nonlocal 

pottery occurs and the nature of the interaction between the local and 
nonlocal styles must be examined systematically. Simple listing of 
isolated occurrences of Huari style objects does not constitute adequate 

proof of "invasion."^
If the regularly laid out settlements of Viracocha Pampa near 

modern Huamachuco and Pikillacta near Cuzco were representative frontier 
settlements of the expanding Huari Empire (cf. banning 1967; MacNeish 
et al. 1975; Menzel 1964, 1969; Rowe 1963; Sanders 1973; Thatcher 1974, 
1975), I would expect to find similar Huari state-planned and imposed 

settlements on the North Coast if the Empire did invade and control the 
Coast. Rowe (1963:14) reports a site on the Pampa de las Llamas in the 
Casma Valley on the North Central Coast as another Huari frontier 

settlement. As far as I am aware, MacNeish et al. (1975:58) report the

76. Menzel (personal communication, 1976) informs me that she 
has already written a comprehensive treatise on data pertaining to the 
presence of Huari influence on the North Coast. Future publication of 
the manuscript is awaited.
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presence of "prestigious pottery styles" within the Huari Empire, such 
as Cajamarca, Light-Geometric (from the Huamachuco region?), and 
Pachacamac at the site of Huari itself. Everything we know about the 
Moche culture argues favorably when compared with these ceramic styles 
and associated cultures. Apparently Moche pottery does not occur at 
Huari.

Rectilinear enclosures and arrangement of settlements of the 
Middle Horizon and later periods are said to have been introduced from 
the highlands (cf. Collier 1955a, 1955b, 1961, 1962a; Hardoy 1968; Rowe 
1963; Schaedel 1951a, 1966a, 1966b; Thompson 1964; Willey 1953). At 
Pampa Grande the rectangular enclosures of various sizes, orientations, 
and internal arrangements have no apparent overall order. Some en

closures are five- or six-sided. Unit 38, for example, is a five-sided 
masonry enclosure that resembles a right triangle rather than a 

rectangle in floor plan. As discussed in Chapter V, several fine Moche 

painted stirrup spout jars were recovered from the enclosure. If these 
architectural forms are interpreted as examples of Huari influence, we 
are talking of something rather indirect or weak. Alternatively, if 
the spread of rectangular enclosures and settlement plan is attributed 

to the second major expansion of the Huari Empire during Middle Horizon 
Epoch 2 (ca. A .D. 700 to 800?) , then the rectangular enclosures at Pampa 
Grande may be considered an autochthonal development.^7

77. Recent analysis of ceramics from Viracocha Pampa by 
Thatcher (1975) suggests that the building of the settlement may have 
begun as early as Middle Horizon IB. Menzel (1969) suggested earlier 
that this state administrative center was built in Epoch 2A.
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Originally, Middle Horizon Epoch IB roughly covered a period 

between A .D. 650 to 700 A .D. (Menzel 1964, 1969; Banning 1967) . Now it 
would seem Epoch IB may have to be pushed backward in time by several 

decades. I believe that during Moche Phase V or Middle Horizon Epoch 
IB, interaction between the Moche and Huari populations was largely non
political, involving limited trade. I do not think that a dominant- 
subordinate relationship existed between these two polities. This 
position, however, does not preclude the possibility of a rapid and 
brief incursion of Huari forces around the end of Moche Phase V. For 
example, the unstable socioeconomic order of Pampa Grande and Moche V 
polity, in general, may not have been prepared for a rapid intrusion of 
Huari forces coming directly from the North Highlands as opposed to the 

southern sector of the Moche polity. If construction of Viracocha Pampa 
dates to Middle Horizon Epoch IB, the Huari force in the North Highlands 
may have been large and strong enough to execute such a blitzkrieg. It 
is my personal feeling, however, that presently available data per
taining to this problematic time period are largely ambiguous because 
of their fragmentary nature and one-sided manner of presentation and 

interpretation in the past. It is clear that archaeological definition 
of an inferred Huari invasion and its impacts on the North must be 
explicitly defined by its proponents so that future investigators may 

conduct more productive field testing. A major focus of future re
search should be elucidation of the processes by which an external force 

could have brought about various sociocultural transformations, and not 
listing of post hoc changes. There is no sense exchanging more contra

dictory claims based on isolated discoveries and idiosyncratic
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definitions. Since the possibility of an invasion of the North Coast by 
a highland power was first voiced several decades ago, Peruvian 
archaeologists have failed to reach any clear concensus on the issue.
I believe it is time for systematic investigation into the validity of 

this proposition guided by explicitly stated research aims, expecta
tions , and field strategies.

Lastly I venture to argue for the importance of the extensive 
site of Batan Grande for elucidation of the forces responsible for 
shaping the transformations that occurred during the critical period 

that encompassed the last part of the Early Intermediate Period and the 

first portion of the Middle Horizon. I believe the archaeological 

potential of Batan Grande is great for determination of the Moche-Huari 

relationship and delineation of local traditions including the so-called 
Classic Lambayeque. I would suggest that the relationship between 
Moche V Pampa Grande and contemporary Batan Grande may have been 
similar to that which existed between the nucleated urban center of 
Cajamarquilla in the Rimac Valley and the emerging ceremonial center at 
Pachacamac in the Lurin Valley. All four sites are roughly contemporary.

As far as the central coast is concerned, Pachacamac is unique. 
While all major Early Intermediate pyramid complexes were being 
abandoned toward the end of the period, Pachacamac gradually expanded 
its size and influence (Menzel 1964, 1969; MacNeish et al. 1975). By 

the first half of the Middle Horizon the site became one of the most 

influential ceremonial centers in the Andes. It is known to have been a 

ceremonial center dedicated to an oracle and associated with its own
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distinctive pottery style that has been reported from the South Coast 
as well as from Huarmey and Patavilca to the North.

As mentioned earlier, although no diagnostic Moche IV or V 
bichrome pottery has been reported from Batan Grande, polychrome vessels 
with pure Moche motifs are known (Donnan 1972, Rowe 1942, Fig. 90).
The polychrome jars appear to be a synthesis of Huari and Moche 

artistic traditions just as the murals from Huaca Mayanga are thought 

to be such a combination (Donna 1972). I suggest that a direct contact 
was established between Pampa Grande and Batan Grande during Moche Phase 
V, and that following the demise of Moche V polity, the ceremonial 
tradition of the Moche Culture was inherited and transferred to Batan 

Grande, where it fused with local and Huari traditions. It is likely 
that during Moche V occupation of Pampa Grande the ceremonial function 
of the Moche capital had already been usurped by Batan Grande, leaving 
Pampa Grande as a secular and political center. The latter position is 
purely speculative. How the Huari artistic tradition reached Batan 
Grande remains to be determined; however, it did not totally replace 
the Moche tradition. Possibly, as Moche ideology and ceremonialism 

declined in influence and status, Batan Grande received impetus for the 
establishment of new ideology and ceremonialism from Pachacamac or 

Huari. Batan Grande may have been on the way to becoming the ceremonial 
center of the North Coast comparable to Pachacamac on the Central 
Coast. We would expect, then, the construction of monumental archi
tecture to have begun coterminous to Moche V occupation at Pampa Grande 
or immediately after the dissolution of the Moche V polity.
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Future Research Considerations

As is the case with any pioneering work, our project at Pampa 
Grande transformed our relatively simplistic conceptions of the 
regional cultural history and generated discouragingly complex and 
numerous questions. The results were expected as a necessary evil of 
science which attempts to be self-corrective. Many of my interpreta
tions and observations are naive. Yet they are presented here as I 

consider them to be plausible hypotheses worthy of future testing. In 
fact, some may prove to have far-reaching consequences.

In various sections of the thesis I indicated problems to be 
dealt with in the future. I cannot re-enumerate all of them here but 
will single out some major issues and problems.

The total occupational history must be established at Pampa 
Grande and the cultural chronology of the Lambayeque region must be 
established through stratigraphic excavations in multi-component sites 
such as Sipan/Collique Complex and Batan Grande. Concurrent examination 
of regional settlement patterns must also be completed to augment the 
earlier work of Kosok and Schaedel. The Lambayeque and adjoining 

valleys together contain one of the most complex and largest prehistoric 
irrigation systems in the New World. It deserves more attention. The 
irrigation system as the basis of the coastal economy cannot be dis
sociated from any archaeological research in the coastal region,

Elucidation of the indigenous Early Intermediate sociocultural 
development is one of the most urgent research problems in the 
Lambayeque region. In the preceding sections I postulated the incor

poration of local traditions and patterns within Moche V Pampa Grande.
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However, aside from certain ceramic and architectural features, what can 
we say about the local developments? Moche V Pampa Grande must be 
placed in regional sociocultural context.

Post-Moche V developments in the region remain largely unknown. 
My belief in regard to the significance of Satan Grande has already been 

discussed. Not only is this site interesting in respect to the large 
quantity of gold objects executed in the Classic Lambayeque style, but 

it also defies us to answer why so much time and labor was invested in 
construction of about half a dozen major pyramids or why the area was 
occupied so long, not to mention the question of the nature of the 
site. Was it a ceremonial center?

In recent years,the North Coast as a whole has received a great 
deal of attention from American archaeologists while the highland sector 
of North Peru still remains largely unknown. Sites such as Pacopampa, 

Kuntur Wasi, and Marca Huamachuco are some of the major sites that 
attest to the high level of sociocultural development attained by the 
North Highlands by the end of the Early Intermediate Period. The region 
deserves far more attention than it has received in the past. This is 
where my interests lie. The dynamics of sociocultural development in 

the Andes cannot be defined by a coast-centric perspective. The two 
major geographical regions in the Andes must be linked in our study of 
Andean cultural history. Ideally, then, Moche V Pampa Grande should 
also be seen from a North Highland perspective. For the immediate 
future, however, follow-up studies in the Lambayeque region must be 
carried out. The sites of the Sipan/Collique complex and Satan Grande
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offer excellent settings for carrying out field work aimed at answering 
the questions delineated earlier.

In respect to Pampa Grande, however, future investigation must 
adopt a sampling design that will rectify our bias toward the central 

portion of the site. The research problem should dictate the method 
developed and adopted. The relationship between research problem and 
field methods, however, must remain flexible. Considerations such as 
time/manpower limitations and achievement of a representative sample do 
affect the methods employed. Thus my plea for greater sampling of 

peripheral areas must not be taken at face value.

The Sector notation must continue to be tested. The focus 

should be placed upon determination of intra- and inter-Sector varia
bility and significance. As suggested in Chapter IV, future work may 

show that some Sectors need to be further subdivided while others may 
be combined. Intra-Sector variability in Sector H proved to be greater 
than anticipated. Yet, as I have shown, much of Sector H is function
ally integrated. Perhaps physical delimitation of the Sector should 
be based upon networks of corridors.

The significance of MLDs should be reconsidered along with the 
validity of the model of supervised manufacturing activities by a 

diurnal commenting labor force which was fed and supplied with raw 
materials by beneficiaries. Archaeologically we are concerned with the 

reoccurring association of the adobe platform, MLD cluster(s), and 
kitchen/domestic and formal storage facilities.

Lastly I urge judicious use of nonprobabilistic "contiguous-
room" sampling procedure for intra-Sector studies of architectural and
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artifact association in space. I believe the method has great potential 

for Unit or even Sector level determination of the social and economic 

significance of certain architectural contexts and patterns. Probabil

istic sampling is not sacred and omnipotent for all archaeological 
problems.

Listed above are only a few of the numerous implications that 
follow from my inferences presented in the thesis. Our work in the 
Lambayeque region has just begun.
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Figure 34

PROFILE , FACING EAST, OF THE SOUTHERN SECTION OF STRUCTURE 4 0 ,  UNIT 45 , SECTOR H
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PROFILE , FACING EAST , OF THE NORTHERN SECTION OF STRUCTURE 4 0 ,  UNIT 45 , SECTOR H
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PROFILE , FACING NORTH, OF THE NORTHWESTERN SECTION OF STRUCTURE 40, UNIT 45, SECTOR H
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